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ABSTRACT

The PHENIX ConceptualDesignReport(CDR) describesthedetectordesignofthe

PHENIX experimentforDay-i operationattheRelativisticHeavy IonCollider(RHIC).
The CDR presentsthe physicscapabilities,technicaldetails,costestimate,construction
schedule, funding profile, management structure, and possible upgrade paths of the PHENIX
experiment.

The primary goals of the PHENIX experiment are to detect the quark-gluon plasma
(QGP) and to measure its properties. Many of the potential signatures for the QGP are
measured as a function of a well-defined common variable to see if any or all of these sig-
natures show a simultaneous anomaly due to the formation of the QGP. In addition, ]-,asic
quantum chromodynamics phenomena, collision dynamics, and thermodynamic features of
the initial states of the collision are studied.

To achieve these goals, the PHENIX experiment measures lepton pairs (dielectrons and
dimuons) to study various properties of vector mesons, such as the mass, the width, and the
degree of yield suppression due to the formation of the QGP. The effect of thermal radiation
on the continuum is studied in different regions of rapidity and mass. The e# coincidence is
measured to study charm production, and aids in understanding the shape of the contimuum
dilepton spectrum. Photons are measured to study direct emission of single photons and to
study _r° and 77production. Charged hadrons are identified to study the spectrum shape,
production of antinuclei, the 4_meson (via K+K - decay), jets, and two-boson correlations.
The measurements are made down to small cross sections to allow the study of high pr
spectra, and J/_ and T production. To extract physics from these measurements, it is
important to perform systematic measurements of p + p and p + A collisions, as well as
A + A collisions over a range of beam energies and species.

Dielectrons are measured in the midrapidity region by a two arm spectrometer, with a
solid angle of 1 sr/arm. Dimuons are detected in the rapidity region 1.2 _< y _<2.4. A
lead-glass array of fine segmentation, together with a lead-scintillator calorimeter, is used
for the photon measurement at midrapidity. Hadrons are measured with a high precision
time-of-flight array also at midrapidity. In addition, a silicon detector array is installed over
a wide rapidity region to measure event multiplicity.

The PHENIX collaboration consists of over 300 scientists, engineers, and graduate stu-
dents from 43 institutions in 10 countries. This large international collaboration is supported
by US resources and significant foreign resources.
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ABSTRACT

The PHENIX Conceptual Design Report (CDR) describes the detector design of the
PHENIX experiment for Day-1 operation at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC).
The CDR presents the physics capabilities, technical details, cost estimate, construction
schedule, funding profile, management structure, and possible upgrade paths of the PHENIX
experiment.

The primary goals of the PHENIX experiment are to detect the quark-gluon plasma
(QGP) and to measure its properties. Many of the potential signatures for the QGP are
measured as a function of a well-defined common variable to see if any or ali of these sig-
natures show a simultaneous anomaly due to the formation of the QGP. In addition, basic
quantum chromodynamics phenomena, collision dynamics, and thermodynamic features of
the initial states of the collision are studied.

To achieve these goals, the PHENIX experiment measures lepton pairs (dielectrons and
dimuons) to study various properties of vector mesons, such as the mass, the width, and the
degree of yield suppression due to the formation of the QGP. The effect of thermal radiation
on the continuum is studied in different regions of rapidity and mass. The e# coincidence is
measured to study charm production, and aids in understanding the shape of the contimuum
dilepton spectrum. Photons are measured to study direct emission of single photons and to
study _r° and 7/production. Charged hadrons are identified to study the spectrum shape,
production of antinuclei, the ¢ meson (via K+K - decay), jets, and two-boson correlations.
The measurements are made down to small cross sections to allow the study of high PT
spectra, and J/¢ and T production. To extract physics from these measurements, it is
important to perform systematic measurements of p + p and p + A collisions, as well as
A + A collisions over a range of beam energies and species.

Dielectrons are measured in the midrapidity region by a two arm spectrometer, with a
solid angle of 1 sr/arm. Dimuons are detected in the rapidity region 1.2 _< y _ 2.4. A
lead-glass array of fine segmentation, together with a lead-scintillator calorimeter, is used
for the photon measurement at midrapidity. Hadrons are measured with a high precision
time-of-flight array also at midrapidity, in addition, a silicon detector array is installed over
a wide rapidity region to measure event multiplicity.

The PHENIX collaboration consists of over 300 scientists, engineers, and graduate stu-
dents from 43 institutions in 10 countries. This large international collaboration is supported
by US resources and significant foreign resources.
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Chapter 1

Overview

1.1 Physics

The primary goals of the PHENIX experiment at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC)
are to detect a new phase of matter, the quark-gluon plasma (QGP), and to measure its
properties. During the past few years, many experimental probes of the QGP have been
suggested. The PHENIX experiment measures many of the best potential signatures to see
if any or all of these physics variables show simultaneous anomalies due to the formation of
the QGP.

Table 1.1 summarizes the physics quantities PHENIX measures and their relationship to
the collaboration's physics objectives. If the QGP phase transition occurs, one of the main
goals for PHENIX is to characterize its nature. Two basic properties of the plasma, Debye
screening of quantum chromodynamics (QCD) interactions and chiral symmetry restora-
tion, are significant elements of our measurements. The thermal radiation of a hot gas is
also extremely important; it characterizes the temperature of the system formed in these
collisions. The strategy behind PHENIX is to study both lepton and hadron signatures in
the same experiment. The leptons arise from the plasma phase and probe it directly, whereas
the more copious hadrons provide the complementary information about the hadronization
phase transition.

In order to study the physics quantities listed in Table 1.1, electron pairs, muon pairs,
photons, and charged hadrons must be measured. Electron and muon pairs are measured
to study properties of the vector mesons (e.g., mass, width, yield), and to study contin-
uum spectra in different regions of rapidity and mass. The ep coincidence probes charm
production, and aids in understanding the shape of the continuum dilepton spectrum. Pho-
ton measurements probe the inital phase via prompt photons. Neutral mesons, such as
_r° and 77,are also measured through the photon channel. Detection and identification of
charged hadrons allow study of the Fr distributions, production of antinuclei, the ¢ meson
(via K+K - decay), jets, and Hanbury-Brown-Twiss (HBT) correlations. The special em-
phasis of PHENIX is to probe the properties of matter from simultaneous measurements of
these particles. Therefore, particle identification is an important element of the PHENIX
experiment.

1-1
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Table 1.1: Physics Issues Related to Quark-Gluon Plasma

QGP Physics Issues Probes
Nature of the Phase Transition

• First-order: Entropy Jump _ Second rise in the PT Hadrons
---, spectra of rr, K, p.

• Second-order: Fluctuation --+ g(rr°)/N(rr + + rr-),d2N/d_d¢ Hadrons, Photons
Debye Screening of QCD Interactions
• r(T) = 0.13 fm < r(J/7/,) = 0.29 fm < r(Tp') = 0.56 fm

,J/d' --_e+e - at y __O. Electrons
J/_, --_#+#- at y __ 2.
_b',T --* # +#- at y "_ 2. Muons

Chiral Symmetry Restoration
• .M._ss,Width, Branching: ¢-+ e+e-, K+K - Electrons

with Am < 5 MeV. Hadrons

• Baryon Susceptibility: Production of antinuclei.
, Narrow a meson?

Thermal Radiation of Hot Gas

• Prompt -/, Prompt -/" --+ e+e -. Photons, Electrons

Strangeness and Charm Production
• Production of K+, K-, K_. Hadrons

K+K- at y _ 0, Electrons¢ ---+e+e -, ,,,
¢ + #+#- at y _ 2. Muons
D meson: e# coincidence.

Jet Quenching
• High PT Jets via Leading Particle Spectra. Hadrons

Space-Time Evolution
• HBT Correlations for rrrr and KK. Hadrons

The PHENIX collaboration will search for the QGP through a programmatic study of
a broad array of potential signatures, as a function of energy density in both A + A and
p + A collisions. Recognizing that some of the potential signatures involve rare processes
and small effects, PHENIX is designed to be a detector capable of taking data at the highest
luminosities expected at RHIC.

1.2 Detector

In order to have uniform PT acceptance for dielectrons, an axial field magnet was chosen
with two electron detectors separated by 45° in azimuth (¢). Electrons and positrons are
detected by this two arm spectrometer, each arm subtending 90° in (¢) and 4-0.35 units in
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pseudorapidity (r/), roughly equivalent to a polar angle (0) acceptance of 4-200 centered at
0 equal to 90°. The solid angle of each arm is 0.94 sr. Electron identification is performed
using the following detector subsystems: Cherenkov radiation detected in the ring imaging
Cherenkov counters (RICH), energy loss of the charged particles in the time expansion
chambers (TEC), and time-of-flight and electromagnetic showers in lead-scintillator (PbSc)
calorimeters. Within the aperture for the electron measurement are detector subsystems
with limited acceptance for photor._, using a lead-glass (PbG1) calorimeter (AC = 45°, Ar/=
4-0.35), and for charged hadrons, using a high precision time-of-flight (TOF) array (AC =
30°, At/ = 4-0.35). The PbSc also measures photons with an energy resolution close to that
achieved in the PbG1; together, they comprise the PHENIX electromagnetic calorimeter
(EMCal). A forward spectrometer (10° < 0 < 35°) around the beam axis is used to track
and identify muons.

Figure 1.1 is a three-dimensional cutaway view of the PHENIX detector, showing tile
location of the various detector subsystems. The detector subsystems are labeled in the
figure. The acceptance and function of the detector subsystems are summarized in Table 1.2.

Table 1.2: Summary of the PHENIX Detector Subsystems.

Element At/ A c Purpose and Special Features
Magnet: central (CM) 4-0.5 360° Up to 1.0 T.m.

muon (MM) 1.1-2.5 360° 0.72 T.m for 77-- 2, 0.36 T.m for 77= 1.3.
Silicon 'MVD) +2.7 360° d2N/drld¢, precise vertex.
Beam-beam (BB) 4-(3.1-4) 360° Start timing, fast vertex.
Drift chambers (DC) 4-0.35 90°x2 Good momentum and mass resolution,

Am/m = 0.4% at m = 1GEV.
Pad chambers (PC) 4-0.35 90°x2 Pattern recognition, tracking

for nonbend direction.

TEC +0.35 90°x2 Pattern recognition, dE/dz.
RICH -t-0.35 90° x 2 Electron identification.

TOF =t=0.35 30° Good hadron identification, a <100 ps.
PbSc 4-0.35 90°xl.5 Good e/_r separation at p > 1 GeV/c by

EM shower and p < 0.35 GeV/c by
time-of-flight.

K/e separation at 1 GeV/c by
time-of-flight for dE/dx.

PbG1 4-0.35 45° Photon detection.

Muon chambers (#T) 1.2-2.4 360° Tracking for muons.
Muon identifier (_ID) 1.2-2.4 360° Concrete absorbers and chambers for

_t/hadron separation.
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Figure 1.1" A three-dimensional cutaway view of the PHENIX detector, showing the location
of the various detector subsystems. The detector subsystems are labeled in the figure.
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1.3 Strategy

The cost of the baseline PHENIX detector exceeds the allocated U.S. Department of Energy
(DOE) budget of $32.6M (FY 1993 dollars). Therefore, the collaboration has decided to defer
certain elements of the detector. The main elements deferred are components of the muon
arm subsystem: the tracking chambers, the active components of the muon identifier, and
the coil of the muon magnet. The collaboration has not, however, deferred fabrication and
installation of the muon magnet yoke, as a long-term RHIC shutdown would be required for
the later installation of this voke. The collaboration's plan is to obtain additional resources
to complet, e tile muon arm in th-ne for the start of RHIC operations, or as sool_ t_ht_rcaftevas
possible.

The collaboration is also considering a mlmber of "upgrade" options. Ih(-.se ll.,:l,l(l,' _,
Dalitz rejector that would be installed around the beam pipe, a high resolution scint:illating
crystal calorimeter to measure photons at lower Pr, and a transition r_diation detector for
the identification of high energy electrons. Expanded coverage for muons is also under
consideration. 'gable 1.3 summarizes the performance of the Day-1 PHENIX detector and
the upgraded detector. Note that the muon arm is included in the Day-1 version, since,
as mentioned above, the intent is to fully install this arm by Day-1 if additional funds are
found.

Table 1.3: Performance of the PHENIX Detector.

Physics Day-1 Version Upgrade ,.,

Electrons 7r/e < 10-4 at p <_4 GeV/c 7r/e < 10-4 for all PT:
• RICH for < 4 GeV/c • TRD for > 2 GeV/c
• TEC (dE/dz) for < 2 GeV/c Low mass background rejection"
• EMCal for > 1 GeV/c • Dalitz Rejector ....

Photons PT _> 1 GeV/c for 0.5 sr PT >_0.5 GeV/c for 0.17 sr
with PbGl. with CsI or BaF2.

PT __ 1-1.5 GeV/c for 1.5 sr
with PbSc.

Hadrons < 2.5 GeV/c _r-K for 0.36 sr
• TOF with a < 100 ps.

Muons r/# < 10--4 at p _>2.3 GeV/c Extended r/coverage:
with 3 layers of/_ID. • Additional arm(s)

Global d2N/drld¢ for ]r/]< 2.7 ....



Chapter 2

Baseline Detector

2.1 Introduction

In the Preliminary Conceptual Design Report (pCDR), "Standard" and "Basic" detector
versions for the PHENIX experiment were defined. The Standard version addressed the full
range of physics topics that the PHENIX collaboration would like to study. The Basic version
was a particular subset of the Standard one that, based on preliminary cost estimates, could
be built within the budget. It was sho.4n in the pCDR that the Basic version could perform
most of the PHENIX physics program

In the present Conceptual Design Report (CDR) for the PHENIX experiment, the avail-
able budget was again confronted with considerably more refined cost estimates, and a
detector configuration that can be built for Day-1 operation at RHIC was developed. Al-
though this configuration is very similar to the Basic version, it is different in some details,
and it is reffered to as the "Baseline" detector configuration. This chapter is devoted to
a brief description of its component subsystems. The physics performance of the Baseline
detector is discussed in Chapter 3. The detailed technical, cost, and schedule parameters of
each subsystem are discussed in Chapters 4 through 11. In Chapter 15 a number of possible
upgrades to the Baseline detector are discussed.

2.2 Coverage and Geometry

The PHENIX Baseline detector consists of three instrumented spectrometers or "arms".
Two of these are centered at zero pseudorapidity (0 = 90°) and are instrumented to detect
electrons, photons, and charged hadrons. The two central arms are each 90° in ¢ but not
exactly back-to-back, such that AC = 135°. This arrangement lessens the nonuniformity
in the PT acceptance for the two arm configuration. The third spectrometer arm has full
azimuthal coverage in the polar angle range 10° _<0 < 35°, relative to the clockwise beam
direction. The forward arm will detect muons. In addition to the three spectrometer arms,
PHENIX has a detector subsystem, referred to as the "inner detectors", to measure and
determine the start time, vertex, and multiplicity of an interaction. Table 2.1 summarizes
the coverage of the central and forward arms, and the inner detectors.

2-1
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Table 2.1" Angular and Pseudorapidity Coverage of PHENIX
,.

Element 0 (deg.) 77 ¢ (deg.) A_ (sr)
Central Arms 70-110 -0.35-0.35 :k(22.5-112.5) 1.07
Forward Arm 10-35 1.15-2.44 0-360 1.17
Inner Detectors 2-178 -4.0-4.0 0-360 ,,_4r

2.3 Central Arms

Tile central arms are composed of detector elements that perform the funct,ions o[' _:harg_:_l
particle tracking and momentum measurement, electron and photon energy measurement,
and particle identification. Table 2.2 summarizes the function and radial location of these
elements. Figure 2.1 shows a cross-section of the central arm detector layout.

Table 2.2: Baseline Configuration: Central Arm Detectors

Element Radial Channel Function

Space(mm) Count
DC 2000-2475 10,240 Tracking and pattern recognition primarily

in r-C, momentum measurement.
PC1 2475-2525 15,000 Pattern recognition and tracking, primarily in z.
RICH 2575-4000 6400 Electron identification up to p _ 3 GeV/c.
PC2 4050-4100 16,000 Pattern recognition and tracking, primarily irl z.
TEC 4100-4800 29,000 Pattern recognition, tracking in r-C, and

electron identification by dE/dx up to p _ 2 GeV/c.
PC3 4800-4850 16,000 Pattern recognition and trackiIig, primarily in z.
TOF 4900-5050 1000 Hadron identification, 7r/K up to 2.4 GeV/c.
EMCal 5100-6000 28,000 e/7 measurements by energy, shape, and timing.

Electron identification below 350 MeV/c by
time-of-flight and above 1 GeV/c by E-p matching.

K/e separation up to 1 GeV/c by time-of-flight
for dE/dx.

2.3.1 Charged Particle Tracking and Momentum Measurement

The collision point is surrounded by a central magnet (CM) that produces an axial field. The
CM is described in Chapter 4. The design contains two sets of axial coils that provide many
possible radial field distributions, including one with zero field at r = 0. In the Baseline
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Figure 2.1: Cross-section of the detector through the nominal collision point, showing the
layout of detector subsystems in the central arms.

detector only the outer set of coils is installed. The inner set would be added later, together
with a detector optimized for rejection of Dalitz decays of _r°'s, as discussed in Chapter 15.

Tracking detectors for pattern recognition and momentum measurement of charged par-
ticles are arranged in two groups, at r _ 2m (in the fringe field of CM) and at r _ 4.5m. The
inner group consists of a multilayer drift chamber (DC) and an interpolating pad chamber
(PC1). The outer group consists of a multilayer time expansion chamber (TEC) surrounded
by two more pad chambers (PC2 and PC3). The TEC is designed to have six active layers
and to be able to detect transition radiation photons as well as charged particles. In the
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Baseline configuration the TEC consists of four instrumented layers and does not have tran-
sition radiation detection capabilities. The Baseline detector tracking subsystem is described
in Chapter 6, and the upgrade of the TEC to its full capabilities is described in Chapter 15.

2.3.2 Electron and Photon Energy Measurements

The electromagnetic energy measurement is accomplished with an integrated calorimeter
(EMCal) subsystem at the outer radius of the central arms. The EMCal consists of three
components, lead-scintillator (PbSc) sampling calorimeter modules, leacl-_lass (Pt_(',l) ,:Ollrl-
tars, and high resolution crystal (HRX)scintillators. "File PbSc and Pl)G[ con_p,)ii_,nls ar_.
implemented in the Baseline detector and are described in Chapter !). The t[tlN is a l)lat_I_,l
upgrade for PHENIX and is presented in Chapter t5.

The bulk of the approximately 2-sr aperture in the central arms is instrumented with
PbSc modules. The remaining portion (25%) is covered with existing PbG1 counters. These
detectors have comparable energy and time resolution, although a PbG1 block has better
segmentation (4 x 4 cm 2) than a PbSc module (5.2 x 5.2 cm2). The PbG1 array is important
for better low PT 7 detection. The PbSc and PbG1 counters are expected to play a major
role in electron and photon identification, by E-p matching for electrons, and shower shape
and timing for electrons and photons. The HRX is expected to improve low PT single photon
detection capabilities.

2.3.3 Particle Identification

The central arms contain a number of detectors for electron and hadron identification. Elec-

tron detection at RHIC requires a very good separation of electrons from hadrons over a
wide range of momenta (0.2-5.0 GeV/c or greater). This requires that several different tech-
nologies, including the EMCal described above, be used in conjunction, both for redundancy
and dynamic range. The useful momentum range of each detector used for electron and
hadron identification is shown in Table 2.2.

• Time-of-Flight. Charged hadrons are measured over a large momentum range with an
array of high resolution time-of-flight scintillators (TOF), which can separate pions and kaons
up to a momentum of 2.4 GeV/c. The TOF covers one-third of one central arm (_ 0.36 sr).
The TOF subsystem is described in Chapter 8. The time resolution of the EMCal (at _ 300
ps) is used in the identification of electrons p <_0.35 GeV/c)(and low momentum hadrons
(p _<1 GeV/c). The excellent timing capabilities of PbSc are an important new feature of
the PHENIX calorimeter.

• Cherenkov Counter. The central arms each contain a ring-imaging Cherenkov
counter (RICH). The RICH is positioned in radius between the inner and outer groups
of tracking detectors. The RICH is read out with photomultiplier tube (PMT) array in
the Baseline detector. As described in Chapter 7, there is on-going R&D effort to develop
a readout based on a parallel-plate avalanche counter with cathode pads and a solid Csl
photocathode. Such a readout system might eventually be less expensive than a PMT-based
readout. An essentially similar readout technology is being studied for a hadron-blind detec-
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Table 2.3: Baseline Configuration" Muon Arm Detectors

Element Longitudinal Channel Function
Space (mm) Count

_T 1850-2000, 19,680 Tracking and
4000-4300, momentum measurement.
6000-6300

#ID 6600.-9150 4608 Muon identification.

tor (HBD) that might serve as an inner tracker for Dalitz rejection. The HBD is a possible
upgrade for PHENIX and is presented in Chapter 1,5.

• Time Expansion Chamber. The TEC measures track position and energy deposition
along the track. As mentioned above, it will eventually be able to identify electrons by
transition radiation detection (TRD). In the Baseline configuration, the TEC is able to
identify electrons up to PT "_ 2 GeV/c by measuring dE/dx. The TEC measurement is aided
by the PbSc time-of-flight measurement, which is used to eliminate kaons up to 1 GeV/c
to allow a comparison of dE/dz between electrons and pions. The electron identification
capability of the TEC is complementary to TRD and is retained after the upgrade. Electron
identification by dE/dx is independent of the RICH and, like the RICH, operates well in the
bulk of the pion PT spectrum.

2.4 Muon Arm

The muon arm contains detector elements that purform the functions of charged particle
tracking and momentum analysis, and muon identification. Table 2.3 summarizes the func-
tion and location of these elements, which are also shown in Fig. 2.2.

Particles emerging from the collision point in the polar angle range 10° < 0 _<35° pass
through the pole tip of CM. Those which emerge from the pole tip enter the muon arm.
The muon arm momentum measurement uses the radial field produced by the muon magnet
(MM). The trajectories are measured in multilayer drift chambers (_T) that are arranged in
three stations, located at the entrance to, in the middle of, and at the end of the MM field.

Downstream of the MM, muons are distinguished from pions and other shower products
by means of a muon identifier (/_ID), consisting of concrete absorber walls interleaved with
planes of limited streamer tubes with cathode pad readouts.

The technical details of the muon arm are presented in Chapters 4 (MM) and 10 (Muon
Arm). In the Baseline detector the MM coil and the upper half of the MM "lampshade," as
well as the active elements of/_T and/zID are deferred. This was done for purely budgetary
reasons. Completion of the muon arm is not regarded as an upgrade, but, if fiscally possible,
as part of the Baseline detector intended for Day-1 operation at RHIC. Consequently, in the
Baseline configuration certain elements of the muon arm are included whose later installation
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Figure 2.2: Cross-section showing the layout of detectors in the muon arm.
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Table 2.4: Baseline Configuration' Inner Detectors

Element Location (mm) Channel Function
Count

MVD ' 50 < r < 120 43008 Event multiplicity, multiplicity

-350 < z < 350 distributions, and precise vertex.

BB 1750 < [z[ < '2000 132 Start time and fast vertex..,.

woul{l recluire a lengthy intet'r,ll)tiorl of the PIIENIX a,ld I:(I-tI(.' {-':.:t}e,'it,_{:lltail},'o,.,,'a,:_:_.

I'hese elemen_,s are til{; N1XIsupport structure, the lower halt' oi' tile lampstla{le, the end!}lat:e.

and the conical core (or piston), as well as the #ID concrete absorber walls. Efforts are

underway to secure additional funds to complete muon arm fabrication and installation with

the rest of the Baseline detector. If these funds are not available in time, the proposed

strategy will allow for the completion of the muon arm in a normal annual RHIC shutdown

period.

2.5 Inner Detectors

The inner detector subsystem consists of detector elements that measure the start time and

vertex location of an event, and the event multiplicity and multiplicity distribution. Table 2.4

summarizes the features of this subsystem, which is described in detail in Chapter 5.

Two arrays of beam-beam (BB) Cherenkov counters are located upstream and down-

stream of the collision point, just beyond the CM poletips. These two arrays are used in co-

incidence to provide a rough vertex location (as _ 2cm) and a precise start time (_t < lOOps)

for the event. These counters have a "flashlight" type geometry and cover a pseudorapidity

interval 3.1 < 7/I < 4.

The collision point is surrounded by a silicon detector (MVD) array, which covers -2.7 _<

7/ < 2.7 at a vertex position of z = 0 and all of ¢. The MVD array consists of a two-layer

"barrel" plus two one-layer "endcaps." The barrel elements are strips with 200-/zm pitch.

The en&aps are instrumented with pads. The MVD measures total multiplicity, N, as well

as d_N/&ld¢. The MVD also provides a precise (a, < 500 #m) vertex location.

2.6 Trigger and Data Acquisition

The electronics for the PHENIX experiment deal with signals coming from a variety of

different detectors, apply selective level-1 (LVL-1) and level-2 (LVL-2) triggers to the data

stream, and, because of the large event size and high luminosity, acquire data at a very high

rate. The front-end electronics are described in the chapters dealing with the individual

detector subsystems. The hardware and software for triggering and data acquisition are

described in Chapter 11. The Baseline configuration is briefly described below.
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2.6.1 Front-end Electronics

Although PHENIX contains a number of different de_ector technologies, a strong effort was
made in the design of the front-end electronics (FEE) to minimize the number of different
types of electronics chains. Reasor,,_ble success was achieved in this effort, although it is not
possible to digitize all signals in real time directly on the detectors, for reasons of cost and
power consumption, for all subsystems. Digitizing in real time of all signals is possible for
BB. DC. TEC, and #T, but not for MVD (power/heat), or for RICH, PC, TOF, EMCal,
ai_d /liD (cost). Consequently, digitized output is stored in Digital Memory Unit,_ (D:,MI;)
for the first group, and i'._one of at most three types of switched-capacitor Analog Memory
Units (A).IU) for the second group. Digie.ization of the data in the AMU is done, following
an "accept" from the LVL-1 trigger, in a local ADC servicing a channel or group of channels.

Another design goal for the FEE is to include the capability of calibrating every channel,
under program control. This feature is included explicitly in the cost estimate.

The readout electronics must perform zero-suppression at the earliest possible stage in
order to shrink the data volume, and to reduce the computing power needed to do subtrac-
tions and corrections to the data. Zero-suppression reduces the raw data volume by a factor
greater than 10 for central Au + Au events and nearly 1000 for p + p events. It occurs
after a LVL-1 accept and subsequent conversion. Zero-suppression is performed by pipelined
processors leading to the LVL-2 and Event Builder buffers.

2.6.2 Level-1 Trigger

The LVL-I trigger is deadtimeless to enable PHENIX to examine all beam crossings at
the highest available luminosities for physics events. It is synchronized with the machine
RF clock and must be "pipelined" to be deadtimeless. In other words, LVI,-1 will deliver'
a _rigger decision each beam crossing for a beam crossing occurring a fixed time earlier.
Studies of the LVL-1 algorithms indicate that about 25 beam crossings are required for the
individual subsystems to provide LVL-1 data, and another 10-15 beam c:ossings for the
global component of LVL-1 to finish. Thus it will take 35-40 beam crossings to make a
LVL-1 decision. Data is digitized after the LVL-1 decision and, therefore, buffer space for
five or six events is also provided. To provide contingency, we use 64-celi long pipelines. As
described in Chapter 11, a design for the LVL-1 trigger was made that uses input from BB,
MVD, TOF, RICH: EMCal, and _ID.

The global LVL-1 decision brings together all subsystem logical primitives. A routing
network is included to provide freedom in grouping the input data bits. A series of cascaded
lookup tables and programmable scaledown units provides the final LVL-1 decision.

The LVL-1 trigger also provides several thousand pointers to detector elements satisfying
certain conditions. These are passed as data to the LVL-2 trigger in order to steer the
computational loops at that trigger level.
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2.6.3 Level-2 Trigger

The LVL-2 trigger is also a pipelined, however now event-driven, process. It is expected that
completion of the LVL-2 algorithms will take much longer than the time between accepted
events. Typical pre essing bs. the LVL-2 trigger includes the following steps" (1) additional
computation at the subsystem level (e.g., application of corrections to get improved primi-
tives for time-of-flight, caloiimeter energy clusters, track segment direction cosines, or vertex
location); (2) a number of algorithms, presumably running simultaneously on parallel proces-
sors, to generate higher-level primitives (e.g., e-, #-, K-, and _/ identification and momen-
tum determination)' and (3) global I,VL-2 merger of the relevant primitives to prodllce _vent.
signatures (e.g.. "e+e - pair" or "high PT photon" or "hadron pair with AQ < lOOMeV/c").

For the Baseline configuration described here. the LVL-2 trigger is deferred in th_: sam,e
way as the inner CM coils and parts of the Muon Arm. "['he deferral oi"the LVL-2 t.rigger
selectivity is consistent with the expected demands on the data acquisition system during
early operations at RHIC. The overall trigger and data acquisition architecture is designed
to accomodate the LVL-2 trigger, and increased bandwidth at all levels, as required by
the design luminosity and future enhanced luminosity. However, implementation of the
LVL-2 trigger is expected as soon as additional funding permits. This is motivated by the
importance of gaining experience with the LVL-2 hardware and algorithms well befo,'e letting
them take over the direction of the dat_, collection.

2.6.4 Event Builder and Data Archiving

By the parallel nature of processing in the trigger, accepted events must be assembled from
subevents in an "event builder". The event builder must assemble the correct subevents in a

robust and reliable fashion. It must also allow expansion on both the input and output sides
to accomodate higher rates. This requires handling a higher degree of parallelism on the
trigger side and a larger number of output streams on the data logging side. The presently
favored architecture is similar to the N x M matrix employed by E791 at Fermilab. It is
easily scaled up for higher throughput. The output streams for PHENIX include banks of
processors for global trigger decisions.

The baseline data acquisition system will archive data at 20MB/s. At design luminosities,
this rate can keep up with the 2% most central Au + Au collisions and with p + p collisions,
although not with p + A and some lighter ion A + A minimum-bias collisions. Thus in early
running, or until RHIC reaches the design luminosity, the data acquisition system will be able
to collect data with this taping capability and without the LVL-2 trigger. The bandwidth
of the entire system, including the implementation of LVL-2, will increase to keep up with
expected increases in rates.



Chapter 3

Physics Capabilities

3.1 Physic Goals

The PHENIX collaboration at RHIC has as a common goal measuring as many potential
signatures of the quark-gluon plasma (QGP) as possible to determine if any or all of the
physics variables show a simultaneous anomaly due to the formation of the QGP. Our hy-
pothesis is that QGP formation will have a diversity of identifying marks, with no isolated
signal likely to establish independently the existence of a phase transition.

During the past few years many experimental signatures for the QGP have been sug-
gested. Table 3.1 summarizes the physics quantities we propose to measure and their re-
lationship to our physics objectives. Most of the predicted signatures of the QGP phase
transition are included inthis table. In addition to searching for the QGP phase transition
we also plan to investigate, in the same set of events, the collision dynamics, the possi-
ble modification of basic QCD processes by the nuclear environment, and thermodynamic
features (or lack thereof) of the system at early stages of the collision.

In order to systematize the many quantities listed in Table 3.1, all channels will be.
measured as a function of a variable closely related to the energy density. Potential signature's
will be investigated as a function of this common variable to search for coherent changes at
or above a certain value of energy density. According to Bjorken [1], the energy density ¢ is
given by

1 dET 1 _/< P_r> +m_ dN,_-- (3.1)
where dET/dy is the rapidity density of transverse energy ET, N,_ = (N,_++N,_o+N,_-) is the
multiplicity of pions, RT is the transverse radius, and ro is typically estimated as 1 fm. As
a means of fixing the collision geometry (namely Rx), we will measure the charged particle
multiplicity, Nch --_(N.+ + N,-), over a wide range of rapidity to eliminate possible fluc-
tuation effects. Then_ dET/drl, measured with an electromagnetic calorimeter for a narrow
bin of rapidity, is related to _ at that rapidity by the above equation. By examining all mea-
surable signatures as a function of either dN,_±/drI or dET/drl, we will then be able to study
the variation of these signals as a function of both local (dET/d?) and global (dN,_./drl)
estimates of the energy density.

3-1
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Table 3.1: Physics Variables to be Measured by the PHENIX Experiment

Quantity to be Measured Category* Physics Objective

e+e- , #+/z-
• p _ #+#-/p ---, _rTr,do'/dp± BCD Basic dynamics (T, r, etc.,) for a hot gas,

w ---, e+e-/w _ rrlr, da/dp± transverse flow, etc.
• ¢-meson's width and m.___+_- QGP Mass shift due to chiral traasition ((;._i'.) i')]

o _ e+e-/¢ _ K+K - QGP Branching ratio change due to C.I. {3]
,_-meson yield (e+e -) ES Strangeness production (99 _ s:_)

®J/_[, ---,e+e -, #+#- QGP, QCD Yield suppression arid the distortion
_' _ #+#- of PT spectra due to Debye screening
T,--_ #+#- in deconfinement transition (D.T.) [4]

• 1 < mT(l +l-) < 3 GeV ES, QGP Thermal radiation of hot gas, and
(rate and shape) effects of QGP [5, 6, ?]

• ml+l- > 3 GeV _ #+#- QCD A-dependence of Drell-Yan, and
QGP thermal/_+#- [5, 6, 7, 8]

• a _ _r_',e+e -, _,_, QGP Mass shift, narrow width due to C.T. [2]
e# coincidence

• ep, e(pT > 1 GeV/c) QCD, QGP ce background, charm cross section [9]
Photons

• 0.5 <: PT < 3 GeV/c "), ES, QGP Thermal radiation of hot gas, and
(rate and shape) effect of QGP [6, 7]

• PT > 3 GeV/c 7 QCD A-dependence of QCD 7
• rr°, 77spectroscopy BCD Basic dynamics of hot gas, strangeness in r!
• N(r°)/N(r + + rr-) fluctuations QGP Isospin correlations and fluctuations [10, 11]
• High PT Tr°,77from jet QGP Reduced dE/dx of quarks in QGP [12]

Charged Hadrons
• PT spectra for 7re, K_', p, _ BCD Basic dynamics, flow, T, baryon density,

stopping power, etc.
QGP Possible second rise of < PT :> [13]

• ¢ _ K+K - ES, QGP Branching ratio, mass width [3, 14]
• K/_r ratios ES Strangeness production
• _'_r+ KK HBT BCD Evolution of the collision, Ra

QGP Long hadronization time (Rout >> Rside) [15]

• Antinuclei QGP High baryon susceptibility due to C.T.? [16]
• high PT hadrons from jet QGP Reduced dE/dz of quarks in QGP [12]

Global

• Ntot (total multiplicity) BCD Centrality of the collision
• dN/drl, d2N/drld¢,dET/drl BCD Local energy density, entropy

QGP Fluctuations, droplet sizes [17]

• BCD = Basic collisions dynamics. ES = Thermodynamics at early stages.

QGP = Effect of QGP phase transition. QCD = Study of basic QCD processes.
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We believe that a phase transition may be revealed only through the programmatic study
of a broad array of potential signatures as a function of energy density in both A -t- A and
p + A collisions. Since some of the potential signatures involve rare processes and small
effects, the detector must be capable of taking data at the highest luminosities expected
at RHIC. In addition, we intend to vary the v/_ of the collisions by changing the beam
energy since this will give an independent control over both _ and various threshold effects
in heavy particle production. The ability to independently control the impact parameter,
mass and x/_ of the colliding species presents a unique opportunity to perform the systematic
studies necessary to distinguish new physics such as QGP formation from the more mundane
processes expected in high energy nuclear collisions.

3.1.1 Dielectrons

There are two aspects of the dilepton spectrum to be studied in PHENIX. One is the dilepton
decays of vector mesons, and the other is the continuum dilepton spectrum [5, 8].

Dilepton decays of the w, ¢ and J/¢ will be accessible with dielectrons in the midrapidity
region. Each is interesting, although for different reasons. Several authors have suggested
that the properties of vector mesons will be modified when immersed in dense strongly-
interacting matter. These modifications include changes in the mass, width, branching ratio
and yield of vector mesons. The ¢ meson may change its width and its branching ratio into
e+e- should the K mass change following chiral symmetry restoration, thereby distorting
the branching ratio into K+K - [3]. The change of the branching ratio is expected, since
the ¢ mass is only slightly higher than that of two kaons. An experiment measuring both
the electron and kaon decay channels would be able to look for such an effect. The mass
of the ¢ meson may also change due to chiral symmetry restoration, which will reflect
sensitively in the e+e- channel, since the properties before hadronization are more apparent
in the dilepton channel. We plan to measure w and ¢ mesons with high mass resolution
(instrumental Am < 4 MEV).

Additional interest in the ¢ follows from the observation that it consists only of strange
quarks (¢ = s_). Its yield can therefore probe a modification of the strange quark content
in the plasma [14]. Such a modification is expected to occur at a temperature T approxi-
mately equal to ms, the strange quark mass, which is just the region accessible at RHIC.
Reference [18] shows that an enhancement of ¢/(w + po) by a factor of 6-10 above the p -F p
value of 0.05 can be expected from the QGP. At CERN, an excess in the ratio ¢/(w + pO)
has been observed. The interpretation there is complicated, as the strangeness can also be
produced during the hadronization process [19]. Measurements of the PT dependence of tile
enhancement can disentangle the various processes that affect ¢ production.

Measurements of the J/¢ yield are sensitive to the screening length of the plasma [4].
The systematic study of J/e, ¢' and T planned for the dimuon measurements will provide
a deeper insight into the role of the screening length. Dielectron measurements provide
additional information on the screening in the midrapidity region. In addition, as shown in
Section 3.3.1, a very clean signal compared to background is expected in the e+e - channel.

Finally, we wish to stress that electromagnetic decays of hadrons have as an associated
benefit sensitivity to many exotic channels. For example, a measurement of the a meson
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might be possible if the system stays long enough at T ._ Tc, since the width of the a meson
might be significantly reduced there [2].

The measurement of the continuum dilepton spectrum is sensitive to the initial state of
the thermal system produced in the collision [6, 7]. The rate of production of pairs, which
proceeds primarily through quark-antiquark fusion, should be proportional to (dN/dy) 2. A
strong dependence on temperature is expected, implying that emission is favored from the
early stages of the collision, before expansion and subsequent cooling; the pair PT distribution
is a measure of the initial temperature. Drell-Yan dileptons and open charm combinatoric
backgrounds might dominate the continuunl spectrum above and below th,, .I/,:' illass, r,,-
spectively, although this depends a,tso on the initial teInperatllre [8]. 'l'tlc In_';_sllI'_:llle_ ¢,t
lepton pairs in this region also provides itnportant beilchma, rks for ti_¢'l_asi¢'QI"I) l ,r,,,.,.,:_,,s
in heavy ion collisioIIs. Below the p xlla.ss, the spectrum is doli_i:li:tt,ed t)y l.h_,,¢)ln!,itt;_l,_r;,
background from Dalitz _tnd conversion electrons. Thus it app,e_u's t tlat tlte be._l ,21JIJ,)z'l.t_,Ilil.x"

to observe a thermal signal lies in the pair mass range between the ¢ and the .J/_b. With
the PHENIX Baseline detector, a measurement of this continuum is possible only should the
enhancement of thermal electron pairs be significantly larger than the Dalitz backgrounds.
By including Dalitz rejectors near the vertex point in a future upgrade of the detector, the
sensitivity of the measurement of the continuum will be significantly improved.

3.1.2 Dimuons

The dimuon measurement complements the dielectron measurement. In the light mass re-
gion, the muon arm measures p and ¢ mesons with good efficiency, as well as the continuum
(1 < mu+ .- < 3 GeV) at forward rapidities, thereby augmenting the significance of the
midrapidity e+e - measurements.

Muon detection also allows a systematic study of the Debye screening effect on vector
mesons from the measurements of J/_, g,' and T, due to the different radii of these nlesons:

RT(=0.13 fm) < Rj/_(=0.29 fm) < R¢,(=0.56 fm). As the energy density increases, _/a'
should be suppressed first, followed by the J/¢ and the T. The T serves as a calibration
point in the measurement of the screening length, since its radius is much smaller than any
estimated plasma screening radius at expected temperatures, meaning it may well never be
suppressed at plasma temperatures attainable at RHIC.

The the Debye screening effects should disappear at sufficiently high PT, while hadronic
absorption effects should be similar for the J/¢ and ¢', and should decrease only slowly with
PT. Therefore, comparison of the PT dependence of the J/_ to that of the _b'will be essential
to distinguishing between hadronic and plasma scenarios. The large acceptance of the muon
arm provides sufficient counting statistics up to at least a PT of 5 GeV/c.

The high mass continuum (mu, > 4 GeV) is expected to arise primarily from hard-
scattering (Drell-Yah). A measurement of this cross section is important, providing a ref-
erence point for studies of thermal pair emission at lower masses. Fixed-target experiments
at FNAL, such as E772, show no dependence of this cross section on target mass beyond a
linear scaling with the target mass, unlike the dependence observed for vector mesons and
lower-mass continuum. However, such experiments also show significant variations in struc-
ture functions for different mass targets when considered as a function of xi, a:_or xr'. lt is
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crucial to investigate these dependencies at RHIC energies in order to understand the QCD
background to the thermal emission.

3.1.3 e# Coincidence

Copious production of open charm could populate the lepton pair spectrum in the 2-4 GeV
mass region via semi-leptonic D-decays [20]. The contribution to the e+e - or #+#- mass
spectrum from charm production is, thus, substantial. Preliminary results from E789 [21]
indicate that the continuum below the .J/,/, mass _tt approxim_tely ,rr equal to zet',) is ,l,,r,li-
hated by semi-leptonic DD decays. Clee_rty,it is essential to un,:lerstand tl_,' ct_arxtl,,,_itrii,,_-
tion quantitatively. Furthermore, thermal c}larm pro,iuctioll is iiltere.st iI,a i_ ,s,_l!" _iil,,' :',i-
production might carry direct infornlation on the critical ph_tse Ivansitioi_ l,.r_iI,.i';t_tI',. "',;.

It is dit:ticult to separate charm contributions from the III;.tSS spectr,lm _l:singmuo_l:s,,_"
electrons alone. Unambiguous measurements of the DD cross sections can be made through
the correlation of opposite sign e# pairs, using the dimuon endcap in conjunction with
the central electron spectrometer. The first measurement of the charm cross section in
hadronic interactions was performed at the CERN ISR using two electron spectrometers
with a dimuon spectrometer at 900 between them [22]. None of the correlated e# pairs can
arise from either the Drell-Yan mechanism or thermal production. Like-sign ep pairs were,
thus, used to remove the backgrounds due to random semi-leptonic decays of pions and
kaons, thus providing the DD cross section near the region of its peak at _ = 0.

The PHENIX experiment, with its high-sensitivity electron and muon arms, is ideally
suited to such a study. We plan to use electrons of Pr greater than 1 GeV/c in the central
region and muons with momentum greater than 2 GeV/c in the endcap muon arm. These
cutoffs help avoid the large background rates of electrons due to Dalitz decays and i)hoton
conversions and of muons due to weak decays of pions and kaons. Even with these cutoffs, it is
possible to measure pairs in the relevant mass range (1.5< rn_u < 6-7 GeV) and at rapidities
near zero. Note that in p + p collisions, direct single e+ production at a level e/_" _ 10-'t
for PT _ 1GeV/c is observed and is dominated by charm [23]. Once the measurements of
DD cross sections have been measured in A + A collisions, one will be able to calculate and
remove the charm contribution to the e+e - or #+#- mass spectrum, which is large in the
region of mt+t- less than 4 GeV/c 2.

3.1.4 Photons

It is important to measure direct photon production since the rate and shape of the photon
spectrum contain information about the collision at distance scales or time scales of the
order of 1/pT. At high transverse momentum (PT > 5 GeV/c) the photons originate mostly
from the initial hard collisions of the constituents (quarks and gluons) of the colliding beams.
This photon rate should be calculable in perturbative QCD. Measurement of these photons,
together with the Drell-Yan measurement, tests our quantitative understanding of the intial
phase of the collision and yields information about gluon structure functions in nuclei.

At intermediate values of PT (2 < PT < 5 GeV/c) photons originate mostly from the pre-
equilibrium phase of the collision [24]. The production rate in this PT range yields information
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about equilibration times, absorption of minijets, and the transition from perturbative to
nonperturbative phenomena.

At still lower transverse momenta (0.5 < PT < 2 GeV/c) the photon spectrum should
be dominated by radiation from the thermalized plasma, from the mixed phase and from
the initial part of the hadronic phase [25, 26, 27]. A long lived mixed phase, which could
result in the case of a first-order phase transition, would lead to significant radiation at the

critical temperature Tc. Identifying this component, which is expected near and below PT
of 1 GeV/c [26], then yields direct information on Tc and on the lifetime of the mixed phase
(which is connected to the difference in entropy of the plasma and hadronic phase j..Me_L-
surement of promptly produced photons in this entire PT range provides a way to ,leterlnitle:
directly the initial temperature, Tj, of the system (if it is larger than 0.3 (_,'%') il, a,l,iit.i(,tl
to Tc. In conjunction with a measurement of the charged particle multiplicit.y; whi,'h for
a thermalized system is proportional to the entropy, this leads to a determination of th,_
equation of state of the produced matter.

Of key importance for this measurement is the ability to precisely determine the photon
rates from decaying hadrons (e.g., r ° and rl). This cen be achieved by reconstruction of the
mass of these hadrons from their 2"1'decay (albeit in the presence of the large combinatoric
background). Depending on the initial equilibration time, lifetime of the mixed phase and
final charged particle multiplicity, a signal-to-background ratio of 7/_r° in the range of 1-20%
is expected [26] near a pr of 1 GeV/c, with a generally rising trend towards lower transverse
momenta. However, there are significant uncertainties about the shape of the hadronic
pr spectra, which is one of the main ingredients in the signal-to-background calculation,
implying that the maximum of the signal-to-background could occur anywhere in the 0.5-
2 GeV/c range.

3.1.5 Charged Hadrons

Many of the potential signatures of plasma formation involve measurements of charged
hadrons. We believe that the simultaneous measurement of hadronic with leptonic and

photonic channels is essential to understand the complex systems formed at RHIC, and to
characterize the quark matter phase. Those hadron observables we have determined to be
most important for us to measure within the scope of PHENIX include:

1. single particle PT spectra to search for a second rise of < PT > due to the formation of
a free gas of quarks and its first-order phase transition [13],

2. two-particle correlations to determine if there is evidence for a long hadronization
time[15],

3. branching ratio of the ¢ ---+K+K- channel to see if this branching ratio changes due
to the mass shift of K and ¢ [3],

4. production of antinuclei to see if abundant production is observed due to the increase
of a baryon susceptibility [16],

5. strangeness production (K +, ¢ production rates), and
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6. jets via leading particle distributions to study the energy loss of high energy quarks
inside the plasma [12].

Studies of charged hadrons are also an important aspect of any RHIC experiment in
that they provide key information about the collision environment, and its development in
space and time. An important and highly controversial prediction is the degree of stopping
expected in the central region at RHIC. A simple way to measure this is the _/p ratio at
zero rapidity, since this quantity is determined by the net baryon density, which is of critical
importance to theoretical descriptions of the stopping power [28]. We intend to meas,lr,_
inclusive distributions of rrC, rr-, K+, I<-, p, and t5. Particle _pe,:t,'a at; low to nio, iCl'alt.
PT may yield information on the temperatu,'e of tile system at freeze-out. DilF,.r_:i,t!)art i,:i('
species, having different interaction lengths in the created envirotlrnent, will s;tmp[o ,[ilI',:r,.l,,
freeze-out radii and times. There may also be effects of flow superimposed on tl,ese spectra.
As the flow would give a constant velocity boost, flow would be manifested as a mass-
dependent change in the PT spectrum. Consequently, measurements of _', K, and 0 spectra
are needed.

Hanbury-Brown-Twiss (HBT) measurements are predicted to provide signals for QGP
formation, as well as probing the space-time development of the collision products. For
example, the granularity of a mixed phase consisting of hadronic matter a'nd quark-gluon
plasma can be probed though boson interferometry. The discovery of a droplet size scale
corresponding to QCD plasma droplets would then provide strong evidence for the occurrence
of a first-order phase transition [29]. The spatial dimension of the droplets can be obtained
by precise measurement of the longitudinal component of the relative momentum. Both 7r_"
and KK correlations are important because of their different contributions from resonance
decays and different deco,,pling times from the hadronic gas[30].

The ¢ meson is very interesting as its lifetime (44 fm/c) is comparable to the expected
lifetime of the hadronic fireball. This implies that a significant fraction of the ¢'s decay
inside the interacting region, so measurement of the ¢ provides a probe of this state. We can
better measure any modifications to the ¢ from a chiral-symmetry transition by studying
the Pr dependence of the observed behavior, since the low Pr ¢'s will decay inside the
collision region. Measurements of ¢ decays to the K+K - channel complement the dielectron
measurements of this meson.

The key detector issues for the hadron measurements are acceptance, particle identifi-
cation, momentum resolution, and two-particle separation. A solid angle of about 1/3 sr
is found to be adequate. Good time-of-flight is the key element for particle identification.
Momentum resolution and two-particle separation requirements are largely driven by in-
terferometry: measurement of large sources (_ 20 fm) requires the observation of relative
momentum correlations at the 5 MeV/c level, so momentum resolution and two-particle
resolution equivalent of a few MeV/c level are required.

3.1.6 Global Observables

Global observables such as the total multiplicity will be used primarily to determine the
collision environment. However, these variables will also reflect interesting physics. For
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instance, the measurement of dN/drl as a function of 77has been proposed [31] to study
droplet formation due to the QCD phase transition, and possibly other novel collective
effects (e.g., intermittency [17]). Large scale fluctuations could arise from a second-order
phase transition from the QGP to the final hadronic state, and are related to the mechanism
of hadronic matter formation. For example, formation of a disoriented chiral condensate,
could, upon hadronization, lead to large fluctuations in the charged to neutral ratio [11, 32].
The measurement of multiplicity distributions will be made with silicon detectors over a
wide pseudorapidity range of 17/I< 3.4. while electromagnetic calorimetry will lneasllre tll_'
n,uttral component of energy in the central region.

3.1.7 p + APhysics

To make a convincing case for quark-gluon plasma production, tile competillg hadroni,:
processes must be understood. The can be done through the study of collisions that are
not expected to lead to plasma production. A natural choice is the examination of p + A
collisions. Nearly all of the physics topics listed in Table 3.1 will be elucidated by measuring
the same channels in proton-nucleus reaction. Here we will address only two of the several
unresolved issues in p + A studies that have a direct bearing on differences between QGP
physics and "ordinary" hadronic physics.

The first concerns the competition between gluon shadowing and jet quenching in dense
hadronic matter. It has been predicted that a high PT parton will experience a larger

energy loss in traversing a quark-gluon plasma then in ordinary hadronic matter[12], which
would manifest itself as a quenching in rate of minijet production. Obscuring this effect in
nucleus-nucleus collisions is gluon shadowing [33], that is, the expected depletion of gluons
at x < 1 in ordinary nuclei. Recently, Wang and Gyulassy have pointed out that the relative
contributions of these two effects may be disentangled by comparing nucleus-nucleus and

proton-nucleus collisions at the same energy [34]. They find that the systematic study of
high PT hadron single particle inclusive spectra is capable of distinguishing the contributions
of the two processes, and also state that correlations of high PT pairs may be even more
sensitive. We intend to perform both of these measurements in the central arm of PHENIX.

A second topic requiring careful examination of proton-nucleus data at the same en-

ergy is J/_ suppression, since details of vector-meson production, continuum yields in the
mass range from 1-3 GeV/c a, and Drell-Yan processes in p + A collisions are still not well
known. One model developed to describe the J/_b suppression observed at CERN in terms
of "conventional" hadronic physics is the co-mover model [35]. The absorption in this model
decreases with increasing PT, consistent with the CERN nucleus-nucleus data. However, a
major problem is that it fails to account for the XR (or rapidity) dependence of the hadron-
nucleus data. Open questions also remain concerning the A-dependence of vector-meson
production. Recent p + A data using a number of different targets are believed to reflect
the finite formation time of massive vector mesons. The availability of a broad range of A

and x/_ at RHIC makes is feasible to pursue these studies. At RHIC, the A dependence of
.l/_/aand T production can be determined over the entire kinematic range, including negatiw::
values of xr.

Dimuon measurement in proton-nucleus collisions may also help to clarify the shadowing
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at small z mentioned previously, lt is generally expected that shadowing should also be
observed in the Drell-Yan process and in other fusion processes, such as gluon fusion leading

to J/_ production. The experimental characterization of shadowing in parton fusion requires
RHIC. One needs simultaneously to have a large Q2 process in order to use calculations based

on perturbative QCD, and one needs to examine structure functions in the range x2 _ 10-3.
Consequently, higher energy than is obtainable in fixed target experiments is required.

It is crucial to examine the transition of the Drell-Yan process to the low mass region.

One of the most remarkable properties of this process is the precision with which it conforms
to the expectations of factorization irl p...\ collisions. Drell-Yah obeys factorizati_m b,:,ca11_,,
it is a classically hard process in Q¢i'l) lerms. I'his will broak _lown a.) l,)w ,,noll_)l (.2". l il(.
study of this transition from pure. IDrelI-Yan to more ,:cJmpl_.xl_tl,.'si,:siilx',._lvi:igitlit ial--_,T,.
scattering is interesting in its own right in p + A collisions, aEJ,lrh,, charact,'rizali¢,ll ,,t _l_i:,
transition is crucial for understanding the more complex situation encountered in heavy ion
collisions.

3.2 Strategy of Physics Simulations

As is evident from Table 3.1, the PHENIX detector is capable of pursuing a very broad

spectrum of physics topics. Clearly, detailed simulation is necessary to quantitatively assess
the performance of the detector for each potential signature. Several factors make such
simulation rather challenging. First, the large multiplicities involved make severe demands
on both the simulation codes themselves and the computers on which they run. Second,

there are no predictions for the cross-section for quark-gluon plasma formation, so that
yields and rates for some processes must be predicated on the assumption that a QGP is
formed. Thirdly, even in the absence of QGP formation, there ale factor of two uncertainties
in the expected multiplicities, which result from model-dependent assumptions concerning
the degree of stopping, shadowing, and minijet enhancements expected in nucleus-nucleus
collisions at RHIC energies.

Given these considerations, we have employed a multipronged approach to detector simu-
lation. For instance, in addition to using the standard event generators, we have investigated
the role of high PT particles by modifying the single particle momentum distribution to in-
clude the power-law tails expected from hard processes. Signal-to-background issues have
been studied as a function of the expected multiplicity, which provides some independence
from the results of one generator. Some subsystems have been studied simply as a geometric
aperture, or via a stand-alone GEANT simulation. These efforts have been useful early in
the design process, and in systematizing our knowledge of the expected conditions at RHIC.
However, given that most of the signatures require that two or more of the PHENIX subsys-
tems must be used in conjunction with one another, our efforts are now concentrated on the
development of an integrated simulation package describing the entire detector. An overview
of that work is provided in the remainder of this section.

The collaboration subgroup responsible for developing an integrated simulation strategy
has been at its task since March 1992, and has produced a GEANT based computer program
called PISA (PHENIX Integrated Simulation Application) and a companion event analysis
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package called PISORP (PISA Output Readback Program). The guiding philosophy un-
derlying both of these software projects has been to manipulate all of the different detector
subsystems in as common a manner as possible. Not only does this method facilitate the
exchange of event information between detector subsystems, it also simplifies the introduc-
tion of new or substitute detector subsystems. Both PISA and PISORP are completely
modular with respect to PHENIX, so individual detector subsystems or even components
of a particular detector subsystem, may be isolated for in-depth "stand-alone" study. The
organization of the software is very similar to the typical arrangement of off-line analysis
codes for a large experiment,. Consequently, it will be straightforward to integrate ele_ll_'nt,s
of PISA/PISORP into the PHENIX analysis chain. Tllis is crucial to allow ideIltical amdy-
sis of real and simulated data for study of detector performance, _,[[iciencv _:orr¢'cl,i¢_ils.,_s_,t
estimation of systematic errors in the experinmnt.

Currently, all of the major PHENIX detector subsystems have been modelled within
PISA/PISORP, with the exception of the TRD/TEC outer tracking subsystem (which
presents the greatest simulation challenge). In those cases where independent, detector
specific simulation codes also exist, the respective outputs have been compared and found
to be consistent. Comparisons have been made for the inner tracker momentum analysis
and pair mass reconstruction, the inner-to-outer tracker pattern recognition (using an ap-
proximate representation of the outer tracker response), the lead-scintillator electromagnetic
calorimeter cluster response, vertex finding efficiency and resolution, and the muon arm
mass resolution and signal-to-background studies. Such comparisons lend confidence to our
expectations of how well the full PHENIX detector will perform.

The following sections present examples of our simulation studies for some of the various
physics signals which we plan to measure.

3.3 Selected Examples of Simulations

3.3.1 Dielectron Measurements

The central arm of PHENIX is designed to measure correlated electron-positron pairs orig-
inating from the decay of vector mesons up to and including the J/C, and from the decay
of virtual photons radiated by the hot QGP. Since in the initial implementation of the de-
tector the virtual pairs will almost certainly be obscured by the Dalitz decay combinatoric
background, the simulations of the dielectron response have concentrated on establishing the
feasibility of observing the vector mesons in the dielectron channel. Even for this case, the
simulations must demonstrate that PHENIX can achieve the required 10,000 to 1 pion to
electron rejection.

These dielectron response simulations necessarily involve a simultaneous modeling of all
the major components of the PHENIX central arm; namely, the silicon vertex detector, the
inner tracker momentum analysis system, the RICH, the outer tracker TEC with its pattern

recognition coupled to that of the inner tracker, and the EMCal system, which will perform
the final stage of particle identification. Each of these subsystems performs a vital task in the
electron identification/pion rejection procedure. Presently, the integrated simulation effort
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has not reached the full, event-by-event simultaneous modeling of all components of the
dielectron spectrometer. Nonetheless, nearly ali of the subdetectors have been modelled in a
"stand-alone" fashion, and very importantly, several of the components have been modelled
together. As shown below, the results from the current studies establish that the meson
signals will be detectable above the combinatoric background arising from unrecognized
Dalitz decay and photon conversion electrons, and from misidentified pions or muons.

Mass Resolution

The first crucial simulation result is that tile momentum analysis system, consisting of the
inner tracker drift-pad chamber combination DC,1-DC2-PC1, will provide an acceptable
pair mass resolution in the single coil field used in tile initial implementation of PHENIX.
Simulations of the pair mass resolution were carried out by two independent groups using
different algorithms for the single particle vertex momentum reconstruction, and assuming
full pattern recognition in "stand-alone" calculations. Both groups arrived at the same final
results, as depicted in Fig. 3.1, which is a plot of the mass resolution Am/m of the decays
¢ _ e+e -, w _ e+e -, J/¢ _ e+e -, and the ¢ _ K+K -. The resolutions are plotted as
functions of the PT of the parent particle. For the decays ¢ _ K+K-, the mass resolution
is dominated by the small difference in mass between the ¢ and the two kaons, while for
the electron pair decays multiple scattering limits the resolution below a parent transverse
momentum of roughly 1 GeV/c. An overall mass resolution of approximately 0.4% can be
achieved for the ¢ up to pr " 1 GeV]c. The corresponding value for the J/¢ is 0.6%. Note
that the lighter vector mesons are measured with slightly better resolution because the decay
particles have lower momenta.

_r/e Rejection and Electron Identification

Perhaps the most stringent simulation goal is the verification of our electron identification
efficiency and the associated pion rejection rate. Again two essentially independent simula-
tion efforts were performed. These simulations depended critically upon modelling the RICH
which will function as the keystone of the electron identification scheme in the dielectron
spectrometer. The RICH in turn requires accurate track pointing information, so the sim-
ulations introduced a realistic pattern recognition algorithm based upon an approximation
to the eventual PHENIX tracking system. Calculations were carried out using the actual
magnetic field, realistic versions of the inner and the outer trackers, and the full modelling
of the RICH for central collision events with the expected pion multiplicities and transverse
momentum distributions corresponding to Au + Au collisions at v_ = 200 GeV/nucleon. It
should be noted that an important source of further electron rejection, the measurement of
dE/dx with time expansion chambers (TEC), has not been considered here. This method
allows a _r/e rejection of 10-2 in the momentum region of 0.25-2 GeV/c (see details in Chap-
ter 6). Therefore, the results presented should be regarded as a conservative limit on the
_r/e rejection and electron identification.

The results of the RICH particle identification simulation calculations are shown in

Figs. 3.2 and 3.3. Figure 3.2 shows the momentum-integrated rates before and after tagging
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VECTOR MESON MASS RESOLUTIONS IN THE PHENIX CENTRAL ARM
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Figure 3.1: Calculated invariant mass resolutions of the vector mesons detected in the central
arm.

by the RICH for charged pions, muons, and protons, as well as the electron efficiency, using
a specified RICH ring finder algorithm. The ring finder algorithm is based upon the number
of phototubes fired (at least 4), as well has tile PMT hit adjacencies and their comparative
TDC values. In turn, the RICH ring finder algorithm itself depends upon externally provided
information from a track finder algorithm in order to initiate the electron candidate search

among the set of fired photomultiplier tubes. Track finder errors, overlapping PMT patterns,
and noise hits in the RICH all serve as sources of misidentification. The net result for the

RICH by itself is about a factor of 2500 rejection for pions, muons, and protons. These same
cuts provide a 95% efficiency for ele,:_ron detection. The primary ,,.ources of electrons in this
simulation are lr° Dalitz decay and conversions in the beam pipe, the intervening detector
material before the RICH, and in the the RICH itself.

The upper half of Fig. 3.3 shows the momentum distribution of the particles tagged
as electrons by the RICH. Although most of these are indeed true electrons, about 10%
are actually misidentified pions or muons which have a higher mean value of transverse
momentum and thus present a potentially more serious background contamination relative
to their numbers. Particles misidentified by the RICH will be rejected by combining the
electron identification capabilities of the TRD/TEC and the electromagnetic calorimeter.
Although the complete calculation confirming that this cascading will work has not yet
been accomplished, we can illustrate intermediate results (Fig. 3.3) which indicate that this
procedure should be effective. The expected final result for the dielectron mass spectrum is
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Figure 3.2' Numb, r of particles passing identification cuts for 3000 central Au + Au events

using the PttENIX RICH detector subsystem with a ring finder algorithm based on the

number and pattern of hit photomultiplier tubes and initiated by an external pattern recog-

nition/track pointing algorithm. The horizontal axis is the GEANT particle code.
i,

displayed in Figs. 3.4 and 3.5.

The next particle identification step after the RICH is to introduce a time-of-flight (TOF)

cut on the particles provisionally tagged as electron candidates. Given the 5-m or longer path

length through the PHENIX cemral arm, _nd assuming an average 350 ps time resolution

from the EMCal subsystem, az obtained in the prototype test run (see Chapter 9), a two-
dimensional cut of time-of-flight versus momentum was imposed on the RICH output. The

cut is effective in the low momentum region (< 0.5 GeV/c) of the spectrum as can be seen

in the top panel of Fig. 3.3. A further reduction of the misidentified pions can be obtained

by requiring that the electron ca.,didates fulfill a shower condition. The effect of such a

cut, introduced in a parameterized momentum-dependent fashion, is shown in the bottom

panel of Fig. 3.3. At this point, the residual misidentified pion rate is less than 0.01%, and

is also much less than the contribution of the Dalitz/photon conversion backgrounds which

are largely unaffected by these cuts. We note that should the future installation of a Dalitz

rejector increase the need for even higher rejection capabilities (for instance, in measuring

thermally-produced pairs), the dE/dx identification of the TEC outer tracker and, later,
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Figure 3.3: The transverse momentum dependence of the central arm particle identification.
The top panel shows the misidentified pions and muons coming from the RICH that can be
suppressed at low momentum using the EMCal time-of-flight, and can be reduced further
(bottom panel) at higher momentum using the EMCal electron shower condition.
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PISA Simulation of Combinatoric Mass Spectrum
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Figure 3.4: Top: The effect on a portion of the combinatoric mass spectrum of combining

the particle identification capabilities available from the different detector subsystems in

PHENIX. Bottom: The comparison of the expected ¢ meson signal rate with the combina-

toric background level suppressed by the PHENIX detector capabilities.
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Figure 3.5" The full dielectron pair mass region, showing the w, the ¢, and the J/_ at their

expected rates.

that of the TRD detector will also be used.

Dielectron Mass Spectrum

The last step in the dielectron simulation effort is to establish that the attainable rates

of electron identification and pion rejection are sufficient to observe the vector mesons in

their e+e- decay channels. Figures 3.4 and 3.5 demonstrate that this is indeed the case.

The top panel of Fig. 3.4 shows the cumulative effect in the combinatoric mass spectrum of

imposing the successive stages of electron identification and pion rejection from the I{ICH and

the EMCal sul"systems. The remaining combinatoric pairs result from true Dalitz decays,
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conversion electrons and from the misidentified pions and muons. The bottom panel of
Fig. 3.4 shows the residual combinatoric mass spectrum, with an additional external Dalitz
pair cut introduced, compared to the expected rate of production of the ¢ meson. The ¢
meson electron-positron particles are subjected to the same cuts and track resolutions as
the charged pions in this calculation. The Dalitz pair cut rejects all detected opposite-sign
pairs satisfying me+e- < 70 Mev/c 2, which results in a signal-to-noise ratio of roughly one-
to-one. Based on the the anticipated performance of the data acquisition system[36] the
spectrum shown in Fig. 3.4 would less than two days of running at design luminosity. The
corresponding spectrum for eight days of running is shown, now for the entire invariant.
mass continuum, in Fig. 3.5. This result, from an independent PISA sitnuiat.ioi,, of tire full
dielectron mass spectrum, clearly demonstrates that the w, the 0, and the .l/_' ar_."ali visil:,l¢_
above the expected combinatoric background before subtraction. These simulations botl_
establish the feasibility of measuring the vector mesons, and make clear the need for further
Dalitz rejection for measurement of the thermal pairs.

3.3.2 Dimuon Measurements

The main purpose of the muon arm detector is to detect a signal consisting of correlated
pairs of unlike-sign muons originating from either vector meson decay, Drell-Yan production
or thermal emission of virtual photons from a hot and dense medium. The capability of
the muon detector to investigate the physics processes described in Section 3.1 will depend
critically on whether this signal can be detected with sufficient absolute yield and sufficient
yield relative to the substantial background. An additional purpose of the muon arm will
be to detect muons in coincidence with electrons from the central electron arm in order to

investigate the magnitude of DD production.
Simulations of the performance of the muon detector have been carried out as a joint

venture between Georgia State University, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Oak Ridge
National Laboratory, University of Tennessee and Vanderbilt University. Most of the crucial
calculations were done redundantly at several of the institutions using different methods and
computer codes. This approach ensures a high degree of reliability and internal consistence
in the results discussed below.

In the following we will first address the question of acceptance and absolute yield of the
signal followed by a discussion of the signal-to-noise simulations. The feasibility of muon-
electron coincidence measurements will be addressed in Section 3.3.3.

Acceptance and Yields

The dimuon acceptance for the vector mesons is given in Table 3.2. The total acceptance for
a resonance is defined as the ratio between the number of accepted dimuons originating from
the resonance and the total number of produced resonances decaying in the dimuon channel,
where both quantities have been integrated over rapidity and transverse momentum. For
masses above 2 GeV/c 2 the total acceptance is 5-6%, the rapidity coverage is between 1.1
and 2.6 and the PT acceptance is essentially constant over the range of PT values where
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Table 3.2: Vector meson acceptances for the PHENIX muon arm.

Total acceptance y,,i, Yma_
p 0.13% 1.2 2.4
¢ 0.38% 1.2 2.4

J/¢ 5.4% 1.1 2.4
T 5.9% 1.1 2.4

there is count rate. The rapidity coverage of the muon spectrometer in the more baryon-rich

regime complements in an excellent way the coverage of the electron arms at midrapidity.
Based on the cross sections given in Ref. [37]the number of accepted events per RHIC

year can be found in Table a.a. For mi,,v < 4 GeV/c 2 the continuous background from DD
decay is larger than the Drell-Yah background and will be the main obstacle to extracting
any information on a possible thermal dimuon source. This problem, however, will be cir-
cumvented by extracting the DD yield based on e/_ coincidences. As can be seen from the
last line in Table a.a there should be a sufficient number of these coincidences to make this

process reasonably reliable.
lt is very encouraging to note the large yields of the six major vector meson resonances

given in Table a.a. For the three lightest resonances these large yields will allow a detailed
subdivision of the data into rapidity and PT bins. Also, the yield for the T is sufficiently large
to permit study of the ratio between the T and J/¢ yields from central versus peripheral
collisions, which, as discussed in Section 3.1,is a key method in understanding the mechanism
for suppression.

The errors in the vector meson yields for central collisions are based on estimates of how
well the unlike-sign combinatoric background can be subtracted, either from event mixing
techniques or from using the like-sign combinatoric background, lt is especially noteworthy
that the yields of the light p and ¢ resonances can be extracted with such precision. For the
broad p resonance, where the better momentum resolution of the electron arm is not useful
in decreasing the signal-to-background ratio, the muon detector seems more likely to allow
reliable information.

Signal-to-Background Ratios for Vector Mesons

As in all physical measurements the feasibility of the experiment depends critically on the
ratio between the signal and any possible background. For the muon detector the dominant
background source is the combinatoric background of muons originating from either pion or
kaon decay, or from misidentified pions. Also the substantial DD production will lead to an
additional muon background.

In order to obtain the best possible signal-to-background ratio in the muon detector two
approaches have been used: (1) to increase the signal strength by optimizing the momentum
resolution of the spectrometers, and (2) to decrease the background by a careful choice of
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Table 3.3: Number of Accepted dimuon events (except last row) per RHIC Year

Central Au+Au Min. bias Au+Au Min. biasp+Au..........

p--+ #+ +/_- 309,000 5=10,000 1,100,000 920,000
¢ _ #+ + #- 139,000 5= 8,000 500,000 420,000

J/¢ -+ #+ + #- 390,000 4- 1,100 1,730,000 1,060,000
O' -+ #+ + #- 5700 5= 350 24,200 14,700
T ---+p + + p- 1180 5= 60 4920 1400
T' --+#+ + #- 120 5= 30 500 140

Drell-Yan _ lJ+ + #-
2 GeV 49,000 216,000 87,000
3 GeV 15,000 67,000 26,000
4 GeV 6800 30,000 12,000
5 GeV 2900 13,000 5400
6 GeV 1500 6600 6600
7 GeV 790 3500 1400
8 GeV 400 1800 740

DD --, #+ + #- + X
1 GeV 162,000 720,000 430,000
2 GeV 81,000 360,000 215,000
3 GeV 26,000 115,000 73,000
4 GeV 7200 32,000 20,000
5 GeV 1800 8000 5000
6 GeV 590 2600 1600
7 GeV 200 900 520
8 GeV 140 630 390

DD _ e + _ + X 140,000 620,000 370,000

For DD production, a cross section of 150/Jbarn per nucleon
was assumed. For Drell-Yah and DD the number of events per GeV/c 9-is given as function of
the invariant mass of the muon pair. See text for a discussion of the quoted errors.

the design of the hadron absorber and muon identifier.
Based on PISA simulations the single track momentum resolution at the vertex was found

to be (for momentum measured in GeV/c)

a(Ipl) - _/0.10_+ (0.02 p)2

a(0p) = 0.4° (3.2)

a(¢p) = 1.6°

where a position resolution of 0.1 mm for a complete tracking station (corresponding to a
resolution of approximately 0.25 mm per drift chamber) and a vertex position resolution of
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Figure 3.6: Top: Contributions to the unlike-sign dimuon yield per central event as function
of the invariant mass. The dashed line shows the combinatoric background, the dotted line

shows the signal and the solid line their sum. Bottom: Results from a like-sign subtraction.
The solid line is the assumed signal; the dashed line is constructed by subtracting the like-sign
combinatoric background from the total unlike sign distribution.
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0.2 mm have been assumed. These values lead to an invariant mass resolution which is well

approximated by a(m) _- 6%v_.
The primary method for identifying vector meson resonances requires subtraction of

a background spectrum formed by calculating the invariant mass of all possible unlike-sign
dimuon pairs in each event. This of course results in a combinatoric background, which is one
of the main experimental problems for all diparticle measurements in the high multiplicity
environment of high energy nuclear collisions. The invariant mass resolution of muon pairs
originating from decays of the ¢, J/_b and T in the presence of such a background was
estimated from PISA simulations. Each central event is assumed to consist of 10l'( ¢.:}lavg_.,i
pions combined with tile following addit, ional sources for muons: DD produ,:tioli, p, o. ,]/,,'.

;! . T /I:'. T and Drell-Yah. Ali dimuon events were generated with ew'ht g_,_ll¢.'l'illWt'S ba._e,l ,_:_
\'ogt's parameterizations [37]. Figure 3.6 shows the invariant mass sl)ectrutlI oi' ali ,lIllii<,'-
sign muon pairs for 2 × 10" central events. The upper part of the figure shows the raw signal
and its decomposition into the combinatoric background and the signal. The lower part
illustrates how well the signal can be restored by subtracting the like-sign invariant mass
spectrum from the unlike-sign spectrum. As can be seen from Fig. 3.6 the mass resolution
of the muon arm permits a clear separation of the p from the ¢, the J/¢ from the _b', and
an acceptable separation of the T from the T'. In particular, note the large yield of the
low mass resonances p and ¢ and how small the yield uncertainties are after background
subtraction as shown in Table 3.3. Additional improvement of a factor of 2-4 in the signal
to background ratios for the various resonances can be obtained by imposing carefully tuned
kinematic cuts on the single muon tracks.

In summary, the muon endcap detector will provide high yield measurements of the
following vector mesons: p, ¢, J/C, ¢', T, and T'. Above 4-5 GeV/c a, it will provide
background free information on Drell-Yan production.

3.3.3 e# Coincidence Measurements

The usual method employed to measure charm is via low multiplicity decays to hadrons,
using a vertex detector to select events with secondary vertices, which eliminates the large
background of non-charm events. This procedure is less useful at RHIC, where most of the
charmed mesons are formed with low momentum and decay near the vertex. It is difficult
to identify charm contributions to the dilepton mass spectrum using muons or electrons
alone. In fixed target experiments, a like sign subtraction is often employed. But this is
only effective when the charm signal comes from uncorrelated D decays, which is typically
the case for high luminosity, low acceptance spectrometers. At RHIC it is unlikely for more
than one or two DD pairs to be produced in each nucleus-nucleus collision, and it would be
extremely rare to have such pairs in p + A or p + p collisions. Thus, like sign pairs will only
measure a fraction of the actual charm contribution to the dilepton spectra.

Fermilab experiment E653 has recently measured the charm pair correlations for 35 DD
pairs [38]. An event generator based on their results together with an extrapolation of the
DD production cross section from p + p to A + A collisions case has been prepared. Using
these events as the input for PISA, the acceptance, rates and backgrounds for charm pair
decays to e/_ and ## pairs have been calculated. Restricting the muon observed in the endcap
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Figure 3.7: The acceptance for open charm with one electron (Pe > 1 GeV/c) in the barrel
region and one muon (pu > 2 GeV/c) in the end cap.

to pu > 2 GeV/c and the electron to Pe > 1 GeV/c yields e# pairs with mass greater
than 1.5 GeV/c 2, rapidity less than 1.5, and all transverse momenta. The major difference
between the charm decay leptons and Drell-Yah pairs lies in the rapidity gap between the
leptons; charm decays produce leptons separated by nearly one unit of rapidity. However,
this is not enough information to separate these pairs fully.

The acceptance of the detector system for e# pairs as a function of rapidity, mass, trans-
verse momentum and Feynman-z is illustrated in Fig. 3.7. The number of accepted events

per RHIC year, based upon an assumed charm cross section of 150 #barn per nucleon, is
given in Table 3.3. After the application of a Dalitz pair cut on the background electrons, the
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Figure 3.8: The mass spectrum for e# pairs from 108 central Au + Au events, with ¢__. >
90° and 0, > 25°. The dotted line is the charm pair signal, while the dashed line is the
background from pion decays. The solid line is the sum of both. A Dalitz pair cut has been
applied to the electron background signal.
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signal to noise ratio for these events is about 1/20. Thus, a 1% charm measurement should
be possible for central Au + Au collisions, after a like-sign subtraction. Simple angular cuts
can improve the S/N ratio to about 1/2, making the charm signal easily visible. Fig. 3.8
shows the computed mass spectrum for signal and background pairs passing such cuts. The
primary background source is a semi-leptonic pion decay to a muon in coincidence with a
Dalitz decay of a pion producing an electron.

The rates for #+#- pairs from charm decays are given in Table 3.3. Comparing rates
for dimuon pairs from semi-leptonic D pair decays to rates for Drell-Yan shows that charm

1"I lr I '_

decays dominate the mass spectra below the mass oi' .t t_,ev/c', l.:sing an _'xtral)¢_lati<_rl
ot"the etl measurement to higher rapidity, it should be possible to s_lbtracl _,t I il_,cllaI'lll
c_,lltribution from the dimuon spectra. .\ similar extrapolation to lower rapi,lit} ,'ali I,,,
employed for the e+e - spectra.

3.3.4 Photon Measurements

One of the primary design considerations for the electromagnetic calorimeter is the op-
timization of rr° and 7?identification at central rapidity via their two photon decay modes.
This is necessary not only for the measurement of these mesons, but is also a necessary first
step towards the observation of direct photon emission in the PT region of 0.5-5.0 GeV/c.
As a figure of merit, the production of single photons is generally expressed in terms of 3'/r°,
since photons from r o decay form the dominant source of background photons.

" The excess photon production will be determined on a statistical basis for selected classes
of events. The analysis reconstructs the PT distributions for r o and r/, then calculates the
photon yield expected from the decay of these mesons alone. Additional minor contributions

, from other radiative decays, (e.g., ,_ and 7/') are obtained from.an event generator or other
data. The direct photon excess is then extracted by subtracting the calculated photon yields
in the detector acceptance from these sources from the measured spectrum. This method
has the important advantage that it is free of cross section normalization errors, since photon
pairs and single photons are simultaneously observed in the same experiment, although some
extrapolation in rapidity is required. However, there are sources of systematic error, most
importantly the precise knowledge of the photon reconstruction efficiency. This inefficiency
enters quadratically in the yield of reconstructed photon pairs and, if inaccurately deter-
mined, can give rise to an apparent excess of single photons. Based on previous experience
in the WA80 and WA93heavy ion experiments at CERN, the photon reconstruction efficiency
is the dominant source of error except at low PT, where the limit is the combinatorial back-
ground and the detector acceptance, and at the highest PT, where one is limited by statistics.
The direct photon analysis is complicated by the reduced photon reconstruction efficiency
for events of high particle density. This effect is extensively discussed elsewhere [39].

The _.0and r/are identified from the invariant mass of the measured photon pairs. The
true _.0 and r/ yield must be extracted from the respective mass peaks, which sit on a
combinatorial background due to the many possible photon pairs. The peak-to-background
ratio in such a plot decreases inversely with the phase-space density of photons. This problem
worsens in heavy ion collisions relative to p + p or p + A collisions due to the much higher
multiplicity of produced photons. The combinatorial background problem also becomes
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Figure 3.9: Extraction of r ° peak yield by event-mixing background subtraction using pre-
liminary lead-glass detector data from CERN experiment WA80.
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Figure 3.10: Two photon invariant mass spectra at various photon pair transverse moraenta.
The results are shown for the full PHENIX calorimeter detector acceptance for photons

greater than 250 MeV.
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Figure 3.11: Top: PHENIX calorimeter detector performance for the 7r° (open points) and
7; (solid points) measurement showing the transverse momentum dependence of the peak-to-
total ratio (Q). Bottom: The statistical uncertainty on the extracted yield after background
subtraction.
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worse at low PT both due '_o the increased phase space-density of low energy photons, and
to the fact that at low p_- the true photon pairs open tlp to encompass a larger region
of acceptance, which allows a larger number of combinatorial possibilities. For Au + Au
collisions at RHIC the combinatorial background problem becomes a significant consideration
in the design of the photon detector system. For example, in the low PT region around
1 GeV/c, simulations indicate ttiat the _r° peak-to-total ratio, Q,_o = N,,o/(N,,o + Nbg), will
only be about 1% for a detector with 7%/v_ resolution. The r/peak-to-total ratio will be of
the order of 0.1% in this PT region. Fortunately, as discussed below, it is possible to obtain
sufficient statistics such that the statistical uncertainty for the rr° yield extract.ion will t'all
below 1% over the low PT region of interest.

:-kgreater concern is tile estimation of the systematic error of th_ extracted vi::.Idwll,._f_
dealing with peak-to-total ratios of the order of a percent. Recent simulation result:s sugg,:st
that an event-mixing technique, similar to those used in HBT analyses, can be applied to
determine the form of the combinatorial background with little or no systematic error. This
technique has been applied in a preliminary analysis of lead-glass detector photon data from
CERN experiment WA80 and appears to work well. An example of preliminary results is
shown in Fig. 3.9. For this case Q_0 is about 1.5%. This analysis method appears to work
with values of Q as low as 0.4%, as indicated by the hint of an r/peak seen in Fig. 3.9.

The second largest background photon source, apart from rr° decays, is the r/--, 73' decay
(branching ratio: 39%), which is expected to contribute more than 10% of the total observed
photon yield. Since the production of the r/, as a carrier of hidden strangeness, might be
enhanced in b.eavy ion collisions, a careful measurement is important for a precise analysis
of single photons. However, the much greater combinatorial background makes extraction cf
the r/yield much more difficult. Applying proper cuts to the asymmetry in the energy of the
photon pairs ,a =[ E.y_- E.y_[/(E. n + E._2),can improve Qn; however, based on simulations,
the combinatorial background will still limit the accuracy of the extraction of the 7/ cross
section, due to the statistical error of the background subtraction, to an uncertainty _(r//zr °)
of about 10%. This uncertainty would translate into an uncertainty contribution of roughly

1-2% for 6(3'/_'°). Photons from decay channels other than the r/ are of less importance
relative to those from r ° decay by about a factor of 100 [39].

To summarize, optimization of the direct photon measurement requires that the elec-
tromagnetic calorimeter: (1) provide a system with a good photon identification efficiency,
and, equally important, with a photon reconstruction efficiency that can be accurately de-
termined; and (2) provide the best possible energy resolution in order to narrow the Tr° and
r/mass peaks and increase the peak-to-total ratios.

Simulations

Simulations have been performed to evaluate the PHENIX calorimeter for the prompt pho-
ton measurements. For these simulations a Monte Carlo event generator has been used to
produce and decay _r°'s and r/'s with a transverse momentum distribution parameterized
according to UA1 data at V_ = 200 GeV. For the r/production, mT scaling relative to the
rr° was assumed. An analysis has been made of 2.56 x 106 simulated events (corresponding
to less than 24 hours of running at design luminosity) with an assumed dN,_o/dy = 375,
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Table 3.4: Systematic and Statistical Errors of the 7/rr ° Determinationt

Statistical Error (signal+background) -t-210%
Acceptance 4-1.5 %
Nonlinearity 4-2.0 %
Photon Reconstruction Efficiency 4-4.0 %
7//rr° Induced Error +2.0 %
Photons From Other Radiative Decays -t-0.5%

Quadratic Sum +5.5 %

t Assumes a sample of 10s cerltral Au + Au events.

a typical value expected for central Au + Au collisions. In these simulations an energy
and position resolution has been assumed according to measured or expected values with
a photon energy threshold of 250 MeV assumed for the photon analysis. The photon pair
invariant mass spectra are shown Fig. 3.10 for several values of the photon pair transverse
momentum. The results have been analyzed with an asymmetry cut of c_ < 0.4.

These simulation results have been analyzed to determine the performance of the
PHENIX calorimeter detector for the extraction of the _.0 and 7/ cross sections, with the

results shown in Fig. 3.11. As noted above, the accuracy of the direct photon analysis is
limited by how well the 7r° and 77decay contributions can be determined. This simulation
shows that the statistical error on the 7r° cross section extraction will be negligible over the
full low PT region of interest. On the other hand, the statistical error for the 7/cross section
extraction will of order 10% for an expected l0 s accumulated events (corresponding to one
month of running). Of greater concern will be the systematic error contributions from the
multiplicity dependence of the photon reconstruction efficiency due to overlapping showers,
and from the low peak-to-total ratios at low PT, as shown in Fig. 3.11. As mentioned above,
the event-mixing technique for the background subtraction appears promising as a means to
allow the yield extraction in PT regions with peak-to-total ratios even below 1%.

The maximum PT at which the direct photon signal can be extracted is limited by counting
statistics. For central Au + Au collisions, it should be possible to reach a PT value greater
than 10 GeV/c, with a 10% statistical uncertainty. The maximum PT limit for the _r°
measurement arises when the photon pair begins to merge into a single module. For a
granularity of 4 x 4 cm 2 at 5.1 m, this limit occurs at p_X = 36 GeV/c for one module
separation between photon showers, or p_,x = 18 GeV/c for two module separation.

An indication of the estimated relative error contributions to the direct photon analysis,
based on experience from the analysis of the CERN data, is given in Table 3.4
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3.3.5 Hadron Measurements

Single Particle Spectra

The excellent time resolution (a _< 100 ps) of the TOF system allows us to study single
particle spectra over a wide PT region: up to PT '_ 2.0-2.5 GeV/c for identified 7r+, _r-,
K+, and K-, and up to PT _--4 GeV/c for identified p and _. (see Fig. 3.12). It is of some
importance to be able to identify hadrons well beyond the average transverse momentum
(PT) _ 350 MeV/c found for pions in p + p collisions at v/'5 = 200 GeV. For example, zt
much larger value of (Pr} has been reported for heavy ion collisions" The observed (pr) in
the JACEE experiment [40, 41] is la,rger than 1 GeV/c in the case of high multiplicity events.
A large and multiplicity-dependent value for (PT> has also been reported in Ph experiments
at v_ = 1.8 TeV by Fermilab's experiment E735 [42], which find a (Pr) of about 700 MeV/c
for pions at high multiplicities, and even larger values for kaons. Measurements of identified
single particle spectra up to 2.0-2.5 GeV/c is, thus, very important.

Although the primary physics goal of RHIC inherently involves low PT processes, it is
very likely that high PT phenomena will also provide useful diagnostics. Production of
high transverse momentum particles is a fundamental aspect of v_ = 200 GeV nucleon-
nucleon collisions which presumably form the background environment for the QGP physics
at RHIC. According to the UA1 fit to their data obtained in v/_ = 200 GeV pp collisions,
a deviation from the minimum-bias empirical fit of exp(-6pT) is observed at PT _--1 GeV/c,

Flight Path = 5m

400 ...!.,.... ,! ......,..._,

350 e/Tr ,:/K /K/p
I 4a (a=80p

yl
300

<:3 250

200 , , . . I . , , , I ...... f_ .... J ....
0 1 2 3 4 5

Momentum (GeV/c)

Figure 3.12: Separation of time-of-flight between various particles at a distance of 5 m from
the vertex.
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and a significant deviation by an order of magnitude from this fit is observed at PT
2 GeV/c [43]. It is important to determine if this behavior persists in nucleus-nucleus
collisions. In particular, study of the transverse momentum spectrum for identified particles
to at least PT '_ 2 GeV/c is necessary to determine the relative contributions between quark-
quark, quark-gluon, and gluon-gluon scattering [44].

HBT Correlations

RHIC presents an unique opportunity to use HBT as a precision tool. Due to the large
multiplicities of bosons in one event, sufficient pair statistics are available to construct the
multi-dimensional correlation functions necessary to extract precise space-time information
from the data. This is indeed fortunate since a key component irl our understanding of tll_:
hadronic matter formed in a heavy ion collision will be its space-time distribution at the
hadronization time. In particular, interferometry can determine both the spatial dimensions
and the temporal spread of the interacting matter, which are obviously essential in estimating
the energy density.

At RHIC, one needs to be sensitive to small (-_1 fm) as well as large (>_10 fm) source
sizes. Small source sizes are expected for p + p and p + A collisions and for the cases where
there are strong correlations between the momentum and spatial distribution of bosons [45].
One such example would be transverse expansion of the hadronic matter. Another, even
more interesting case would occur if the rehadronization resulted in spatial inhomogeneities
of order 1 fm [29]. On the other hand, sources exceeding the the geometric radii of the
projectiles are predicted for Au + Au central collisions at RHIC. The current trend of
available data for source sizes as functions of multiplicity tends to predict source sizes of
greater than 10 fm.

The acceptance in relative momentum for pion pairs has been studied in an aperture
similar to that of the TOF system in PHENIX. The pions are generated assuming expone_tial
spectra in dn/dm} with transverse momenta satisfying 0.1 < PT < 1.0 GeV/c. A simple
spherical source of the form

p(r,t),_e -r2/2n2-t2/2_2 (3.3)

is assumed, with R = r. The resulting correlation function is analyzed in the now-canonical
(qL, qo, qs), which measure the components of the source along, outwards and sidewards with
respect to the beam-axis. (Note that qout is also sensitive to the lifetime.) The results of this
exercise for 1 million central Au + Au events (which corresponds to six hours of running at
design luminosity) appear in Figs. 3.13 and 3.14 for R = r = 1 fm and 10 fm, respectively.
Clearly, for Au + Au central events, rate will not be a problem. More sophisticated analysis
will be performed to examine the effect of single particle and two-track resolutions on these
results.

Decay of the ¢ via K +K-

As discussed in Section 3.1.5, any modification of the properties of the ¢ meson are
expected to be pr-dependent. Measurement of the ¢ pr distribution will require good hadron
particle identification in order to reconstruct high pr ¢ decaying to K+K-.
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Figure 3.13: The correlation function of pions for a R = r = 1 fm source as seen in an
aperture of 17/I< 0.7, /k¢ = 30° for 1 million Au + Au events.
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Figure 3.14: The correlation function of pions for a R = r = 10 fm source as seen in an
aperture of Irl]< 0.7, AcI, = 30° for 1 million Au + Au events.
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Figure 3.15: Acceptance and rate for ¢ _ K +K- for kaons observed with the TOF system.
For the rate calculation, 10s central collisions per month is assumed.

The acceptance and the yield for ¢ mesons are shown in Figure 3.15 for a single-coil
magnetic field with f B. dl = 0.7 T-m. A given ¢ is defined as accepted if both kaons
intersect all detectors; namely, DC, PC1, RICH, PC2, TEC, PC3, and the TOF system.
Decays of kaons in flight and the branching ration to charge kaons are both taken into
account. The expected invariant mass distribution for K+K - pairs striking the TOF wall
is shown in Fig. 3.16 for 200K Fritiof-generated central Au + Au events (corresponding to
roughly one hour of running time at RHIC). A momentum resolution, 6p/p = 0.5%, for
each component of the momentum is assumed in the calculation. The ¢ mass is distributed
according to a Breit-Wigner distribution with the natural width of the ¢ (=4.4 MEV). The
solid curve in the figure shows the distribution of all K+K - pairs detected in the TOF system.
The dashed curve corresponds to the background spectrum which is generated by combining
all the single K+'s and K-'s which strike the TOF system. The inset of the figure shows
the difference of the solid and dashed curves, and shows a clear peak at the ¢ mass. This
shows that the ¢ can be reconstructed even though the combinatorial background is very
large in these high multiplicity events. The separation of the ¢ peak from the background
is greatly aided by good kaon mass resolution which gives a narrower peak containing less
combinatorial background under kaon pairs from ¢ decays. In order to be able to study the
changes irl the width of ¢, we would like to be able to measure the ¢ mass to a resolution
better than 0.2%.
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20OO

1000

Figure 3.16: The invariant mass spectrum of K+K - pairs in an aperture of IT/I< 0.7,
A@ = 30° for 200K Au + Au events. The solid line shows the combination of ali K+K -

pairs, whereas the dashed line shows the combinatoric background. The inset shows the ¢
peak after subtracting the dashed histogram from the solid one.

3.3.6 Multiplicity Measurements

Observables

The silicon pads and strips measure the event multiplicity and determine the vertex posi-
tion. The vertex position is an important input to the tracking system, while the multiplicity
distribution is used online to generate a first level centrality trigger, to provide event charac-
terization offiine, to aid in determining the collision environment, and to identify fluctuations
in the charged particle emission patterns. These functions imply the following design criteria
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Figure 3.17: Charged particle rapidity density distribution for 125 central Au + Au collisions,
using the HI JET generator. The histogram shows the generated distribution, and the data
points shows the distribution reconstructed from the analog sums of signals in the silicon
strip detectors. Error bars reflect both statistics and the uncertainty in the charged particle
number arising from the Landau distribution of energy loss in the silicon.
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Figure 3.18: The same as the previous figure, but for a single central Au + Au collision.
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for the silicon system:

1. Sufficient range in pseudorapidity to measure the shape of dN/drl at forward and
backward 77,where the distribution is no longer expected to be flat.

2. Adequate resolution in pseudorapidity to observe fluctuations in dN/d_? in single events.

3. Adequate resolution and full coverage in azimuthal angle to allow study of fluctuations
in dN/drld¢.

-l. Sufficient charge collection and data transfer speed to provide a first-lev,_l multipli(:il,y
trigger,

The charge collection time in silicon and tile shaping time of tile fro,_ ,.nal ,:.le(:trolli,:_
are fast enough to address the trigger needs. The analog sum of a large number of channels
will be used to provide this information.

The total event multiplicity integrated over a wide rapidity region tells us the collision
geometry. The rapidity dependence of the charged particle rapidity density provides infor-
mation about the dynamics of the collision. The distribution dN/dr I of charged particles
produced at midrapidity reflects the energy density achieved in the collision. Furthermore,
we can examine a single Au + Au central collision and look for fluctuations in the charged
particle production pattern. Such fluctuations may reflect droplet formation due to the QCD
phase transition [31], and are expected to produce spikes in the rapidity density with a width
of 0.5-1.0 unit of rapidity, not unlike those observed in a few very high multiplicity events
by the JACEE collaboration [40].

Charged Particle Multiplicity

The measurement of dN/dr I by the silicon detectors has been studied using the PISA/
PISORP program chain. The HIJET event generator was used to create central Au + Au
collisions, which were propagated through the PHENIX detector by PISA. The energy loss in
the silicon detectors was calculated for each particle, and stored for analysis using PISORP.
The dN/dr I distribution was calculated using energy loss information from groups of adjacent
strips in the inner barrel of the vertex detector. The energy deposited in each group of 40
adjacent strips was summed and used to determine the total number of particles passing
through the group of strips. Given the mean energy loss per unit length of silicon traversed
(dE/dx), and the position of the vertex, the number of particles corresponding to the ob-
served energy deposition can then be calculated. Combining this with the range of r/values
covered by the strip group gives dN/drl for the 77of each group of strips along the length of
the inner barrel for each event.

Figure 3.17 shows the average dN/drl based on 125 central Au + Au Hijet events. The
variation in the vertex position (assuming a vertex distribution with a = 22cm) allows
dN/dr I to be measured (albeit asymmetrically) over a range somewhat larger than that
covered in any individual event. The calculation shown in Fig. 3.17 includes the variation
in the average energy loss with 71due to the mix of particle types and its dependence on q
and energy as given by the HIJET generator. Figure 3.18 shows dN/d_? for a single central
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Au + Au collision. The sensitivity to fluctuations in dN/d_? is limited by statistics in a single
event convoluted with the Landau fluctuations in energy deposited by a single particle. The
simulation results indicate that we can measure fluctuations down to 10% in a bin of 0.2

units of 77. This resolution should be adequate to identify structure of the type expected
from plasma droplet hadronization [31].

The range of the multiplicity density measurement is extended somewhat by the silicon
pad endcaps. More importantly, particles enter the pads at angles of incidence closer to nor-
mal than into strips near the ends of the barrel. This implies smaller systematic uncertainties
from path length variations and charge sharing. The need to control this type of systemat_ic
errors determines detector parameters such as rapidity and azimuthal coverage, accept,ablc
o,,(:ut)ancv, accuracy of gain matching and calibration b _t cern chanaels and r_:¢tllir_'¢tn,:,is(::
characterization. The pads provide finer granularity in azimuth than the strips and f_lll
azimuthal coverage for all beam combinations. Consequently, the pad endcaps provide im-
portant capabilities for measuring fluctuations in dN/d_?d¢, or dN/&7 in data collected with
only partial azimuthal coverage in the barrel.

Fluctuations

Figure 3.18 shows the sensitivity to fluctuations in dN/&? in an event. The silicon detectors,
however, also allow the study of fluctuations in dN/drld¢. The silicon pads are particularly
well suited to this as each pad subtends only 2.5° in azimuthal angle. This study would be
sensitive to the large scale fluctuations arising from a second order phase transition. There is
considerable theoretical study underway to identify how best to analyze such correlations [17,
46, 47]. Though it represents a rather exotic signal if observed, intermittency in the particle
emission patterns [17] provides an analysis scheme which can be used to quantify the detector
sensitivity to such correlations. Furthermore, it has been shown that an intermittency signal
can be expected from two-particle correlations [48], which can be used to estimate a minimum
signal to which the detector should be sensitive. This type of analysis of the silicon data is
further discussed in Chapter 5.

3.4 Related Studies

We conclude this chapter with a brief discussion of ongoing studies of backgrounds and
trigger effectiveness. The following studies are in progress:

1. Effects of the central magnet yoke: Rescatterings and regeneration of particles due to
the existence of the central magnet yoke have to be calculated. This is an iterative
process in which proposed support structure and surrounding material are evaluated in
terms of their physics impact via PISA. As an example, results of on-going calculations
are shown at the end of this section, in which charged particle backgrounds induced
by the central magnet pole face and a copper nosecone were calculated. Such a copper
cone is planned for mounting on the central yoke to enhance the signal to noise in
dimuon measurements.
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2. Photon conversion to in the silicon strip detectors: PISA is being used to study the
effects of photon conversion in the silicon vertex detector on the remainder of the
central arm. We are investigating configurations of the vertex detector that have only
partial azimuthal coverage in the central rapidity region of -0.35 < r/< 40.35. Since
the conversion background relative to signal is multiplicity-dependent, the optimal
azimuthal coverage of the silicon strip detector system for p + p, p + A and A + A
collisions is being studied.

3. Effect of particle decays on tracking: The effect of the decays of K ---, #v and _ --
#u on the acceptance, track-finding, and particle identification are currently under
study. These efforts will be extended in the near future by incl,lding the cl,,cav_ ,)t' ,,t"
V-particles.

Finally, we should note that the ultimate sensitivity of PHENIX to various rare chan-
nels depends on the extent to which we can trigger on these modes. Initial studies of the
performance of the trigger system have proceeded on the basis of simple scaling laws and
extrapolation of existing data. The next step will be to study the performance of the first
and second-level triggers based on actual detector primitives. This work, which requires
simulated "data" from PISA as input to the trigger logic and algorithms, is now getting
underway.

An Example: Backgrounds from the Central Yoke and a Copper Cone

In order to reduce the background of muons from hadron decay entering the muon detector,
it was proposed to install a cone of copper as close to the collision vertex as possible to
absorb hadrons before they have a chance to decay. Simulations using PISA were run to
see what effect such a copper cone placed between the collision point and central magnet
endcap will have on the electron detector arms. The emphasis is on produced electrons and
positrons (e+), although numbers for other produced particles are also included. Addition-
ally, background contributions from the central iron yoke were also evaluated, though the
calculations included both the copper nosecone and the central yoke.

Events were taken from a sample of central Au + Au single density HI JET events with
beam momenta of 100 GeV/nucleon. For these events, the dN/dy for _r+'s is approximately
550 at rapidity zero. For each HIJET event all the pions, charged kaons, protons, neutrons,
antiprotons, and antineutrons are tracked by PISA. There is a 0 cut requiring 2° < 0 < 178°,
which excludes very forward or very backward particles.

In this study, the beam pipe is the only material between the collision point and the
electron arm. For measuring the effect on the RICH, a fictitious tracker (CTR1) was placed
just inside the RICH's inner edge, at a radius r = 260 cm. The numbers shown are for hits

on CTR1. The geometry of CTR1 is cylindrical-arc section with two arms each covering 90°
in azimuth, a z extent from 495 cm to -95 cm and a radius of 260.5 cm. Note that not ali
of the hits recorded in CTR1 will actually show up as tracks in the RICH itself because of
its more stringent acceptance criteria. Furthermore, some of the tracks counted here may
be rejected after pattern recognition and track pointing cuts have been introduced. The
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Table 3.5: Number of Charged Particles Recorded on the Central Tracker (CTR1)per Event:[:

- Vertex at Vertex at Vertex at
z=0cm z=25cm z=40cm

- N_ 'N,_ Nch N_ Arch N,_
A. Total numbers at CTR1 421.0 12.6 387.0 14.0 60.0 4.8
B' Total albedo 34.5 6.5 30.4 10.0 26.4 :_it

1) from the end('ap w/o Cu 17.9 3.8 16.6 3.4 17.5 3.0
2) from tile endcap near Cu 5.4 1.3 0 0 0.2 0
3) from the Cu cone 11.'2 1.-1 13.8 6.6 8.6.... 1.-1

:[: CTRI is a em fictitious tracker used for this simuiation.
The hits are groupedby origin.

principle objective of these simulations is to determine if the RICH would be "blinded" by
secondaries from interactions in the copper nosecone.

In the simulation, the copper cone extends from z = 30 to 60 cm, which is where the

central magnet endcap starts. (In the current design, the copper cone actually begins at
32 cm, but this difference is not important for the purposes of this study.) The half-angle of
the cone is 37°, and is projective to z = 0. A hole 6 cm in radius for the beam goes through
the copper. The magnetic field used assumes two sets of magnetic field coils with opposing
polarities, as this represents the worst case, allowing the maximum number of low energy
e+ to exit the magnet. The effective momentum cut-off is 80 MeV/c for charged particles.
Note that particles emitted from the surfaces of the cone and magnets farther away from
the beam axis have less field to traverse and therefore exhibit a lower momentum cut-off.

Thresholds for tracking in PISA are 10 MeV for all particles. An estimate of background
in the absence of the copper cone was made by looking at particles produced in the magnet
endcap on the opposite side where there is no copper. The results, shown in Table 3.5, are
from three runs, with ZcoU.v_rt_x= 0, 25, and 40 cm.

In the absence of the copper cone the background contribution to Archfrom the central
magnet endcaps, for the vertex position of z = 0 eta, is about 8.5%, since the contribution
from one side of the endcap pole face is 17.9, so that 8.5% = 17.9×21421. In the case of z=0
the existence of the copper cone does not increase the background production for charged-
particle or e+ measurements. However, for z = 25 cm, the contribution from the copper cone
in e+ measurements is substantial.

These calculations represent only the beginning of the studies of background and albedo
effects. Much larger event samples will be run in future simulations to obtain adequate
statistics.
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Chapter 4

Magnets

4.1 Overview

Two magnets, a central magnet (CM) and a muon magnet (MM), comprise the PHENIX
magnet subsystem. Figure 4.1 shows an isometric view of the central and muon magnets.
The height of the CM is approximately 9.5 m and it weighs nearly 500 tons. The height
of the MM is approximately 10.5 m and it weighs more than 400 tons. Figure 4.2 shows
a two-dimensional drawing of the PHENIX magnet subsystem identifying key subsystem
components and relevant dimensions.

The CM is an axial field magnet energized by two pairs of concentric coils. This magnet
provides a field around the interaction vertex that is paralle ! to the beam and is used for
momentum analysis of charged particles in the rapidity interval of :i:0.35 units. The gap
between the pole tips is 120 cm, which allows room for the inner silicon detectors and
the inner drift chambers. In this design, the coils are recessed into the pole tips of the
central magnet in order to minimize the albedo from the coils and pole faces. Although
with two independently powered coil pairs, the magnet can be run in many possible field
configurations, the three discussed here meet the essential physics requirements of PHENIX.
The outer coil and the inner coil can be run in parallel (the "++" configuration), in opposition
(the "+-" configuration). We also consider the case with only the outer coil in operation
(the "+" configuration). The field generated in the ++ configuration has an f B.dl of
1.0 T.m when integrated out to 4 meters radius. With this field it is possible to measure
particle momenta to better than 0.5% at 200 MeV/c (multiple scattering limit) and 2.0% at
5 GeV/c (magnetic field limit). The Bz component of this field is very nearly gaussian in
profile and is shown in Fig. 4.3. Also shown in the figure is the field generated by the outer
coil running in the + configuration. The tails of the field distributions are approximately
equal at radii greater than 150 cm although the f B.dl is lower than in the ++ configuration
by 32%. However, the relevant moment of the field distribution for comparing momentum
resolution is f Bl.dl. This quantity is only 14% lower for the + configuration than the ++
configuration due to the small radius of the inner coil. The net result is that the momentum
resolution is degraded by approximately 0.1% at low momemta and 0.3% at high momenta,
as shown in Fig. 4.4. The .- configuration (not shown in Fig. 4.3) suppresses the field along

4-1
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Figure 4.1" Isometric view of the PHENIX magnet subsystem.

the beam axis and will be used in a future upgrade of the PHENIX detector, where very low
momentum particles coming from the vertex, such as Dalitz decay electrons, are measured
with a hadron blind detector.

One pole face of the CM also functions as the primary absorber of hadrons for the muon
spectrometer. The most important background in the muon spectrometer comes from the
decay of pions in flight between the interaction vertex and the pole faces. It is, therefore,
advantageous to have the pole faces as close as possible to the vertex without compromising
the performance of the detectors in the central region. The location and shape of the pole
pieces were optimized for this reason. The pole pieces provide an approximately constant
amount of steel absorber as the angle increases with respect to the beam, in order to match
the decreasing energy of the charged particles with increasing angle.

The MM uses two solenoidal coils to produce a radial magnetic field for the analysis of
muons in the rapidity interval of 1.1-2.4 units. The coil is wound on two cylindrical surfaces
at the end of a large tapered piston. The flux generated by the coils is distributed radially
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Figure 4.2: End and cross-sectional views of the PHENIX magnet subsystem.

out to an 8-cm thick larnpshade and returns to the piston via a 30-cm thick endplate. This
endplate also serves as the first layer of absorber for the muon identifier. (See Fig. 4.2.) The
aperture of the MM is defined by the open angle between the piston and the lampshade, and
is 10°-37 ° from the beam axis.

The integral of the radial field component along a line 15° from the beam axis is approx-
imately 0.72 T.m when integrated from 2.0-6.0 m along the z-direction. The field is shown
in Fig. 4.5, and the saturation of the MM iron in this field is shown in Fig. 4.6.

4.2 Central Magnet

The central magnet (CM) has two pairs of circular coils that are recessed into the faces of the
two steel poles. The coils are resistive and use conventional square, hollow copper conductor.
The large steel poles, as well as the upper and lower flux return steel, are made from low
carbon steel. The CM is designed so that it is able to move as a completed assembly along
the beam axis (z-direction) and horizontally transverse to the beam axis (x-direction) into
the assembly area of the detector hall. This movement provides access to the CM, as well
as the beam tube, the MM, the beam-beam counters, and the first muon tracking chamber.
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Figure 4.3: Bz(r) generated by the CM in the +-t- (Inner + Outer) and the + (Outer
only) coil configurations. The field distributions are well-approximated by gauss]ans in r, as
indicated by the smooth curves and are approximately the same beyond 150 cm.

4.2.1 Inner and Outer Coils

Description of the Inner Coil

The inner coils (2 required) are made of five bifilar-wound double pancake coils that are
individually vacuum epoxy impregnated. Each double pancake subassembly is 45-mm thick.
The five double pancake coils that make up each inner coil increase in diameter linearly in
increments of 180 mm. As an example, the smallest double pancake has a nominal inside
diameter of 990 mm and an outside diameter of 1575 mm, whereas the largest double pancake
has an inside diameter of 1710 mm and an outside diameter of 2295 mm. When installed

the five double pancakes stand together side-by-side and rest in machined steps on the iron
pole pieces.

The inner coil has a design value of 280,000 A.turns. A square, hollow copper conductor
is used for the coil, which is nominally 17.8 mm square with a 11.1 mm diameter hole through
which cooling water flows. The coil configuration is a 150 turn conductor package (30 turns
per double pancake × 5 double pancakes). The total conductor length required is 774 m per
coil, resulting in a coil weight of 1532 kg. Ten water circuits, corresponding to two circuits
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Figure 4.4" The momentum resolution of the PHENIX detector for single particles tracked
through the full detector. The triangles represent the achievable resolution in the ++ con-
figuration and the squares represent the resolution achievable in the + configuration.

per double pancake subassembly, operate with a pressure drop of 60 psig and a maximum
outlet water temperature of 58 °C (using chilled water with an inlet temperature of 20 °C).
This yields an average conductor temperature of 39 °C. The water flow rate required to
achieve this average temperature is approximately 117 L/min per coil. Figure 4.7 shows the
conceptual design for the inner and outer coils.

The inner coil requires 1867 A at 120 V for a power supply requirement of 225 kW
(280,000 A-turns). The coil can theoretically achieve 346,000A-turns (a 24% increase) by
allowing the outlet water temperature to rise to 80 °C (vs. 58 °C) and using a power supply
of 3.51 kW.

Description of the Outer Coil

The outer coils (2 required) are conceptually identical in design to tile inner coils. They
are made up of six identical bifilar-wound double pancake coils and have a nominal inside
diameter of 3200 mm and an outside diameter of 3800 mm.

The outer coils have a design value of 225,000 A.turns. The coils are wound with a hollow
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Figure 4.5: A plot of the magnetic flux lines of the PHENIX CM and MM. Reference to
Fig. 4.2 may be useful in orienting the view in this figure. The radius from the beam axis is
shown on the horizontal axis and the distance away from the vertex (z-direction) is shown
on the vertical axis. The scale lo," both axes is meters.
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Figure 4.6: The shaded regions on the CM and MM show the level of saturation of the steel.

For example, the MM piston is fully saturated (dark grey) under the smaller diameter coil.
The least saturated regions are black.

_,, ,_, 'pl ,
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Figure 4.7: Conceptual layout of the inner and outer double pancake coil package. The
dimensions (in millimeters) are for the outer coil.

copper conductor, which is nominally 20.3 mm square with a 12.8 mm diameter hole. The
coil configuration is a 144 turn conductor package (24 turns per double pancake x 6 double
pancakes). Total conductor length is 1577 m per coil, resulting in a coil weight of 3990 kg.
Maximum outlet water temperature is 42.5 °C, which corresponds to an average conductor
temperature of 31 °C. Required water flow rate is approximately 155 L/min per coil.

The outer coil requires 1,563 A at 157 V for a power supply requirement of 246 kW
(22,5,000 A.turns). The coil can theoretically achieve 356,00oA-turns (a ,58% increase) by
allowing the outlet water temperature to rise to 80 °C (vs. 42.5 °C) and using a power
supply of 6.57 kW.

The key physical parameters of the inner and outer coils for the central magnet are listed
in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1: Physical and Operating Parameters of the PHENIX Central Magnet Coils

Parameter Inner Coils Outer Coils
Number of Coils 2 2

Amp- Turns 280,000 225,000
Configuration 5 Dbl. Pancakes 6 Dbl. Pancakes
Conductor Material Copper Copper
Inside Diameter (Irl) 0.99/1.71 3.20
Outside Diameter (in) 1.58/2.30 3.50
Number ,)I'Turns 150 l'-I

Conductor Size (mm) 17.8 (square} 20.3 (square)
Conductor Hole (mm) 11.1 (diameter) 12.8 (diameter)
Conductor Length (m) 774 1577
Current (A) 1867 1563
Voltage (V) 120 157
Power (kW) 225 246
Flow Rate (L/min) 117 155
Weight (kg) 1532 3990
Average Coil Temp. (°C) 39 31

Analysis

Geometric, thermal, and magnetic analyses were performed in developing the coil design.
The first analysis determined the key geometric and operating parameters of the coil given the
physics requirements imposed by the detector subsystems. A computer code was developed
to optimize these parameters. The initial parameters which constrained the coil design were:

• Inside and outside coil diameters, and overall length.

• Required Amp.turns.

• Maximum allowable cooling water pressure drop.

• Inlet cooling water temperature.

Based on this input information, a conductor size was determined and a coil configuration
developed. All unspecified coil parameters were assigned a value based on model results, and
the optimization of the coils with respect to selected parameters was completed. Parameters
that were refined include:

• Conductor width, height and bore size.

• Pancake or solenoidal coil configuration.
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• Single or multifilar winding.

• Maximum cooling water outlet temperature and flow rate.

• Maximum current, voltage and power.

Access restrictions for electrical connections, cooling water and insulating material are
factored into the design. The result is a design for the coil package that meets ali performance
requirements.

Thermal analysis was performed to develop tile tenll)eratllre profil_'s of til,, ,_l:;t_!,,¢,T-:,,,,',
and surrounding structures, based upoll an assu_ned average ,'oi[ tempera.t,lr(,, l'lle ,,v,._':,l!
coil temperature is a key concern for the C._I, as lt directly int l_u_n_:¢'s the lelll[)':'F_tlII1',' ',l'

the surrounding detector subsystems. The average coil operating temperature was deter-
mined using the analysis tools discussed above. A coil design was chosen for the CM that
minimized the steady state operating temperature at a reasonable cost. This process led to
the bifilar-wound double pancake configuration. This design reduced the overall flow path
of the conductor cooling water and allowed sufficient water flow such that the average coil
temperature was within the acceptable operating range of 30-40 °C.

Figure 4.8 is a temperature profile plot of the CM and MM. The analysis was performed
using a two-dimensional finite element heat transfer code, TOPAZ2D. Input variables to
the code included: average coil temperature, ambient temperature, surface emissivities, heat
transfer mechanism (radiation or convection), and the type of coupling between the magnet
steel and the detector components (good or poor thermal contact). This figure is representa-
tive of the output generated by the code. During steady state operation, the temperature of
the pole pieces is approximately the same as the average coil operating temperature. For this
reason, it is important to minimize the coil temperature so that the area in close proximity
to the detectors does not see a large heat source. Many simulations were performed to un-
derstand the benefits and tradeoffs in the de,{gn in order to minimize the temperature effect
by varying the coil temperatures, the surface emissivities, and the radiation heat transfer
coupled with or without convection. Contour plots of temperature and heat flux vectors can
also be generated to further understand the relationship between the coil temperature and
the surrounding steel and structure. These studies are continuing.

The magnetic field configuration was analyzed using a variety of software packages. Two-
dimensional axisymmetric analysis of the magnet performance was performed using PE2D,
and complete three-dimensional analyses were performed using TOSCA (both from Ruther-
ford Appleton Laboratory). The geometry of the CM and MM were varied in these programs
until the field requirements imposed by the detector were reached. Several iterations were
performed as the detector subsystems developed. The resulting field maps were used by
the detector simulation groups to match detector performance with magnet performance.
Typical output from PE2D is shown in Figs. 4.5 and 4.6.

Fabrication

The fabrication of the central coils is build to print from drawings provided by the PHENIX
collaboration. The winding mandrel and the potting fixture are specified by the collabora-
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Figure 4.8: Temperature profile plot for the CM and MM. The coils in both magnets were
held at 40 °C for this calculation. The units are degrees Celsius.

tion, but the detailed design of this hardware is expected to be the responsibility of the coil
vendor, with the design being approved by the collaboration's magnet design group. The
construction of the inner and outer coils is straightforward. The design utilizes standard coil
winding and vacuum potting techniques.

4.2.2 Pole Pieces and Support Structure

Description

The CM steel structure consist of two pole pieces, two large flux returvs and a _upport
structure. Each pole piece is cast or forged AISI 1006 steel (or equivalent) and weighs
approximately 105 tons. Both will have machined circular grooves to accept the inner and
outer coils and are separated by a 1.2-m gap. The two facing poles are magnetically and
structurally tied together by two large flux return plates (3.2 m 2 in total cross section), which
attach to the top and bottom of the poles. The entire pole assembly is supported on a steel
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structure. This :',ucture is designed to allow for transport of the CM over a short distance
along the beam ax_¢_(z-direction) and horizontally transverse to the beam axis (x-direction)
several meters into the assembly area of the detector hall. A transporter consisting of Hilman
rollers, hydraulic jacks, und steel plate is planned for this purpose.

Each pole piece is a roughly dish shaped axisymmetric element that shapes the magnetic
field surrounding the interaction point of the PHENIX detector. When the magnet coils are
energized, the two poles are attracted to each other with a force of about 84 tons. This
force i,s countered by the t'etur,u yokes at the top and bottom c)fthe poles. Eacil i_,)l,_,I_i,:',"'

,.-,.,r-:_ft! i_tat_,s.

Iiae upl),_r ,l'_<l [owt:r ft,Ix r¢,I_l_'l_I)lates provide _ lr,aglt(-,tic t'(:.i_ii1_i,;,'.},, _,.r _'_,, _ ?xi
assembly, as ',veil as supporting the compressive load between the two pole t)i(._cf:'s.Tile low,'r
plates connect the support structure to the transport system. The support structure for tlle
CM is a closed section weldment constructed from low carbon steel plate. Two supports,

located directly under each pole piece, provide structural stability. The weight and the height
of the CM requires that the support have a large base to provide stability and decrease the
unit loading on the floor, which has a structural concrete limit of 50,000 kg/m _'. This results
in two support structures which resemble truncated pyramids.

The transporter assembly consists of wide flange beam tracks, Hilman rollers, hydraulic
' jacks, and support brackets. The entire assembly is lifted using hydraulic cylinders mounted

on. Hilman rollers. A hydraulic control system ensures that all four jacks share the load
equally. Once lifted, the assembly is rolled on transport tracks using the Hilman rollers.
These transport tracks, consisting of W24x 162 wide flange beams, are laid directly on the
concrete floor. A pair of these beams running from the experimental area to the high bay
roll up door would be shimmed and stabilized by cross beams. The use of beams rather than
flat plates is needed to spread the concentrated load of the relatively small roll('rs over a
larger area of the concrete floor. Each beam has section gussets approximately every 60 chi
to stabilize the web from buckling under the concentrated load. Periodic cross beams tie the
two transport tracks together.

Structural Analysis

A finite element analysis was developed to characterize the mode shapes, static deflection,
magnet loaded deflection, and principal stress of the central magnet structural components.

"t xRasna's Applied Strl_ctures software is used as the modeling platform. A model of the C,'I
was created using mostly solid elements. With 84 tons evenly distributed on the faces of
pole pieces, approximately 0.1 mm of deflection was calculated using this model. Although.
the structural concept is a sound one, further requirements on deflection and vil)ration
sensitivities need to be examined. Figure 4.9 is representative of the type of output generated
by the code.
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Figure 4.9" A structural finite element analysis calculation for the PHENIX CM demonstrates

that the pole tips may flex by about 0.1 mm when the coils are energized. The figure shows
the deflection on a greatly exaggerated scale. The units are millimeters.

Fabrication

Based on vendor estimates, it will take approximately 12 months to fabricate, machine and
transport the two large pole pieces to BNL. The fabrication cost estimate for the pole pieces
is provided in the form of a vendor estimate made for budgetary purposes. The balance of
the magnetic steel and steel support structure is based on current market prices for cast and
plate steel, and generally accepted fabrication practices.

Each flux return yoke is constructed from one piece or up to 15 pieces depending on
economic tradeoffs. Construction from many thin (100 mm) plates stacked together provides
the opportunity for bidding participation from many vendors, with potential cost savings. In
addition, thinner plates are easier to obtain without defects from the mill and are easier to

inspect. However, more plates means more machined surfaces and more parts to assemble.
The economy of these options is currently being studied. Large steel components may be
either cast or forged. The higher ql_ality gra:in structure of forged elements may offset the
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additional tooling cost required in the forging process. Further consultation with potential
industrial participants is being pursued.

4.2.3 Assembly and Installation

The assembly and installation schedule and the cost estimate for the CM includes the two
pole pieces, all magnetic flux return steel, the steel support structure (including the transport
system), the two pairs of coils inserted and secured onto the poles, all associated electrical
and plumbing hook-ups in the detector hall, all structural alignment and fit-up of the magnet,
and magnet subsystem integration and checkout. Once the magnet assembly is complete,
the magnet is rolled into piace and installed in its operating position on the Rtt[C beamlim-_.

Magnet assembly and installation is expected to require l0 technicians working for two
months to construct and assemble the magnet support structure, assemble the two pole
pieces onto the support structure, and align and mate all hardware. This work requires
welders, riggers and general technicians, as well as their supervisory staff. The time estimate
includes moving the subassembly from the high bay area (where assembly will take place)
into the beamline. In addition, two alignment surveyors are needed for three months.

The coils are fabricated at an off-site vendor location and transported to BNL as com-
pleted double pancake units. It will take approximately eight man-months to fully install
the coils on the magnet pole pieces and check them out.

4.2.4 Testing

Testing of the CM is an ongoing process, from component fabrication through installation.
Electrical shorts and cooling fluid flow are checked during and after the winding and epoxy
impregnation phases of coil fabrication. The magnet steel is certified for chemical com-
position, magnetic permeability and percent void fraction through a series of certification
tests and nondestructive testing techniques. Dimensions are checked through all phases of
fabrication and assembly.

The field mapping of the magnet will be performed after the entire assembly is completed
in the detector hall. These tests will include ramping up the field produced by the coils to the
full current rating and physically mapping the magnetic field in between the iron poles. A
Hall probe is used to measure the magnetic field. The probe will be mounted on a mechanical
arm that allows it to move along the z-axis of the magnet, as well as radially outward. The
system requires computer control so that it can be programmed to stop and measure the
magnetic field throughout the volume of the magnet at discrete intervals. The end result
should be a comprehensive magnetic field map with better than 1% precision. Mechanical
stability and orientation of the Hall probe is key to the successful mapping of the magnet.
The stability and placement accuracy of the magnetic measuring device are key areas to be
addressed during the design of this system.
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4.2.5 Cost

The cost of the CM is broken down by WBS item and is given in Table 4.2. The contingency
on the magnet cost is calculated on the basis of those portions of the cost that are not
deferred and not covered by Japan. The breakdown of all costs into DOE, Japanese, other
non-DOE, and deferred components is shown in the summary cost estimate in Chapter 14.

Table 4.2" Cost Estimate for the PHENIX Central Magnet

Amounts in FY93 kS

VV B S DescriDtio0 "l'otsI .._ EDIA Labor _ Cont(kS}

5. 1. 1 CentralMagnet 2937 2228 285 444 25 515
5. 1. 1. 0 EDIA 365 100 265

5. 1. 1. 2 Fabrication 2076 2076 0 0

5. 1. 1. 3 Assy/Installation 378 26 0 352
5. 1. 1. 4 Testing 117 25 0 92

4.2.6 Schedule

The proposed timeline for the CM is shown in Fig. 4.10. It delineates the time required for
engineering, design, analysis, procurement, fabrication, assembly, installation, and testing of
the CM. It is important to note that the critical path for the CM is the procurement and
fabrication of the two large iron pole pieces (,_1 year). The CM is installed after the MM
is in place in the detector hall. This precludes the CM from being identified as the critical
path item in the magnet subsystem; however, it is on the critical path in terms of the entire
detector schedule. Both the CM and the MM must be installed and tested in the detector
hall before any detector subsystem installation.

1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997
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Figure 4.10: Overall schedule for the PHENIX central magnet.
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4.3 Muon Magnet

The muon magnet (MM) consist of two double layered solenoidal coils wound on two cylin-
drical flats on a large tapered iron piston. The magnetic field generated by the coil moves
radially outward about the z-axis and is contained by a series of eight flux return plates,
which resemble a "lampshade" in geometry. The drawings in Figs. 4.1 and 4.2 dep.ict the
conceptual design of this magnet configuration. The basic materials for the MM are identical
to the CM. Low carbon steel is used for the magnet iron. As with the CM, the coils for the
MM are made from square, hollow copper conductor that is water cooled.

The MM, unlike the (',NI, does not, move. It is assembled and inst,t_lled in pi,Lte, a tt(l is
secured rigidly to the detector hall foundation. Alignment to the beam is maint._fine.,] wi!!t
removable shims placed underneath the four magnet supports at floor level. Adj,lstment.._ t.o
the vertical position are required, due to the expected settling of the detector hall foundation
beneath the MM.

4.3.1 Coil

Description

The MM coils (2 required) are bifilar-wound, double layered solenoidal coils, which are
vacuum epoxy impregnated onto a epoxy-fiberglass winding form. Each coil is cylindrical
with a length of 0.70 m resulting in an overall coil length of 1.40 m. The inside diameter of
the small coil is 1.62 m and the inside diameter of the large coil is 1.87 m.

The MM coil has a design value of 300,000 A.turns. A square, hollow copper conductor,
which is nominally 24.1 mm square with a 15.5 mm diameter hole,is used for the coil. Each
coil is a 51 turn conductor package and consists of two layers of solenoidal type windings. The
total conductor length required is 576 m, resulting in a coil weight of 2028 kg. Each bifilar-
wound conductor segment has its own water circuit. In addition, each coil layer has a parallel
water supply, which yields a total of eight individual water circuits. A low conductivity water
system provides the cooling water necessary to achieve an average conductor temperature
of 27 °C. This corresponds to a pressure drop of 60 psig, with an inlet water temperature
of 20 °C and a maximum outlet water temperature 35 °C. The water flow rate required to
achieve this average temperature is approximately 247 L/min for the entire coil.

The MM coil requires 2942 A at 76 V for a power supply requirement of 224 kW
(300,000 A.turns). The coil can theoretically achieve 580,000 A.turns by allowing the outlet
water temperature to rise to 80 °C (vs. 35 °C) and using a power supply of 900 kW.

The conceptual layout of the MM coil is shown in the Fig. 4.11, and the key physical
parameters are listed in Table 4.3.

Analysis

Geometric, thermal, and magnetic analyses were also performed in developing the MM coil
design. The tracking chambers in the muon spectrometer attach to the MM piston and
lampshade flux return, so that there is a heat conducting interface between the chambers
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Figure 4.11' Conceptual layout of the MM coil. The units are in millimeters.

and the magnet. The performance of the chambers is compromised if their temperature
exceeds room temperature (20-35 °C). It was therefore necessary to optimize the design of
the coil configuration so that the average coil temperature did not exceed 35 °C.

: This design goal was achieved by developing a bifilar-wound, double-layered solenoidal
coil. The design has eight individually wound conductors and, consequently, eight individual
water flow circuits that allow significantly more total flow through the system than for a
conventional monofilar-wound coil. This reduces the average operating temperature of the
coil. Figure 4.8 shows the temperature profile of the CM, the MM, and the three sets of
muon tracking chambers. In this example, a thin insulator is used to thermally isolate the

: chambers from the MM. As stated previously, many different parameters were varied to
understand the temperature dependence of the magnet coils. The temperature profile shown
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Table 4,3: Physical and Operating Parameters of the PHENIX Muon Magnet Coil

Parameter Muon Coil
Number of Coils 2

, Amp-Turns 300,000
Configuration Solenoid
Conductor Material Copper
Large Coil Diameter (m) 1.98/1.87
Small Coil Diameter (na) 1.73/ 1.62
Coil Length, each (m) 0.70
Number of Turns, each 5!
Conductor Size (mm) 24.1 (square)
Conductor Hole (mm) 15.5 (diameter)
Total Conductor Length (m) 576
Total Current (A) 2942
Voltage (V) 76 "
Total Power (kW) 224
Total Flow Rate (L/rain) 247
Total Weight (kg) 2028
Average Coil Temp. (°C) 27
Field Integral at 0 = 15° (T.m) 0.72
Piston Length (m) 4.3
C0il Thickness (cre) 5.2
Lampshade Thickness (cre) 8.0

is for an average CM and MM coil temperature of 40 °C, as was discussed earlier. The
average MM piston temperature is 36-38 °C, and the average temperature of the chambers
is 32-34 °C, which is within the operating limits of the chambers. Optimization of the MM
coil design is continuing and further temperature reductions are possible.

In addition to the thermal analysis, the coil current for a number of different geometries
of the piston and lampshade flux return were studied as a function of the field integral,
calculated at 15 °C relative to the z-axis. The muon tracking chambers require a minimum
of 0.66 T.m of field integral to perform satisfactorily momentum analysis. Figure 4.12 shows
the relationships between different design options and the sensitivity of the field integral
to these options. A baseline current of 300,000 A yields a field integral of approximately
0.72 T.m and represents a reasonable performance optimization of the MM. Although raising
the operating current further increases the field integral, this method is not an efficient way
to increase the field integral, because of saturation if the piston material. A significant
change in current results in a small increase in field integral. Lastly, there is a physical limit
to how much current a given conductor cross-section can reasonably handle. Increasing the
current also increases the temperature of the coil and, as mentioned previously, this is not
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Figure 4.12' Field integral in the MM as a function of the coil current. The infinite perme-
ability line illustrates the performance of the magnet with "ideal" iron return yokes. The
baseline operating current is 300,000 A.

desirable since it directly affects the performance of the tracking chambers. The results from
this analysis determined the size and shape of the piston and the lampshape flux return, and
are summarized in Table 4.3.

Fabrication

The fabrication of the MM coil is build to print from drawings provided by the PHENIX
collaboration. The winding mandrel and the potting fixture are specified by the collabora-
tion, but the detailed design of this hardware is the responsibility of the coil vendor, with
the design being approved by the collaboration's magnet design group.

4
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4.3.2 Pole Pieces and Support Structure

Description

The MM steel structure consist of a large tapered iron piston bolted to a flux return end
plate, which is 30 cm thick. Eight trapezoidal steel plates, each 8 cm thick, are arranged in an
octagonal pattern (lampshade)around the piston. These plates provide the flux return path
for the MM. The piston is either cast or forged as a single piece and weighs approximately
60 tons. The end plate is constructed from several plate sections welded together ('-235 tons)
and the lampshade flux return is fabricated from plate steel (_83 tons). .\ll magn,,,lic
material is AISI 1006 steel (or equivalent). The piston and lampshade plate assemblies at',:'
supported on a rigid steel structure, l'hi,s structure is designed to allow for ac_:ess t,) 11:c,
three sets of muon tracking chambers that mount inside the open volume between the pistx)n
and the lampshade. The MM assembly is a stationary structure and rests on metal shims,
which allow for alignment to the beam, during detector operation. The support structure
for the MM is constructed from A36 low carbon steel (or equivalent), and mounted to the
floor with concrete epoxy anchors. Approximately 37 tons of steel are used in fabricating the
supports. The forward support, located near the CM, is a plate girder weldment designed
with a varying closed cross section to accommodate the unique geometry of the lampshade
interface. The rear support, which is relatively short, will resemble the outriggers underneath
the magnet back plate. A nominal 5 cm clearance is incorporated into the design to allow
for alignment to the beam.

Structural Analysis

A finite element analysis of the MM structural components is in progress using the same
modeling platform used for the CM. No problems in the design of the structural components
are anticipated.

Fabrication

Based on vendor estimates, it will take approximately 12 months to fabricate, machine,
and transport the piston to BNL. The fabrication cost estimate for the tapered iron piston,
back plate, and lampshade is provided in the form of a vendor estimate made for budgetary
purposes. The piston of the MM is the critical path item of the magnet subsystem. The
balance of the magnetic steel and steel support structure is based on current market prices
for cast and plate steel, and generally accepted fabrication practices.

4.3.3 Assembly and Installation

The assembly and installation schedule and the cost estimate for the MM steel include the
iron piston, the back plate, the eight steel plate elements that make up the lampshade flux
return, the steel support structure, the installation of the solenoidal coil onto the piston,
all associated electrical and plumbing hook-ups in the detector hall, ali structural alignment
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and fit-up of the magnet, and magnet subsystem integration and checkout. The magnet is
assembled and installed in its operating position in the RHIC beamline.

Magnet assembly and installation is expected to require six technicians working for three
months to construct and assemble the magnet support structure, assemble the piston onto
the back plate, assemble the lampshade plate elements, and align and mate all hardware.
This work requires welders, riggers and general technicians, as well as their supervisory staff.
In addition, two alignment surveyors are needed for three months.

The coil is fabricated at an off-site vendor location and transported to BNL as a coinpleted
package, lt will take approximately t:l:r_e man-months to install tile coil ,-)ato tl_._!_ist,_i__:,!'
the MM, and have it fully checked out.

4.3.4 Testing

As with the CM, testing of the MM begins with component fabrication and ends with
installation. Electrical shorts and cooling fluid flow are checked during and after the winding
and epoxy impregnation phases of coil fabrication. The magnet steel is certified for chemical
composition, magnetic permeability, and percent void fraction through a series of certification
tests and nondestructive testing techniques. Dimensions are checked through all phases of
fabrication and assembly.

The field mapping of the MM is performed with a Hall probe after assembly is completed
in the detector hall. A field map with better than 1% precision is required.

4.3.5 Cost

The cost of the MM is broken down by WBS item and is given in Table 4.4. The contingency
on the magnet cost is calculated on the basis of those portions of the cost that are not deferred
and not covered by Japan. The breakdown of ali costs into DOE, Japanese, other non-DOE,
and deferred components is shown in the summary cost estimate in Chapter 14.

Table 4.4: Cost Estimate for the PHENIX Muon Magnet

Amounts in FY93k$

W B S Descriotion _ _ _ __r _

5. 1. 2 Muon Magnet 1967 1368 265 333 30 460
5. 1. 2. 0 EDIA 365 100 265 0
5. 1. 2. 2 Fabrication 1219 1219 0 0
5. 1. 2. 3 Assy/Installation 300 24 0 276
5. 1. 2. 4 Testing 82 25 0 57
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4.3.6 Schedule

The PHENIX collaboration is planning to install the MM steel during RHIC facility con-
struction because installation at a later date would cause an extended RHIC shutdown and
incurr additional costs.

The proposed timeline for the MM is shown in Fig. 4.13. It delineates the time required
for engineering, design, analysis, procurement, fabrication, assembly, installation, and test-
ing of the MM. It is important to note that the MM is the critical path item of the magnet
subsystem. In particular, the procurement and fabrication of the large iron piston (-_1 year)
is the critical path component of the subsystem. As mentioned previously, the XI._I i._ass_::ll-
bled in-situ in the detector hall. It is the first major subsystem installed in the d_:toctor hall
and it must be completed prior to installation of the CM or any of the detector _ut)syst:<._ms.

The primary reason the MM goes in the hall first is because of its size. It is a system
consisting of hundreds of tons of steel that is best assembled on the floor of the detector hall
and then tilted up into its final position in order to accomodate shipping size and weight
limitations and to minimize cost. The operations involved in construction include welding,
carbon arc or plasma arc gouging, grinding, bead blasting, painting, concrete forming and
pouring, and heavy rigging. These activities normally generate significant amounts of smoke,
dust, ground and frame vibration, and line current surges. All of which are incompatible with
detector construction and operation. It is worth noting that all of the PHENIX detectors
subsystems require a relatively quiet and clean environment for successful installation.

If the muon subsystem is installed after RHIC commissioning and operation, the ring will
be shut down during the MM construction period. Installed detectors, which are vunerable
to damage, will have to be removed and isolated. The CM assembly and final focussing
quadrupoles may also need to be partially removed. These activities will delay the start
of MM installation by at least a month. Also, cable trays, piping, and electronics racks
could take another month to remove and two months to re-install and test. We estimate

that the additional cost of installation of the MM after RHIC commissioning could add 10
man-months of labor ($100K) and an additional three months of lost time beyond what it
takes to install the MM steel on Day-1.
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Figure 4.13: Overall schedule for the PHENIX muon magnet.



Chapter 5

Inner Detectors

5.1 Silicon System Overview

The PHENIX experiment contains a set of detectors close to the collision point to provide
event characterization, a centrality trigger, the collision vertex position along the beams and
the time-of-flight start. The interaction detectors also measure fluctuations in the charged
particle distributions. The detectors consist of a silicon detector subsystem comprising silicon
strips and pads, and two arrays of beam-beam counters at either end of the experiment that
measure the time-of-flight of forward particles. A combination of these detectors provides
the event trigger, centrality trigger via multiplicity, and the vertex position at moderate res-
olution at the trigger level. The information derived from each detector type is summarized
in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1' Capabilities of Interaction Detectors

Subsystem/ TOF Start Vertex Multipl. Central dN/dr/ Fluctuations
Coverage Trigger

Beam-beam a <100 ps a _ 1-2 cm
[r/[= 3.1 -4 each tube For LVL-1

Trigger
Si Strips a < 2 mm yes For LVL-1 yes dN/dr/
Ir/[_<2.5 Trigger

Si Pads yes For LVL-1 yes dN/drl
1771= 1.8 - 2.65 Trigger dg/d¢

The Silicon detector system has been changed since the pCDR to upgrade .".tscapabilities
while reducing the cost by integrating the role of multiplicity array and vertex detector into

5-1
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one system. The purpose of the detectors are:

1. To localize the vertex position along the beam axis to 2 mm at trigger Level 2 with
high efficiency (> 90%), even for low multiplicity (p + p) events. This device will
complement the beam counters and enable us to find a start time, to, for the time-of-
flight measurement even if the beam counters are hit only on one side, as will happen
sometimes in p + p or minimum bias p + A events.

2. To generate the on-line first level centrality trigger by measuring the total multiplicity.

3. To give d'_N/dqd¢ over a large range on an event-by-event basis for fluctuation studies.

The silicon detector system, also called the "multiplicity/vertex detector" (NI\D), i:_
composed of two parts: two endcaps and two concentric central barrels. Figure 5.1 shows
a schematic layout of the barrels and one of the two endcaps. Single-sided silicon strip
detectors have been chosen because they offer ease of construction, reliability, and low cost

in our compact, high granularity subsystem design. The central barrels have radii of 5 cm and
8 cm and a length of 64 cre, giving a single event coverage of 5 units in 77about midrapidity
for the inner barrel layer and 4 units for the outer layer. The variation of the vertex position
along the beam (z) direction extends this reach for event-averaged quantities. The barrels
are composed of 5 cm and 8 cm long strips for the inner and outer barrel, respectively, with
a pitch of 200 #m, oriented perpendicularly to the beam. The disk-shaped endcaps, located
at z positions of 4-35 cm, reach a pseudorapidity of 2.7 for an event occurring in the middle
of the detector and are composed of pads ranging in size from approximately 2 x 2 mm 2 to
5 x 5 mm 2. The total silicon channel count is 43,008, including both pads and strips.

Vertex finding can be done with good efficiency using the hits in the central barrel for
z positions up to +40 cre. This is approximately the 4-2cr length of the luminous region.

The multiplicity trigger is formed using an analog sum of charge deposited on the silicon
detectors. Analog sums from the endcaps alone, and also from the central barrel, allow
formation of multiplicity triggers from different ranges of pseudorapidity.

The beam-beam (BB) counters provide the start for the time-of-flight (TOF) subsys-
tem and also the vertex position with moderate resolution. They consist of two arrays of
Cherenkov counters with solid radiators and photomultiplier tube readout. The counters
are clustered around the beam pipe outside the central magnet poles, and intercept parti-
cles at large rapidity. This detector sub system will utilize the same electronics as the TOF
subsystem, as it provides an integral part of the TOF measurement for particle identification.

In the rest of Chapter 5, we present the MVD technical, performance, cost, and schedule
details, followed by the same format for the BB arrays.

5.2 Silicon Detector Layout

5.2.1 Silicon Strip Detectors

The silicon barrels consist of 300-/_m thick AC-coupled FOXFET (Field Oxide Field Effect
Transistor) silicon wafers, with strips oriented perpendicular to the beams, as indicated in
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\

Figure 5.1: Layout of silicon detectors for multiplicity and vertex measurements.

Fig. 5.1. There are two sizes of detector wafer, which are fabricated from 4 in. silicon blanks.
The inner (outer) barrel consists of d_etector wafers which are 5.3 × 5.0 (5.3 × 8.0) cna2. The
strip pitch on both detector sizes is 20_) #m, yielding 256 channels per wafer. The total
number of channels in the barrels is 3t,864. The detector types, number of wafers, and
channel counts are summarized in Tabl,.• 5.2. The large pitch, which is acceptable in our
application as we do not require precise track information from the silicon, greatly reduces
the technical challenges of bonding detector wafers to front-end electronics and limits the
channel count. The silicon detectors are arranged in azimuthal sectors consisting of 12
detector wafers along the beam (z) direction. There are six azimuthal sectors in each barrel.

The silicon barrels are designed to cover full azimuth, which is required for good vertex
finding efficiency in low multiplicity collisions such as p + p or p + A. However, in the high
multiplicity environment of central Au + Au collisions, it is possible that the additional
conversion electrons from the silicon and electronics combined with the Dalitz electrons may
raise the combinatorial background of electron pairs to an unacceptable level. We may opt
to collect data for these collisions with only a subset of the azimuthal sectors. Two of the
six azimuthal sectors fit in the region outside the electron arms. Full Monte Carlo studies
of the background electrons arising in this geometry are underway using the PISA code,
which allows simultaneous simulation of the silicon detector and electron arm subsystems
and incorporates magnetic field effects, as described in Chapter 3. The current results,
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Table 5.2: Silicon Detector Channel Count

Detector Type Size (cm 2) ¢ sectors z sectors Total Channels
Inner Barrel 5.3 x 5.0 6 12 18,432
Outer Barrel 5.3 x 8.0 6 12 18,432
End Cap 6.3 x 7.0 12 2 6144
Total 43,008

shown below, indicate that two azimuthal sectors should be acceptable in central :\u + Ali
collisions, and that their vertex-finding capability is adequate, due to the large multiplicities
in such events.

5.2.2 Silicon Pad Endcaps

The endcap detectors cover a pseudorapidity range between 1.8 and 2.65 on either side of the
collision region for vertices at z = 0. Each endcap (see Fig. 5.1) is composed of 12 "sectors",
each "sector" being manufactured from a single 4 in. silicon blank. The inner radius of each
sector is 5 cm and the outer radius is 12 cm. The pads range in size from 2 x 2 mm 2 in
the innermost ring to about 5 x 5 mm 2 in the outermost ring of pads, and are nearly square
in shape. The azimuthal segmentation AC ranges from 2.3° to 2.5°. The dimensions were
chosen such that the highest occupancies for central events are 0.35-0.46 for events with
dNch/dr I = 1500. The r/segmentation is more than adequate for studies of fluctuations; the
occupancy effects on fluctuation studies are discussed below. The azimuthal segmentation,
along with the full azimuthal coverage makes it possible to do two-dimensional studies of
fluctuations as well. The number of channels in the endcaps is 6144, as summarized in
Table 5.1.

One of the important design considerations was that the silicon layout allow the same
hybrid electronics to be used for both the barrel and the endcaps. The pads are connected
to the electronics located on the outer perimeter of the endcap via kapton cables. As in the
barrel, one detector wafer is connected to each hybrid; more details on the cabling are given
below. The barrel and endcap detectors also share an overall support structure, cooling
scheme, trigger and readout electronics design.

5.3 Mechanical

5.3.1 Overall Support Structure

The support structure for the MVD uses minimum material to avoid creating background
electrons from photon conversions, yet has very high rigidity to keep the silicon detector
sectors located with respect to one another. Furthermore, the support structure must have
a very small coefficient of thermal expansion. Consequently, we have chosen to fabricate
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Figure 5.2: Cutaway view of the silicon support/enclosure half-cylinders.

the main structural elements of the MVD support from a graphite fiber resin matrix. This
graphite composite system is similar to that being developed to support the SDC central
tracker [1]. The $DC leading resin candidate is a cyanate ester, which has low moisture
absorption and thus low variation with humidity level. This material exhibits a high stiffness
to weight ratio as well as a large effective radiation length of 25 cm.

The support structure uses struts which are thin tube-shaped elements made by the heat-
curing of wrapped B-Staged graphite cloth. The cross section of the tube approximately 1 in.
in diameter, with the thinnest wall thickness consistent with adequate structural strength.

The MVD is contained in two half cylinders, each half cylinder being composed of
graphite-composite emdplates and three of the struts described above. This separation into
half cylinders is necessary to allow installation of the detectors around the beam pipe. The
endplates provide vertical structural support, locate the struts, and support the silicon pad
motherboards and other associated electronics. Upon installation into PHENIX, the end-
plates are bolted together to provide a single cylinder. Figure 5.2 shows the half cylinders
separated, and illustrates the location of two of the three struts at the top and bottom. The
third strut is located at an azimuthal angle of 116.5° below the top strut and is not visible
in the drawing. The location of the struts keeps them out of the aperture of the electron
arms, and allows them to be used to support the hybrid electronics circuits for the silicon
strip detector readout. Note that the full barrels use the top and third struts for hybrid
circuit support. The lower struts will be used for hybrid support should we run with only
two azimuthal sectors for central Au + Au collisions.
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The half-cylinders are covered along their inner and outer diameters with aluminized
mylar foils stretched between the two end plates of each half-cylinder, as shown in the
figure. The enclosure provides environmental isolation of the MVD, which is crucial, since
both detector wafers and front-end electronics are bare silicon. The air inside the enclosure

will be temperature and humidity controlled. The enclosure will allow the MVD to run at
a lower temperature than the ambient temperature of the experimental hall, if necessary.
The foils will also help electrically shield the silicon from the other elements of PHENIX to
address problems of noise pickup.

\,Vehave investigated mounting the silicon detector cylinder to the central :na gr:et p,)le
faces. Though the pole faces move due to thermal expansion by at: _tmount compared?le to I:he
silicon detector placement tolerance, the silicon must remain in st fixed i?c)sition '.vith :'_:si),_ct
to the tracking detectors. Consequently, we support the cylinder rigidly with respect to ,_:,
magnet pole face and reference the tracking detectors to the same pole face. The support
bars are graphite composite struts similar to the internal struts in the half cylinders. On
one side the support bars are fixed to the reference pole face, and the strut on the other
side has a spring-loaded foot to push against the pole face. The spring-loading also provides
vibrational isolation. A vertical support is required for the air channels to and from the
cylinder. The air cooling system fan and heat exchanger is located near the top of the lower
youke of the central magnet.

5.3.2 Support of Strip Detectors

Figure 5.2" schematically shows three azimuthal sectors of the silicon strip barrel located
inside a half-cylinder. Each sector corresponds to one azimuthal sector of the barrel. Each
azimuthal sector contains two sets of 12 silicon strip detector wafers, one set for the inner
and one for the outer barrel layer.

The barrel detector wafers are supported on Rohacell "cages" which are in turn fixed to
the endplates of the support cylinder. Rohacell is a lightweight, rigid foam fr_,m Rohm Tech
Inc. It has a coefficient of thermal expansion which is small and well-matched to that of
silicon. It is sufficiently rigid that the material in the support structure can be minimized
by machining the Rohacell into cages with ribs approximately 3 mm in thickness. This aids
in our ability to remove heat from the detectors via air cooling, and adds very little mass to
the inner detector system. The Rohacell is coated with epoxy to minimize water absorption
from the atmosphere. The support cages add a maximum of less than 0.005% of a radiation
length in a radial diirection.

Figure 5.3 shows the Rohacell cage structure for a single azimuthal sector. The Rohacell
cages will be machined in sections as it is difficult to fabricate a cage 64-cm long. These
sections are tied together and stiffened by graphite epoxy bars on each side. These bars are
very thin layers of material, and one is visible in the figure. The detector wafers are glued
to the Rohacell structure. The hybrid circuits, which are connected to the detector wafers
by flexible kapton cables, are supported independently by the main support struts in the
cylinders, rather than by the Rohacell cages.

The azimuthal sectors are mounted to endplates of the support cylinder via a tab con-
nected to a small half cylinder which extends 5 cm into the cylinder volume from the inner
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Figure 5.3: Rohacell cage structure for one azimuthal sector of silicon strip detector barrel.

Figure 5.4: Detail of the silicon support half-cylinder. Mounting of azimuthal sectors of
barrel is illustrated.
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Figure 5.5: Detectors, cables and hybrid circuits in silicon barrel layers and one of the two
endcaps.

radius of the end plate. This small half cylinder, shown in Fig. 5.4, is also used to mount the
inner aluminized foil which forms part of the MVD enclosure. The connection to this tab
is still being designed; it must allow for assembly and disassembly of individual azimuthal
sectors to the cylinder.

The assembly scheme for an azimuthal sector is as follows: First the kapton cables are
glued and then bonded to the strip detectors. We may use tab bonding techniques rather than
wire bonding for this step to enhance reliability. The detector-cable assembly is then tested
before being mounted on the Rohacell support. The hybrid circuits (described below) are
independently mounted, and finally the cables are connected. We use a connector consisting
of a clamp and an elastomer strip which conducts in one direction only. Such elastomers have
been successfully used at both LANL and BNL recently. This type of connector facilitates
the assembly and servicing of the system. Figure 5.5 shows the entire silicon barrel and one
endcap, including the detector wafers, cables and hybrid circuits. The approximately 90°
angle between silicon strip detector wafers and hybrid circuits is clearly visible. The cabling
is further discussed below.
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Figure 5.6: Silicon pad detector endcap, including hybrid circuits and motherboard.

5.3.3 Support of Pad Detectors

The silicon pad detector wafers are mounted to a motherboard which supports both
the detectors and the hybrid circuits as well as providing DC power and buses to connect
the hybrids together. These annular motherboards separate in half along a vertical cut for
installation around the beam pipe. The motherboard is fabricated from a rigid material,
most likely G-10. It serves to locate the silicon pads with respect to each other and the rest
of the silicon detectors. We are studying the option of using a Rohacell structure underneath
the actual detector wafers to ensure a good match of coefficients of thermal expansion. The
motherboard halves are bolted to the cylinder endplates. One endcap, including silicon
detector wafers, hybrid circuits, and motherboard with cut, is shown in Fig. 5.6.

The detector wafers are glued to the motherboard (or Rohacell structures) to maintain
positioning accuracy. The location of the hybrid circuits is less critical, since the connection of
detector wafer to hybrid circuit is via a flexible kapton cable. The kapton cable is connected
to the hybrid using an elastomer-plus-clamp connector, as described for the silicon strips
above. The connection between the detector and the cable can be done by soldering to tabs
on the kapton cable, and represents a logical extension of current techniques of soldering
wires to silicon pad detectors for readout.
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Figure 5.7: Bonding of kapton cable to pad detector and hybrid circuit.

5.3.4 Cabling

Connection of detector wafers to hybrids by kapton cables has been described above. The
kapton cables provide physical distance between the silicon wafers and hybrids, which may
be crucial for thermal and electrical isolation. The kapton cable is 50-#m thick and is glued
to the silicon wafer to form a mechanical connection. Wirebonds or tab bonds extend from

the cable to the bonding pads on the silicon strip detector wafers at a 200-#m pitch. This
pitch is considerably larger and hence easier to construct on the kapton and bond to than
the 50-_m pitch used in the L3 microvertex detector currently being built. [2]

For the silicon pad wafers the cabling is more complicated, because of the geometry of the
detector, especially the pad granularity in azimuthal angle. For the chosen pad arrangement,
the cable will most likely cover the entire detector surface and have holes to allow a solder
connection to each pad. This is currently in the design and prototyping stage. Figure 5.7
illustrates how such an arrangement might look. Note that, unlike for the strip detectors,
the cable does make a 90° bend. The hybrid circuit, also shown, is described below.

The length of the kapton cables is approximately 8-9 cm for the silicon pad detector,
5 cm for the inner central barrel layer, and 3 cm for the outer layer. For the strip detectors,
the detector end of the kapton cable has a pitch oi 200 _m, which tapers to a pitch of 150 _m
at the hybrid end. The pad detector cables also have 150-_m pitch at the hybrid end.
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5.3.5 Cooling

The silicon strip and pad detectors is in a temperature controlled environment maintained
by a single closed circuit cooling system. Preliminary calculations and lab tests indicate that
air-cooling is feasible. The advantages of an air-cooling system include low cost and minimal
material in the path of the particles. Furthermore, the possibility of coolant spills in the
region of the silicon is eliminated.

A plenum of 50-#m thick aluminized mylar will surround the hybrid circuits, and provide
a path for the cooling air to flow around them. It will also help electrically isolate the hvbri,i
circuits. A pressure difference within the plenum will force the air flow ['tom th_: barr,_!
hybrids to the endcap hybrids.

The electronics mounted on the hybrid circuits will dissipate 5 mW per channel, and there
are 256 channels per hybrid. The cooling system, including a fan and heat exchanger located
outside of the support cylinder and connected to it at both ends, will maintain the operating
temperature of the electronics at less than 50 °C, where components fabricated in CMOS
become temperature sensitive. It should be noted that the operating temperature of the
magnet coils is between 30 and 40 °C. However, the MVD is not in direct thermal contact
with the mmagnet. The silicon wafers operate at room temperature and are physically
separated from the electronics by the cable. Therefore the electronics are the main heat
source in the system, and determine the cooling requirements. It is also crucial to control
the humidity inside the enclosure to avoid condensation problems on the detector wafers or
any other elements.

Preliminary calculations and measurements indicate that with a total input heat of 100 W
and a flow rate of 40 CFM it is possible to maintain the temperature in a test plenum to 45 °C
with a temperature difference between air inlet and outlet of several degrees. The specific
heat of the air is 0.61 W per cubic foot per degree Celsius. It is important to note that the
cooling of the electronics is accomplished through the temperature difference between the
electronics and air irl the plenum; not by a large temperature change in the flowing air.

We expect an operating temperature for the electronics below 50 °C, and 200 W from
the 40,000 channels at 5 mW. This implies flow rates in the vicinity of 100 CFM and a few
degree change in the air temperature.

Elements of the first level trigger, and low level data collection interface electronics are
located behind the silicon pad detectors. It is still not fully determined how much area these
elements fill, nor how much power they dissipate. Cooling of those elements is provided
by the same MVD cooling system. Should higher cooling power than can be provided by
extending the air system be required, it is possible to water cool using the same closed circuit
cooling system which cools the heat exchanger in the air cooling system.

5.4 Electronics

5.4.1 Front-end

The silicon detector systems will utilize front-end electronics custom designed for PHENIX,
and fabricated using a CMOS process. This work is currently underway at Oak Ridge
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National Laboratory. Since the silicon pads range in capacitance from 10 to 25 pF and
the silicon strips are of order 10 pf, the same front-end electronics can be used. This allows
development of only one preamplifier circuit and use of identical hybrid circuits incorporating
these preamplifiers throughout the silicon system.

The requirements for the silicon detector electronics are to provide the pulse height from
each strip or pad along with the information of which element was hit by a charged particle.
The charge must be collected rapidly to ensure that the electronics are ready for a possible
interaction in the next bunch crossing. The silicon detectors also provide information on the
charged particle multiplicity density, which is derived from the analog sum of p,,lse t_eights
on multiple elements. Consequently, a good gain match is required for _11the dements wtli,,h
contribute to one sum. It has been shown that channels on a single silicon (.lie in an "\SIC
are well matched, [3] but will require gain matching over multiple (lies. Tile p_tlse heiglLt
resolution required to separate multiple che_rged particle hits on a single element implies
signal to noise of at least 10:1.

The front-end electronics chain consists of an amplifier/shaper chip and an analog mem-
ory plus digitization, or AMU/ADC, chip. The AMU is a switched capacitor array with
simultaneous read/write capability; it pipelines the data pending a low level trigger deci-
sion, and makes the data available for use in higher level trigger decisions. The AMU/ADC
circuit is under development for ali of the PHENIX subsystems, as described in Chapter !1;
the silicon detectors will use a variant of this ASIC which is modified for lower resolution and

smaller power dissipation. We require eight bits of resolution in the ADC to enable fitting
the pulse height spectrum of the silicon pads to determine the number of charged particle
hitting a single pad, from zero to four. The AMU output amplifier is optimized for low
power consumption, consistent with the 8-bit ADC, which is less than in the other PHENIX
detector subsystems.

The beam bunch crossing time implies short shaping times on the preamplifier. We
expect a shaping time of 2.5-30 ns. and baseline restoration by 120 ns. With this rather
short shaping time, it is feasible to achieve signal to noise of approximately 10:l. Each
premamplifier chip contains 32 channels at a 100-#m pitch and will be mounted as bare
(unpackaged) silicon on the hybrid circuit described below.

5.4.2 Trigger and Data Acquisition

The silicon provides information to the LVL-1 trigger through the analog sum formed on
each 32 channel preamplifier chip. These sums are formed either by using a fraction of
the charge from each channel, or via an analog sum of digital signals, namely summing
discriminator outputs. The analog sum signals from all eight preamplifier chips resident on
one hybrid circuit are then further summed and driven as an analog signal to one of the
trigger electronics boards located behind each endcap motherboard. In this location the
analog sum from each hybrid circuit is digitized and further summing is done digitally. This
arrangement allows a straightforward formation of left and right side sums. The digital
summing of signals from different hybrids allows gain factors to be used. Consequently the
gain matching requirement among preamplifier chips is only very stringent among the eight
chips present on one hybrid circuiit.
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Following the AMU/ADC, zero suppression is performed on the hybrid circuit on a
Data Acquisition Interface Level 1 (DAI1) element. This element will either be an ASIC
or Field Programmable Gate Array servicing all 256 channels. This element also includes
a multiplexer/FIFO to drive the signals on a moderate speed (10 MHz) bus connecting
six hybrids to the next level data acquisition electronics. These electronics are located
either outside the central magnet, or behind the endcap motherboard near the LVL-1 trigger
electronics.

5.4.3 Hybrid Circuit

As showll irl Figs. 5.5 and 5.6, each detector wafer has 256 charlnels aad is conne,:t('d via
kapton cable to one hybrid circuit. A layout of the hybrid circuit is showa in Fig. 5.8.
The signals enter the preamplifier/shaper/summer and then the AMU/ADC which both
have 32 channels per die. A 32 channel buffer chip follows the ADC, and may possibly
be incorporated into the AMU/ADC. The large size of the AMU/ADC dies mandates the
staggered arrangement shown. The first level data acquisition functions are shown in the
figure as a :eparate DAI1 chip with 256 channels, following the AMU/ADC. The read and
write functions in the AMU are controlled by a single heap manager per hybrid circuit. This
chip is common to all of the PHENIX subsystems. The DAI1 presents data to the data bus.
Each hybrid also contains an analog sum driver which collects the analog sums from the
eight preamp/shaper/summer chips, further sums them, and drives the resulting signal to
the LVL-1 trigger electronics residing behind the endcap motherboards.

The hybrid circuits are fabricated either using a standard alumina thick film process, or a
process from Texas Instruments called High Density Interconnects (HDI). This process looks
like a better choice for the trace densities required in our circuit. The process uses alumina
substrates with milled wells for the silicon dies. A polyimide coating is laser-drilled at each
die contact and then metallized to provide electrical contact and interconnect traces. This
is a proven process that allows pitches of less than 100 #m. Hybrid circuits fabricated using
the HDI process can be repaired by removing and replacing defective parts then recoating
and remetallizing.

5.4.4 Testing, Alignment, and Calibration

As discussed above, extensive testing of the components of the MVD is required prior to and
during the assembly process. The front-end electronics must be tested to ensure each chip
is functional before assembly of the hybrid circuit. The gain matching requirement for chips
on a circuit implies measuring of the gain during this testing step. Each completed hybrid
circuit must then be tested again to ensure functionality of all channels before bonding to the
detector. Our choice of hybrid manufacturing technology offers the possibility of repairing
hybrids, which should reduce the cost by improving the yield of usable ones. Each silicon
detector wafer must also be tested prior to assembly. We are currently designing testing
protocols for the detectors, and plan to use a laser diode and computer controlled x-y table
to automate these tests. Specifications and testing protocols for the hybrid circuits will be
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Figure 5.8: Layout of the hybrid circuit. The various components are labeled.

developed with the hybrid design engineers and the manufacturers. We expect some of this
testing to be performed by the manufacturer before releasing the product.

The silicon barrel will be assembled into azimuthal sectors as described above, and the
pads into endcap halves. These sectors can then be further assembled into the enclosing
half-cylinders and tested with a laser diode. The laser diode chosen is a 1064-nm infrared
laser, manufactured by Laser Diode, Inc. It is coupled to a 150-#m single mode fiber to
deliver a 25-/_m spot size, enabling the study of individual silicon pixels. The laser diode can
produce charge equivalent to that deposited by a minimum ionizing particle in several silicon
detector layers. At the assembly stage this system will be used to test the detector wafers
and completed detector-plus-hybrid assemblies. Its use as a calibration system is feasible
and is currently under study.

The vertex position requirement in the z direction is 2 mm; in the plane transverse to the
beam, the definition is the beam size (aT _ 0.45 mm for Au + Au [4]). Some chip placement
aberrations result in a track ending up in a strip neighboring the expected one, reducing the
peak value of the correlation function between the two layers, which is the quantity used to
locate the vertex. Preventing this kind of error defines most of the constraints on placement
of the chips in three directions, z (along the beam axis), R (radial), and s (circumferential,
or RC), plus the three rotations around these axes. The chips lie at radii R1 and R2, which
are 5 and 7.5 cm, respectively, in the calculations below. The size of a chip in the z direction
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Table 5.3: Summary of tolerances in placement of inner/outer chip pairs relative to each
other.

Max. error in M_,x. error for relative

_ Axis relative position rotation about this axis
z (beam) 0.7 mm 0.2°

R (transverse) 0.4 mm 0.3°
s (circumference) 0.5 mm 0.3°,,

Table 5.4: Summary of tolerances on the placement of chip pairs relative to the beam.

.... Max. error for rotation
Axis Max. error about this axis

z 2.0 mm 1°
R 1.3 mm 16°
s no limit 1°

(Zchip) is 5.3 cre.

The vertex finding constrains only the relative placement of chip pairs, one chip on the
inner barrel layer and the corresponding chip(s) on the outer layer. Here, one example of the
determination of the alignment constraints is given. The other constraints are determined
similarly and are summarized in Table 5.3

Consider the displacement in R(AR) of one of the layers relative to the other. When
scaling the outer pattern by the nominal R1/R2, a radial displacement would result in a

pattern that is improperly scaled. A calibration procedure could find the actual R1/R2, but
the nominal ratio may be used in a trigger-level vertex finder. In order to limit the error

such that in the worst case, a track is displaced by one strip (200 #m),

R1 Zch_p
200/_m--_x _x An

This is satisfied if radial displacement of the outer chip is less than approximately 0.4
mm.

The tolerances above are between inner/outer chip pairs only, but there are further
constraints on the positions of chips pairs relative to the beam. Table 5.4 summarizes the
constraints on the positions of pairs of chips relative to the beam.

Calibration of the system is achieved by the injection of a known amount of charge into
each preamplifier channel. Such a calibration feature must be built into the ASIC, and
is required for each front-end electronics channel in PHENIX. The charge injection allows
testing of the entire electronics chain through the data acquisition system, different locations
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in the analog memory, and also the analog summing for the trigger.

5.4.5 Bias Supplies

Each detector wafer has an independently controlled bias supply. The individual detector
source, or bias, voltage is computer-controlled and has adjustable overcurrent protection. It
must ramp up to the desired operating voltage slowly. This voltage is distributed to each
detector wafer via a shielded cable. As the detectors are FOXFETs, they require a gate,

source and drain voltage. The drain voltage is at ground potential, and the gat,_:voltage i:_
supplied to ali the detectors by four common supplies. These are IEEE 488 _riple vol_ge
power supplies and they also provide power to the hybrid circuits.

5.5 Silicon System Performance

5.5.1 Multiplicity Trigger

The first level trigger will select central collisions by means of a threshold on the analog sum
of charge deposited in the silicon pad and strip detectors. This is essentially a threshold
on dN/dr/, and is approximately independent of the vertex position. This is so because the
signal per particle in the central barrel varies as 1/sin(0), but drl versus z varies as sin(0).

Specifically, the signal is S0/sin(0), where SO is the signal for a particle at normal inci-
dence. For a fixed number of strips (all strips on one wafer, for example), which corresponds
to a fixed dz, the 77range covered by those strips is

sin(O)
dr/= dz x R '

where R is the radius of the cylinder, and the analog sum is

dN signal dN SO

ADC = d----_-x dr/x particle - d-"_-x dz x --_.

For the end caps, a similar argument holds: the signal is SO/cos(O),

cos(O)
drl = -dR × R '

and dN signal dN SO

ADC = d'-'0-x dr/x particle = d-'--_"x dR x --_-.

Therefore, the analog signal from any group of pixels (again, this could be one wafer) depends
on the signal for one particle at normal incidence and several geometric constants.

From this it follows that we can measure dN/dr/ at any z value on an event-by-event
basis. This does not even require knowing where the vertex is. If we assume that dN/dr/is
fiat in the central region, then a simple trigger using only an analog sum can be used. If the
vertex oosition along the beams is also known, then 77for any z value is known, and dN/dr/
versus 77and the total multiulicity can be determined.
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Figure 5.9: Occupancy of strips in the two layers of the silicon barrel, as a function of
the position of the vertex along the beams (z direction). Calculated for central Au + Au
collisions.

5.5.2 Vertex Position Measurement

The performance of the detector system was simulated to determine the precision and ef-
ficiency of the vertex measurement. Vertex finding is accomplished using data from the
silicon strip detectors. The simulations were done using the PISA/PISORP programs. The
particle distributions were simulated with HI JET, varying the longitudinal position of the
vertex according to a Gaussian with ez = 22 cm for Au + Au and p + Au, and 15 cm for
p + p [4]. Effects of particles entering the silicon strips at a small angle of incidence, along
with charge sharing between adjacent strips, multiple scattering, noise, and inefficiencies
have been incorporated in a model of the detector performance.

Figure 5.9 shows the mean occupancy of strips in the two layers of the barrel detector for
central Au + Au collisions, as a function of the vertex position along the beams. The large
pitch of the strips results in a high occupancy, particularly in the inner barrel. However,
recording of the pulse height from each strip allows a determination of the number of charged
particles entering the strip.

All pairs of hits in the two central barrel layers are treated as potential tracks and
projected to the vertex position; the actual vertex appears as the most probably value of the
vertex position. The pairs are constrained by the approximate vertex from the beam-beam
counters. Figure 5.10 shows an example of such a distribution in a Au + Au collision. The
vertex resolution for such events is approximately 165 #m, as seen in Figure 5.11. The figure
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Figure 5.10: Z position of vertices from combinations of hits on the inner and outer layer
of the silicon barrel in one Au + Au event. The most probable distribution agrees with the
actual vertex at which this event was generated, i.adicated by the arrow.

also shows the vertex resolutions for p + Au and p + p collisions, which have somewhat
poorer resolutions due to the smaller number of charged particles entering the silicon barrel.
The figure also states the percentage of events which have vertices found to an accuracy of
0.2 cm for central Au + Au, and 0.5 cm for the other systems. The vertex resolution is
adequate for the needs of PHENIX.

The most important parameter in finding the vertex is the number of charged particles
which hit the vertex detector. To be useful, particles must hit both layers of the detector.
The simulations show that the vertex finding efficiency approaches 100% when the number
of charged particles hitting the detector is above 10. This is clearly visible in Fig. 5.12,
which shows the multiplicity of particles entering the silicon barrels on the left, and the
efficiency of finding the vertex as a function of the charged particle hits on the right. The
integrated efficiencies for p + p and p + Au collisions are 95% and 98%, respectively; the
difference arises from the different multiplicity distributions. The vertex finding efficiency
is approximately 100% for central Au + Au collisions. It is clear that the vertex detector
cannot be 100% efficient for the lowest multiplicity events; however, the requirement that
particles are also detected in other parts of PHENIX will tend to reduce the number of
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Figure 5.11' Resolution of vertex finding in p + p, p + Au and central Au + Au collisions.
The distribution of differences between the true and reconstructed vertices is plotted for all
three cases.

accepted very low multiplicity events.

For low multiplicity events, the highest vertex finding efficiency is reached for full az-
imuthal coverage, as shown in Fig. 5.13. Consequently we have rearranged the silicon area,
compared to that in the PHENIX pCDR, to provide full azimuthal coverage for high vertex
finding efficiency in p + p and p + Au collisions. In the high multiplicity central Au + Au
collisions, high vertex finding efficiency and resolution can be achieved with partial azimuthal
coverage. This allows us to remove silicon from the electron arm acceptance to reduce the
combinatorial background, but preserve the capability of the silicon system to determine the
vertex.

For interactions near the center of the detector, particles entering the barrel near its ends
have shallow incident angles and pass through multiple strips. For accurate measurements of
the multiplicity and dN/dr/it is necessary to correct for this effect by using the pulse heights
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measured on each strip. The vertex finding is also sensitive to the effect, as a cluster of hits
must be recognized and treated as a single track. Increasing the strip pitch from 100/zm
to 200 _m improves the cluster finding, as the clusters consist of fewer strips and the larger
pulse height in each strip improves the separation of true and noise hits. The occupancy in
the silicon barrel is of course increased by the larger strip pitch, but vertex finding resolution
and efficiency remain excellent.

5.5.3 Multiplicity Distribution

The performance of the silicon detectors in measuring the multiplicity distributions, both
the average dN/d1/, and event-by-event were discussed in Chapter :3. Tile average ¢lN,/d_/
can clearlv be very well reconstructed from the pulse heights measured in the silicon, in a
pseudorapidity range of 4-2.7. The pseudorapidity range covered in a single event is closer
to 5 units, the actual coverage depending on the vertex position of that event. However, we
are sensitive to fluctuations in dN/dr/within that range. Of course, data collected with only
partial azimuthal coverage will be very difficult to analyze for event-by-event quantities, but
the average dN/dr/distribution can still be measured over a large pseudorapidity range. The
silicon pad endcaps will always retain full azimuthal coverage, and allow study of fluctuations
in dN/dr/in 0.85 units of pseudorapidity for each endcap.

The errors in the dN/dr/measurements arise from several sources besides the statistical
errors. The energy deposited in each silicon layer has a Landau dietribution about the mean
energy deposition. This is further complicated by the angle of incMence on the silicon, but
can be corrected with knowledge of the vertex position. The silicon pad detectors, which see
particles at angles closer to normal incidence, provide an important control to systematic
errors arising from this effect. The mix of particles entering the silicon determines the
mean energy loss, and corrections for this will be made offline, using the distributions of
particles identified in the hadron sector of PHENIX. Clearly, the accuracy of calibration and
gain matching of individual silicon pixels enters into the unfolding procedure, and hence
the systematic error on dN/dr/. These can be controlled by careful offline gain matching,
and will be adequately addressed for trigger purposes by careful selection of the gains of
preamplifier chips entering into each hardware analog sum, and application of gain match
constants in the digital summing step. The systematic error on dN/dr/will also be affected by
our understanding of and unfolding of the noise on the silicon pixels. This can be controlled
by careful study and calibration of the system with beam off, and measurement of beam-
correlated noise. There will certainly be inoperative channels within the silicon system.
Their effect on the multiplicity measurement will be unfolded and corrected by a Monte
Carlo procedure.

5.5.4 Fluctuations

Pulse Height Analysis

The occupancy of both the pads and strips is rather high in central Au + Au collisions, in
the vicinity of 40%. When the occupancy is high, the number of particles entering a single
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Figure 5.14: Monte Carlo simulation of pulse height spectra with GEANT using bin size
A¢=0.04 with left) At/=0.03 and right) At/=0.06. The top curves are for zero detector
noise, and the lower ones for 20 keV detector noise.

pixel must be unfolded from the pulse height spectrum. Uncertainties in this procedure
arise from Landau fluctuations, large pulses from low energy particles, and detector and
electronics effects. Figure 5.14 illustrates simulated pulse height spectra for single pads in
the endcap detectors, with segmentations AC = 0.04 and AT/= 0.03 and 0.06. The endcap
pads have/Xr/approximately 0.04 and a comparable AC, so these results should simulate a
typical pad. In both the perfect detector (top) and the detector with 20 keV noise level, the
peaks corresponding to one and two particles entering the pad are clearly visible.
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Simulation of Sensitivity

Monte Carlo simulations were carried out to evaluate the silicon system capabilities for
studying fluctuations. As an example of a fluctuation study, the intermittency analysis was
used because its signal at RHIC may be easily estimated by extrapolating data from ex-
isting heavy ion experiments. Such a fluctuation study is a stringent test of the detector
performance as a multiplicity counter, since measured signals are sensitive to local fluctua-
tions of multiplicity densities in each event. For this reason we use it here as a performance
benchmark.

A set of Monte Carlo events was generated using tile a-model of intermii, tency intro,1 t<:e,l
by Bialas and Peschanski [6]. This model can generate tracks showing the intermit'encv be-
haviors by using a series of self-similar random cascade processes. The intensity of the signal
can be easily tuned by changing two free parameters. The finite resolutions and occupancies
of the detector were included in the simulation. The scaled factorial moments [6] for varying
pseudorapidity bin sizes were calculated for the original tracks and the reconstructed data
to see the detector effects in the measurement of the intermittency.

We have extrapolated existing data to the average pseudorapidity density expected at
RHIC in order to determine the input slope of the scaled factorial moments. Only one section
of the barrel detector, covering 60° in azimuthal angle, and with a read-out pitch of 200 #m,
was used for this study. For central Au + Au collisions, the average multiplicity per unit
pseudorapidity in this detector was about 167. The two parameters (a, 3) of the a-model
were estimated to be 0.27 and 0.04 to give the expected slope for this system.

Using the a-model with the above parameters, tracks were generated in the pseud0rapid-
ity range -1.0 _<77_<1.0. These tracks were propagated through the silicon detector and the
digitized information (struck pixels and the pulse heights), was used to find pseudorapidities
of the measured tracks. Due to the finite thickness of the detector (300 #m), a single track
can produce a cluster of several strips firing, depending on the incident angle. Also, it is
possible for different tracks to overlap and form a larger size cluster. Figure 5.15a shows
the distribution of the cluster sizes with only one track entering the detector. Figure 5.15b
shows the same distribution for all tracks. The number of tracks forming a cluster does not
have a simple relation to the cluster size. Instead, it is necessary to use the overall energy
deposition (ADC) in the cluster. As in the multiplicity density analysis above, the sum of
the pulse heights was divided by the expected energy deposition from a single minimum
ionizing particle to determine the track multiplicity.

Figure 5.15c shows the pulse height distribution in the clusters as a function of pseudo-
rapidity. The lowest band corresponds to the energy deposited by single tracks and higher
bands originate from higher track multiplicities. For a fixed multiplicity, the energy depo-
sition increases with pseudorapidity, which can be expected from the increased path length
through the silicon. The smearing of the multi-track resolution due to the Landau fluctua-
tions were included in the above calculation. Pseudorapidities of the tracks were calculated
by assuming random hit positions inside the cluster.

For the reconstructed and initial tracks, the second order sealed factorial moments were
calculated for bin sizes varying from _r/ = 2.0 to Sr/ = 0.1. In Fig. 5.16, the ideal and
measured moments are presented with dotted and solid lines, respectively. For the measured
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Figure 5.15: a) Strip cluster size for single tracks entering silicon barrel, b) Strip cluster
size distribution for central Au + Au event, c) Pulse height in cluster, as a function of
pseudorapidity.

moments, the power law behavior,/;'2 ¢x (_)¢2 as 6r/decreases, is clearly visible even though
the slope parameter, ¢2 = -d(lnF2)/d(In&l), is reduced by the detecto/" resolution. The
magnitude of the detector-induced effects can be determined and corrected for via a Monte
Carlo study similar to the one performed here. In this type of analysis, sensitivity to changes
in the slope with scale, rather than an absolute measurement of the slope value is important.
The detector effects are less important in lighter ion collisions with lower multiplicity and
the signal could be measured with smaller distortions [7].

The figures only show the performance of the barrel for this analysis. The endcaps
cover the 7/range from 1.8 to 2.65, and do not produce clusters of hits for each track. The
pad occupancy in central Au + Au collisions is around 40%, but good information on the
number of particles entering each pad can be extracted as shown above. Consequently, the
pad endcaps will extend the both the pseudorapidity range of intermittency analyses, and
the range of scales which may be investigated.

5.5.5 Backgrounds

Simulations were performed with the LAHET (Los Alamos High Energy Transport) code
system to determine the flux of charged particles and neutrons entering the silicon barrel
and endcaps. This study was used to check if radiation damage may pose problems to
either the silicon detectors or to the associated electronics. The simulations show that the

charged particle flux is dominated by the particles produced at the vertex; there is some
contribution by albedo from the magnet pole faces, but it is considerably smaller than the
primary particle flux. The expected radiation dose is of the order of 1 krad per RHIC year
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Figure 5.16: Scaled factorial moments calculated for central Au + Au collisions. Dotted line
is for an ideal detector, and the solid line for data reconstructed from the silicon strips.

in the barrel detector and the endcaps will receive a very similar dose. Note that CDF
tests found a factor of two increase in electronic noise after exposure of the electronics to a
20 kRad dose from 6°Co. [5]

Albedo particles tend to have a softer spectrum than the primary charged particles,
presenting the potential problem of a large number of soft particles which deposit more energy
than minimum ionizing in the silicon detectors. The LAHET spectrum of emitted protons
was integrated from minimum ionizing down to the momentum at which the magnetic field
prevents the protons from reaching the silicon. It was found that the number of soft protons
per cm2 is approximately 0.025, which is small compared to the number of primary charged
particles.

LAHET was also used to study the neutron dose the silicon will be exposed to. Inte-
gration of the neutrons produced in the magnet, including the very soft component, showed
a neutron dose of approximately 1 x 10ix per cm 2 per RHIC year in the barrel region, and
3 x 1011per cm 2 in the endcaps. Though this is not negligible, it adds up to a total dose level
below 1013 per cm 2, which causes significant degradation of the performance of the system.

This kind of radiation environment should not cause sufficient radiation damage to the
detectors to be problematic (i.e., large increases in leakage current and degradation of de-
tector performance). We also do not anticipate a need for special radiation-hard fabrication
processes for the front-end electronics. It should be noted that the radiation environment
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Table 5.5: Cost Estimate for the PHENIX MVD

Amounts in FY93k$

W B S _.tC,,/Jg..t_£1 Total M&,_. EDIA J,_Z9£ConP/= Cont(k$}

5. 2. 1 Silicon Detectors 1536 1125 206 202 24 374
5. 2. 1. 0 EDIA 313 104 206 3 20 63
5. 2. 1. 2 Fabrication 1106 1021 0 84 25 276
5. 2. 1. 3 Test/Assembly 118 0 0 115 30 35

for the MVD is consderably lower than expected by SSC experiments.

a_ •

5.6 Cost

The cost estimate for the silicon detector subsystem is presented in Table 5.5. In this
table the silicon detector hardware (WBS 5.2.1) and its FEE (WBS 5.8.1.2.1) have been
combined under 5.2.1. Also Testing (WBS 5.2.1.3) and Installation (WBS 5.2.1.4) have been
combined under 5.2.1.3. These differences relative to other cost estimates in this document

are a consequence of the way the costs were estimated for the MVD. The full detailed cost
estimate is available in the PHENIX WBS document.

5.7 Schedule

The proposed schedule for the silicon system is shown in Fig. 5.17. This is the time required
for engineering, design, prototyping, procurement and fabrication, and assembly and testing.

5.8 Beam-beam Counter Overview

The PHENIX beam-beam counter (BB) provides the time of the beam-beam interaction and
its position along the beam axis by the difference of the time-of-flight of prompt particles on
the two sides. This information must be available at the trigger level to aid in correlation
of tracks in various detector elements. For reliable particle identification of the interaction
products by time-of-flight measurements, both the BB and the TOF detectors, which provide
the stop time, should have comparable timing resolution. To achieve time-of-flight measure-
ments with 100 ps resolution, the intrinsic timing resolution of each detector system must
be better than 70 ps (100ps/v/'2).

There is a BB counter upstream and downstream of the beam crossing point, each con-
sisting of an array of counter elements. These elements are Cherenkov counters with solid
radiators and photomultiplier tube readout clustered around the beam pipe outside the cen-
tral magnet poles. BB intercepts particles at large rapidities. The elements will see fast
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Figure 5.17: Overall schedule for the PHENIX MVD.
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leading particles with the velocity of light from the interaction. However, some counter ele-
ments will also see slow particles from the interaction or background particles scattered from
the central magnet or hadron absorbers.

Because they provide the start time of the time-of-flight measurement, the BB subsystem
will share many readout electronics elements with the TOF subsystem.

5.9 Beam-beam Counter Layout

5.9.1 Detector Elements

The following points constrain the design of the counter elements:

1. The counter element should have an intrinsic timing resolution of 50 ps, aft,ct _lewing
corrections, for single minimum ionizing particles.

2. The counter elements should have adequate dynamic range to accept multiple particle

hits (up to 10 in central Au + Au).

3. There must be no problems arising from any magnetic field at the location of the
beam-beam counter.

4. The counter element should be compact so that an appropriate number of counter
elements can be packed densely in the space allocated for the beam-beam counter.
This is driven both by the need for good coverage for low multiplicity events, and
mechanical constraints on the muon arm side of PHENIX.

5. The insensitive area of counter elements should be minimized.

6. The counter element must be adequately radiation resistant.

Each element of the beam-beam counter is a flashlight-type Cherenkov counter as shown
in Fig. 5.18. A UV-transparent solid material is mounted directly on a mesh-dynode photo-
muhiplier with a UV-transparent window.

The mesh-dynode photomultiplier is a 1-in. tube made by Hamamatsu (Hamamatsu
H5082) with a UV-transparent window. The mesh-dynode photomultiplier can be used
without a magnetic shield in the magnetic field environment at the BB location. Minimizing
the outer dimensions of the counter element decreases the dead space between the counter
elements and may improve the timing resolution with a smaller radiator size. In the current
design the outer diameter of each counter element is 28 mm. These elements have been
studied in a beam test at KEK, and an intrinsic timing resolution of 44 ps was achieved for
single 1.6 GeV/c pions. Detailed test results are presented in Appendix B.

The radiator is fused quartz glued to the window of each photomultiplier. The material
tested was Suprasif P-20, which gave satisfactory results and is the material of choice for the
counter elements. The shape of the radiator will be fixed later; one option is the hexagonal
cylinder tested. Another option is a round cylinder, which would introduce insensitive gaps
between the counters, but may improve the timing resolution.
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Figure 5.18: A prototype counter element of the bean>beam counter array, built for a test
aL KEK, .J_pan in December 1992.
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Figure 5.19: Front view of the beam-beam counter array.

5.9.2 Layout

The BB array on each side of the crossing point consists of 66 identical counter elements,
arranged as shown in Fig. 5.19.

The elements are closely packed into a ring around the beam pipe. The minimum in-
ner bore radius and the maximum outer radius are designed to be 50 mm and 150 mm,
respectively.
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MAGNETIC AND LIGHT SHIELD

BEAM-BEAMCOUNTER IN THE PLUG

Figure 5.20: Top: A single element of the BB. Middle: The assembly on the muon spec-
trometer side. Bottom: Positioning of the assembly in the iron plug on t:he muon side.

5.10 Mechanical

The assembly of a single counter element is depicted in the top section c_ Fig. 5.20.

The quartz Cherenkov radiator block is git:ed directly onto the surface of a photomulti-
plier with optical cement. The mesh-dynode photomultipier of 1 in. diameter is used without
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Figure 5.21: A schematic diagram of readout electronics for the beam-beam counter.

a magnetic shield. A thin metal attachment, with three tapped holes and an opening at the
center for a laser pulse fiber, is glued to the front face of the radiator with epoxy resin.

Each of the 66 identical elements is mounted on a base plate with three screws, then an
optical fiber is plugged into the optical coupler for each counter. A rear plate attaches with
bolts to the front base plate, as shown in the center part of Fig. 5.20. On the rear plate, high
voltage distributors and signal patch-panels are mounted. The entire assembly, including
the front and rear plates must separate into two sectors to fit around the beam pipe. Each
half assembly is covered with a thin metal jacket. The front and rear plates may be cooled
by cooling water. The assemblies can slide into the copper plug on the muon spectrometer
side, as shown in the bottom of Fig. 5.20, and the front plate is fixed with bolts to the plug.
An identical assembly is mounted on a stand on the other side.

Access to the beam-beam counter assembly on the muon spectrometer side is possible
as the copper plug actually cons;sts of three parts. The section further downstream of the
beam-beam counter is fabricated as one cylindrical part and slides into the muon tracking
region. The section around the beam-beam counter consists of two parts, and the upper
part is removable to expose the beam-beam counter assembly. This can then be removed,
one half-assembly at a time. Nevertheless, access to the counter inside the plug is not easy.
Because of this, and the large number of neutrons inside the plug, we show the front-end
and readout electronics outside the copper plug. Consequently, 66 coaxial signal cables and
nine high-voltage cables are laid through an opening in the plug, and 66 optical fiber cables
enter the beam-beam array through the front of the plug.

5.11 Electronics

The BB electronics chain, shown in Fig. 5.21, consists of discriminators, shaping ampli-
tiers, time-to-amplitude converters (TAC), flash ADCs (FADC) and buffer memories. We
use electronics which are common with the TOF system wherever possible. However, there
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are some differences due to the dynamic range required of the BB elements, and the timing
requirements driven by the beam crossing time.

5.11.1 Front-end

The signal from each element of BB is split three ways. One goes to a discriminator and time-
to-amplitude converter (TAC), to generate the timing measurement. In central Au + Au
collisions, each element is likely to be flit bv multiple particles. The timing signal arises t'ronl
the first particle or particles entering tile element, I)ttt the t_lcas,trc:'¢tl_tllso h,,it_!_Tita,'l_t_l,,s
a.lt p,.xrticles, so eLtraditional slewiIlg correction is iillI)OSsibhe t,¢J_l)plv. \'\',-' will a_l,lr,'ss
,;tlis problem by using a constant fraction (liscrinli_lator (C'Fll)I. "l'l_er¢:arc, I',w, i_,,l,,i_i_i
ca.,ldidates for this discri,l_inator. One is et ¢'onv'¢',ltio,lal NI3,,I start,lard co,_s,;_,ll i',';t,'li,,,_

discriminator, and the other is mounted in the phot,omultiplier ttlt)e base, theft is, _tll "'oil-
tube" discriminator. The spatial volume for the BB installation is rather limited, and the
radiation level is expected to be high, particularly inside the copper plug on the muon side.
Consequently, the readout electronics resides outside of the plug. In this case, conventional
NIM discriminator modules are preferable for reasons of stability and accessibility.

5.11.2 Readout and Trigger Interface

The readout electronics provides digitized time information for the LVL-1 trigger, and keeps
timing and pulse height information in buffer memories for the data acquisition system. To
record the timing information with good precision (25 ps/channel) and cover a reasonable
range of time (about 20 ns), 10-bit FADCs are used to digitize the timing information.
The TAC must also have adequate gain and resolution to achieve the 25-ps resolution. To
provide an good vertex position in the LVL-1 trigger, time offsets of the BB modules xnust
be corrected in the readout chain. This can be done by subtracting timing otfs_ts IlsiIlg a
lookup table after the FADCs.

In a central Au + Au collision the average number of particles entering a BB elemcnt
is approximately 10. As the signal from a single particle hitting a module should also be
recorded, a large dynamic range is necessary. To provide a sufficient dynamic range for the
pulse heights, both low and high gain shaping amplifiers are used. The output of each goes
to an individual FADC. Ten-bit resolution is adequate to record the pulse height information
in such an arrangement.

5.11.3 Performance

Although a central Au + Au collision puts about 10 particles into the typical BB element,
in a p + p collision, it is more likely that there will be only one or two particles in an entire
array. This implies a large dynamic range in the electronics, but also a large variation in
the amount of light collected per element. Nevertheless, the timing requirements are equally
stringent in the high and low multiplicity cases.

The interaction position along the beam axis will be calculated from individual time
measurements of fast leading particles hitting BB on the both sides of the interaction point.
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With an intrinsic timing resolution of 70 ps, BB determines the interaction position with
a precision of approximately 2 cm. This information is available to the LVL-1 as well as

offline. The beam tests described in Appendix B show that such resolutions can certainly be
achieved with the type of BB elements we have designed. The intrins.inc timing resolution
measured with 1.6 GeV/c pions is 44 ps.

In addition to the prompt particles, there are also slower particles entering the BB ele-
ments. These are not useful for the precise interaction time as their velocit.ies and flight paths
are not known, and they represent a background. Another background source is the thermal
noise in the BB elements. To reject background signals which fire discrimina, tors rando,nl'."
or in a period immediately after the a,rrival of the prompt_ particles, we derive tlm inl:era,:tior_

time only from particles arriving within 10-20 ps of the beanl crossing tim(:. ,.\ccorclip.gty.
the relative timing of each counter element in the array has to be adjusted t,o this acc_ira,',,.
During data taking, time drifts of each counter element will be monitored on-line with a laser

calibration system, However, the long-term timing resolution is unlikely to reach the ideal
intrinsic resolution values as timing drifts with temperature and over long periods of time
are difficult to correct perfectly even with careful monitoring. We have therefore designed a
system to achieve an intrinsic timing resolution, after slewing corrections, of 50 ps in tests
of prototype counter elements.

5.11.4 Background in Environment of Beam-beam Counters

Background simulations were done with LAHET for the beam-beam counters, with particular
attention paid to the production of neutrons by the copper plug surrounding the beam-beam
counter on the muon side. There is some production of secondary (soft) charged particles
from showers in the plug material, but these do not dominate the charged particle spectrum.
These soft hadrons should not produce cerenkov light in the beam-beam counter elements, so
will not produce a significant background to the measurement. The number of secondaries is
sufficiently low that they do not create a radiation damage problem. Of more concern is the

production of neutrons both from the magnet yoke (affecting both beam-beam counters) and
by particles hitting the copper plug. The simulations show a neutron flux of 7 x 10_' per cm 2
per RHIC year on the beam-beam counter opposite the muon arm, and 3 x 10'2 on the muon
side. There is a potential for neutron-induced radiation damage in the beam-beam counter
materials, particularly on the muon arm side. This implies a careful choice of materials used,
such as the optical cement for assembly of radiator and photomultiplier tube. Furthermore,
we will investigate the properties of the photocathode we intend to use under such neutron
doses. The radiation environment is one of the factors driving the decision to locate the
electronics outside of the beam-beam counter assembly.

5.12 Cost

The cost estimate for the beam-beam counter subsystem is broken down by WBS item and
is given in Table 5.6. presented below.
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Table 5.6: Cost Estimate for the PHENIX BB Counters

Amountsin FY93k$

W B S Description Total IVI&S _ Labor

5. 2. Beam-Beam Counter 361 300 37 25

5. 2. 2 Beam-Beam Detector 299 267 13 20
5. 2. 2. 0 EDIA 13 0 13 0
5. 2. 2. 1 Prototypes 17 17 0 0
5. 2. 2. 2 Fabrication 265 250 0 15
5. 2. 2. 3 Testing 0 0 0 0
5. 2. 2. 4 Installation 5 0 0 5

5 8 1. 2. 2 Beam.Beam:Electronics 62 33 24 5
5 8 1. 2. 2. 0 EDIA 24 0 24 0
5 8 1. 2. 2. 1 Prototypes 8 8 0 0
5 8 1. 2. 2. 2 Fabrication 25 25 0 0
5 8 1. 2. 2. 3 Testing 5 0 0 5

5.13 Schedule

The schedule for the beam-beam counters is shown below. In 1993, we will carry out several

tests of prototype counter elements to fix the design with minimum ionizing particle and with
high energy heavy ion beams. We will also test radiation hardness of the prototype counters
with gamma ray and neutron beam irradiations. In 1994, we will build and test a prototype
counter array with about 10 counter elements. During these two years, R&D work on the
laser calibration system and electronics design will also be completed. We plan to construct
whole the system in Japan in Japanese fiscal years 1995 and 1996. At the end of 1996, we
will ship the counter assembly to BNL, and install it in the PHENIX spectrometer. The
installation will take only a few months, so the BB will be available for the commissioning
and integrated PHENIX tests during most of 1997.

1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1

Name QIlQ=IoalQ4 QIlo=IQaIo4 011Q=IQalQ4 Q1 LQ21031Q4 QlJQ2iQ31Q4 QliQ21
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Figure 5.22: Overall schedule for the PHENIX BB counters.
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Chapter 6

Tracking System

6.1 Overview

The tracking system of PHENIX will operate in an environment of high track density. The
system is designed to: (1) locate all charged tracks of interest within their fiducial volume, (2)
measure the particle momenta, (3) help to identify which of the tracks are electrons, and (4)
contribute information to the trigger. Central Au + Au collisions at RHIC will produce up to
500 charged tracks (dNc/dy =1500) in the PHENIX fiducial volume with momenta ranging
from 80 MeV/c to over 5 GeV/c. Approximately 3% of the 500 charged tracks are expected
to be electrons. The electrons must be distinguished from other particles using a combination
of the elements of the tracking subsystem, as well as the ring imaging Cherenkov (RICH)
detector, the time-of-flight (TOF) system, and the electromagnetic calorimeter (EMCal). In
addition, the tracking system is designed to match RICH and EMCal electron signals with
track information at the trigger level.

Optimal invariant mass (M_v) and momentum resolutions are obtained at low momenta
by keeping all material to a minimum in front of and inside the devices making the momen-
tum measurements. Less material also reduces the problem caused by converted photons
saturating the electron identification devices. To obtain both good momentum resolution
and particle identification the PHENIX tracking system separates detectors whose function
is accurate momentum measurement from those whose functions are particle identification
or provision of trigger signals. All tracking detectors supply important input to the pattern
recognition.

A tracking system containing three components has been designed to satisfy the require-
ments (See Fig. 6.1). Low mass, multiwire focussing drift chambers (DC) are placed between
2.05 and 2.45 m in radial distance from the interaction point and are oriented to provide high
resolution PT measurements. Three nonprojective pad chambers (PC) are located at radii of
2.45, 4.05, and 4.80 m. The pad detectors provide a three-dimensional position measurement
to aid in pattern recognition and to determine Pz/PT. They also provide three space points
for a second level trigger. A four-layer time expansion chamber (TEC) is located between
the second and third pad chamber. It assists in the pattern recognition and provides e/_r
separation from 5x10 -3 at a momentum of 250 MeV/c to 10-1 at 2.5 GeV/c from energy

6-1
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Figure 6.1: Schematic of PHENIX detector including the tracking subystem.

loss (dE/dx) information.

The momentum measurement is accomplished by placing the low mass drift chambers
as close to the vertex as track densities allow. Location at small radii allows an easier

measurement of the bend angle from the axial field magnet and better identification of
tracks not originating from the vertex. The TEC is located behind the RICH so that photon
conversions generated by its material (about 0.8% Xo) do not degrade the performance of
the Cherenkov counter. Pad detector locations are determined by their need to be positioned
close to both the detectors providing track vectors (DC and TEC) and those with which they
interact on the trigger level (RICH and EMCal).
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Figure 6.2: Schematic of drift chamber subsystem.

6.2 Drift Chambers

The drift chamber (DC) system accurately measures charged particle trajectories in tile
r-¢ direction to determine the PT of particles and ultimately, the invariant mass of pairs of
particles. The DC also participate in the pattern recognition by providing tracking infor-
mation that is used to link tracks in the various PHENIX detector systems together. 'File
drift chambers perform these two functions with a good single point track resolution in the
r-¢ direction, an optimized two track separation and an adequate z position measurement.
A spatial resolution of 150 #m in r-¢ and a two track separation of better than 1.5 mm
is obtainable. Small angle stereo wires provide spatial resolutions in the z direction with
accuracies of 2 mm rms. There are 10,240 channels of electronics in the drift chambers.

6.2.1 Mechanical Design

The drift chamber subsystem (Fig. 6.2) occupies the PHENIX radial region between
r =2.05 m and r =2.45 m, with an active area covering 7/ = +0.35 (Az =1.8 m). The
DCs are subdivided into an inner (DC1) and outer (DC2) ring of chambers which provide
trajectory measurements. DC1 and DC2 are separated by approximately 20 cm and share
a common gas volume and mechanical support structure. The DCs are made of indepen-
dent and identical ¢ sections called supermodules which in turn are composed of drift cells
(Fig. 6.3).

The drift cells have an anode-field wire arrangement resembling those found in a jet
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Figure 6.3: One drift chamber supermodule containing many drift cells. The diagram shows
the supermodule endplates which position and support the wires. Some of the wire planes
are shown.

chamber. There are three orientations of the wires. The main set consists of wires running
parallel to the beam (z direction), called X wires. The other two sets, so called U,V wires,
have a stereo angle 4-5° relative to the X wires. They measure tile z coordinate of the track.
The 4-5° U,V offset was selected to match the z resolution of pad chamber 1 (PCI) for the
minimization of track ambiguities. The wire configuration is similar to the controlled drift
geometry chamber described in Bettoni et al., [1]. The wire arrangement for the X drift cell
is shown in Fig. 6.4. The focussing geometry eliminates the left-right ambiguity inherent in
previous drift chamber designs, improving detector performance by reducing the number of
potential tracks seen by each anode wire by a factor of two and decreasing the distance of
two track separation.

Each drift cell consists of 12 radially placed sense wires spaced 6 mm apart and separated
by field wires. The sensitive track sample length for each sense wire is adjusted by changing
the potential on two channel wires located on either side of the sense wire (relative to the
drift direction) and separated by 4 mm. In addition, a guard wire screens the sense wire
from charged particle ionization on the side opposite the channel wires. Cathode wires are
located at the boundary of the wire cell to complete the electric field configuration. The open
channels into each sense wire alternate left and right so both drift regions in each cell are
exposed to six sense wires. The maximum drift distance is 2.2 cm. The wire configuration
of the U and V cells is identical with the exception that each cell contains only four sense
wires instead of twelve.
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Figure 6.4: Layout of focussing drift chamber wire cell showing anode, cathode, and field
wire arrangement

Even with the focussing drift cell design, the track density per wire is still too high
to do reliable pattern recognition for the largest anticipated track multiplicities at RHIC.
Therefore, each of the drift chamber cells is divided into two equal length z segments. The
separation can be accomplished with very little additional mass in the fiducial volume of
the spectrometer if the wires are strung the full 1.8 m and then epoxied in two places to
a thin G-10 support structure located at the middle of the wire. The sense wires are then
cut between the epoxy joints and both ends are read out; all other wires are epoxied only
for support to minimize the wire sag. Because the tension on the G-10 support structure is
balanced, the mass of the support can be quite small.

The design, location, dimension and composition of the drift chamber mechanical struc-
ture is critically important, due to the nature of the particles that will pass through the
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detector as a result of heavy ion collisions. RHIC events will contain large numbers of soft
hadrons, electrons and photons. Effects due to photon conversion, multiple scattering, and
electron and hadronic showering must ali be considered. Engineering, simulations and detec-
tor R&D studies have commenced at PNPI and BNL to investigate these issues and optimize
the structure.

The chamber gas is an argon-based mixture with ethane being the likely choice for the
second component. These mixtures have drift properties well matched to the DC performance
specifications. A 50-50 mixture of argon-ethane exhibits a stable drift, velocity platea,, at,
.",:1ramits for fiel_lgradients from 800 V/cnl ,lp to 1.,t kV/cm. Tlwr,,fore, tlm maxiIll,l_n ,Irif'
time is at_proxinlately 46() ns. I'he following set, o[' wire potentials I)ro,l,lc,,s a '_,ra,ii,,i_tcit
approxinlately l.'2 kV/cm ia tile t'ocllssirl,., ,trif't, ¢','11g,.om,-.try: V.,,t_,,,t. = -,lt)Ill) '::. i'_,i.,t =

,

-:Iii)() \', I,':j,_,_,_,:t= -1500 V and I,j,,,,.,i = -600 V. Th,, tield wir,_s (orl 2 nlIzi c,'rlI,'r:_ iil,_I
be graded in approximately 250 V steps per wire to produce a unifl)nn drift field.

6.2.2 Electronics

The readout electronics consists of a preamplifier-shaper-discriminator circuit, a pipeline
TDC and a buffer for data storage. The single track resolution and two track separation
required from the drift chamber subsystem put stringent requirements on the preamplifier
and shaping amplifier performance. In particular, a timing accuracy of better than 1 ns and
a double pulse resolution of approximately 20-30 ns are required. Also, the overall power
consumption must be as small as possible due to the expected high packing density.

A promising candidate for the DC front-end chip is the ASD-8 (Fig. 6.5), which has
been developed by the University of Pennsylvania [2] for use in the straw tube Central
Tracking System of the SDC detector at the SSC. The ASD-8 is a fully differential, eight
channel bipolar amplifier-shaper-discriminator chip with a 6-ns shaping time and a 1-ns t,inw
constant in the tail cancellation circuit. Initial test results [2] indicated that the gain was
uniform from channel to channel to within a few percent, the threshold variation was less
than 0.5 fC, there was virtually no temperature dependence on the threshold and no cross
talk was observed for inputs up to 20 fC (or 25 times threshold).

A second option for the front end is to use a preamplifier-shaper-discriminator hybrid
circuit, which is being developed at PNPI. This chip will be designed, fabricated and tested
at PNPI by mid-1993. The choice between the ASD-8 and the PNPI hybrid will be based on
the total cost per channel assuming that the performance and integration issues are identical.
The cost of the PNPI hybrid should be known by early 1993. Because minor modifications
of the ASD-8 are required to match the input impedance of the drift chambers as well as to
change the effective shaping time, the final per channel cost of this option is also unknown
at this time. Both the bipolar ASD-8 and the PNPI hybrid represent adequate front end
solutions.

The leading candidate for the TDC chip is the MTD132A, an 8-channel, multihit, mono-
lithic time digitizer from LeCroy [4]. The MTD132A combines a synchronous, continuously
counting grey code scaler (167 MHz) and an asynchronous interpolator to achieve a l-ns
LSB. With eight parallel memory channels, each channel is capable of recording 16 edges
with 16 bits of final precision (65/_s full-scale). The multihit resolution is less than 20-ns
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Figure 6.5: Electronics chain and performance of ASD-8 chip containing the preamplifier,
shaping amplifier and discriminator.

and both leading and trailing edges can be recorded. Ali the fast input signals including the
individual channel inputs are differential. Unfortunately, the chip has an inherent dead time,
because the latching process is suspended during readout. To continuously latch ali of the
discriminator edges independent of the readout state will require a significant engineering
effort.

6.2.3 Operation and Performance

The required performance specifications of the drift chamber subsystem are:

• Drift fields between 1.0 and 1.2 kV/cm (or within the drift velocity plateau for the
drift gas);

• Single wire, single track position resolution better than 200 pm rms;

• Single wire, double track position resolution less than or equal to 1500 #m;

• Single wire, single track efficiency greater than 99%.
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Figure 6.6: Drift lines for a number of sense wires in the X drift cell.

A prototype detector containing a few wire cells is being built by PNPI to test tile ano(h'-
field wire geometry planned for the PHENIX focussing drift chamber• It is expected that, 1,11,;
first focussing drift cell prototype test will be performed using tile 1.7 GEV/(" [)rot, oil }_('arli
at PNPI in March 1993. A full scale supermodule will be constructed based on the res,,lts
of this test.

It is possible to study many aspects of the drift chamber performance using the two-
dimensional drift chamber simulation code GARFIELD [3], originally written for the opti-
mization of the drift chambers described in Ref. [1]. Given a wire layout, wire potentials
and drift gas, it is possible to calc'_late the electrostatic field throughout the entire drift
cell. Therefore, it is possible to optimize the expected field contours, drift lines as well as
drift times, the electron arrival time distribution and the z(t) correlations for any wire in the
chamber on which electrons terminate. Figure 6.6 shows the drift lines for several sense wires
in the X drift cell. This figure provides an excellent graphic demonstration of the focussing
drift cell geometry and elimination of the left-right ambiguity by the use of the guard wires.

Figure 6.7 shows a drift line plot for middle sense wires in the X cell described above.
All other drift lines terminate either on the channel wires or on the guard wires just outside
the plot boundary. The track sample length with the voltages given above is approximately
2.9 mm. Beam studies of the controlled geometry drift chambers [1] indicated that an opti-
mum track sample length is obtained by tuning the voltage on the channel wires, where the
spurious double hit rate is greatly reduced while the single track efficiency is unaffected. The
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Figure 6.7: GARFIELD calculation of the drift lines and isochronous drift time contours.

wire configuration of these chambers is very similar to that shown in Fig. 6.4; in particular,
the sense and channel wire spacings are nearly identical. In Ref. [1], the optimum track
sample length was founct to be between 2.,5 and 3.0 mm using a mixture of CO2 and ethane.

Also shown in Fig. 6.7 are equal drift time contours for a ,50-50 argon-ethane gas mixture.
These indicate the range of drift time differences expected from a track parallel to the plane
of the sense wires. The difference in the drift times is only about 10 ns indicating that the
two track resolution of this design is potentially excellent. Because the PT of a particle is
directly correlated to its incident angle at the DC, the two track resolution of the detector
is expected to be a function of PT.

Figure 6.8 shows a prediction for the position-versus-time, x(t), correlation. Because
the DC are operated at the drift velocity Flateau, there is virtually no change in the z(t)
correlation, even within 2 mm of the sense wire where the field begins to increase rapidly.
The 50-50 argon-ethane mixtur( exhibits only about a 12% decrease in drift velocity for
fields up to 4.2 kV/cm.

6.2.4 Cost

The cost of the drift chamber and its electronics is broken down by WBS item and is shown
in Table 6.1. The total cost is $2134 k including front-end electronics. As discussed in
Chapter 14, the DOE cost is $1508 k, after in-kind contributions by PNPI are taken into
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Figure 6.8: Calculated x(t) correlation using GARFIELD.

account.

6.2.5 Schedule

The proposed schedule for the DC construction is shown in Fig. 6.9. It shows projected time
required for design, prototyping, construction, and commissioning of both the chambers and
of the electronics.

6.3 Pad Chambers

The primary functions of the pad chambers (PC) are to perform measurements of non-
projective three dimensional spatial points to be used for both momentum determin_,tion
and pattern recognition, and to provide information for the trigger. There are three pad
chambers (PC1, PC2 and PC3) in each arm of the PHENIX detector system (Fig. 6.1).
PC1 is placed immediately behind the DC and in front of the RICH. Both PC2 and PC3
are behind the RICH, on either side of the TEC tracking detector. The high resolution PT
measurements provided by the DC enable the PC to give good measurements of Pc/PT. The
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Table 6.1: Cost Estimate for the PHENIX Drift Chambers

Amounts In FY93 k$

W B S _ Total M&S EDIA Labor _¢gl]t_ Contfk$_

5. 3 1 DC System 2134 766 720 648 24 519

5. 3. 1 Drift Chamber 1253 430 336 487 25 308

5. 3. 1. 0 EDIA 336 0 336 0 84

5. 3. 1. 1 Prototype 20 20 0 40 8
5. 3. 1. 2 Fabrication 779 410 0 369 179

5, 3, 1. 3 Testing of DriftChambers 76 0 0 76 15
5. 3. 1. 4 Installationof DriftChambers 42 0 0 42 54 23

....

5. 8. 1. 3. 1 DrlftFEE: : : :: :: : : :: 882 336 384 162 24 210
5. 8. 1. 3. 1. 0 EDIA for DC Electronics 384 0 384 0 25 96

5. 8. 1. 3. 1. 1 Prototypefor DC Electronics 90 15 0 75 58 53
5. 8. 1. 3. 1. 2 Fabricationof DC Electronics 370 321 0 49 9 33

5. 8. 1. 3. 1. 3 Testing of DriftChamber Electronics 38 0 0 38 50 19

i993 1994 1996 1ffil6 1997
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Figure 6.9: Overall schedule for the PHENIX drift chambers.

three dimensional spatial points measured by the PC will allow track elements determined

by the DC and TEC to be linked and projected back to the interaction vertex. Charged
particle tracks pointing at RICH and EMCal will help to distinguish electrons from other
particles. In addition, the PC are expected to provide track information at the second level
trigger to match the electron signals of RICH or EMCal.

Several pad cathode schemes for charge interpolation are in use [5]. The PC for PHENIX
have been designed using the pad cathode with a chevron geometry for charge interpolation.
The advantages of such a design are good spatial resolution, large pad size to reduce channel
counts, low mass and proven reliability [6, 7]. The chevron-geometry PC offer good position
resolution capability and relatively large readout node separation to reduce cost. However,
the feasibility of a pixel pad cathode option using much finer pixel pads with low cost readout
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electronics is being investigated as an alternative PC design for PHENIX. First the chevron
geometry pads, and then the pixel pad cathode option are discussed below.

6.3.1 Mechanical Design

The physical layout of the pad chambers in one arm of the PHENIX detector system is shown
in Fig. 6.2. The PC1 detector, which occupies a radial position of 245-250 cm from the beam
axis, has nine planar sectors joined in a uni-structure without physical boundary between
sectors. Both PC2 and PC3 are made in two planar sectors, each with a thickness of 6 cre.
1"he inner walls of PC2 and PC3 have inscribed radii of 405 cm and 480 cre. respectively.
The design of these chambers are driven by the following considerations:

• Good spatial resolution for momentum measurements and pattern recognition;

® Adequate two track separation for track reconstruction and cross section measure-
ments;

• Low mass to minimize the secondary particle production and multiple scattering;

• Optimum hit occupancy versus channel count.

The multiwire gas chamber with interpolating pad cathode, or simply pad chamber, offers
an effective scheme to achieve these objectives. The basic structure of a pad chamber consists
of a wire plane with anode and field wires interspersed as illustrated in Fig. 6.10. Beneath
the wire plane is a cathode plane divided into pad strips and ground strips lying underneath
the anode wires and field wires, respectively. A second cathode plane is located at an equal
distance above the wire plane. Charged particles traversing the detector produce ionization
in the chamber gas. Electrons are accelerated toward the nearest anode wire and eventually
produce an avalanche in its vicinity which images a charge on the cathode pads close to the
avalanche.

Figure 6.10 shows the wire-cathode geometry for a chevron pad PC1. The wires run par-
allel to the z axis. The anode wire spacing is 4 mm, which fixes the resolution in r-¢ direction
to that value. The resolution in the z direction is about 1-2% of the chevron spacing (apex-

to-apex) [5]. The chevron pad geometry is normally defined as follows: if the apex-apex
spacing between two adjacent chevrons is L, the distance between the apex of a chevron to
the tip of the wing of the proceeding chevron is usually denoted by f.L, where f is called the
form factor and assumed to be 1. The tracking system will have good momentum measure-
ment capability, if the resolution in z is 2 mm rms. This implies a chevron pad spacing of
22.1 cm for PC1. Because the width of the chamber along the z direction is 177.1 cm, this
gives eight pads per cathode strip. Based on previous experience [6, 7], the desired resolution
in z is achievable with a pad width of 3.05 mm and a ground strip width of 0.95 mm. This
gives 972 anode wires and 973 field wires in PC1. The anode wires are 20-#m diameter gold
plated tungsten and the field wires are 125 #m stainless steel.

As illustrated in Fig. 6.3, PC1 consists of nine planar sectors with each sector having a
width of 43.4 cm and inclined at an angle 10° in ¢ relative to the adjacent sector. The pad
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Figure 6.10: Wire-cathode geometry: a) sectional view along z direction showing wire cell
structure, b) oblique top view show cathode-wire-pad planes. Dimensions are given for PC1.

cathode plane and the wire plane are always arranged so that a ground strip lies along the
seam between two sectors with a field wire lying 4 mm above it. The shallowness of the angle
of inclination between sectors minimizes the distortion in the electric field lines; thus a dead
space is avoided. Figure 6.11 shows the sectional side view of the mounting structure for
the cathode planes and the wire frame. Figure 6.12 displays a perspective view from above
the wire and pad cathode planes of two adjacent sectors anchoring on the wire frame and
chamber frame.

The pad cathode plane is 0.5 mm fiberglass with chevron pads etched on one side and
readout printed circuit on the other. The two sides are connected by plated through holes.
The cathode board is backed by a honeycomb (approximately 4-mm thick) and a thin (about
250 #m) fiberglass skin. The aluminized mylar cathode above the wire plane is 25-/_m thick
supported by 2-3 mm honeycomb and a mylar skin (probably 150 izm fiberglass). The wire
planes are mounted on a G-10 frame. The dimensions of these frames will be determined

upon the completion of the structural analysis and modelling. The holes on the sidewall of
the chamber frame are electrical feed through connectors and gas manifold. The gas is 50-50
argon-ethane mixture at atmospheric pressure, and its containment is provided by a 25 #m
mylar jacket (not shown).
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Figure 6.12: Perspective view of the pad chamber from above the wire and cathode planes
of two adjacent sectors of PC1.

Two planar sectors, each covering 45° in ¢, comprise PC2 and PC3. For PC2 the di-
mensions of each sector are 342.1 cm in the ¢ direction and 295.0 cm in the z direction,
and for PC3 403.4 cm and 348.0 cm, respectively. The design of these chambers is similar
to that of PC1; each sector of PC2 and PC3 is scaled up accordingly from a single sector
of PC1. To avoid the increase of channel count, the number of pads per wire is kept at

eight, which implies a pad length (apex-to-apex) of 36.8 cm and 43.5 cm for PC2 and PC3,
respectively. Maintaining the ground strips at 1 mm wide, the pad strip widths would be
5.66 mm and 6.85 mm, and anode to cathode separation 6.7 mm and 7.8 mm for PC2 and
PC3, respectively. Because the wires in these chambers have lengths of about 3 m and 3.5 m,
respectively, along the z direction, they need two equal spacing supports between their ends
in order to attain the very stringent requirement of maintaining the anode-cathode separa-
tion at a constant value to within 2%, which corresponds to a gas gain variation of less than
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Table 6.2: Pad Chamber Characteristics

PC1 PC2 PC3
,,,

No. of planar sectors 18 4 4
Radius of circle tangent

to wire plane 247.8 cm 413.2 cm 486.9 cm
Dimensions of wire 43.4 x 177.1 cm 342.1 x 295.0 cm 403.4 x 348.0 cm

plane in each sector
Diameter of anode wires 20 #m 20 pm 20 #m
Diameter of field wires 125 #m 125 #m 125 pm

Total no. of anode wires 1944 2052 2052

(per sector) (108) (513) (513)
Total no. of field wires 1946 2056 2056

(109) ( 14) (514)
Anode-cathode and 2.0 mm 3.3 mm 3.9 mm

anode-field wire spacing
Chevron pad length 22.1 cm 36.8 cm 43.5 cm

(apex-apex)
Chevron pad width 3.05 mm 5.66 mm 6.85 mm
Guard strip width 0.95 mm 1.00 mm 1.00 mm

Pads per anode wire 8 8 8
Total no. of pads 15,552 16,416 16,416

10%. The sheer size of these chambers demands that their frames require cross strut sup-
port in both the r-¢ direction as well as the z direction. The dimensions of the whole frame
including the cross struts will be fixed upon the completion of the engineering structural
analysis.

Table 6.2 summarizes the physical parameters of the pad chambers.

6.3.2 Electronics

There are 15,552 pads in PC1, 16,416 in PC2 and 16,416 in PC3. This makes a total of
48,384 pads in the whole PHENIX detector system. The charges induced in these cathode
pads must first be processed by the front end electronics and then passed on to the data
processing and trigger systems in the form of analog or digital information. The usual front
end electronics consists of a charge sensitive preamplifier followed by a shaper as shown in
Fig. 6.13a. The preamplifier must have low noise (less than a few tenths of a fC) and be
capable of handling large detector capacitance (20-60 pF). Based on the chamber geometry
used in this conceptual design, the optimum signal to noise ratio would be obtained with
a shaping time in the range of 200-400 ns. At present no preamp-shaper system has been
adopted for this detector.

lt is possible that the hybrid preamp (BNL-IO-454-4) and shaper which have been used
so successfully at BNL for smaller pad chambers could be miniaturized in CMOS technology
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Figure 6.13: Readout electronics: a) Front-end electronics, b) illustration of chip mounting
on printed circuit board opposite side to cathode plane.

and adapted to the present chambers. Because of the large number of channels involved, it is
necessary to condense them into multichannel, say 16-channel, chips. At present, a feasibility
study is being made to miniaturize and adopt one of the ORNL bipolar preamp-shaper chips
to the pad chamber detectors. Because of the length of time (many beam crossings) to
process a pad chamber signal, an analog memory unit (AMU) must be provided to store the
signals until a first level trigger decision is reached. This AMU i_ being developed at the
Nevis Laboratories of Columbia University. Each output of the AMU is digitized by an 11-bit
ADC before sending to the external processing systems. The l 1-bit conversion is needed to
preserve the 1% spatial resolution expected of the detectors. To minimize the noise problem
due to long signal leads, the present plan is to mount the 16-channel preamp-shaper CMOS
chips directly on the opposite side of the cathode board as illustrated in Fig. 6.13b. The
CMOS chips can be made with an area less than 1 cm 2 and a thickness of about 300-400 #m.
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Table 6.3: Some Specifications of Pad Chambers

PC1 PC2 PC3

Spatial resolution in z 4-2 mm 4-3 mm 4-4 mm
and r-¢ (about 1% of pad length)

Two track separation ,-,8 mm ,,,12 mm -_16 mm
(about 40% of pad length)

Thickness 0.5% Xo 0.5% Xo 1.0% Xo

The chips will occupy less than 0.7% and 0.2% of the active detector area of PC.1 and PC3,
respectively. This is tolerable. However, the AMU and the ADC can be mounted on tile
edge of the board outside the active fiducial volume.

All electrical connections to the wires, cathodes and electronics will be arranged in such a
way so as to minimize the chance of loosing a significant part of the detector. The calibration
of the PC will involve separate pulsing of the anode wires and the input to the preamplifiers
similar to the system used in experiment E814 at the BNL/AGS [6].

6.3.3 Operation and Performance

Specifications of PC performance parameters are shown in Table 6.3.
In addition, they also have:

• differential nonlinearity of less than 10%;

• occupancy per pad (each hit occupies two pads) of about 6%; and

• low channel count achieved by using large pads.

Combining the PC performance with that of the DC yields measurements on Ap/p < 1%.

6.3.4 Measurements

The performance specifications of the pad chambers have not been verified experimentally,
although bench tests and test beam studies will be performed with prototype chambers this
year. However, these specifications were based on experience derived from constructing and
operating many smaller chambers [5], particularly those used in the E814 experiment at the
BNL/AG_ [6, 7]. The spatial resolution in r-¢ is fixed by the chamber wire spacing and the
1% resolution in z has been obtained consistently. The 10% non-linearity requirement is a
direct reflection of the gas gain and demands a maintenance of the anode-cathode spacing
at a constant distance to within 4-2%. This presents a great challenge in the construction
of the chambers because of their large size. The 4-2 mm resolution along z for PC1 when
combined with the excellent Fr measurement capability of the DC will fulfill the momentum
resolution requirement. The hit occupancy and the two track separation will be analyzed
further in the next subsection. The use of honeycomb and thin fiberglass and mylar allows
the chambers to be made thin and strong to satisfy the low mass requirement.
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6.3.5 Calculations

The spatial resolution of the pad detectors is determined by many factors. Because the
absolute resolution required from the present detector is greater than or equal to 1 mm,
contributions from the spatial spread of the primary ionization or the physical spread of the
avalanche is negligible. The main contributions to the resolution come from the signal-to-
noise ratio of the readout electronics and the nonlinearity of the pad system. A program

has been written to study these two effects. The results for the PC1 and PC3 detectors
are shown in Figs. 6.14 and 6.15, respectively. The chevron-to-chevron distance and pad
width is as given in Table 6.2. In each detector the chevron pattern is assum_:'d tc, have
a form factor f - 1.05 and f -- 1.025, for PC1 and PC3 respectively. The form fa,:tor f
represents the amount of overlap between chevrons. The values adopted for f were optimiz_d
for best performance. An etched away insulated line having a width of 60 #m between pads
is assumed. The width of the charge distribution induced on the pad is taken to be a

gaussian with a width determined by the distance between the anode and the pad plane
(a =1.5 mm for PC1 and a =3.2 mm for PC3). The measured position is determined
by a weighted average of the position of the pads, where the weights are taken to be the
signal measured on the two pads collecting the largest charge. The top part of the figures
shows the difference between the exact position and the deduced position using this simple

interpolation, neglecting the effect of noise. This is a representation of the position resolution
due to the nonlinearity of the detectors. For both detectors the maximum devi,xtion, which

happens when the particle is close to the apex of one pad, is 4 mm. However, it is possible
to partly correct for some of this non-linearity off-line. Furthermore, this non-li:earity can
probably be improved by changing slightly the shape of the pads.

The effect of the noise was studied by Monte Carlo. It was assumed that each pad has a

noise equivalent to 0.1% of the mean of the total charge induced on the anode wire. For an
anode signal charge of 0.2 pC, a typical value, this corresponds to an input noise for each

preamplifier of 1200 equivalent noise charge (ENC). The charge distribution on the anode
is a Landau distribution, in agreement with previous measurements [5]. In calculating the

charge induced on the pad, the partial shielding due to the field wires was taken into account.
Roughly 50o£ of the charge at the anode is induced on the pad plane. The center part of the
figure shows the effect of noise on the position measurement as a function of the position of
the particle. The bottom spectra show the distribution of difference between the measured
and exact position assuming that the detector is uniformly irradiated. The variance of the
distribution is calculated to be 1.1 mm and 1.5 mm for PC1 and PC3, respectively, which
is inside the desired resolution. Of these numbers, the electronic noise contributes roughly

0.5 mm and 0.8 mm, respectively.

Assuming the charge at the anode has a Landau distribution [5] and folding in an equiv-
alent noise of 0.2 fC, the position resolution computed is plotted as a function ot anode
charge as shown in Fig. 6.16. The optimum position resolution is consistent with the values
deduced and confirms the design specifications on the position resolution.

All PC1, PC2, and PC3 have more or less the same average hit occupancy because their
pad sizes are simply scaled from each other. Assuming a double HI JET distribution in a
Au + Au central collision, the probability for different number of hits per pad is given in
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Figure 6.14: Simulated position errors and position resolution for PC1. The average
avalanche size was assumed to be 0.1 pC.

Table 6.4: Pad Chamber Occupancy

No. of hits 0 1 2 3

Probability %) 93.5 6.27 0.21 0.005

Table 6.4 .

Even though the double hit probability is small, some of them can be resolved. If the
double hits within a pad are separated by a distance greater than a certain value, they can
be recognized from the total amount of charge on the pads and the sharing of this charge
amongst them. Because the energy deposited has a Landau distribution, the charge induced
on the pads also has a Landau distribution. Using the charge distribution data given in [5]
and the noise given above, it has been estimated that the two track separation in .the present
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Figure 6.15: Simulated position errors and position resolution for PC3. Tile average
avalanche size was assumed to be 0.1 pC.

pad chambers is about 40% of the pad length. This rather poor resolution is an inherent
weakness of the interpolating pad cathode design. Fortunately, the double occupancy is
rather small (see Table 6.4) and should not degrade the chamber performance.

6.3.6 Cost

The cost of the pad chamber system and its electronics is broken down by WBS item and is
shown in Table 6.5.

6.3.7 Schedule

The proposed schedule for the PC construction is shown in Fig. 6.17 It shows projected time
required for design, prototyping, construction and commissioning of both the chambers and
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Figure 6.17: Overall schedule for the PHENIX pad chambers.

of the electronics. Because of the dimensions of PC1, ali chambers for the first arm and the

second arm have to be finished before work on PC2 and PC3 can start. Consequently, all
PC1 chambers are to be built first. The fabrication of PC2 and PC3 for first arm precedes
their fabrication for second arm.
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Table 6.5: Cost Estimate for PHENIX Pad Chambers

Amounts in FYg3k$

Descriotlon Total M&S EDIA labor _ Cont(kS_

5. 3. 2 PC System 2943 2105 516 323 18 535

5. 3. 2 Pad Chambers 809 499 132 178 29 235
5. 3. 2. 0 EDIA 132 0 132 0 25 33

5. 3, 2. 1 Prototype 30 30 0 0 100 30
5. 3. 2. 2 Fabrication 582 469 0 113 26 150

5. 3. 2. 3 Testing 48 0 0 48 20 10
5. 3. 2. 4 Installation 17 0 0 17 69 12

,5. 8. 1. 3. 2 PC FEE 2134 1605 384 145 14 300
5. 8. 1. 3. 2. 0 EDIA 384 0 384 0 25 96

5 8. 1. 3. 2. 1 Prototype 75 15 0 60 60 45
5 8. 1. 3. 2. 2 Fabrication 1639 1590 0 49 8 132

5. 8. 1. 3. 2. 3 Testing 36 0 0 36 50 18

6.3.8 Pixel Pad Cathode Option

As noted above the chevron geometry pads offer good spatial resolution, large pad size to
reduce channel counts, low mms and proven reliability [6, 7]. However, the construction
of such chambers for detection over a large area is fairly demanding. The anode-cathode
geometry and the pad geometry have tight tolerances. Because of the requirement of rela-
tively high precision analog readout electronics, the cost per channel is comparatively high.
Furthermore, the large pad size makes them less than ideal for two track resolution. These
shortcomings could be remedied by the use of a fine pixel pad design for the cathode with
a digital yes or no readout system. The good spatial resolution feature of the interpolating
pads can be retained if the pixel pad size is chosen to coincide with the required spatial
resolution. Unfortunately, this dramatically increases the total channel count to about three
million (one million for each of the PC1, PC2 and PC3). This need not be exorbitant if a
clever scheme could be found to reduce the channel count by a factor of three to about one
million, and adopt a low cost electronic readout system (less than $1 per channel). Cham-
bers using the pixel pad design would also markedly improve the double hit resolution, by
reducing the average occupancy rate per pad to less than 1% of that for the chevron pad
design. This scheme will be pursued further with the investigative work being undertaken
at the University of Lund (Sweden).

Mechanical Design

The scheme employed to reduce the number of independent pads is illustrated in Fig. 6.18.

Rectangular pads span three wires in one direction. The width of the pad along the wire
is chosen to be the desired position resolution in the z direction and the wire spacing fixes
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a b

Figure 6.18: Pixel pad logic layout: a) rectangular pads over 3 anode wires, b) each pad
split into 3 adjacent pads.

the r-¢ resolution. Assuming that the signal from a hit is always sensed on three pads, the
staggered pad positions across the wires make it possible to determine which wire was hit.
The desired position resolution is kept, but the number of pads is reduced by a factor of
three. The expense is an increase in pad occupancy to the level of 1%, which is acceptable.
A drawback of this geometrical shape is that, in order to detect the signal on three pads,
the chamber must be made thicker. This occurs because the signal width as seen on the pad
plane is determined by the wire-pad distance. On the other hand, because most tracks are
not perpendicular to the chamber, a thin chamber is desired.

The shape of the pad is modified according to Fig. 6.18b. Logically, this solution is the
same as for the rectangular pads in so far as to determine which wire is being hit from the
staggering pads. The only difference is the gcometrical shape of the pads which is now split
into the neighboring pads. For symmetry reasons the signals on both sidestrips must be
identical. Thereby the requirement "at least three pads fired" is always fulfilled. Because
the guard strips prevent crosstalk between wires, there will not be more than three pads
fired due to the pulse spread across the wires. If a signal is observed on four adjacent pads,
then the hit was in the middle of these four pads. Thus, in principle the position resolution
along the wire is better than the pad size.

A majo_ concern is the thickness of the cathode plane which must not exceed 0.5% of
a radiation length. The copper pads could be etched on one side of a thin fiberglass and
a printed circuit on the opposite side with plated through holes. The board could be as
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thin as 200 #m. This is true because crosstalk due to coupling between pads and electronic
leads is not as important as in the case of the chevron pads. However, it is possible to make
a three-layer 300-#m thick board with a ground plane in between if crosstalk is proven to
be serious. In this case, the pad capacitance would increase significantly. The mounting
and support structure of the board is similar to that of the chevron pad cathode described
previously. Because of the large number of pads, signals must be processed on board with
the chip-on-board (COB) technique. In the COB technique, the naked chips are glued onto
a PC-board and the electrical connections are made with micron thick wires by ultrasonic

bonding. A chip is typically only about 300-#m thick and 10 mm 2 in_area, and on PC1, one
chip serves 7.7 cm 2 of the cathode plane area, which is only 1.3_, of the detector surface
covered by silicon. Averaged over the detector area this is negligible.

Electronics

In the chevron pad design, the front-end electronic chips are housed inside the gas volume
of the chamber. This solution can also be adopted to the pixel pad design. The low power
consumption (10 mW per chip) keeps the heating effect at a tolerable level. Furthermore,
the pad/chip connections can always be arranged in such a way that the three pads defining
a hit are connected to three different chips so that losing one channel would not hinder the

reconstruction of a hit. This would greatly reduce the need for service. However, there is a
certain desirability to mount the readout board outside the gas volume and sense the signals
through a window. The advantage of this scheme is that the system can be made modular
to allow modules to be replaced for repair without opening up the gas volume. A typical
module could be 10 cm wide and have a length of one full wire. It is necessary to break the

staggering of pads at the edge of each. readout board. Effectively this increases the number
of pads by 15% if the board width is 5 cm on PC1 and 10 cm on PC3. Figure 6.19 shows a
layout and mounting of a readout module board.

The front-end readout electronics system for the pixel pads is relatively simple, and one
channel of it is shown in Fig. 6.20. For each channel the front-end has a preamplifier and a
shaper with a shaping time of the order of 100 ns, feeding a discriminator, from which a bit in
a bit pattern is set. The bit pattern is clocked through a digital memory with the beam clock
until the decision on readout has been made. It seems attractive to fit 16 channels on each

I

chip. A fast signal from the chip indicating a hit can be delivered for the first level trigger.
The multiplicity of fired chips is proportional to the total multiplicity and complements the
PHENIX multiplicity trigger.

All 150 chips on a module are read out into one microprocessor placed outside the chamber
volume (e.g., a 40 MHz DSP, Analog Devices ADSP-2100). Choosing a bus speed of 15 MHz
should enable readout of the module in 10/_s. The DSP would have sufficient time to perform
operations to reduce the data to three bytes per hit: one byte for module number, one for
chip number and one for the hit pixel. This amounts to 1.5 kByte per plane in a central
Au + Au collision to be handled by the data acquisition system.

Because the occupancy is low (below 1%), very clean information is expected. There
may not be any need for further off-line analysis. This renders it possible for on-line trigger,
because the full.position information does not have to wait for long digitizing times. In
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order to take Full advantage of this could be taken in the trigger, if the readout is done
faster (a higher bus speed is likely achievable). For example, more parallel processors could
be introduced at the module level such as two DSPs per module.

Although this is a new solution to the readout of PC, not much development is needed
to determine the performance of such a system. Tests with this pad geometry need to be
performed on a small test chamber. Important questions to be answered are: What is the
efficiency to have three adjacent pads fired? What is the probability that noise produces
three fired pads? Can a position resolution better than the pad width be achieved?

Most questions on backplane construction, such as COB mounting and chip design, will
be answered during the winter of 1992-93, when the prototyping of a pad readout module
for a multistep avalanche chamber will be made by the University of Lund group together
with the chip design company (SiCon, LinkSping, Sweden) and the COB company (XICON,
MalmS, Sweden). An operating prototype is expected by May 1993.

6.4 Time Expansion Chamber

The time expansion chamber (TEC) performs both particle identification and tracking func-
tions in PHENIX. Through measurement of charged particle ionization energy losses (dE/dx)
the detector allows separation of electrons from pions over a momentum range of 250 MeV/c
to 3.0 GeV/c. The detector also tracks all charged particles in the region between the RICH
and the EMCal, producing direction vectors that are matched with track information in the
drift chambers and pad chambers to complete track determination. The basic design of the
TEC is shown in Fig. 6.21.

6.4.1 Mechanical Design

The detector consists of four planes of wire chambers built in two flat 45o segments in each
arm. The TEC occupies the region where the inscribed radius from the vertex is between
4.10 m and 4.57 m and has an active area that covers 77= 4-0.35. Each wire chamber contains
an aluminized mylar window followed by a 3-cm drift space, a plane of cathode wires, a plane
of anode wires and a final aluminized mylar window (Fig. 6.22). The anode wires are spaced
4 mm from each other and 3 mm from the both the cathode wire plane and the aluminized
mylar window. The wires are oriented parallel to the z-axis direction of the detector and
have lengths increasing from 3.00 m to 3.24 m as the detector planes increase in radius.
Each anode wire is divided in half at its midpoint to decrease the occupancy per wire. The
active area of the largest 45° segment is 3.67 × 3.24 m 2. The frames of the detector are made
from a combination of G-10 and carbon-fiber members. The anode wires are divided in z by
running a thin cross piece of G-10 underneath all the wires at their midpoints, epoxying the
wires to the cross piece with two parallel beads of epoxy separated by a few millimeters and
cutting the wires in between the two beads.

The anode and cathode wires run to the edge of the detector frame where they are glued
to the frame with epoxy and soldered to printed circuit boards laminated to the frames.
Traces on the PC board route the anode signals to multichip modules (MCM) mounted

_

_
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Figure 6.21: Diagram of TEC showing overall dimensions and frame locations.

on the motherboard. The electronics in the MCM will include the preamplifier, shaping
amplifier, Flash ADC and memory buffer.

The TEC will initially run with an argon based gas mixture that will allow good tracking
performance and dE/dx particle separation. It will be operated with a drift velocity (vd)
in the range of 15-50 mm//zs and a gas gain on the order of 104. When the detector is
upgraded to a TRD/TEC (see Chapter 15), a xenon-ethane-based mixture will be used to
both enhance the dE/dx performance and allow the efficient detection of transition radiation
x-rays.

Each plane of the TEC is separated from the next by a distance of 8 cre. This space will
be filled by the radiator of the TRD. Space has also been left between the fourth plane of
the TEC and the TOF wall for the addition of two more TEC planes. When the upgrade is
complete the TEC subsystem will be a six-plane TRD-dE/dx detector with e/lr separation of
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Figure 6.22: TEC schematic showing wire position, drift volume and radiator location.

better than 2x 10 .3 over a momentum range starting at 250 MeV/c and continuing beyond
50 GeV/c.

6.4.2 Electronics

The TEC electronics chain consists of a preamplifier followed by a 70 ns shaping amplifier,
a 4-bit nonlinear FADC running at 40 MHz, and an IC containing a buffer plus data com-
pression processing (Fig. 6.23). The parameters of the electronics chain are determined by
requirements of both the TEC dE/dx and the TRD operation. The 70 ns shaping is chosen
so that the FADC clock runs at a fraction of the shaping time to assure good position res-

olution. The shaping time is also appropriate for transition radiation measurements, where
the shaping time chosen will allow the containment of the total signal from the TR x-ray
absorbed in the gas chamber. The output of the shaper is split with part of the signal going
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Figure 6.23: TEC electronics chain of preamplifier, shaping amplifier, FADC and buffer.

directly into a 2-bit FADC, and the rest of the signal going through another × 10 amplifier
stage and then into the 4-bit FADC. The signal is split so that the FADC has sensitivity
both for low dE/dz signal (0.2-0.3 keV for Xe gas), and the transition radiation signal (3-
10 keV for Xe). Without this signal splitting scheme an 8-bit FADC would be needed to
cover the dynamic range required by the detector. The exact cycle time of the FADC clock
will be chosen to be an integral fraction of the crossing time. The many ADC samples given
by the FADC enhance the particle identification from both dE/dx and TR by providing
information on track energy deposit versus chamber position. Results from a test run with
a tracking TRD prototype (Fig. 6.24) show that a 4-bit FADC is adequat e for good particle
identification. In the figure 6.24 the S value is defined as:

(Ee- E,_)- 2_r_(Z,_/E,)S=
dr r

E, and E_ represent the means of the dE/dx truncated mean distribution for electrons
and pions.

A CMOS IC prototype containing the preamplifier and shaping amplifier has already
been produced by the BNL Instrumentation group (Fig. 6.25). Design work is underway on
the FADC chip with individual components of the chip already having been submitted to an
IC foundry for prototype fabrication.

The ASIC containing the preamplifier and shaping amplifier will contain four to eight
channels/chip and be manufactured with the 2 /_m n-well CMOS process. The shaping
function is unipolar, with a semi-Gaussian impulse response, 70 ns peaking time and a
FWHM < 100 ns. The ENC is less than 1500 electrons for 70 ns shaping and a 30-40 pf
input capacitance (Fig. 6.26). The chip requires 4-2.5 V. Its output is 2 V full scale.

Most of the ENC noise comes from the preamp input device so special attention has been
paid to its design and biasing. The ASIC ENC has been kept low by using a minimum gate
length, paying careful attention to the gate and substrata parasitic resistances, and reverse
biasing the source-substrata junction.

A 4-bit, 40 MHz, FADC has been designed, simulated, and layed-out in 2 jam double-
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Figure 6.24: S-value for e/Tr rejection vs. number of ADC bits.

poly CMOS technology. The circuit operates from a single 5 V power supply and should
dissipate less than 100 mW of power at full speed. The input signal voltage range is equal
to the power supply rails (0-5 V) and the absolute accuracy of the ADC should be better
than 20 mV rms. The overall size of the circuit is approximately 1 mm 2 allowing many such
circuits to be placed on a single die. The circuit may be optimized for speed, accuracy, or
power with only modest modifications to the layout.

The operation of the FADC is illustrated in the simplified block diagram of Fig. 6.27.
The input signal is applied to all 16 comparators, along with individual reference voltages
from the resistive ladder network. Each comparator decides whether or not the input signal
exceeds its respective reference voltage. A digital logic level of one is produced if this
condition is true. A logic level of zero is produced otherwise. This information is stored
in a register and applied to an encoder that produces a 4-bit binary-coded output. This
information is again stored in a register and driven off-chip, completing the conversion cycle.
The multiphase clock generator provides the necessary timing signals to synchronize the
operations just described.
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Figure 6.25: Circuit diagram of TEC preamplifier and shaping amplifier prototypes. They
have been manufactured using 2 #m n-well CMOS process.

For reasons of clarity, each comparator is shown as a simple block. In reality, each
comparator contains auto-zeroing circuitry that improves accuracy by reducing internal offset
errors. In addition, each comparator has its own track-and-hold circuitry that improves input
analog bandwidth. This bandwidth should exceed 20 MHz.

6.4.3 Operation and Performance

The four plane TEC is designed to have single point track resolution of 200-250 _um in the
r-¢ direction and two track separation of about 2 mm for tracks normal to the detector.

The dE/dx measurement capability will allow e/_r separation of 5× 10-3 at 600 MeV/c and
2× 10-2 at 2.0 GeV/c. Each detector plane has a total radiation length of 0.06%.

The operation of the TEC in PHENIX can best be understood by considering a TPC
whose drift is radial rather than axial. When a charged track traverses a TEC plane the
track ionizes the gas along its path and the electron clusters from the ionization begin to
drift radially toward the anode wires (Fig. 6.28). The electric field geometry in the TEC is
such that the field lines are parallel in the drift region with the lines of constant drift time
being almost straight across a wire cell. This field configuration results in the arrival time of

electron clusters at the anode being proportional to the radial position (r) in the drift region
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Figure 6.26' ENC vs. input capacitance for TEC preamp.

at which they were created. The arrival time at the anode wires is measured with 40 MHz
FADC electronics. For tracks in each cell the leading and trailing edge time is recorded.

The leading edge time is proportional to the r position at which the track crossed the cell
boundary. From this information, the position of the crossing point in r and r-¢ can be
determined with an accuracy of 200-250/_m. The resolution in the drift region is primarily
limited by the diffusion of the electron cluster in the gas. Every time a track crosses a wire
cell boundary an independent position in r and r-¢ is measured for the track. Also, the
number of time slices for each track is inversely proportional to the track-angle through the

drift cell. The r-¢ position and track-angle information is combined to yield track direction-
vector information in each TEC plane. Tracks that traverse the proportional region of a wire
cell have their leading-edge time depend on the distance of closest approach the anode wire.
The field shape in the proportional region is approximately cylindrical. Tracks in this region
have their r-¢ position measure to an accuracy of 200-250 #m. The resolution in this region
is limited by the time resolution of the FADC. The track resolutions have been measured
with a prototype TEC.
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Figure 6.27: Block diagram of TEC FADC showing 16 comparators and a 4-bit encoder. A
2 #m CMOS prototype is being produced.

The energy loss information located in each time bucket of the FADC can be used to

effectively distinguish electrons from pions at momenta between 0.25 GeV/c and about
3.0 GeV/c. In this momentum range the relativistic rise of the electron dE/dx curve causes
the electron to lose more energy through dE/dz than a pion loses. By making a distribution
of the ADC information in each FADC bucket for each track, and then taking a truncated
mean, the electrons from less relativistic particles are distinguished in the TEC. Both simu-
lations and measurement with PHENIX prototype detectors have been used to establish the
expected e/r separation.

Having good track resolution and two track separation are important in the TEC because
the ability to identify all tracks is necessary to minimize degradation of particle identification
performance due to overlapping tracks. In environments of high track density, the particle
identification aspects of the detector may degrade when overlap of dE/dx energy loss from
two or more tracks combine to look like the energy deposit of a particle which is on the
relativistic rise part of the dE/dx curve. High quality tracking, where ali tracks are identified,
helps to eliminate this problem.

Both detailed simulations and measurements with prototype detectors have been per-
formed for the PHENIX TEC. The prototype tests took place in a secondary beam of pions
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Figure 6.28: Diagram of TEC operation showing detector electric field lines and drift direc-
tion of electron clusters formed by ionizing particles.

and electrons at the BNL AGS. Data were taken in the summer of 1991 and 1992 to measure
the track resolution of the prototype detector and the ebr separation over a momentum

range of 700 MeV/c to 3.0 GeV/c. The detector used was a modified version of the NA-
34 TRD instrumented with 6-bit FADC electronics. The prototype had an anode-cathode

configuration similar to that of the PHENIX TEC design with the exception that the test
detector only had a 1-cm drift space, whereas the PHENIX TEC will have a 3-cm drift
space. The test results show a clear separation of the electron and pion distributions for
the truncated mean distributions at 1 GeV/c and an e/r rejection of 0.01 for 90% electron
efficiency (Fig. 6.29). The test results of e/Tr rejection verses momentum is shown in figure
6.30. Reconstructing charged tracks in the four plane prototype detector yielded a single
point track resolution of 230 #m (Fig. 6.31).

The energy loss Monte Carlo calculates the dE/dx in the active gas volume of the TEC,
and makes corrections for the expected detector and electronics responses, to predict the

ability to measure energy loss signals. Energy loss through ionization in gases is well under-
stood theoretically and has been checked and tested many times. To simulate the detector
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Figure 6.29: e/r separation at 1.0 GeV/c measured with the PHENIX TEC prototype.

response, the active gas space of each chamber was divided into 500 #m layers in the direction
parallel to the anode plane. The ionization loss was modeled after the procedure in Asoskov
et al. [8], which used formulas based on the oscillation strength function that can be calcu-
lated from experimental measurements of the cross sections for photoabsorption [1]. This
formulation can be used to calculate the number of particle interactions with gas molecules,
the energy transferred to the molecule in each interaction, and the point of interaction along
the particle track. The Monte Carlo also includes the probabilities to deexcite gas molecules
and to produce 6-electrons over a certain energy threshold.

Wherever the charged particle interacts, the Monte Carlo created an excited molecule
and transferred kinetic energy to the ionized electron. The history of each _-electron and
photoelectron was followed. Its direction, interaction, Bragg behavior and multiple scattering
were considered. The charged particle interaction was traced throughout the gas volume, and
its energy deposits were then corrected for anode wire position, energy resolution, electronics
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Figure 6.30: Pion rejection vs. momentum of TEC for 90% electron efficiency.

parameters to simulate detector response. The Monte Carlo predictions were then compared

to test results from PHENIX prototype detectors.

The energy loss simulations predict an e/Tr separation of 5x10 -3 at 600 MeV/c and 0.02

at 2.0 GeV/c for a four-plane PHENIX TEC (Fig. 6.32). The predictions of the simulation

are in agreement with the test beam results using the prototype.

6.4.4 Cost

The cost of the TEC and its electronics is broken down by WBS item and is shown in
Table 6.6.

6.4.5 Schedule

The proposed schedule for the TEC construction is shown in Fig. 6.33. It shows projected

time required for design, prototyping, construction, and commissioning of both the chambers
and of the electronics. As in the case for the other PHENIX tracking subsystems, the
fabrication of the TEC for the first arm precedes the fabrication for the second arm.
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Table 6.6: Cost Estimate for the PHENIX Time Expansion Chamber

Amounts in FY93k$

W B S DescdDtion Total M&S EDIA Lair C_P/o

5. 3. 3 TEC System 2264 1720 144 448 20 453
i

5. 3. 3 Time Expansion Chambers 941 540 144 257 28 267
5. 3. 3. 0 EDIA 144 0 144 0 36

5. 3. 3. 1 Prototyping 20 20 0 0 20
5. 3. 3. 2 Fabrication 693 520 0 173 194

5. 3. 3. 3 Testing 48 0 0 48 10
5. 3. 3. 4 Installation 36 0 0 36 7

S. 8. 1. 3. 3 TEC Electronics 1323 1180 0 192 14 185

5. 8. 1. 3. 3. 0 EDIA 0 0 0 0

5. 8. 1. 3. 3. 1 Prototypes 120 20 0 100 58 70
5. 8. 1. 3. 3. 2 Fabrication 1179 1130 0 49 8 93

5. 8. 1. 3. 3. 3 Testing 24 0 0 24 50 12
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Figure 6.33: Overall schedule for the PHENIX time expansion chamber.

6.5 System Performance

6.5.1 Momentum and Mass Resolution

Calulations of the momentum and mass resolution of the PHENIX central tracking detector
were performed. The detector components in the calculation are shown in Fig. 6.2. The
transverse momentum resolution shown in Fig. 6.34 has ApT/PT plotted for electrons and
kaons as function of their PT. The PT resolutions were calculated by using single tracks of
known momenta, propagating them through the spectrometer, using GEANT to account for
physical processes such as multiple scattering and energy loss. Hits were recorded at the
intersections of the track and the detectors, and this information was used to reconstruct
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Figure 6.34: Transverse momentum resolution of PHENIX tracking detector.

the PT of the track. The calculation uses only the information provided by DCI, DC2,
and PC1. The resolution is dominated at low PT by multiple scattering and at high PT
by the intrinsic position resolution of the detectors. The moment arm of the momentum

measurement affects the resolution to a lesser degree. The dependence of multiple scattering
on the momentum and velocity 1/p/_, accounts for the poorer resolution for the kaon as
compared to the electron. At high Fr, both kaon and electron momenta, are measured
equally well.

To calculate the particle momenta, a thorough investigation was conducted of the trajec-
tories of charged particles in the focussing field of the Phenix spectrometer. This information
was used to generate a table in which a, (, Zl, and ¢ were determined as functions of PT, Zr,

O(pz/Fr), and ¢0. The parameter a is the angle of incidence of a track relative to the local
normal of DC1. The z position of a track at PC1 is zl. The DC1 hit location in cylindrical
coordinates in the plane normal to the beam direction is ¢. The parameter ¢"is the angle
the track makes to the normal of PC1 in a plane containing the beam, and the intersection
of the track with PC1. The vertex position is z., and ¢0 is the initial direction of travel of
a particle trajectory in a plane perpendicular to the beam direction. The first four variables
are those measured by the detectors. Tile tables were inverted to obtain related tables that
could be used to calculate the three momenta of the tracks from the information measured
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Figure 6.35: Invariant mass resolution of vector mesons in PHENIX.

by the detectors.

The measured track momenta can be combined with the information from TOF, EMCal,

TEC, and RICH to identify particles. Invariant masses can then be calculated for particles
which decay into e+e - or K+K - pairs. Figure 6.35 is a plot of the mass resolution AM/M
of the decays ¢ --* e+e -, w _ e+e -, J/¢ _ e+e -, and ¢ --, K+K -. The resolutions are
plotted as functions of the PT of the parent particle. The lighter vector mesons are measured
with better resolution because the decay particles have lower momenta. For the decays

¢ _ K+K -, the mass resolution is dominated by the small difference in mass between the ¢
and the two kaons.

The momentum reconstruction procedure also allows us to locate the vertex of an inter-

action. Figure 6.36 is a plot of the vertex resolution for single electron and Kaon tracks. The
resolution is a function of the Fr of the track, and for momenta above 0.5 GeV, approaches
1 cm, independent of particle species. Therefore, the vertex resolution in an event with a
multiplicity Nch above a PT of 0.5 GeV will be 1/_ cm. This allows an excellent vertex
reconstruction for high multiplicity events at RHIC.
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Figure 6.36: PHENIX tracking, single track vertex resolution as a function of PT.

6.5.2 Pattern Recognition

A significant effort has gone into the development of pattern recognition algorithms which
find tracks, with minimal ambiguity, inside the individual tracking detectors, and connect
them using information from the various tracking subsystem detectors. The pattern recog-
nition algorithms are tested using particle spectra expected from Au + Au central collisions
at RHIC with charged particle multiplicities of dNc/dy =1500.

In DC1 and DC2, the positions of tracks in each wire plane is determined from the time
information about the leading and trailing edges for the charge deposits in each of the wire
cells traversed by a charged particle. The effects of detector spatial resolution and two track
separation are included. The present pattern recognition algorithm forms roads (see below)
between hits in the first and last planes, and counts the number of hits in the intervening
wire planes. If the number of hits exceeds a set threshold, a track is declared as being found.
The efficiency of this algorithm is close to 100%, because all wire planes are not required to
have unambiguous hits. Neither wire noise nor chamber inefficiency is presently considered
in the simulation, although from the redundancy of measurement in the tracking detector
design these effects are expected to be small.

In the pad chambers, the charge deposited on each of the pads close to where charged
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particle tracks intersected the chamber is used to locate the track in z and r-¢ coordinates.

In the TEC the charge collected on each wire is distributed over several time bins. This
information is used for tracking, transition radiation, and energy loss measurements. The
pattern recognition of tracks and track segments within this detector is presently under
development. The tracking efficiency, as determined in the preliminary versions of the code
is better than 85%.

Two global pattern recognition strategies are being pursued: the road technique and the
tree technique. Both use information from simulations of the whole tracking system using
GEANT to quantify track pointing and track matching criteria. Shown in Fig. 6.37 is how
well each of the inner detectors points to the outer detectors. These criteria have been

generated from single tracks traversing the spectrometer, including the effects of multiple
scattering and energy loss. In the road technique, this information is used to find hits in
the pad chambers and the TEC, falling within certain cuts. In the tree technique, such
information is used to connect hits and vectors between neighboring detectors. Tracks are
found by applying selection criteria to the relative slopes of track segments in two orthogonal
planes. Whereas the road calculation included the track finding algorithms in the individual
detector elements, the tree calculation assumed that these could be found with high efficiency.
Shown in Table 6.7 are the results of the road calculation.

In the road algorithm, tracks are found first within the detectors DC1 and DC2. To de-
termine whether two segments could be part of the same track, a two dimensional procedure
is used which determines both the slope of a track and the proximity with which two track
segments point to a location halfway between the two planes. Once this is done, a corridor
is defined in the bend plane to find possible clusters in the pad chambers PC1, PC2, and
PC3. Stereo z information from the DC1 and DC2 detectors are used to restrict the numbers

of possible links between the drift and pad chambers. A similar procedure is used to con-
nect between individual tracks found in the TEC, and the PC2 and PC3 detectors. These

track segments are connected with those found in DC1 and DC2 using a two dimensional
matching procedure. Once acceptable connections are made, the alignment of these points
in the z direction is verified with the measurements from the three pad chambers. Using this

procedure, good tracks are found with an efficiency of 92%, with an additional 13% ghost
tracks. This information is summarized in Table 6.7. The first column of numbers describes

the numbers of true tracks that were present at various stages of the analysis. The second
column lists the numbers of those (known) tracks that would pass various selection criteria.
The third column lists the number of tracks that would have been reconstructed based on

links made between track segments as described above.

Results from pattern recognition using the tree algorithm can be seen in Fig. 6.38. It
shows the number of acceptable connections made between neighboring detector planes. The
entries in the first bin represent good tracks, and the entries in the second bin represent false
matches. It is clear from these plots that there is little ambiguity in track finding in the
front part of the tracking system, and that the largest number of ambiguities are caused by
matching between the tracks found in the inner and the outer detectors.

Figure 6.39 shows the number of tracks found in the global pattern recognition at various
stages of the analysis. The horizontal axis reflects the quality of the track. An entry in
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Table 6.7: Pattern Recognition Efficiency at Various Stages of the Road Technique
..... __

Cuts off Cuts on Cuts on
known tracks known tracks unknown tracks

DC'I 640 640 780 -
DC 2 648 648 767

DC1-DC2 matched 610 598 733

DC-Padl (no z) 606 584 1223
DC-Padl (with z) 606 571 605

TEC-DC 532" 537
D C-Pad2 510 488 1751

TEC-Pad2 438" 854
DC-Pad3 491 465 1790

TEC-Pad3 430" 799
z-reconstruction 487 448 512

*Some of these entries have ambiguities even in the determination of
known tracks. This is also true of places where there are no entries.

the 24th bin represents a perfect track. Entries in other bins represents tracks where one
or more of the hits or track segments used to find the whole track were incorrect. The
efficiency of finding good tracks remains close to 100% at all stages of the track reconstruction
procedure. Initially, there are a factor of six higher ambiguous tracks. If it is required that
the measurements made in the inner and outer regions of the tracking detector agree in
the z projection, then the number of such ambiguities is greatly reduced. This is shown in
Fig. 6.39b. In Fig. 6.39c, the result of an additional requirement imposed on the compatibility
of track segments in the bend plane is shown. This reduces the number of ghost tracks to
the level of 15%. The last panel shows the result of choosing between tracks that share one
or more track segments on the basis of their quality of fit.

The results are greater than 90% efficiency for finding good tracks, with less than 7%
ghost tracks. It is very encouraging that two independent pattern recognition approaches
yield similar levels of track identification. The pattern recognition work will be enhanced
very soon with the addition of a detailed description of all of the tracking detectors.
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Figure 6.37: Pattern recognition pointing criteria between various combinations of detector
elements. The plots represent angular differences for single tracks. The tracks were generated
with the momentum distribution expected for Au + Au collisions at RHIC.
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Chapter 7

Ring Imaging Cherenkov Detector

7.1 Overview

The Ring Imaging Cherenkov (RICH) detector subsystem serves as one of the primary devices
for the identification of electrons. The detector is located outside of the PHENIX central

magnet, having inner and outer radii of r = 2.6 m and r = 4.0 m as measured from the
collision point. The entire region is filled with a Cherenkov radiator gas. We are considering
either ethane (C2H6, n _ 1.0008) or methane (CH4, n ,_ 1.00044) for the radiator gas. The
momentum beyond which a charged pion will radiate is about 3.5 GeV/c in ethane, and _bout
4.7 GeV/c in methane. The Cherenkov photons generated by electrons, positrons, and high
momentum hadrons are reflected by spherical mirrors placed within the radiator volume,
and the photons are focused onto photon detectors placed just behind the PHENIX central
magnet. The pole tips of the magnet thus serve as hadron shields for the photon detectors.
Figure 7.1 illustrates the principle of electron detection in RICH. A typical electron track
(400 MeV/c) is shown, together with Cherenkov photons emitted in the radiator gas; the
photons are reflected and focused by the mirror.

7.1.1 Photon Detectors

Two technologies are being investigated for the photon detector: a highly segmented array of
photomultiplier tubes, and a UV-sensitive wire chamber, using a CsI-coated photocathode.
The "PMT" version is based on a well-proven technology, and a recent test done at KEK has
demonstrated that it can meet all the performance goals described hereafter. A drawback
of the PMT solution is that it costs more per pixel. The CsI photocathode option can
potentially lead to lower cost (at a fixed segmentation) or to higher segmentation (at a fixed
cost), as compared to the PMT version. At the time of writing the CDR, R&D efforts are
still under way to develop the CsI photocathode chambers. The final technology choice will
be made based on results from beam test, which are planned for the summer of 1993. We
consider the PMT version as our primary choice, and will discuss the CsI chamber version
whenever appropriate.

7-1
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Figure 7.1: Cherenkov photons emitted by a 400 MeV/c electron are reflected and focused
by the mirror (from PISA simulation).

7.1.2 Optics

Each of the electron arms has two identical mirrors. Taking z as the coordinate along the
collision axis, the two mirrors are symmetric about z = 0, the nominal collision point. One
mirror covers z > 0 and reflects light in the direction of positive z, and the other mirror
covers z < 0 and reflects light in the direction of negative z.

The shape of each mirror is a section of a sphere of radius 4.0 m, whose center is located
at Izl = 2.0 m. As viewed from the center of the sphere, the polar angle covered by the
mirror spans 60o-83 °. This corresponds to a pseudorapidity coverage of 0 < )7< 0.35, plus a
small extension to collect the Cherenkov light from a track at )7= 0.35. The azimuthal angle
covered by each mirror is 90°. The length of radiator is about 90 cm for tracks at 7}= 0, and
about 150 cm for )7= 0.35.

Figure 7.2 illustrates the focusing properties of the mirror system. In this figure, the
paths of a set of electron tracks emitted at fano = 0.0, 0.12, 0.24, 0.36, and their associated
Cherenkov photons are shown. Here, 0 is measured with respect to )1= 0. The Cherenkov
light is focused on a curved focal plane just outside of the central magnet and detected by
the photon detector placed there.

Cherenkov photons from a good track form a circular image or ring at the focal plane,
from whose center we determine the direction vector of the track. The direction vector is

used to select the few electron tracks from among the hundreds of charged pion tracks. The
high segmentation of the photon detector is necessary to ensure a unique matching of the
light to the track (e.g., 6400 channels for PMT version, or up to four times this for the CsI
photocathode chamber version).
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Figure 7.2: Schematic r-z view of RICH and its optics. Components shown are: mirrors,
UV photon detectors (PMT array), central magnet, electron tracks, and Cherenkov rays.

7.2 Design

7.2.1 Radiator Gas Vessel

Each RICH arm consists of a self-supporting radiator gas vessel, in which two mirrors and
two focal-plane photon detectors are mounted. The gas vessel is approximately 1.5-m deep
in the r direction, 6-m wide in the z direction, and spans 900 in ¢. It is a mechanically
stable cage made of aluminum or nonmagnetic stainless steel, capable of supporting slightly
more than ambient air pressure. Because of its size and the need to use thin entrance and
exit windows, it is not be designed to be evacuated. A possible structure of the gas vessel
is shown schematically in Fig.7.3. The mechanical and electrical connections necessary to
install the UV photon detector arrays are built into the gas vessel. Cable guides, low-voltage
power and ground bus bars run from the outer end of the vessel to the region where the
photon detector arrays are installed. In the PMT version, the current plan is to mount most
of the readout electronics chain, including the digitizers, inside the gas vessel, to minimize
the number of feedthrough connectors and, hence, the cost.

The mirrors and the photon detectors are mounted in the gas vessel inside a clean room.
The optical alignment and photon detector calibration work is done in the clean room before
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Figure 7.3: Preliminary mechanical layout of the RICH radiator gas vessel. The focal planes
are shown, but the details of mounting the photon detector array have yet to be worked out.
The Kapton windows are supported against the very small positive pressure of the raditor
gas by thin wires under tension.

mounting the completed RICH detector on the PHENIX detector carriage. Ports provided
in the sides ef the RICH allow access to the photon detectors for maintenance after the
RICH is installed on the detector carriage. In order to ease installation and maintenance of
the photon detectors, a "one-touch" mechanical and electrical joint for each photon detector
supermodule is provided at the bottom (opposite from the sensitive side) of the module.
When a supermodule is slid into a guide and mechanically latched, all the necessary high
and low voltage, and signal connections are made. This design concept requires further
R&D.

Because of the desire to minimize the RICH radiation length, the radiator gas enclosure
has 0.002-in. thick Kapton entrance and exit windows. Kapton _sopaque to UV light in the
wavelength range 165-210 nm, where the UV photon detectors are sensitive. As the PMTs
are sensitive to visible light, an additional 0.006-in. layer of black plastic is added outside
the Kapton in the PMT case to act as a light shield. The prototype RICH detector was
operated successfully using a 0.002 in. Kapton window with the UV chamber detector, and

-_ using a 0.002 in. Kapton window and black plastic light shield with the P MT array during
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Figure 7.4: A projection onto a flat plane of one of the four RICH mirrors, showing how the
hexagonal segments are combined. One out of every six segments is cut in half to make this
pattern. The dimensions are arc lengths along a spherical surface of 4.0-m radius.

the beam test at KEK.

In the PMT case, the entrance and exit windows combined contribute about 0.1% of a
radiation length. If a 0.6% average thickness for the mirror and support structure is assumed,
the overall thickness of the RICH is about 0.9% if methane is used as the radiator gas (0.22%
for 1.5 m), or about 1.1% if ethane is used as the radiator gas (0.41% for 1.5 m).

7.2.2 Mirror System

To maintain the option of using a UV sensitive focal plane detector, the RICH mirrors are
required to have good reflectivity down to 165 nm (the cutoff imposed by the quartz window
of the photon detector). An aluminium coating with a thin magnesium fluoride protective
overcoating provides about 85% reflectance in the wavelength range of interest. To keep
diffractive scattering losses below 5% at the lowest wavelengths, a local surface roughness of
less than 3 nm rms is necessary. A mirror surface with 1 mrad blur circle provides adequate
angular resolution.

The RICH mirrors are constructed in segments. The optimum size of the segments has
not yet been finalized, but 0.26 m 2 hexagonal segments are presently assumed. A total of
168 mirror segments of this size (some cut in half) are required to cover the 40 m 2 of mirror
surface. Each of the four mirrors has three segments parallel to the beam and 14 azimuthal
segments. Figure 7.4 shows how the segments combine to form one of the RICH mirrors.

It is not feasible to make the mirror segments using a glass or metal substrate because
these substrates would have to be too thin to be mechanically stable. The target for the
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Figure 7.5: The proposed RICH mirror segment structure. The mirror substrate consists of
1-cm thick Rohacell foam sandwiched between 0.5-mm thick carbon fiber/epoxy layers. The
mirror surface is formed by replication using a precisely ground Pyrex master.

mirror thickness is 0.5% of a radiation length, corresponding to only 0.018 in. of aluminium,
or 0.025 in. of glass. Recently, large mirrors having suitable surface smoothness and accuracy,
but thin enough for our purposes, were fabricated for the first time [1]. These mirrors were
fabricated on 1-mm thick carbon fiber/epoxy substrates, using the replication technique.
For the RICH mirrors, a substrate fabricated by sandwiching about 1 cm of Rohacell foam
between two thin layers of felt-carbon fiber/epoxy is preferable, because it would provide
better rigidity than glass or metal for the same mass of material. Figure 7.5 shows a cross
section of the conceptual design for this structure. The felt-carbon fiber/epoxy surface onto
which the mirror surface is to be replicated will have 0.25 #m or better peak to valley
surface roughness. This is accomplished by forming the mirror backings on a master having
a diamond turned nickel surface.

Two small prototype thin mirrors are being fabricated. Harris Corporation (Melbourne,
FL) has agreed to make the thin mirror backings, and these are now being designed. Each
is hexagonal, 20.-cm wide (flat-to-flat) and will be constructed of very fine weave felt-
carbon/epoxy layers (_ 1-mm thick total) and rigid foam. All exposed foam surfaces are
sealed to reduce outgassing. Opticon (Billerica, MA) has agreed to make the mirrors us-
ing the backings supplied by Harris. The mirrors are made by replication from a precisely
ground Pyrex master, and are coated with aluminum and magnesium fluoride to provide
the required UV reflectivity. The prototype thin mirrors should be available in the spring of
1993. They are designed to fit into the existing prototype RICH gas vessel, and we intend
to use them in the beam test planned for this summer (1993) at the AGS.

The mirror segments are supported and aligned relative to the vertex and the photon
detector by a mirror support structure. Like the mirror segments themselves, the part of

|
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the mirror support structure which is inside the acceptance of PHENIX must have a very
low mass. Current plans call for using 1 cm of Rohacell foam sandwiched between two
0.010-in. thick layers of carbon fiber composite as a structural material for the Solenoidal
Detector Collaboration (SSCL) tracking system. The material is very rigid, can be made
to tight tolerances, and has a thickness of only 0.3% of a radiation length. We plan to
use material similar to this for constructing the part of the mirror support system which is
inside the acceptance of PHENIX. A mirror support module is being designed at Florida
State University. When the design is completed, a scaled down version will be built which

can be mounted in the existing prototype RICH for testing. This should be completed by
the summer of 1993.

The mirror cost estimates included in this document are based on estimates provided by
Opticon and Harris Corporation.

7.2.3 Gas Handling System

The Cherenkov radiator gas will be either ethane or methane, at a pressure slightly above
ambient air pressure. If the UV-sensitive wire chamber photon detector option is chosen,
the levels of oxygen and water vapor contamination in the radiator gas must be kept be-
low 20 ppm and 3 ppm, respectively, to maintain good UV transmission down to 165 nm
(the wavelength cutoff imposed by the quartz windows on the UV-sensitive wire chamber

detectors). As there is always be outgassing from the materials inside the gas enclosure, the
radiator gas will have to be continuously recirculated through an oxisorb purifier to remove
oxygen and water vapor. If the PMT option is chosen, the UV glass window of the photo-
tubes imposes a 200 nm wavelength cutoff, so oxygen and water vapor contamination is not
of great concern. In that case, the radiator gas would still recirculate through a purifier but
at a lower flow rate.

Because of the very large area of the thin entrance and exit windows, the gas recirculation
system must maintain the pressure of the radiator gas at a value only slightly above the
ambient air pressure. This is done by flowing the gas from the RICH through large diameter
tubing into a buffer that has almost no resistance to expansion and, therefore, is always
essentially at ambient air pressure (an example of such a constant pressure buffer is a large
plastic bag). Figure 7.6 shows our current design concept for the gas recirculation system
for the RICH.

As mentioned earlier, the radiator gas vessel is not be designed to be evacuated. There-
fore, whenever the radiator gas vessel is opened, it is necessary to flush out the air with
nitrogen (for safety reasons) and then flush out the nitrogen with ethane or methane. The

total RICH volume for both arms is roughly 80 m 3. At flow rates of 30 L/min, it should
take about 8 hours to remove 95% of the air. In the P MT case, this is followed by about
12 hours of continued flushing to reduce the nitrogen contamination to 1%. In the UV wire
chamber case, it is followed by about 24 hours of continued flushing to reduce the oxygen
and water vapor contamination levels to acceptable values. In the UV chamber case, when
the RICH is first flushed out (or if it has been exposed to air for a long time) it will then
be necessary to outgas the inside surfaces by flowing clean gas through the RICH until the
required levels of oxygen and water vapor contamination c/_n be maintained using reasonable
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Figure 7.6: The proposed recirculation system for the RICH radiator gas. The gas in the
constant pressure buffer is only slightly above ambient air pressure. Because large diameter
piping is used to connect the RICH to the constant pressure buffer, the RICH is held at
essentially the same pressure regardless of gas flow rate.

gas flow rates. This outgassing process will take several weeks when the RICH is first flushed
out after assembly, and would be carried out using nitrogen.

For the UV chamber case the long term outgassing rates from the materials inside the
RICH radiator gas volume are of concern. The primary sources of outgassing inside the RICH
will be the entrance and exit windows, the mirrors and the photon detectors. Preliminary
calculations, based on outgassing rates found in the literature, indicate that gas flow rates as
high as 100 L/min could be needed in the first weeks of operation to minimize the levels of
oxygen and water vapor contamination; although, it is preferable to flow gas at rates below
50 L/min. Measurements will be made to determine the outgassing rates for the window,
mirror and detector materials used in the RICH.

7.2.4 Focal Plane Detector: PMT Readout Version

In the "PMT" option, Cherenkov photons are detected by using UV-sensitive photomultiplier
tubes. In order to reduce dead space on the focal plane, a light-collecting funnel (i.e., a
Winston cone) is attached to each PMT. The total number of PMTs required to covcr the
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Table 7.1: Overview of the PMT-based Focal Plane Detector

Focal plane area 5 m 2 x 4 = 20 m 2

Segmentation in ¢ 80 / 90° arm
Segmentation in 8 20
Total number of PMT s 1600 x 4 = 6400

PMT type Hamamatsu H3171S + Light-collecting funnel
Angular coverage per PMT _ 1°

four focal planes (20 m 2 in total) is 6400. An overview of the proposed detection scheme is
summarized in the Table 7.1.

Geometry

An r-z (0) cross-section of a mirror, the magnet, and PMTs is shown in Fig. 7.1, together
with typical Cherenkov rays. Twenty PMTs are shown in the 0 direction. Part of the front-

end electronics (FEE) are mounted below the PMTs, above the magnet poles, and inside
the gas vessel. The PMTs are tilted so as to match the incident angles of the Cherenkov
photons. The tilt angles vary continuously from 350 to 55°. In the ¢ direction, there are 80
P MTs covering each of the 90° arms. Thus, there are 80 x 20 = 1600 P MTs in each focal
plane, for a total of 1600 x 4 = 6400 tubes.

The 6400 PMTs are grouped into 256 modules of 25 PMTs each. This 25 PMT module
represents the basic testing/installation/readout/maintenance unit. The 256 identical units
are prefabricated, tested, and mounted on the focal planes.

Photomultiplier Tube

The PMT used for photon detection should satisfy the following requirements:

1. Have an approximately 1-in. diameter face necessary to achieve angular segmentation
of about 1°.

2. Single photon sensitivity; that is, have an anode gain of greater than l0 T and low
dark-current.

3. UV sensitivity; that is, UV-transparent window and bialkali cathode.

4. Good timing characteristics (transit time spread < 1 ns).

5. Low cost.

Good timing capability helps reduce accidental dark-current noise, and also background
hits due to albedo effects.
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Table 7.2: Hamamatsu H3171S Photomultiplier Tube Parameters

Parameter Value
....

Cathode diameter 25 mm
Tube diameter 29 mm
Cathode material Bialkali
Window UV-transparent glass
Gain > 10_ (selected)
Transit time spread < 1 ns
Production schedule 500 tubes/month (max.)

The recent KEK beam test of a PHENIX RICH supermodule (5× 5 array of PMTs)
verified that Hamamatsu H3171S tubes (gain-selected H3171) satisfy the requirements, as
described in the next section. The tube parameters are listed in the Table 7.2.

Winston Cone and Magnetic Shielding

A schematic view of an individual PMT with its light-collecting funnel installed is shown in

Fig. 7.7. A calculation shows that a fringe field having a maximum of a few tens of Gauss
exist at the region of the PMT array. Thus, each mu-metal shielded PMT is additionally
placed in a thin iron tube (thickness _-,1 mm). The iron tube is sufficient to reduce the field
to less than several Gauss. The mu-metal shield will then further reduce the field inside the
tube to less than a few tenths of a Gauss.

A light collecting funnel (cone) is attached to the entrance of each PMT. An individual
cone has a "Winston cone" shape to maximize photon collection efficiency. Each cone has a
length of 65 mm, an outer-diameter of 50 mm at the entrance and an outer-diameter of 25
mm at the exit. The entrance edge of the cones are cut off at angle of 45° in the 0 direction.
The diameter at the exit matches the diameter of the sensitive area of the photocathode of
the PMT.

The cone is made of polycarbonate with a 2-mm thickness. The interior of each cone
is coated with pure aluminum, which is in turn coated with magnesium fluoride (MgF2) to
protect against oxidization of the aluminum. For such a surface, a reflectivity of more than
85% can be achieved for wavelengths down to 180 nm at normal incidence. This wavelength
region matches well with the sensitive region of the PMT. For grazing incidence, as is most
often the case, better reflectivity is expected.

PMT Array Supermodule

Each PMT array supermodule comprises 25 tubes and has a close-packed structure at the
entrance of the light-collecting funnel. The module is inclined by 45° in the 0 direction so
that each PMT faces approximately normal to incident Cherenkov photons. Furthermore,
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Figure 7.7: Hamamatsu H31713 photomultiplier tube assembly with a light-collecting funnel.

adjacent PMTs have a 1° offset to each other in both angular directions to minimize dead
space in between.

Front-end Electronics

A prototype of the front-end electronics (FEE) for the RICH PMT readout has been com-
pleted. The prototype FEE consists of: (1) an amplifier (gain xl0), (2) a discriminator,
(3) a TAC chip, (4) a QVC chip, (5) two 8-bit 20 MHz FADCs (one for TAC and the
other for QVC), (5) a SRAM, and (6) a timing and address control gate array. All readout
components are driven synchronously to the external clock (beam-crossing trigger). Photo-
multiplier pulse height and timing are digitized at the rate of the beam crossing, and are
written into memory. At the end of digitization, QVC and TAC capacitors are discharged,
and become ready to accept the next event.

A study using this prototype revealed a potential problem with this approach. The
prototype works perfectly well when the external clock is 224 ns (the Day-1 RHIC beam
crossing interval), but the capacitor discharge and digitization cannot keep up with the 112
ns clock rate. A study is under way to seek the best and the most economical way to solve
this problem. Since the RICH FEE requirements resemble the TOF FEE, and, in fact, are
less demanding in terms of the number of ADC bits, some parts of the readout chain can be
developed to be used in both detectors, further reducing the development cost.

_
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High Voltage Power Supply

In order to reduce cost a single high voltage source for each P MT array supermodule (25

PMTs) is used. This is made possible by gain-sorting all the PMTs prior to installation. The
operating voltage of the P MTs is typically 1500 V. Standard high voltage power supplies
are placed outside the detector. High voltage feed-through connectors mounted on the gas
vessel are used for interconnection.

7.2.5 Focal Plane Detector: Wire Chamber Version

At the time of writing of the CDR, the PMT option for the focal plane photon detector is _tl__
one being pursued at the level of detailed cost estimates and design work. However, a(:tiviti_es
continue in pursuing the technology of UV-sensitive wire chambers as either a lower cost (at
fixed segmentation) or equal cost (at higher segmentation) alternative. The technique, the
R&D accomplishments so far, and the differences in implementation as compared to the
PMT option are described.

CsI Photocathode Technique and R&D Activities

All UV chambers operate by principles similar to that of photomultiplier tubes; that is,

photo-ionization followed by avalanche. The design we are pursuing is based upon the recent
work of Anderson, et al. who have developed solid CsI photocathode-based detectors. In

this approach, the cathode plane of a parallel plate avalanche counter (PPAC) is coated
with a thin (0.5 pm) layer of cesium iodide (CsI). Cherenkov photons incident upon the
chamber are transmitted through a thin quartz window (,-_3mm) and strike the CsI surface.
Photoelectrons created at the surface undergo a single-step avalanche and are detected via

the resulting image charge on the .cathode plane. The cathode may be subdivided into pads
5 × 5 cm 2 or smaller (see below). These chambers operate with an internal atmosphere of
isobutane at about 20 torr pressure.

This style of chamber has many advantages over the more common TMAE or TEA based
UV chambers, which include:

1. High speed (10-90°£ in less than 2 nsec).

2. High gain (demonstrated above 108).

3. Single photoelectron efficiency near 100O£.

4. Low sensitivity to minimum ionizing particles.

5. Easily and flexibly segmented.

6. Absence of corrosive materials.

The speed of the chamber (inherently fast via PPAC mode) allows the time of arrival of
photons to be measured, and , thus, aiding in the battle against albedo in the calorimeters.
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A prototype module was constructed following this basic design. The design of this
chamber is consistent with a single tile of the mosaic covering the PHENIX RICH focal plane.
A number of design breakthroughs were made on the initial prototype. Most substantive
was the design of the support lattice for the anode wire plane. A large area thin quartz
window will break if it is subjected to nearly one atmosphere of pressure difference. To
prevent this, a "lattice" structure was developed to support the window at regular intervals.
The lattice was a sandwich that also supported the anode grid. Additionally, the lattice
provided a self-supporting and removable anode grid (HV contacts are made with spring
clips on the edge of the lattice). This allowed for very quick assembly of the detector after
cathode deposition, minimizing the exposure of the cathode to air.

Segmentation and Mechanical Considerations

The four CsI chamber arrays (two in each arm) will be constructed from a mosaic of smaller
cells arranged in a "shingle" pattern. The precise macrosegmentation of the CsI chamber
is driven by the need to minimize the dead area at the exposed edges of each shingle. As
a working design we are considering a unit cell of 50 x 50 cm2. These are arranged in two
rows in 0 and eight columns in ¢, for a total of 16 cells per array or 64 cells in total. In this
way the "averaged" dead area due to the shingle edges is less than 5% of the total active
area.

The optimum segmentation of the CsI cathode has not been finalized. Monte Carlo
studies show that a 5 x ,5cm 2 pad (6400 pads, identical to the PMT segmentation discussed
above) would provide pion rejection better than 1 in 1000. Additional segmentation would
improve the pion rejection and extend the pion rejection to even higher momenta by better
measurement of the ring size. The number of channels does not affect the cost of chamber
assembly, gas handling, or other similar items. This decision only affects the cost of the
FEE. The cost estimates for both the 5 x 5 cm 2 pads and 2.5 x 2.5 cm 2 pads are listed as
limiting cases of low and high segmentation. The mechanical cost estimates are obtained by
scaling the costs encountered and anticipated in constructing the prototype.

7.3 Performance

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed RICH detector in a realistic environ-
ment, a beam test was performed at KEK in October 1992 using an unseparated negative
beam of 1 GeV/c. Details of tests are described in Appendix C. A brief summary is given
here.
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Table 7.3: Summary of the RICH Prototype Test Results (PMT Version)

Radiator Gas Length!m ) Npe No
Nitrogen ...... 1.2 7.5 105 4:10
Methane (high purity) 1.2 12 110 =k10
Methane (high purity) 1.8 18 110 :t: 10
Methane (low grade) 1.2 12 110 =i:10
Ethane 1.2 20 117 =i=10

7.3.1 PMT Version

Number of Photoelectrons

The number of photoelectrons for 1.2 m and 1.8 m of radiator gas, together with the
Cherenkov figure of merit No 1, are tabulated in the Table 7.3.

These results clearly shows that even in methane, a sufficient photon "budget" exists,
and that there is a safe margin if an ethane radiator is chosen. The No value is better than
the number that has been used in PISA simulations for the RICH.

Time Resolution

The intrinsic timing resolution of each PMT for single photon hits is about a = 250 ps.
Simulations have shown that this time resolution is helpful in reducing background hits

caused by electrons originating elsewhere than the interaction vertex. The timing cut also
helps reduce dark-current random noise.

Dark-current Noise

Using the ADC value only, (i.e., counting the number of PMTs that register pulse heights
5a above the pedestal), the background rate is 2 x 10-3 per tube. This rate is determined
by the dark-current of the tube, and the pulse height distribution of such background hits
peaks at the one photoelectron level. This translates to about 10-15 hits per 6400 tubes per
event.

When the TDC information is added, the background is reduced to the 2 x 10-4 level.

This background level corresponds to about one background hit per 6400 PMT array per
event. Therefore, background due to dark current should be completely negligible.

e/Tr Separation

A total of 69,000 pion.-trigger events were analyzed, and only three events had more than
four photomultiplier hits above pedestal. This corresponds to a pion suppression of 2.3 x 104,

1Number of photoelectrons Npe = NoLsin20c, where L is the radiator length in meters, and _c is the
Cherenkov angle of the radiator. In PISA simulations, No = 100 is assumed.
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Figure 7.8: Sum of the ADC pulse height for electron trigger (dotted) and pion trigger
(solid).

or better than 104 (90%CL). These three events, however, are very likely genuine electron
tracks misidentified by the beam line counters. At present the particle identification power
of the two gas Cherenkov counters and the lead-glass detector used for the test run is not
quanitified.

Trigger Capability

Figure 7.8 clearly shows that a local cluster analog sum can provide a powerful Level-1 (LVL-
1) trigger signal (see Appendix C for details). For each individual PMT, a _ingle photon
peak is clearly separated from the pedestal, so that the discriminator output can already be
used with high confidence to identify individual hits. _'_local cluster analog sum can further
clean up possible background. As described in the electronics design, the electronics for each
5 x 5 supermodule includes an analog summing circuit followed by a 4- or 6-bit ADC, so
that the local sum information can be digitally passed over to the LVL-1 trigger processor.
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Table 7.4: Summary of the RICH Prototype Test Results (Wire Chamber Version)

Radiator Gas Photoelectrons per Ring
Methane 4.1
Ethane 7.7

.... --

7.3.2 Wire Chamber Version

Three CsI photocathode chambers were constructed. One of these was placed in a 1 (;eV
beam of electrons and pions at KEK. Methane and ethane radiator gasses of 1.8-m lengtl_
were used. Cherenkov rings were visible in both cases. Table 7.4 summarizes the results in
terms of mean number of photoelectrons per ring.

These observations represent the world record in photoelectron statistics using a CsI cath-
ode; however, they are somewhat lower than hoped for. Quantum efficiency measurements
on the bench indicated that the cathodes are operating a factor of 2-3 below expectation.
This is suspected to result from a chemical reaction between the CsI coating and the Cu
pads. These results will be checked on the bench and in the beam after the pads have been
coated with A1 and redeposited with CsI.

7.4 Cost

The cost of the PMT version of the PHENIX RICH is broken down by WBS item and is
given in Table 7.5.

7.5 Schedule

Although the funding situation is not clear, it is assumed that the funding profile for the
RICH is flat over five years, beginning April 1993, with the amount of approximately SlM
per year. The construction schedule is dependent upon the funding profile from Japan and,
as such, may change when that profile is defined. Another basic assumption is that at
least partial installation of the RICH must occur before the end of 1996 so that the on-line

subsystem has enough time to test the DAQ system as a whole, and, subsequently, enough
time to calibrate the RICH subsystem befcre Day-1 operation.

The proposed construction schedule for the RICH is shown in Fig. 7.9. During 1993
and part of 1994, the main effort will concentrate on the final design of the RICH; such as,
overall layout of the RICH system, and detailed parallel design of the mirror, gas vessel, gas
handling system, PMT array, HV system, and front-end electronics. The prototype FEE are
made and tested out by the end of second quarter of 1994.

Following the design work and prototype testing, fabrication c[ the various parts begins
in 1994. The PMT arrays are the exception, which start production ir_ the fourth quarter of
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Table 7.5: Cost Estimate for the PHENIX RICH Detector

Amounts in FY93 k$

WBS _ "rotal M_ EI_ Labor

5. 4 RICH System 4888 4150 248 490.....

5. 4. 1 RICH Detector 4030 3581 152 298
5. 4. 1. 0 EDIA 152 0 152 0
5. 4. 1. 2 Fabrication 3679 3581 0 99
5. 4. 1. 3 Testing 68 0 0 68
5. 4. 1. 4 Installation 131 0 0 131

........ , .::.::,::,,,: ......... ............ . ....

5. 8. 1. 4 :RICHiFEE::::: :: :.:.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 858 570 96 192
5. 8. 1. 4. 0 EDIA 96 0 96 0
5 8. 1. 4. 2 Fabrication 690 570 0 120
5 8. 1. 4. 3 Testing 72 0 0 72

1993. By the end of 1995, fabrication and testing of the basic structures will be completed
(gas vessels, including the mounting structure of the mirrors and photon counters; gas han-
dling system; and mirror mounting for the two arms.) By the end of 1995; fabrication and
testing of the first half of the components _f the mirrors, photon counters, and electronics
(enough for completion of one arm) will be :ompleted. The construction schedule leaves one
year for integration and installation of the t rst arm of RICH.

Fabrication of the the second half of the elements starts at the end of 1995 (the delay is
due to the funding profile). By the end of 1997, the second half of the components should
be ready for installation into RICH. The schedule allows for full implementation of RICH
before the second RHIC running period.
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Chapter 8

Time-of-Flight System

8.1 Overview

The PHENIX time-of-flight (TOF) system serves as a particle identification device for
hadrons. The high resolution TOF system is located 5.0 m away from the vertex, cov-
ering the full acceptance of the magnet, that is, 40° in 0 and 30° in ¢. The geometrical
coverage of the TOF system is 280 cm in the r-¢ direction and 390 cm along the z direction.
The system consists of 1000 elements of plastic scintillation counters with photomultiplier
tube readout, as shown conceptually in Fig. 8.1. Each slat is oriented along the r-¢ direction,
and provides time and longitidual position information for particles that hit the slat. The
time resolution of the TOF system is designed to be less than 80 ps, which corresponds to
the 7r/K separation up to 2.4 GeV/c in 4a.

The TOF system has an excellent trigger capability, which is essential especially for p + p
collisions. In addition, the good timing resolution of the TOF system, in conjunction with
tracking information, provides an excellent particle identification trigger.

8.1.1 Required Performance

The performance requirements of the TOF system were set essentially by three hadroh:c
measurements: (1) single particle inclusive measurements, (2) Hanbury-erown-Twiss corre-
lation measurements, and (3) the detection of e-meson -, K+ and K- channels. These three

o ) 0 )
PMT Scintillator PMT

Figure 8.1: Conceptual scheme of each TOF slat (light guides are not shown).
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cases are discussed below.

Single Particle Inclusive Measurement

Single particle inclusive measurements do not require large solid angle coverage, but they
do require good particle identification over a wide momentum acceptance. Figure 8.2(a)
shows a dependence of the average transverse momentum ((PTI) on the particle mass and
the multiplicity for events obtained from hydrodynamic calculations [1] which assume the
QGP formation. While in high energy p . p collisions the (PT/ for pions saturates at about

300 MeV/c, a much higher value of (PT/ has been reported in heavy ion collisions. The:'
observed (PT) in JACEE [2]experiment is larger than 1 GeV/c in high multiplicity event:_,
as shown in Fig. 8.2(b).

A 1.arge (PT) in high multiplicity events has been observed also in pi5 experiments at
Fermilab experiment E735 [3], which is shown in Fig. 8.2(c). Both Fig. 8.2(b) and (c) show
that the value of (PTI increases with an event multiplicity. Because a much larger multiplicity
is expected in heavy ion collisions at RHIC as compared to pp collisions, the capability to
measure particles at large pr is essential. In Fig. 8.2(d), the PT distributions observed in
various experiments are summarized for comparison. It has been predicted that (PT) would
increase further if the QGP is created (see Chapter 3). A wide coverage of PT is, thus,
important.

Although the primary physics goal at RHIC inherently involves low PT processes, it is
very likely that high PT processes will provide a useful diagnostic tool. The production of
particles at high transverse momenta is a fundamental aspect of v_ = 200 GeV nucleon-
nucleon collisions, which presumably forms the background environment for the QGP physics
at RHIC. From the UA1 fit to their data [4] in v_ = 200 GeV pp collisions, it is seen that
a deviation of the data from the minimum bias exp(-6pT) behavior is approximately 10 at
PT "_ 2 GeV/c.

The above considerations require that it is necessary to measure charged hadrons up to
2 GeV/c in PT. The required time resolution for the particle identification is 80-100 ps.

Hanbury-Brown-Twiss Measurements

Hanbury-Brown-Twiss correlation measurements provide a direct information about the
space-time structure of the collision. The required acceptance depends on the source radius.
The radius would vary from a few fermi in p + p collisions to greater than 10 fm in Au + Au
central collisions. Because there is a strong correlation between the source radius and the
:multiplicity of the collision, the detector system must be sensitive to both small (,_1 fm)
and large (>__ 10 fm) radii in order to perform systematic measurements. As discussed in
Chapter 3, the proposed solid angle, as well as the time resolution, for the TO F system is
reasonable for HBT measurements.

Production of ¢ Meson and Its Decay to K+K -

The detection of the ¢ meson through the K+K - decay channel, together with its detection
through leptonic channels, is interesting because (1) the chiral symmetry restoration would

ii........... m , ,' rll',II....ml........nrmn_,' In.....in,_llIl ' ,,_nT,r_,,,IMI,In'' lr "'_n_'inn,,_ ii,,,I,IUI,nH,IIII,_'r,u1'nr_,iillllllll',," llllr,
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Figure 8.2" (a) The (PT) vs. multiplicity based on the hydrodynamical calculation, (b)
Observed (PT) in JACEE, (c) The (PT) vs. multiplicity observed in E735 at Fermilab, and
(d) Comparison of various PT distributions.

induce a change in the branching ratio between the hadronic and leptonic decay channels,
(2) the ¢ in the hadronic channel provides information on the hadronization stage while the
leptonic channel provides the integrated yield over the time. In order to observe ¢ mesons
at PT > 2 GeV/c, which is required to evaluate the (PT) for ¢, kaons have to be identified at
p > 1 GeV/c with an opening angles between two kaons up to 30°. The proposed solid angle
of the TOF system, and the momenta up to which kaons can be identified, satisfy these
requirements. The invariant mass spectrum of K+K -, the expected ¢ peak, the detector
acceptance, and the expected rate of ¢ _ K+K- are shown in Chapter 3.
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8.2 Mechanical Design

The TOF system is placed at a distance of 5 m from the vertex, in between the TEC and the
EMCal. It is designed to cover the full 77range (70° < 8 < 110°) of the central detector over
30° in azimuth. The full system consists of 1000 segments, each equipped with a scintillator
slat and photomultiplier tube read out at both ends of the slat. The slat is oriented along
the r-¢ direction.

Scintillator: The plastic scintillator material chosen is BC404, made by the Bicron Cor-

poration. This material has good timing characteristics with moderate attenuation length.
The physical constants of this scintillator are given in Table 8.1.

Table 8.1" Characteristics of the BC404 Scintillator

Physical Constant Value

Light output (% anthracene) 68
Wavelength of max. emission 408 nm
Decay Constant 1.8 ns
Bulk attenuation length 160 cm
Refractive index (n) 1.58

Photomultiplier Tube: After extensive studies, and using the information discussed
in the Section 8.4.4., Hamamatsu R3478S photmultiplier tubes were selected. This photo-

multiplier tube has a 0.75-in. (19-mm) diameter window, an 8-stage dinode structure, and
a bialkali photocathode. The length of the tube is about 6.5 cm. The relevant physical
constants of this tube are given in Table 8.2.

Table 8.2: Characteristics of the R3478S Photomultiplier Tube

Physical Constant Value
Wavelength of max. response 420 nm
Current amplification ,., 106
Anode pulse rise time 1.3 ns
Electron transit time 14 ns

Transit time spread 0.36 ns
High Voltage supply -1800 Vdc ....

The recommended high voltage for this photomultiplier tube is -1800 Vdc, with a maxi-
mum current requirement of 0.5 mA. The present plan is to use two units of Lecroy 1443 high
voltage power supplies, where each unit delivers 256 channels of 2500 V, 2.5 mA current.
Each of these channels will supply high voltage to four photomultiplier tubes.
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Figure 8.3: (a) A sketch of the photomultiplier tube with #-metal shield and on-tube dis-
criminator, (b) A cross section showing the #-metal shield, phototube and a 1.2 × 1.2 cm 2
scintillator, (c) with a 0.8 × 0.8 cm 2 scintillator.

The photomultiplier tubes are arranged along the direction parallel to the scintillator bar.
The magnetic field expected around the TOF system is less than 10 Gauss and its direction
is perpendicular to the photomultiplier tube. The requirement for the #-metal shielding is,
therefore, not severe. We plan to use 0.5-mm thick, 7.0-cre long #-metal shield with an
internal diameter of 23 mm. A sketch of the PMT, including the dimensions of the tube, the
#-metal shield, and the PMT base with an on-tube discriminator, is shown in Fig. 8.3. On
the right side of the figure, a cross-sectional _iew of the #-metal shield, the photomultiplier
tube and two different sizes of scintillators (1.2 × 1.2 cm 2 and 0.8 × 0.8 cm 2) are shown.

Radiation Length: Because the TOF system, including photomultiplier tubes, is lo-
cated in front of the EMCal, it is important to minimize the amount of material to aviod a
large amount of photon conversion to electron pairs. An estimation of radiation lengths for
the PMT, the base, and the on-tube discriminator is tabulated in Table 8.3. A track can

pass through only one of the three sections; the PMT, the base, or the discriminator. The
amount of the material is always less than 10% of a radiation length.

Two Methods of Mounting Phototubes: The final arrangement of how the photo-
tube is mounted on each scintillator slat, together with an exact location of the TOF system
in the entire PHENIX detector will be decided soon. At present, two different design choices
are in consideration. The preferred design is described below as "Design A". Detailed evalu-
ation of this design is now in progress. Some preliminary performance studies will be given
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Table 8.3: Radiation Length for the R3478S PMT and the Base Circuit

Material Thickness X0 % of Rad. Length

PMT (R3478S):
Side of PMT (Borosilicate) 0.16 12.3 1.3
Dynode (Stainless steel) 0.04 1.6 2.5
Insulator (A1203) 0.05 8.9 0.06

Shield (#-metal) 0.1 1.76 5.7 .
Total PlVIT 9.56

,,,,

Base:

Registers and
Capacitors 1.0 18.8 5.3

Total Base 5.3 , ,,

On-tube Discriminator: ....
G- 10 Board and
IC 1.0 18.8 5.3

Total Disc. 5.3

later in this chapter. A second design, "Design B" described below, is considered in case
that the performance of Design A turns out not to satisfy our design specifications. From
the R&D work done over last few years, we have confirmed that the scheme of Design B

passed all our design criteria. Therefore, this design is our fall-back version in case that of
Design A fails.

8.2.1 Design A

In the first design, the TOF system is located just in front of one flat surface of the EMCal,
subtanding 30° in ¢. This design is based on a close packcd arrangement of all 1000 TOF
slats, so as to minimize the dead region in between adjacent slats.

Figure 8.4 shows one end of a scintillator slat in this design. The cross section of each
scintillator slat has a square shape with a dimension of 1.2 × 1.2 cm 2. Each end of the
scintillator is attached to a 180°-bent light guide with flat mirror surfaces. This light guide
is then connected to a photomultiplier tube. Lights produced by a charged track passing

through the scintillator are transmitted across both ends of the scintillator to the light
guides and to the phototubes. For each charged track, lights are collected at both ends of
the scintillator slat, giving two measurements.

The arrangement of the TOF slats is illustrated in Fig. 8.5. The slats are aligned in
the r-¢ direction. An enlarged view of the scintillator slats and light guides is shown in
the right side of this figure. In order to avoid the geometrical conflict among neighboring
PMTs, scintillators of two different lengths are used. In each column of slats, two 85-cm long
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Figure 8.4: Sketch of a TOF slat in Design A: One end of a scintillator bar of square cross
section (1.2 x 1.2 cm 2) is attached to 180°-bent light guide and the photomulitplier tube.
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Figure 8.5: The sketch of the TOF system in Design A, positioned in between the TEC and
the EMCal. An enlarged view of the scintillator and light guides is shown in the right side
of the figure.
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scintillators and one ll0-cm long scintillator are arranged as illustrated in Fig. 8.5. In one
column of the scintillator bars, two 85-cm long slats are installed in the vertical direction
first and, then, one ll0-cm long slat afterwards ("85-85-110" configuration). In the next
column, one l l0-cm long slat comes the first and, then, two 85-cm long slats come the
second ("110-85-85" configuration). In addition, the lengths of light guides along the radial
direction are different between these two configurations to allow space for the cables. The
two configurations alternate with each other, and the total number of columns is 333.

Mechanical Support: In the fabrication of each TOF slat, the 180°-bent light guides
are optically glued to the scintillator _t the both ends, and the PM'Fs are firnlly at,l,a(:lle_l
to the light guides by mechanical supports, l]ecausc it, is cliff]cult to support, a,ll o1' til[, 11){){)
slats together ii_ one unit, the TOI: systcnl is divided into llIlits o1'!)6 slats (:12 ('ol_l_rtlJs).
Each of these units is mechanically mount(_(l on a. thili G-10 plate witll a 7.:5-,'nl t[li('k ['_J,_Ii_
backing. These units are then mounted on the calorimeter structure and SUl)porl,ed ill lwo

places, as sketched in Fig. 8.5. Details of this mechanical support are being worked out.

8.2.2 Design B

In the second design consideration, Design B, the TOF system is physically separatc(l iIito
two identical sections, each subtending 15° in ¢ angle. One section is located between +3 °
and +18 ° in ¢ and the other between -3 ° and -18 °, where ¢ is referred from the intersect
between two EMCal modules. This design is schematically shown in Fig. 8.6.

In Design B each TOF slat has a 0.8 x 0.8 cm 2 cross-section and a length of 130 cm.
Both ends of the scintillator are coupled to either straight light guides, or light guides that
are bent twice in order to piace the PMTs in parallel to the bar. Such a bend is needed to
avoid the geometrical overlap between adjacent PMTs. This scheme is sk(.'tche(l on the right
side of Fig. 8.6. The light loss for tlmse slats is small, giving satisfactory l)erformance.

Mechanical Support: Tlm TOF system is divide(l into units witll one _lilit, ha virlg 96
slats. Each of these units is mechanically mounted first on a thin G-10 plate with a 7.5-cn_
thick foam backing and then on the calorimeter side, as shown in Fig. 8.6. The PMTs a.t
the end of these units are firmly attached to the G-10 plate for better support. Details of
the mechanical support structure are being worked out.

8.3 Electronics

Both "charge" and "time" are recorded whenew_'r a PMT has a signal. The charge readout
enables corrections for timing shifts due to the pulse height variation in the timing signal (i.e.,
the slewing correction), and allows for on-line and off-line diagnostics. The TOF measuring
scheme is shown in Fig. 8.7.

Signals from the PMT are fast and their widths are less than 10 ns. The "charge" will
be measured by integrating charges collected by a PMT. On the other hand, the "time"
is measured by a time-to-voltage converter (TVC), which measures the timing difference
between the discriminator output of the PMT and the beam clock (BC). Two samples are
measured, each before and after the integration, to remove a possible shift in the baseline.
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Figure 8.6: The sketch of the TOF system in Design B, positioned in between the TEC and
the EMCal. An enlarged view of the scintillator and light guides is shown in the right side
of the figure.

The electronics readout scheme of the TOF system is shown irl Fig. 8.8. One of the
analog signal from the PMT goes to the integrator, then to the analog memory pipeline and,
finally, to the ADC. The other signal from the PMT goes to the discriminator. One output
of the discriminator provides the Level-1 (LVL-1) trigger and the second output is used as a
start pulse for TVC. The delayed BC provides the stop pulse for TVC. Pulse heights from
both the TVC and integrator are recorded in the analog memory pipeline. The functions
of the analog pipeline are to minimize the cost an the power requirements of ADC systems,
and to buffer the analog signal until the LVL-1 decision is made. The time required to form
the LVL-1 trigger determines the length of the analog pipeline. The analog pipeline scheme
is being designed at the Nevis Laboratory.

A timing discriminator circuit, installed together with bleeder circuit on the base of
a PMT, called "on-tube discriminator", has been built, and it was tested using the test
beam at the KEK-PS and the BNL-AGS. The timing resolution obtained with the on-
tube discriminator is improved over a conventional NIM discriminator. Evaluations are
progressing to see if such a scheme can be implemented in the TOF system.

A monolithic time-to-voltage converter integrated circuit, as shown in Figure 8.9, is being
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Figure 8.7: Time and pulse height measurement scheme in the TOF system.

Figure 8.8: The electronics readout scheme for the TOF system.
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Figure 8.9: Schematics of a time-to-voltage converter (TVC).

designed at the Nevis Laboratory. The goal is to obtain a time resolution of 25 ps.

8.4 Performance

8.4.1 Segmentation

The number of segments in the TOF system was determined by minimizing the probability
of two or more particles hitting on a single segment. In general, if two particles hit one TOF
scintillator segment, then the timing information is lost. However, in many cases, this event
can_be recognized and identified by checking the consistency of the time difference between
two phototube signals and the ratio of the two pulse heights. For TOF system design, the
double hit probability is kept as low as possible. Assuming the charged particle rapidity
density to be dNc/dy = 1500, which is 50% larger than the FPdTIOF model predicted value.
The number of charged particles on the TO F system is expected to be 90. In order to keep
the occupancy below 10%, the required segmentation is about 1000, and the required area
of each segment at a distance of 5 m from the vertex is about 100 cm 2.

Even though the determining factor for the segmentation is the assumed charged particle
multiplicity density, there are other factors. These factors are: (1) the effect of the magnetic
field, (2) backg:ounds, and (3) loss of segmentation due to two adjacent slat hits. The
mag-_etic field reduces charge particle multiplicity at the TOF system by sweeping out low
momentum particles, thereby improving the e_ective segmentation. On the other hand,
backgrounds, primarily coming from _r°'s, increase the multiplicity by 10-20%.

There is a possibility of two adjacent segments being fired by a single particle, whenever
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Figure 8.10' Incident angles to a flat plane in the 0-z plane.

this particle enters the segment at a large angle. This results in an effective loss of segmen-
tation. To avoid this, the TOF slat geometry was chosen to be segmented in the 0 direction
rather than the r-¢ direction from the following considerations: Particles of the lowest mo-
mentum that can escape out of the magnetic field will enter the TOF system at an angle of
about 300 in the plane perpendicular to the beam axis. If the TOF system is segmented irl
¢, the two adjacent hit probability from these particles is about 60% for slats with a square
shape. (Note that, with the PHENIX magnet, the lowest momentum particles at the maxi-
mum magnetic field corresponds to about 130 MeV/c. Particle yields at this momentum are
still high at RHIC energies.) On the other hand, to a first-order approximation, particles
do not bend in 0 direction because of almost null components of the magnetic field. With

a flat shape of the TOF system, it is expected that particles that enter the TOF system
traverse perpendicularly through the system at y = 0, and at an angle of approximately
20° at the both edges (y = -t-0.35). Figure 8.10 shows a much more realistic caluculation of
incident angles of particles in O-z plane. The results show that the incident angles are less
than 20° at both ends of the TOF system due to the focusing effect of the axial magnetic

field. Therefore, segmentation in 0 preferred over segmentation in ¢. In the 0 segmentation
configuration, slats in the TOF system can further be inclined in a way to to minimize two
adjacent hits. On the other hand, in the ¢ segmentation configuration, such a modification
is not possible, because the bent angle for a particle can be either positive or negative (up
to :t:30°). The vertical focusing effect for low momentum particles in the axial field magnet,
as described above, will further help to reduce the incident angle near the edges. Therefore,
the slat alignment along the r-¢ direction is preferable for the segmentation.
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Table 8.4: Time-of-flight Resolution for Different Test Cases

Scintillator Type Dimension (cm 3) Typical
(W x T x L)t Resolution (ps)

BC 404 Scint. bar 0.8 x 0.8 × 40 50
BC 404 Scint. bar 0.8 × 0.8 × 100 85
BC 404 Scint. bar 1.2 x 1.2 × 40 60
BC 404 Scint. bar 1.6 x 1.6 × 80 80
BC 404 Scint. bar t.5 z 1.5 x 150 80
BC 404 Scint. bar 3.5 × 3..5 x 100 60

BC 404 Scint. Fiber(2.5 mm rou.) t x 2 × 300 13:3
BC 404 Scint. Fiber(2.5 mm squ.) 1 x 2 × 300 127
BC 404 Scint. Fiber(5 mm rou.) 1 × 2 x 300 117
BC 404 Scint. Fiber(5 mm squ.) 1 x 2 x 300 137 ....

BC 404 Super Scint. 1.5 x 1.5 × 300 100

t W = width, T = thickness, L = length.

8.4.2 Attenuation Length and Time Resolution

With the proposed scheme for the TOF system, the light attenuation in the scintillator is
an important issue in determining the performance of the counter. Merits of this scheme are
not only to achieve better timing resolution but also to obtain good position information
along the slat from the measurement of time difference between two PMT signals. This time
difference provides the hit position information regardless of the species and the momentum
of the particles. The resolution of the hit position is determined by the timing resolution
of the segment. Therefore, w;th a given timing resolution, a long scintillator slat provides a
large number of effective cells along the slat, since the cell size is determined by the timing
resolution itself. On the other hand, since the area of each slat is required to be constant
from segmentation requirement, the width of the slat has to be kept small for the long slats,
which might make the timing resolution wo _e. Clearly, an optimization between the length
and the width (and the thickness) of the slat has to be made.

In order to optimize the length and width of the slat, we have performed a series of
studies using scintillators with various sizes. A summary of the results is shown in Table 8.4.

Ali the tests were performed using BC404 scintillator. Typical time resolutions are given
for three different categories of materials. The first category corresponds to BC404 scintil-
lator bars. The second category shows results for scintillating fiber bundles. For this case,
individual fibers were made of BC404 scintillating material with four different cross-sections:,
2.5-mm diameter, 2.5 x 2.5 mm 2, 5-mm diameter, and 5 x 5 mm 2. They were bundled, in
each case, to the size of 1 x 2 x 300 cm3; that is, the width of the slats are 1 cm, and
the particle passes through 2 cm of material. The third category is given for BC404 super
scintillator. The super scintillator is a scintillator bar made of BC404 that was coated with
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a material of low refractive index. FUr scintillator bars and the super scintillator, the width

and the thickness through which particle passes through were kept to be equal.
We can draw the following conclusions from the data shown in Table 8.4. For long slats

(3-m), the best time resolution is 100 ps, which was obtained for the 1.5 × 1.5 cm 2 super
scintillator. Among fiber bundles, the best one is the bundle of 5-mm diameter round fibers,
which had a timing resolution of 117 ps. For a long slat, the super scintillator or the fiber
bundle has merit due to its long attenuation length and high light collection efficiency. On the
other hand, for a short bar (1 m), the absolute time resolution is better for a solid scintillator
bar than for a fiber bundle or super scintillator, because, even if the light attenuation length
is shorter for the solid bar, tile light production is much higher for the bar. For th_:_acT,lal
TOF counters we decided to adopt a solid scintillator bar by limiting the length to the order
of 1 m for each slat. Detailed reasons and justifications are described below in this S,:,cti¢,n.

The relation between light attenuation and time resolution along a scintillator slat has
been studied in detail for various lengths and sizes of scintillators. Here we show three figures
showing this relationship: Fig. 8.11 for the 1.5 cm 2 bulk scintillator bar, Fig. 8.12 for the 1.5
cm 2 super scintillator, and Fig. 8.13 for the 0.8 cm 2 bulk scintillator. These figures show the
timing resolutions and the light yields or pulse heights plotted against the distance from the
PMT. The timing resolution obtained with a single PMT at various distances are plotted
as circles and the light yields as squares. All the data were taken for minimum ionizing
particles with the "picket fence" type configuration, using Hamamatsu R2083 phototubes
for comparison. Slewing effects are corrected for the time resolutions. The scintillator bars
are optically polished except for the super scintillator bar. The analysis of these relationships
is given below.

Light Attenuation

The light yields are seen to decrease exponentially with distance of the PMT in all the
samples. The light attenuation lengths, given by the slope of the light yield, are about
86 cm for the bulk 1.5 cm 2 bar, 121 cm with the super scintillator bar, and 25 cm with
the 0.8 cm 2 bar. With the super scintillator, the light attenuation is improved significantly,

although the absolute yield of the light is much less than the one from the bulk scintillator
bar. This is consistent with the consideration of light acceptance and transmission.

The light attenuation length is found to depend on the cross-sectional size of the bar;
that is, smaller the cross-section of the bar, the higher the light attenuation. This implies
that the surface reflection determines the light attenuation length for thin scintillator bars.
The test results described above for 0.8 cm 2 bulk scintillator were obtained for a poorly

polished surface, which was discovered after the test. The surface was repolished, and the
light attenuation length measured with beta source was about 45 cm, as shown in Fig. 8.14.
Comparing the light attenuation lengths of different sizes of scintillators, it is obvious that
the light attenuation length seems to be roughly proportional to the width of the scintillator,
which is same as the thickness in this case. The light attenuation length, measured recently
with 1.2 cm 2 scintillator, is about 80 cm, which also supports this observation.

As demonstrated, the condition of the scintillator surface is very important for thin scin-
tillator bars. A comparison between optically polished scintillator surfaces and scintillators
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Figure 8.11" Timing resolution and light yield with the bulk 1.5 cm 2 scintillator bar.

with diamond saw cut is now in progress.

Timing Degradation

In Figs. 8.11-8.13, it is shown that although the light yields decrease exponentially in travers-
ing along the slat, the timing resolutions degrade exponentially by increasing the distance
from the hit r)osition to the PMT. An interesting relation results from this observation; that
is, the slope of the timing resolution is roughly twice that of the light attenuation length.
This relation seems to be true for ali the samples tested so far. A naive interpretation
of this relation is the following argument, assuming the timing resolution is statistically
dominanted: the measured light yield is proportional to the number of "timing effective"
photoelectrons, exp(-x/A). Then, the timing resolution, which is proportional to the inverse
square root of the number of such photoelectrons, is exp(x/2A), where x is the distance from
the photomultiplier tube.
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Figure 8.12: Timing resolution and light yield with 1.5 cm 2 super scintillator bars.
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Figure 8.13: Timing resolution and light yield with the bulk 0.8 cm 2 scintillator•
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Figure 8.14: Light attenuation in various bulk scintillator bars.

8.4.3 TOF Resolution

In the picket-fence configuration of TOF counters, the time-of-flight is usually obtained with
the equal average between two P MT times as,

TOFequ_ = (tpmtl + tpmt2)/2, (8.1)

where tpmtl and tpmt2 are the measured times by the two PMTs. This scheme usually gives
a constant TOF regardless of the hit position, because the time that light takes to traverse
along the scintillator is cancelled out.

The TOF resolution of any length of the scintillator bar can be derived from the timing
degradation measurements, as shown in Figs. 8.11-8.13. As an example, the TOF resolution
at the center of the 1.5 cm 2 scintillator bar can be estimated from Fig. 8.11 as:

_(TOF) = 60 ps
× exp((L/2)/154), (8.2)

where L is the length of the bar. Using this formula, the TOF resolution for L = 300 cm is
110 ps, which agrees with the observed TOF resolution. The TOF resolution for L = 100 cm
is 65 ps, which is consistent within the errors with the E802 experiment TOF resolution.

Based on the results discussed above, the performance of the proposed TOF system
should be about 80 ps for both Design A and Design B. Both of the schemes should satisfy
the requirements for the TOF system. For Design A, effects of light loss at the mirror have
to be studied. Preliminary tests using cosmic ray for Design A has been carried out and
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the TOF resolution was found to be better than 100 ps. Further performance tests using
accelerator beams are scheduled in February, 1993 at KEK-PS.

8.4.4 Selection of Scintillator Material and PMT

Selection of the photomultiplier tube is one of the most important issues, not only for the
performance reasons, but also for ihe cost of tile full system. One of major factors to
determine the time resolution for thin scintillator bars is the timing ,:haracteristics of tl_c li_]lt_
transmission through the scintillator itself. Therefore, the performance of the PNIT ,:tocsil't
have to be extremely good, but it must match with the performance of the scintillator.

The performance of PMT is characterized by: (I) gain, (2) transit time spread (TTS),
and (3) rise time. Transit time spread (or transit time jitter) gives the intrinsic timing
resolution of PMT for a given number of photoelectrons. The TTS decreases with (number of
photoelectron) -(1/2) with an additional constant term, which arises mainly from the position
dependence. The gain and rise time of PMT does not affect the timing resolution directly.
But, dV/dt, which causes slewing effec;s, is giv.,n by (rise time x pulse height). Therefore,
PMTs with high gain and small rise time are neoded to minimize slewing effects.

The cost of PMT depends on the diameter of photocathode, and there are clear correla-
tions between the cost and the timing performance of the PMT. In Fig. 8.15, performance
in terms of TTS and rise time of many different PMTs manufactured by the Hamamatsu
Corporation are plotted against the cost of the tubes. The PMT marked as R3478S is the
one with most cost effective performance and was selected for the TOF subsystem.

The time-of-flight wall for the E866 experiment at the AGS has been constructed by the
same subteam using the R3478S phototubes and scintillators of 1.2 cm 2 cross-section and
40-cm long. So far, 10 of these slats have been tested using the test beam at the AGS and
the observed resolutions are about 60 ps in ali the cases as shown in Fig. 8.16.

8.4.5 Particle Identification Capability

The TOF system is designed to have an excellent hadron identification capability. In
Fig. 8.17, the observed TOF distribution (after the slewing correction) for a 0.8 x 0.8 x 100
cm 3 scintillator bar is shown to be consistent with a Gaussian distribution of a = 85 ps for
three orders of magnitude. This clean gaussian distribution ensures that particle separation
reliably is made, even for species of small abundance.

Figure 8.18 shows the separation of time-of-flight between electrons, pions, kaons, and
protons at a distance of 5 m from the vertex. Requiring a 4a separation, with a = 80 ps for
slats in the TOF system provides e/_r separation up to 0.8 GeV/c, 7r/K separation up to 2.4
GeV/c, and K/p separation up to 4.0 GeV/c. This particle identification capability satisfies
the physics requirements discussed in Chapter 3.
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Figure 8.15: Performance of various PMTs manufactured by the Hamamatsu Corporation
versus the cost (in kyen) of the tube.
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Figure 8.16' Timing resolutions obtained with 10 slats of 1.2 cm 2, 40-cm long bulk scintillator
bars.
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Figure 8.17: Measured time-of-flight spectrum for a TOF slat of dimension 0.8 x0.8 × 100 cm 3.
(a) Scatter plot of ADC vs. time-of-flight (b) time-of-flight spectrum.
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Figure 8.18: Separation of time-of-flight between various particles at a distance of 5 m from
the vertex.
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8.5 Cost

The cost of the TOF system is broken down by WBS items and is listed in Table 8.5.
Detailed and itemized WBS estimations are given in PHENIX WBS document, together
with the other detector subsystems.

8.6 Schedule

The overall schedule for the PHENIX TOF system is shown irl Fig 8.19. After a seri,._sof
R&D tests at KEK and BNL in 1993, the final prototype will be assembled irl the first quarter

of 1994. The electronics for the TOF system are being designed, and the prototypes st_ollld
be available for testing in early 1994. Mechanical and electronics prototypes will be, t¢.:sted
in the middle of 1994, after which time the final design can be specified. Tile fabrication of
the TOF slats will start in 1994, and it is planned to be fabricated in Japan and China, and,
possibly, in Russia, if the collaboration expands to include JINR. The electronics components
will be assembled in the US. For the construction schedule, a flat profile for the Japanese
budget was assumed.

Major items to be purchased for the TOF system are the plastic scintillators, the pho-
tomultiplier tubes and electronic components. According to tlamamatsu Photonics, the
manufacturer of our selected R3478S photomultiplier tubes, they can produce more than
200 tubes per month, after a few months of preparation. This will easily meet our require-
ment of the delivery, which is 1000 tubes per year. The scintillator bars will be purchased

from the Bicron Corporation, and according to their estimation,..i t will take six months for
delivery from the time of ordering. About 100 slats per month per person can be fabricated,
including glueing and wrapping, based our experiences in the E802 and E866 experiments,
using students for assembly. After the fabrication the slats, along with the PMTs, will be
tested using radioactive sources and a laser. The slats will then be mounted to the super
structure of module made of foam and G-10 backing. These assembled super structures will
be shipped to BNL for the final installation. Most of the assembly and testing work will be
done in Japan and China. The timeline for the electronics design follows a similar schedule.
The full system should be ready to be installed in the major facility hall by the end of 1995.

1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1

N,m° O1 lo2"lo31o4 ol I o2lo=[ o4 Q1 [Q2JQ3JQ4 Q1 I Q21Q31 Q4 Q1 I Q2IQ3IQ4 Ol lO2
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Figure 8.19: Overall schedule for the PHENIX TOF System.
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Table 8.5: Cost Estimate for tile PHENIX TOF System

Amounts in FY93k$

WBS _ Total M&S EDIA Labor

5. 5 TOF System 1765 1375 220 170

5. 5. 0 TOF Detector 1247 951 136 160
5. 5. 0. 0 EDIA 136 0 136 0

5. 5. 0. 1 Prototypes 69 69 0 0
5. 5. 0, 2 Fabrication 896 846 0 50

5. 5. 0, 3 Testing 35 35 0 0
5. 5. 0. 4 Installation 110 0 0 110

5. 8. 1. 5 TOF FEE 519 425 84 10
5. 8. 1. 5. 0 EDIA 84 0 84 0

5. 8. 1. 5. 1 Prototype 4 4 0 0
5. 8. 1. 5. 2 ElectronicFabrication 431 421 0 10

5. 8. 1. 5. 3 ElectronicTesting 0 0 0 0
5. 8. 1. 5. 4 Installation 0 0 0 0
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Chapter 9

Electromagnetic Calorimetry

The primary role of the P HEN IX electromagnetic calorimeter (EM Cal) is to iclent ify el¢_(:trons
and photons, to measure their position and energy, and to provide the means to trigger on
rare events, where electrons and photons are produced with a high transverse momentum. By
contrast, hadrons with kinetic energy of more than about 200 MeV will not generally produce
a response in the calorimeter proportional to their full energy, since the calorimeter is thin
and its design is deliberately chosen to be "uncompensated". Comparison of the momentum
of charged particles (measured in the magnetic spectrometer) with the energy response of
the calorimeter then provides a tool for electron identification. Since the time of arrival
of calorimeter pulses will be measured with sub-nanosecond precision, additional particle
identification is obtained for both neutral and charged particles by combining calorimeter
time with amplitude information.

Fu.rthermore, information from the calorimeter will be used (on the trigger level) to pro-
vide basic event selection by the measurement of transverse energy produced in the collision.
In addition, one can also identify, and trigger on, unusual events in which there are large
fluctuations in the event structure, recognized by"the overall pattern of energy deposition.

The main considerations that determine the choice of technology were discussed in detail
earlier [1]. Briefly, the present design was chosen for the following reasons:

® Good energy and position resolution for electromagnetic showers.

• Sub-nanosecond time resolution.

• Comparatively low cost.

• Ease of integration with the high resolution option.

• Existence of a team able to design, test, and construct this particular calorimeter.

The EMCal covers an area of approximately 60 m 2. Its design meets or exceeds the
requirements stated in the "Preliminary Conceptual Design Report" (pCDR) [2].

9-1
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Figure 9.1" Overview of PHENIX electromagnetic calorimetry.
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Table 9.1" Basic Characteristics of the PHENIX Electromagnetic Calorimeter

Item PbSc PbG1

77Coverage 4-0.35 4-0.35
¢ Coverage 3 x 45° 45 °
Single wall active area 399 x420 cm 2 394 x 426 cm 2
Cell Size (cm a) 5.25 x 5.25 x 37.0 4.0 x 4.0 x 40.0 (TF1)
Channel count 18240 9984

Depth (radiation lengths) _ 18Xo 16Xo
Sampling Fraction _ 20% I00%
Readout PMT (FEUll5M) PMT (FEUS.,.1.)

9.1 Overview

For the basic version of the EMCal, an integro:ted solution using two different technolo-
gies (see Fig. 9.1 and Table 9.1) is chosen. A lead-scintillator (PbSc) sandwich structure
("shish-kebab") provides 75% of the EMCal coverage in the two arm acceptance. A pro-
totype of the PbSc calorimeter, 16 radiation lengths (Xo) deep, was built by the PHENIX
collaboration in 1992 and extensively tested using beams of electrons, pions, and protons
with momenta ranging from 0.5 GeV/c to 5.0 GeV/c at BNL and KEK [3]. Results of the
tests are briefly summarized in Section 9.2.1 below. Earlier observations indicate excellent
lateral uniformity, energy, and position resolution of the basic shish-kebab design. Addi-
tional new information demonstrates its good performance as a particle identifier based on
calorimeter energy measurements (to be compared to tracking momentum) and calorimeter
time-of-flight measurements.

The 10,000 element lead-glass (PbGI) detector array, presently being assembled for use
in the WA98 experiment with Pb beams at CERN [4], subsequently will be incorporated
into the PHENIX experiment. An upgrade option is to improve the photon measurement by
installing additional high resolution calorimeter modules using either CsI or BaF2 crystals
(see Chapter 15). The modular, stackable geometries of the PbSc and PbG1 calorimeters
allows a straightforward integration of either of these detector technologies into the electron
arm acceptance.

The EMCal occupies the radial space starting at a distance of 510 cm from the beam
axis. A simple geometry with four identical rectangular sectors and nonprojective towers is
chosen to facilitate design and construction. Due to the complexity of the magnetic field
geometry and the relatively low momenta of the particles measured in the calorimeter, a
projective geometry has little or no benefit for charged track measurement and would not
substantially improve the performance for photon:; in the peripheral areas of the individual
sec£ors.
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Transverse Segmentation Requirements

Simulation results reported in the pCDR as well as new studies using PISA clearly demon-
strate that a calorimeter segmentation of approximately 25 cm 2 is needed, because high
multiplicities are expected. For this segmentation at double HI JET multiplicities, the esti-
mated probabilities that a photon or electron is isolated within a 2 × 2 or a 3 × 3 cell matrix
are 85% and 64%, respectively (see Section 9.4.4 below).

Depth and Longitudinal Segmentation Requirements

The EMC al depth was chosen to achieve an optimal e/,'r discrimination via o11,,r,,_yto III(,-
1 1 . .mentum matching. An extensive Monte Car o study was performed for t,h,_¢'ff¢'_'t,oi" tt_c,

calorimeter depth both on the energy resolution and on the e/zr discrimination. "1"1_(:,_,/r,
rejection had little or no dependence on calorimeter depth above 2.0 GeV/c. This study also
showed that a shallow calorimeter is preferable for the low PT range. A chosen depth for the
PbSc calorimeter of 18 Xo is a rea.sortable compromise which preserves the energy resolution
for high momentum particles while providing valuable e/r discrimination at low Pr.

Longitudinal segmentation of the readout within calorimeter towers is an additional tool
with which to discriminate between hadron induced and electromagnetic showers. This is
possible, because noninteracting or late interacting hadrons deposit energy uniformly through
the depth of the calorimeter, whereas electromagnetic showers peak in the first three to six Xo
of the calorimeter. Detailed simulations demonstrated that for the energies of interest (i.e.,
E, ho_,, "2_0.5 GEV), two-fold segmentation of an 18 Xo deep calorimeter provides hadron
suppression of about a factor of 10 with 90% electron efficiency. The simulations further
showed that.once the particle momentum is known from tracking, the "front-to-back" ratio
improves discrimination only by about a factor of two. This two-fold longitudinal segmen-
tation can be practically built into the PbSc calorimeter using the "fast-slow" segnmiltatioi_
scheme tested in the 1992 run at BNL. A final decision on the practicality of this schclne
depends on the complexity and cost of the electronics involved.

9.2 Technical Design

rhe overall strategy in the construction of the EMCal is to cover each of the 90° arms of
PHENIX with two flat, nonprojective calorimeter walls. One of the four walls is constructed
from the PbG1 modules, and the remaining three are constructed from PbSc modules. It is
generally our aim to minimize whenever possible the mechanical and electronic differences
between the two module types.

The 45° walls are each built up from a hierarchy of a mc,dule, a supermodule, and
a wall. The PbSc calorimeter modules are further subdivided into four towers consisting
of independent optical and readout channels of the 66-layer lead-scintillator stack because
10.5 cm is a more practical transverse dimension for the physical modules than is the tower
size. In the shish-kebab design described below, lateral segmentation is achieved simply
by grouping the fibers of a 10.5x10.5 cm 2 module into four bundles, each with a separate
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phototube. Optical crosstalk is reduced further by making each scintillator layer in a module
from four independent quadrants whose edges are painted with white reflecting paint.

The lead-glass wall has 416 supermodules, each containing 24 PbGl blocks. Each lead-
scintillator wall has 25 supermodules with 64 modules (256 channels) each. The primary
differences between the phototubes, HV systems and DAQ electronics for the two types of
modules arise, because the PbG1 modules are already specified for the WA98 experiment.
On the other hand, there is flexibility in the PbSc design, for example new phototubes could
be developed.

9.2.1 Lead-Scintillator Electromagnetic Calorimeter

Tile PbSc calorimeter is designed as a lead-scintillator sandwich with reado_tt by wavelength
shifting (WLS) fibers orthogonally penetrating the entire tower depth. The design of this
calorimeter and its operational principles are illustrated in Fig. 9.2. The spacing between
neighboring fibers is about 10 mm corresponding to one fiber per square cm of the detector
surface. This particular scheme provides:

• An inexpensive way to achieve a high sampling frequency and thus good electromag-
netic energy resolution.

• Excellent lateral uniformity.

• Easily tunable light yield by adjusting the scintillator plate thickness.

• A variety of calibration and monitoring schemes.

• A modularity which lends itself to mass production.

• Low cost and availability of technology.

Blue light generated from the scintillator as a result of the passage of charged particles
in the plastic tile is reflected around the volume of the tile. Part of the light is absorbed
in the tile plastic, and part of it crosses one of the many WLS fibers penetrating the tile
and exciting the material of the WLS fiber causing it to reemit in the green. Next, the
green light is captured in the body of the fiber with a probability of about 4%; then, it
is transported to the photomultiplier. Photon yield for this type of light collection rivals
more conventional techniques (such as WLS plates and edge-mounted WLS fibers). Due
to the large number of fiber-scintillator couplings per volume occupied by the shower, it
is rather insensitive to the variations in the fiber-scintillator coupling efficiency and to the
nonuniformity of the light yield in the scintillator plates. Generally, the short emission center
to WLS fiber light path eases the requirements on UV light attenuation in the scintillator
and allows the consideration of alternative scintillator production technologies.
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Construction of the Modules

Standard calorimeter modules, shown schematically in Fig. 9.2 and with parameters given
in Table 9.2, have transverse dimensions of 10.5 × 10.5 cm 2 and a depth of 18Xo. They are
constructed from alternating layers of 1.5-mm thick lead, white reflecting paper, and 4.0-mm
thick injection molded polystyrene-based scintillator tiles.

Injection molding of the scintillator plates helps to decrease drastically the amount
of manpower and time involved in scintillator production at the expense of only a slight
loss in light yield. A dry mixture of polystyrene granules and two wave-stlifting colourants
(1.5_' p-terphenyl and 0.5_YcPOPOP) is pretleat. ,t to 170-210 °C ariel _,h¢'nirli_'cl_',l it_Tc,tl_,,
mold at a pressure oi 150 kg/cm 2. One cycle takes only abotlt two minlltes [5]. 1)I1¢,I,:, tile,
high surface quality of the nlold thus produced, the scintillatioll plates do Ilol. II¢'¢',l_L,l,lili,:_al
treatment (except edge-mirroring) bet'ore being suitable for asseIllbly, t_:arlier l,,sts ,l_._ll,_I_-
strated that the light yield variations are within =t=10%,when mechanical tolerances on the
tile sizes are 0.1 mm. The light attenuation length measured by exciting the scintillator with
a 9°Sr radioactive source was 70-90 cm for 5-mm thick tiles. Finally, the wavelength of the
scintillator peak emission is at about 420 nm and has a decay time constant of 3.5 ns.

As indicated schematically in Fig. 9.2, the injection molding device and lead-and-paper
stamping devices incorporate a 1.2 mm diameter hole pattern on a 8.6-mm grid. The holes
allow the WLS readout fibers to be inserted into the assembled modules. The currently
favored WLS fiber is the Bicron BCF-99-29a with 1.0-mm diameter, 2.8-ns decay time, and

500-nm peak emission. To compensate for the light loss in reflections at the tile edge, the
distance from the last row of fibers to the tile edge is reduced. The optimal reduction appears
to be 0.5 mm less than half the fiber-to-fiber step.

The design granularity of ,5.25 x 5.25 cm 2 is reached by assembling each scintillating layer
out of four identical injection molded scintillator tiles. Light containment is achiew:d by

painting the edges with reflective paint. The complete stack is held in compressioll by tl_¢'
0.2-mm thick stainless steel side covers that are pretensioned and welded to both the frollt

(5-mm thick) and back (8-mm thick) stainless steel plates. This technique was developed
in IHEP, Protvino, Russia. The PbSc module, shown in Fig. 9.2, comprises a total of 36
fibers collecting light from an individual tower, which are bundled together, glued, cut and
polished, and held fixed inside a short circular tube precisely positioned with respect to the
tower axis.

Phototransducer

The phototransducer converts light collected inside the calorimeter tower into an electrical
signal. A conventional photomultiplier (PMT) is used. A radioactive source and electron
beam calibration are used to set the initial gain; however, the time dependent gain variations
intrinsic to this kind of phototransducer make continuous gain monitoring mandatory. This
requirement sets stability as a primary design goal both for PMTs and amplifiers. Another
important consideration is the dynamic range and maximum current which can be drawn
linearly from the P MT.

The upper end of the dynamic range is determined by the maximum energy per channel
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Figure 9.2: Lead-scintillator (shish-kebab) calorimeter module.
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Table 9.2: Lead-Scintillator Calorimeter Parameters

Item Dimensiort

Lateral segmentation 5.25 x 5.25 cm 2
Absorber layers 66
Scintillator thickness 4 mm
Absorber Ph, 1.5 mm
Cell thickness 5.6 mm (0.277 Xo)

Front plate Stainless steel, 5 nlzn
Last plate Stainless steel, 8 toni
Active depth 370 mm
Total depth (without PM) 550 mm
Number of WLS fibers per tower 36
Fiber diameter 1 mm
Fiber bundle diameter 7 mm

Table 9.3: Phototransducer for PbSc Calorimeter

Item Description

PMT type FEUll5M
Manufacturer MELS, Moscow,

Russian Federation
Photocathode Sb-K-Na-Cs
Photocathode diameter 25 mm
External PMT diameter 30 mm

P MT length 90 mm
Luminous sensitivity >_80 #a/lm
Rise time (20%-80%) _<5 ns
Voltage divider resistive, type B

deposited by high IOTparticles and low multiplicity jets. As much as 40 GeV should be
measurable in order to do jet studies with leading particles. In general the dynamic range
is limited by the maximum linear pulsed current which can be delivered by the PMT. Our
collaboration studied a number of relatively inexpensive phototubes available from the P MT
manufacturers in Russia. The best choice appears to be the Moscow MELS factory product

FEUll5M (Table 9.3), which was developed at our request to improve an older fast, but
nonlinear, FEUll5 phototube.

Recent tests demonstrated that these tubes deliver currents of as much as 100 mA in

a linear mode, or approximately 150 pC of charge in a pulse of 30 ns duration (Fig. 9.3).
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Figure 9.3: Dependence of the FEUll5M response (normalized on the response measured
with reference photomultiplier) on the light intensity for three different gain settings.

Compared to the expected number of photoelectrons per GeV of deposited energy irl our
calorimeter, this results in a photomultiplier gain in the range of 0.2 - 2.0 x 106 (del)ending
on running conditions). This is well within the necessary PMT specifications. We are now
working with a different PMT manufacturer in Russia to improve quantum efficiency for
green light and to decrease sensitivity to Cherenkov light emitted when a charged particle
crosses the entrance window.

Supermodule

The individual modules are attached to a 10-cm thick aluminum backplane to form super-
modules, each consisting of 64 modules in a square 8 × 8 array. The cavities are cast or

machined into the backplane at each module location, as shown in the Fig. 9.4, creating
an "egg-crate" type structure. The cavities provide room for the grouped fibers, which are
then accessible through holes in the backplane. Precise location of the individual modules
is achieved by shaping the module back plates to fit into the grooves machined inside the
backplane cavities.

The modules are attached with tie-bolts (four per module) to the stainless steel endplate
of the module. These tie-bolts are positioned on the periphery of the module to avoid
interference with the fibers. The heavy sections of the back plate at the module corners
provide room for threaded inserts to serve as the mounting and handling attachments for"
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Figure 9.4: PbSc calorimeter supermodule.

the supermodules.

Calorimeter Wall

The supermodules are assembled into three calorimeter walls, each containing 25 super-
modules, to form three of the four calorimeter sectors in the PHENIX detector. Each wall
therefore has a 4.2 x 4.2 m live area facing the interaction region.

Ribbed standoffs, about 25-cm high, attach the supermodules to the calorimeter wall
structure. The standoffs are required to provide room for the mounting of PMTs and elec-
tronics. Four standoffs are arranged on the edge of each supermodule. Figure 9.1 shows how
the standoffs mount to vertical beams forming the backbone of the calorimeter wall, which is

otherwise open to provide access for both maintenance and for P MT and electronics instal-
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lation. Each assembled wall weighs about 30 tons, and is rigid enough to form a virtually
solid block of calorimetry that can be lifted, handled, and supported as a unit.

Mass Production, Assembly, and Quality Control

Major components of the PbSc calorimeter are to be produced and preassembled at the
Institute for High Energy Physics (Protvino, Russia). Among the operations involved are:

• Tooling for scintillator production and stamping of l_a_l and refl¢,ctin_ pztI)¢'r.

• Injection Illolding scintillator tiles.

• Painting tile edges using high reflectivity white paint.

• Control of scintillator quality.

• Lead and reflective paper stamping, production of construction elements.

• Stacking and bench testing modules.

• Preassembling supermodules.

Stacking

The PbSc calorimeter module stacking procedure, designed to produce a totally self slip-
porting mechanical unit, was tested. "lo assure easy insertion of the fibers during rnodule
assembly, a simple alignment fixture is used to line up the lead plate edges and pass a few
locating rods through the stack. After stacking, the whole assembly is put under a controlled
compressive force of about 150 kg. After a period of time needed for the lead plates and
paper to stabilize the compression force is checked, and the 0.2-mm thick stainless steel side
covers is tack welded to the front and back plates. It is calculated and confirmed by tests
that if the module is held horizontally, supported only by its back plate, then its front surface
will sag by a few tenths of a millimeter. Such displacements could cause the module weights
to combine along the vertical column (if the wall is held vertically), thereby developing a
pressure equal to approximately half the weight of the column (as much as 360 kg total or
1 kg/cm2), which is comparable to the axial pressure applied to the module while stack-
ing. Experience with injection molded polystyrene based scintillator showed no effect on the
scintillator surface quality when held under similar pressure for many years. Nevertheless,
to avoid pressing the scintillator tiles on their edges, the modules are locked over the front
plate only. The geometrical depth of the module must be kept within specifications. If,
after stacking, a module depth differs too much from the design value, then an extra layer
of passive material will be added in front of the last plate prior to welding.
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Fiber Installation

WLS fibers are installed following the pattern corresponding to a front loop radius of 13 nam.
This may require preheating the bend area in a hot water bath before bending. To facilitate
the insertion, fiber ends are tapered by cutting the fibers at an angle. When inserted,
the fibers are grouped within towers, partially covered with epoxy glue and inserted into
a positioning tube. The module is held in a vertical orientation with the PMT side down
during epoxy hardening. The extra fiber length protruding from the positioning tube is
then trimmed, the fiber bundles are fine polished, then cleaned and protecto_t from ,lamag_.
with temporary protective covers. Tile module assembly is cOlnl)lete,l wh,'n til,' ,',.lllr:ll
positioning rod is extracted and replaced with a quartz rod to bring light fr(ml ;t I\' la:_,'r
to the scintillation tiles.

Supermodule Assembly

There are a few factors like the thickness of the aluminized mylar used to improve light

reflection on the tile edges, tack welding of the skins, and production tolerances which could
slightly influence the final module size. It is expected that prior to the serial production
of the supermodule backplanes, a sufficient number of modules will be built to check the
dimensions. At least one preproduction prototype supermodule will be assembled. During
assembly of the supermodule, the backplane is positioned horizontally on the support frame
to provide access to the tie-bolt fasteners. Individual modules are installed from above
making sure the tie-bolts are properly engaged. A temporary stiffening crate put over the
8 x 8 matrix of modules helps to ensure correct positioning of the modules with respect to
each other and simplifies the insertion of locking keys. The locking keys keep the individual
modules from ',_ing displaced while handling the supermodule. Tightening the tie-bolts
completes the _ssembly of the supermodule. To make the supermodule both a light-tight
and a dust-proof rigid body, 0.5-mm thick sheets of stainless steel are tack welded to ttle
supermodule back plane over the whole supermodule perimeter and are welded to the outer
edges of the outermost modules. The sheets extend 5 cm above the surface formed by the
front plates, thus providing a common enclosure for the fiber loops. After the quartz fibers
distributing the laser light to individual modules are routed and connected, the enclosure is
sealed from light with a thin plastic cover.

Production Quality Control

The quality control procedures to be followed while building the PbSc calorimeter are de-
signed around two major goals: (1) to assure the uniformity of the calorimeter response; and
(2) to assure the geometrical dimensions of individual modules so the assembly phase will
proceed without major flaws. Given the uniformity of the sampling media, uniform light
yield is the intrinsic feature of the PbSc calorimeter design. Care is taken to avoid mixing
tiles with different response within a single tower. This is done through strict control of the
scintillator composition, obligatory light yield measurements made on a few samples from
each bunch of tiles, and detailed production travellers.
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After assembly each module is subjected to a uniformity test in which a linear radioactive
source or UV light source is scanned through the channel penetrating the whole module depth
at its center. Large differences in the light yield from individual towers signifies a problem
and tags that module for further testing and probable reassembly. After the monitoring
fibers are installed, a similar procedure is used for the wall assembly.

Final Assembly and Installation

Eacll calorimeter wall is transported fillly asseu_l_led to tl_, zllajor faci!itv It_ll ass,'xt_t,iy
area and lifted into the _telector sl_pport St.l'llCl,lr_' {Se__ Fig. !).1). l':aCtl wall is atl;._,'ll,',l al
three or follr a(ljustable at, lachlllent pOilltS. A(ljllst Ill('lll ()f till: _ll, t,il(']llll{'lll ])(,illtS t'a,'iliT_l,'_
alignment of the walls both with each other and with the other detector eleill,mts.

9.2.2 Lead-glass Electromagnetic Calorimeter

The fourth sector of calorimetry for PHENIX is the 10,000 module PbGl photon detector of
the WA80 and WA93 heavy ion experiments at CERN. Approximately 4000 of these modules
were used successfully in the WA80 and WA93 experiments. Additional modules were added
for use with the WA98 experiment, which was approved recently for the Pb beams at CERN.
In preparation for the Pb-beam experiment, the 10,000 PbGl modules are being repackaged
in permanent supermodule units of 24 modules arranged in a 4 × 6 module geometry. The
supermodule construction follows a definite sequence. First, the PbG1 modules are prepared
with their plastic photomultiplier housing epoxied to the back of the PbGI. Next, each
module is individually wrapped in aluminized mylar and encased in thin shriIik-tllbe wllicll
is tightly fitted by heat shrinking for protection and optical isolation. Then, the ,1× 6 nmdllles
comprising a supermodule are wrapped with a fiberglass cloth, and the entire SUl>ermodule
is potted in epoxy and oven-cured. The epoxy is forced to flow between ali modules to
eliminate isolated points of contact so that the supermodules may be safely stacked upon
one another. The final supermodule geometry is shown in Fig. 9.5. Aluminum side panels
are fixed to the supermodule with the fiberglass wrap and epoxy. The side panels are used
to form a shielded box which encloses the photomultipliers and high voltage bases.

A light calibration distribution system will be fixed to the front of each supermodule. All
modules will be reinstrumented with new HV-generating bases and readout systems with
analog delay and ADC. The full detector system will be calibrated in preparation for the
WA98 running in 1994. The PbG1 system will be brought fully calibrated to be redeployed
within the PHENIX detector. The supermodule units allow rearrangement of the detector
geometry, as required for PHENIX, while preserving the individual module calibrations. The
only necessary modifications needed before using the PbGI within PHENIX are changes in
the module readout to allow for the collider time structure and for the PHENIX trigger
requirements. Otherwise, the PbG1 will be available with only the expense of transportation
and installation.
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supermodule

Figure 9.5: PbGl calorimeter supermodule.

9.2.3 Calibration and Stability Monitoring

The basic scheme for calibration and stability monitoring of the EMCal is described in the

pCDR. Three independent yet integrated calibration systems, one for each of the EMCal
subsystems (PbSc, PbGl and high resolution), comprise the EMCal. The main purpose of
the calibration system is to provide a means to correct for time-dependent gain variations in

the phototubes, which result from voltage drifts or temperature variations, and to provide a
rapid and reliable means of checking the performance of each detector element in-situ once
the full detector is assembled. A stable time calibration for measuring the stability of the

time-of-flight resolution for the EMCal system is planned. The absolute conversion factors
between pulse height and energy for each detector element will be preserved either through
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independent beam tests or by using additional on-line information, such as minimum ionizing
particles or momentum analyzed electrons making a known energy deposit in each detector.
Overall calibration factors may also be verified with actual data by requiring certain known
particles or resonances (such as the _r° , J/_b, etc.) to have the correct mass.

The calibration system will utilize a number of pulsed nitrogen lasers to provide a set of
calibrated light sources which will be used by each subsystem for monitoring in a slightly
different way. The PbG1 detector will use a modified version of the calibration system devel-
oped for WA98 and will follow the philosophy used successfully for other CERN experiment:;.
First. I:V light from tile laser is used to excite a scintillator to convert the light lo a wav,,-
length which is better matched to the photomultiplier spectral sensitivity. Next,, tile li_t:t
is distributed to the front of each PbC;l block throllgh a system of fibers wtlich moltil, or tl_,
light transmission of the block along with the response of the pttotomultipli_:r tube. Beca_ls_:'
the PbGI blocks will be packaged in modules containing 24 detector elements, each module
will have its own individual quartz fiber light distribution system. After being packaged into
their permanent subunit modules, Ali 10,000 PbGI blocks will be calibrated in en electron
beam prior to the 1994 run of WA98. The calibration system must therefore carry over the
absolute calibration information from those beam tests to WA98, and eventually to PttENIX.

The calibration system_ for the PbSc and high resolution calorimeters will be developed
in parallel, providing the benefits of the high resolution system for the PbSc calorimeter for
the initial stage of the experiment. If and when the high resolution upgrade is deployed, the
calibration can be adapted easily for the high resolution detector (see Chapter 15). For the
PbSc calorimeter, the UV light from the laser will be propagated down a system of quartz
optical fibers to a set of distribution boxes, one for each supermodule (Fig. 9.6).

The output of the distribution box provides one fiber to each of the 64 individual modules
which are coupled to a 2-mm diameter quartz rod passing down the central axis of the module.
This rod has a diffusing surface which allows UV light to escape and excite each scintillator
tile. The quartz rod can also be removed to allow insertion of a long, wire encapsulated
radioactive source for preliminary testing of the module during assembly. The source can be
easily withdrawn and may be reinserted for a rough gain equalization of each module prior
to calibration in the test beam. The central hole can also be used to insert a special quartz
rod that provides point source illumination and can be moved through the calorimeter stack
to excite individual scintillator tiles. II necessary, this procedure can be used for detailed
testing of certain modules during assembly. The distribution box is equipped with at least
one additional fiber which goes to a separate photomultiplier tube that is used to monitor
the intensity of the light injected into the distribution box. The gain of this phototube is
independently monitored using a permanently mounted scintillator and radioactive source.

The light output from each nitrogen laser is directed into its own integrating sphere
which acts as a diffuser and beam splitter. The interior surface of the sphere is coated with
a highly reflective UV coating and is designed with several small ports for indirectly viewing
the scattered light. One port is viewed by a biplanar phototube which monitors the light
output of the laser on a pulse by pulse basis. The biplanar phototube (for example, the
Hamamatsu R1328U) is a special type of vacuum photodiode designed to monitor laser light
output power. It is inherently stable with unity gain and capable of delivering a very high
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Figure 9.6: Laser-based calibration schem_ for lead-scintillator calorimeter.

instantaneous current pulse (up to 300 mA) directly into a 50-ohm load. It has a rise time
of about 60 ps and a peak quantum efficiency at about 340 nm. This is well matched to the
337 nm emission of the nitrogen laser. Therefore, the pulse can also be used as a trigger for

timing calibration and monitoring the stability of the time-of-flight resolution of the EMCal.
Other ports of the integrating spheres are equipped with fiber optics interfaces to provide
light distribution to the calorimeter supermodules and auxiliary monitoring devices.
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9.3 Electronics and Data Acquisition

A major goal in the development of the readout electronics for the EMCal is the choice of
an architecture and design which is consistent with the other major PHENIX subsystems
and which could be coherently and cost effectively applied both for the PbSc and PbG1

calorimeters. The front-end electronics (FEE) does analog processing of the calorimeter
signals, splits the signals between parallel data paths, digitizes the signals, filters them
following the strategy chosen for the Level-1 (LVL-1) and Level-2 (LVL-2) triggers, and
finally outputs the data to the event stream. Although the choice of components is sii,lilar
to that of other subsvstenls, the particular FEE design is Sl)ecifi,: to PI II(NIX ('al_,ritiJot,,r
technology.

File EMC'al employs l)tlotomultiI)liers to coIlvert scintillation (,r C[l(,renkov light 1.(__,rl
electrical signal thus involving a number of sequentially coupled processes in the energy t,_
signal conversion. The PMT favored for use in the PbSc calorimeter is the Russian-made
photomultiplier FEUll5M (described above). Its basic advantages are relativcly low cost,
linear response up to the value of the peak output current of at least 100 mA, and a rise
time of the order of 5 ns.

PMT High Voltage Distribution

The PbG1 calorimeter will be redeployed following the WA98 experiment at CERN. It is
already equipped with FEU84 (Russian) photomultipliers, which are well tested and well
understood; however, they are somewhat slower than the FEUll5M (described abox_e). In
preparation for the 1994 running of WA98 all 10,000 PbG1 modules will be equipped with
new HV-generating bases designed and prototyped at CERN for WA98 [6]. These bases,
which use a a 43-stage Greinacher voltage multiplier with each stage delivering up to 50 V
for a anaximum of 2150 V, are similar in design to a system with a similar number of (:hanIlels
being built for ZEUS at DESY. Each base is equipped with a decoder chip which gives an
output when its own encoded 9-bit address is received twice in succession. The input is
serial, and the address is set by means of nine jumpers allowing the possibility to address
up to ,512 modules in one group. During the transmission of the code for a particular base,
an analog reference voltage, which corresponds to the desired voltage for this base, is set on
a separate line. This voltage is set to a value equal to -1/1000 of the desired voltage of
the base. The output of the decoder triggers a stretch signal, at which time the reference
voltage is stored by a sample and hold amplifier. At the same time the actual high voltage is
supplied as feedback to a voltage correction circuit via a buffer amplifier with output equal
to -1/1000 of the actual voltage. The photomultiplier voltage is adjusted by varying the
reference voltage. The relative voltage for each of the individual dynodes is fixed by tapping
from the appropriate stage of the 43-stage voltage multiplier.

This design makes it possible to connect all bases within one group of 512 channels to a
common bus of only six low voltage lines while maintaining individual channel high voltage
adjustment. It thereby eliminates the need for individual high voltage supply channels and
high voltage cables. Additionally, the power dissipation, typically 65 mW at 1500 V, is con-
siderably less than the one-to-several watts per channel of conventional bases. This reduces
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power consumption and alleviates temperature stabilization in close-packed geometries. The
temperature dependence of the outp,,t voltage is measured to be about 60 ppm/°C. The
estimated production cost of the complete high voltage base system of base with controller
is about $70 per channel. The new system will be produced for WA98 with funds from GSI
and the University of Mfinster.

A similar solution can certainly be employed to supply HV for the PbSc calorimeter if
funds are available. As a fall-back alternative the FEUll5M equipped with simple resistive
bases could be used in series with miniature multiturn potentiometers driven by the computer
controlled micromotors. A similar system is currently employed by the 4000 channel (',:\._lS
detector at CERN and is reliable and easy to use [7]. ('ornnlc'rcial sX'steills I,as,,,l ,,li iii,,
same principle are also used in several large experiments, suctl as (:DI:.

Readout Electronics

A new set of readout electronics is also presently under design by the ORNL Instrumentation
and Controls group for use with the PbG1 photon detector in experiment WA98 at CERN.
The design of this system makes use of the experience gained from the RHIC RD 16 electronics
R&D project and is very similar to the readout system intended for the PHENIX calorimeter
readout. The elements of the WA98 readout system are: (1) a delay stage for the anode
signal, which allows for trigger formation time, (2) a charge integration stage to sum the
anode current, (3) a 13-bit equivalent ADC with conversion time of 100 #s or less, (4) a local
address generator and output buffer, and (5) a readout controller to assemble individual
addresses and outputs and to store the resulting data stream in VME buffers.

A block diagram of the readout system design is shown in Fig. 9.7 which shows the FEE
from the anode signal through the ADC. The organization under design is to install eight
channels of FEE through ADC and local buffer plus address-tagging on a single microchip.
Sixteen chips are mounted on a buffer card that includes an interface to power supplies ancl
the readout bus. Separate readout cards would deal with collecting data from the buffer cards
adding further address bits while transferring the entire data stream into a VME buffer.

The front end incorporates an integrating amplifier matched to the signal characteristics
of the anode pulse and set to give a 3 V output for a 40 GeV photon striking one detector.
The integrating amplifier is followed by a multicorrelated double sampler which stores the
observed charge on a capacitor while awaiting the trigger decision. The storage is of the
switched capacitor type. One or more pre samples are taken of the amplifier output prior
to the event arrival and other post samples are taken after the output rises to its full value.
The difference of these post and pre samples yields the net charge due to the event. This
scheme also provides a good degree of noise rejection. A clock cycle advances a storage
pointer that selects the capacitor of the storage array to be switched on for a given cycle.
An experiment trigger signal causes the output of the appropriate capacitors to be readout,
necessary differences to be taken, and the result stored in a buffer at the ADC input. The
trigger also initiates ADC conversion after an appropriate delay.

The analog storage scheme was designed with operation at RHIC in mind. Due to the
fixed event arrival times at the collider, the pre and post signal samples can be taken at
precise predetermined times relative to the RF timing. The asynchronous nature of the
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trigger timing for the CERN fixed target experiments necessitates that the analog storage
capacitors be cycled with a free-running clock which continuously samples the integrating-
amplifier output. A clock frequency of 20 MHz with a switched capacitor array which is
16 samples deep allows an 800 ns wide window. The occurrence of a trigger, in the fixed
target experiment, stops the cycling through the capacitor array and initiates the extraction
of the appropriate pre and post event samples. The digitization will be accomplished with
a dual-range system consisting of two gain ranges separated by a factor of eight, or 3-bits.
Each channel would have its own section of a multichannel Wilkinson-type 10- or ll-bit
ADC meaning that ali channels would be converted within 50-100 #s (Fig. 9.7). A constant
fraction timing signal will also be derived from a signal -:plit fronl the ,_rl_l<,gir_l,,It ;t,_,l
di,dtized oil the same readout chip 0

The calorimeter phototube signal for PHENIX will be shaped similarly to ttlat d,_scrit,e,l
above for the CERN fixed target experiments. '['he signal will be integrated and stored in
the switched capacitor arrays implemented in custom designed CMOS integrated circuits.
See Chapter 11, Section 11.2.2. The sampling frequency will be equal to the beam crossing
frequency. Analog-to-digital conversion will occur after the LVL-1 trigger decision, thus
allowing a reduction in bandwidth requirements for digitization.

In addition analog signals from the calorimeter towers will be grouped together into
trigger towers with a four times coa.rser granularity. These mixed signals will be digitized
at a beam-crossing frequency with a resolution of at least 6-bits and used to form total and
local overlapping energy sums to be used in the LVL-1 trigger.

9.4 Operation and Performance

In this section we discuss the expected performance of the calorimeter subsystenl based ozl
our test beam experience with small arrays of prototypes. We also used simulation of RIII(._:
events to assess the net effect of detector occupancy on our measured single particle detector
response.

9.4.1 Energy Resolution

The energy resolution of the electromagnetic calorimeter will directly affect the sensitivity of
our experiment to prompt photons. Good energy resolution is needed to reconstruct _r° and
77decays into photon pairs precisely enough to recognize them above the abundant random
combinations and to quantify the excess of photons beyond those from meson decay in each
PT bin.

Energy resolution of about 7-8%/V_ can be achieved readily both in PbG1 and PbSc
calorimeters (see Fig. 9.8 and 9.9). Such resolution is probably the practical limit for rela-
tively low cost calorimetry, and will enable the measurement of lr ° down to PT of less than or
about 1.0 GeV/c. It will also yield calorimetric measurements of the two electron effective
masses with information comparable to that provided by tracking at and above the T mass.
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Figure 9.7: Block diagram of the integrating amplifier, correlated sampler, analog memory,
and multichannel ADC under design and construction for the PbG1 detectors of CERN

experiment WA98.

9.4.2 Timing Resolution

The timing response of the PbSc and PbG1 electromagnetic calorimeters were studied ex-
tensively at the Brookhaven AGS for momenta greater than or equal to 500 Mev/c. The
sources of timing uncertainty using these modules are now largely understood. The intrinsic
resolutions of both types of detector appear to be quite similar (see Fig. 9.11 and 9.10). The
time resolution can be characterized by the form

_t = _to + _t,/%/Np_ . ED_p, (9.1)

where 6t0 is an intrinsic timing resolution limit, presumably due to fluctuations in the ef-
fective localization of the shower. It is dependent on the particle type and on the way the
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Table 9.4: PHENIX Electromagnetic Calorimetry: Performance Summary

Characteristic PbSc PbG1

Energy Range (GEV)
Au + Au collisions 0.1-50 0.1-50

p + p collisions 0.1-50 0.1-50
Least count (GEV) 0.002 0.002
Dynamic Range 15-bit (124-3) 15-bit (12+3)

Energy Resolution % 8/v/-E _ 1.5 5.8/x/'E,;_, 1.

Timing Resolution (ns) 0.07 4- 2.7/v/Np_. ED_p 0.075 4- 3.75/iNp_. ED_p

Spatial Res., a, (mm) < lO.lIE(GeV ) (5./vIE(GeV) + 1.)

Shish-Kebab EM calorimeter- A2 Test Results

,8 _(E)/E : 7.3/,/E %
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Figure 9.8: Energy resolution of PbSc (shish-kebab) calorimeter measured in the 1992 test
for electrons of different momenta.
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Pbglass A2 Test Results
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Figure 9.9: Energy resolution of PbGI calorimeter for electrons with incident momenta
0.5-4.0 GeV/c at various angles of incidence.

particle deposits energy in the calorimeter. Tile time resolution is apl)l'oxiIllately _'_lllal t<,
100 ps for electrons and penetrating particles irl both calorirneters, close to ttlat vallu.' for
showering hadrons in the PbGI calorimeter, and around 230 ps for showering hadrons in the
PbSc calorimeter.

The second term in Eq. 9.1 involves the effective signal risetime and the nurnber of
photo-electrons, Np,, per GeV of deposited energy, Ed,v. For the PbG1, the light collection
presumably occurs over a time interval of the order of one ns or less. Thus for PbGl, 6tl
simply reflects the photomultiplier risetime and is found to be about one-third to one-fourth
of the photomultiplier risetime. The measured time resolution for PbGl is shown in Fig. 9.10.
A value of 6tl = 3.75 ns is obtained for PbGI when using the FEU-84 photomultiplier, which

has a risetime of 10-15 ns. A faster (shorter risetime) photomultiplier is expected to directly
improve at1.

Because the signal risetime in a PbSc calorimeter is a convolution of the scintillator decay
time together with the photomultiplier risetime the effective signal risetirne is not entirely due
to the photomultiplier. Depending on the choice of scintillator, the effective signal risetime
can be slower than the phototube risetime by as much as a factor of two. On the other hand,
our PbSc modules have a larger value of Np, than the PbGI value. A yield of Np_ = 1300
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Figure 9.10: Single PbGI module timing resolution as a function of the energy deposited in
the module for electrons with incident momenta 0.5-4.0 GeV/c and for pions of 1.0 GeV/c.

per GeV of energy deposit was measured for the basic PbSc configuration (Russian injection
molded fast scintillator + G2 wavelength shifter fiber + FEU-84 photomultiplier), whereas

an average value of Npr = 620 was obtained for the PbG1 with the FEU-84 photomultiplier.
Due to the intrinsically short signal pulse in the PbG1 nearly 50% of the photoelectrons
are associated with the leading edge of the signal. On the other hand, the corresponding
fraction of the photoelectrons in the PbSc pulse leading edge is about 30% for a very fast
scintillator, but decreases to about 20% for a relatively slow scintillator. A combination of
the effects involved results in a typical value of 6tl _- 2.7 ns measured with a fast tube (see
Fig. 9.11). This is rather similar to that measured for the PbGl calorimeter equipped with
the slow FEU84 photomultipliers.

There is one apparent result from timing measurements with the calorir.teter, which is
common for PbSc and PbG1, and which complicates the interpretation of the time-of-flight
capability. The leading edge of the photomultiplier pulse is delayed with respect to the time
at which the particle arrives by the time needed for the shower to develop and for the light to
propagate to the PMT. In general this delay depends on the shower development (and thus
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Figure 9.11' Single shish-kebab module timing resolution (rms) vs. equivalent energy de-
posited in the module for electrons and pions of incident momenta 0.5 to 2.0 GeV/c.

on the nature of the showering particle) and on its kinetic energy (which determines how

deep the shower propagates into the calorimeter). Above 500 MeV/c electrons appear to be
late compared to showering hadrons, which are in turn earlier than non-showering hadrons
and muons. This difference tends to disappear as the momentum increases. Experimental

data are not yet available for momenta below 500 MeV/c so the time-of-flight performance of
the calorimeter for low momentum particles must be predicted by GEANT simulation which
was tuned to reproduce the test beam results at higher momenta. The time delay in the
PbSc calorimeter as computed from GEANT simulation for electrons, showering pions, and
m,mns and non-showering pions is plotted versus particle incident momentum in Fig. 9.12.

The insert in Fig. 9.12 shows the momentum dependence of the intrinsic time-of-flight
resolution of the calorimeter computed as an rms of the time delay in a given momentum

bin. A striking feature of these results is the consistency between the experimentally deter-
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Figure 9.12: GEANT simulation of the timing response of the PbSc showing the timing
delay as a function of incident momentum for electrons, showering pions, and muons and
non-showering pions. Insert: intrinsic time-of-flight resolution for electrons and pions as
predicted by GEANT.

mined constant term and the GEANT predictions for the intrinsic calorimeter time-of-flight
resolution. There is a general tendency for a larger delay in signal arrival time at low mo-
menta. Ali three curves cross in the region where pions stop in the calorimeter with the
electron signal arrival time then becoming the earliest. Further R&D is planned to perform
a more complete study of the calorimeter time-of-flight response at low incident momenta.

9.4.3 Electron Identification

Discrimination between e and _r in the electromagnetic calorimeter is primarily achieved by

the comparison of deposited energy to the measured track momentum. Thus its effective-
ness depends on the calorimeter energy resolution as well as on the calorimeter response to
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Figure 9.13: Pion rejection factor by energy/momentum mismatch in the PbSc calorimeter
as a function of incident energy. The data are from 1992 A2 test beam exposure at BNI,.

hadrons. For test beam result._ obtained with tile PbSc and PbG! calorimeters, Figs. 9.13

and 9.14 show examples of the e/r discrimination capability attained oil the basis of energy
momentum mismatch.

Using the measured energy resolution and line shape for incident hadrons (primarily
r±), hadron rejection was calculated for energy deposit cuts corresponding to 95% electron
efficiency. The hadron rejection ranges from at least 20'1 to 100:1 for PT of 0.5-2.0 GeV/c.
Further discrimination may be obtained by using shower-shape information (primarily useful

for higher energies) or by time-of-flight information (for lower energies). The time-of-flight
information can provide enhanced e/r separation at momenta below 0.5 GeV/c, where the

energy-momentum comparison is losing effectiveness for e/r discrimination. When used with
dE/dx information from the tracking chambers, the time-of-flight system completes the span
of low momentum particle identification.

A study of the effectiveness of the time-of-flight cuts for electron identification was per-
formed by simulating a sample of charged and neutral pions wit,h the expected PT spectra for
Au + Au collisions. Charged pions were tracked through the magnetic field and then allowed
to shower in the calorimeter. Neutral ,ions decayed into two photons at the collision point.

A total deposited energy for each individual scintillating tile was written into the output file
together with a time delay in the calorimeter weighted over ali hits found in a tile. Properly
delayed and normalized pulses taking into account the photornultiplier response (measured
with laser pulse) were propagated through the residual depth of a calorimeter. Propagation
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Figure 9.14: Pion rejection factor by energy/momentum mismatch in the PbG1 calorimeter
as a function of incident energy. The data are from 1992 A2 test beam exposure at BNL.

speed was set equal to 16.9 cm/ns as measured in the test beam at KEK. A "photomultiplier
response" was computed numerically overlaying the signals from individual tiles.

For simplicity a "measured" time delay in the calorimeter tower was computed using
a "constant-fraction" timing algorithm. As described in the previous chapter this proce-
dure was sufficient to reproduce major details of the time-of-flight measurements in the
calorimeter. In particular, the dependence of the measured arrival times on the particle
type, momentum, deposited energy were reproduced.

This time delay was then smeared by adding up stochastic errors defined as the dispersion
of the number of photoelectrons at the threshold divided by the slope of the pulse shape at
the threshold point. A shower was accepted as being due to an electron if (1) the energy
measured in the calorimeter was above that corresponding to the central magnet momentum
cut-off (about 100 MeV) and (2) the "measured" and smeared delay time were within two
standard deviations of the delay time computed for the electron having energy equal to that
seen in the calorimeter.

Figs. 9.15 and 9.16 show the MC simulated PT spectra of pions and photons (solid lines),
together with similar spectra for electrons (shaded areas) that passed the time-of-flight cuts.
The inserts show hadron and photon rejection factors computed as a ratio of tile correspond-
ing spectra.
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Figure 9.15: Transverse momentum spectra of charged pions produced in Au + Au collisions.
Shaded areas represent charged pions that produce showers with energy versus arrival time
consistent with the electron hypothesis.

9.4.4 Photon Identification and Reconstruction

Photons will be identified in the electromagnetic calorimeter by combining the energy, shower
shape, and time-of-flight information from the calorimeter itself and position and momen-
tum information from tracking devices. The identification capabilities are similar to those
discussed above for electron identification. The major additional problem is background
from neutral particles, but this can be overcome with proper time-of-flight cuts. The time-
of-flight of prompt photons from the beam crossing varies (according to flight path) between
17 and 19.5 ns (center and edge of the calorimeter, respectively) after the interaction. The
expected timing resolution of less than 400 ps provides sufficient vetoing against neutrons
(20 ns TOF) and antineutrons (23 ns TOF) for momenta as high as 1.5 GeV/c. Currently
we are studying the background due to neutral secondary particles generated in the magnet
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Figure 9.16: Transverse momentum spectrum of photons produced in Au + Au collisions.
Shaded areas represent photons that produce showers with energy versus arrival time con-
sistent with the electron hypothesis.

pole tips. Previous studies indicated that these particles are mostly low momentum (less
than 20-30 MeV/c) neutrons. In additicn, the neutral secondary particles due to decay in
flight are being studied also.

The energy resolution for photons deteriorates in a high multiplicity environment due to
leakage from partially overlapping showers. Two cases must be considered. If the impact
points of the original particles are relatively far (greater than 1.8 Moliere radii, RM) apart,
then the photon-energy resolution deteriorates only slightly. On the other hand, if the
center of overlapping showers are closer together, the photon will either be lost (if the two
hits cannot be resolved) or the event must be discarded anyway, because the energy sharing
between the two showers becomes ambiguous. Therefore, there is loss of efficiency for the

photon (as well as electron) measurements. Note that the probability of full overlap is
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Figure 9.17: Energy dependence of the probability for an electron (photon) to be recon-
structed in the EMCal without loss of resolution due to shower overlaps. Open symbols are
for a fixed matrix of 2 × 2 cells, whereas solid symbols are for a variable shower size (cluster

algorithm).

negligible until dNc/dy _- 1500.

Figure 9.17 presents the results of performance simulations in a high multiplicity environ-
ment (double HIJET, dNc/dy = 1250). Random hits from the event generator are overlayed
to 500 MeV photons at the corner of the calorimeter (where the geometric effects are worse
because of non-projectivity). The line shape of an isolated 500 MeV photon is overlayed
to show the widening of the Gaussian peak. The deterioration of resolution is defined as

the difference in quadrature (_/a_o, - a_) between the width of photon line shape when the
pho'_ons is _verlayed with HIJET (a,yov)and when the photon is isolated (a_). The efficiency
is defined as 1 - Nt,,l/N where Nt_il is the number of entries in the high energy tail above
the Gaussia,n peak, N is the total number of event3. Within the statistics of the simula-

__
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tion, for single and double HI JET multiplicities there is no observable deterioration in the
resolution for 500 MeV photons in the EMCal, but for triple HI JET multiplicities there is
about a 10 MeV deterioration. The loss of efficiency for single, double, and triple HI JET
multiplicities is 13%, 24% and 37%, respectively. Both the deterioration of resolution and
the efficiency loss depend on the photon energy. The absolute values of both resolution and

efficiency decrease with with decreasing photon energy. Although the average background
from the event is constant, the transverse size of photon showers (consequently the number
of cells to be added up by the clustering routine) decreases with decreasing photon energy.

9.4.5 Electromagnetic Calorimeter Trigger Information

The electromagnetic calorimeter will provide information for three different typ(.,s oi' t rigg¢,r
filters. Event characterization information is provided at LVL-1 through regional or total-
calorimeter-energy sums of tile analog signals. This is used to trigger on events with jetlike
structures or events with large neutral transverse energy flow, and also provides local-energy
sums to be used in identifying single showers as being produced by either high energy photons
or electrons.

The electromagnetic calorimeter provides the sole means to trigger on high PT photons.
This is needed to ens:lre that all such events are written to tape in order to extend the
photon measurement as far into the high PT region of hard QCD photons as allowed by
the interaction rate. The PT threshold for this trigger will depend on the desired trigger
rate suppression factor, which will in turn depend on the interaction rate and the DAC
bandwidth to tape. Figure 9.18 shows the average multiplicity of photons in the EMCal
acceptance which exceed a given energy threshoZd for central Au + Au reactions. Thus to
obtain a trigger suppression factor of the order of 10-2 it is necessary to trigger on photons
of 3.0-4.0 GeV energy.

The electromagnetic calorimeter also provides an important component of the electron
trigger system. However, the formation of an electron trigger from the electromagnetic
calorimeter is much more difficult. It is complicated by the fact that photon showers will
be more prevalent by about two orders of magnitude (see Fig. 9.18). Although it might
be possible to identify individual showers as electromagnetic (based on shower profile), this
would not provide electron trigger information alone, because such identified showers would
be dominated by photons. Much of this photon background would be eliminated by the
requirement of a charged hit in an overlapping region projecte? from pad chamber PC3.
However, a few percent of the photons would be falsely tagged as charged due to chance
overlap at the occupancies expected for central Au + Au. In addition, it will be difficult
to discriminate between electrons and pions in energy bins near to 250 MeV, because this

is the energy of the minimum ionizing peak due to non-interacting charged particles (see
Fig. 9.14).

As a result, the electromagnetic calorimeter mainly provides candidate electron hits for
a LVL-2 trigger, which would then be matched with another detector such as the RICH. A

more complete analysis of these candidate electrons would then be performed using the fully
digitized information to confirm the candidate as an electron.

For electron trigger purposes it is not desirable to trigger only on high energy electrons,
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Figure 9.18: Multiplicity of photons or electrons in the EMCal acceptance as a function of
the energy threshold for central Au + Au collisions (dN:/dy =375). The multiplicity is
shown for electrons from true resonance pairs (p,w, ¢,andJ/_/:) and for ali electron sources
including lr° and r/Dalitz decays, as well as 0.5% photon conversions.

because this would compromise the low mass, low PT electron-pair acceptance (which suffers
from low rate). On the other hand, it may not be possible to trigger on low mass electron
pairs for central Au + Au reactions, because such a condition might always be satisfied due
to the large multiplicity of background electrons. In this case, a trigger which selected events
with a high energy electron of above 1.0 GeV is desired to provide event rate suppression and
to enhance the sample of events which contain a pair from J/¢ decay. The electromagnetic
calorimeter provides essential particle energy information for such a trigger without the need
for track reconstruction.

_ To provide an accurate electromagnetic shower identification and energy measurement it
is necessary to perform local cluster sums. This will eliminate pulse-height variations due to
energy sharing when crossing module boundaries. Because the electromagnetic calorimeter-

cell size is approximately one Moliere radius, a minimal cluster size would consist of four
modules belonging to a local 2 x 2 array of adjacent modules. To completely eliminate
module boundary effects all possible overlapping 2 x 2 module sums must be formed. Such a
procedure was investigated using the recent PbG1 A2 test beam data with the results shown

_
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in Fig. 9.19.

The results indicate that a 2 x 2 module sum of signals digitized with 6- to 8-bit precision
can be used to provide a photon trigger with an energy threshold resolution which is close
to the intrinsic energy resolution of the detector. Furthermore, at the energies of interest for
a photon trigger there is very little contamination from charged pions. This indicates that
a charged particle veto is not necessary for photon trigger purposes.

Based on the results of simulation and the above tests, the EMCal trigger is to provide
all 2 x 2 energy sums of adjacent modules. The overlapping 2 x 2 sums are performed in a
trigger processor (see Chapter 11) using the analog energy information which is split from
the main signal and digitized with at least 6-bit precision. Tt_e 2 x 2 sums ar_ further
summed in increasing sequence until the full EMCal energy signal is obta,ined, l_egional
energy sums are available at intermediate slim levels. The photon trigger is obtained fr_._nl
a simple threshold on the first level of 2 x 2 sums. Ideally, it would be desirable to have
a series of threshold levels for the photon trigger, with the highest threshold required for
the most central collisions, in order to maintain a similar level of rate suppression for all
impact parameters. For cost reasons the trigger system is being designed to provide two
programmable photon energy thresholds with the lower threshold required for peripheral
collisions and a higher threshold for central collisions. For the electron trigger an additional
programmable threshold will be applied to the 2 x 2 sums. Clusters satisfying this threshold
will be masked with an overlapping region in the PCa chamber to determine if they are
charged. Those clusters satisfying the charge requirement will be promoted to a list of
electron candidates for further evaluation in LVL-2.

In order to lower the cost of the EMCal trigger, an analog sum of non-overlapping 2 x 2
adjacent modules is performed on the readout board. This sum is then digitized and passed
to a trigger processor to form overlapping 2 x 2 sums of the non-overlapping sums to eliminate
boundary effects as in the scheme outlined above. The resulting 4 x 4 module sums are the
basis for the trigger thresholds. There is a factor of four decrease in the number of digitized
signals which must be summed in the first step of the trigger processor. Due to the more
complete energy collection, for isolated showers the energy threshold is slightly improved.
However, due to the problem of overlapping showers, for high multiplicity events the energy
threshold becomes more susceptible to an increased trigger rate.

9.5 Cost

The cost of the EMCal and associated electronics is broken down by WBS item and is shown
in Table 9.5. The total cost to DOE is $3420k, of which $762k is for the FEE, which is
considered to be a part of the calorimeter subsystem.

The cost of the PbSc assumes an active IHEP (Russian Federation) involvement in ali
stages of the design, production and commissioning of this calorimeter.

The cost of the PbG1 includes only what is required for the PHENIX collaboration to
disassemble, ship and reassemble an existing WA98 lead-glass wall. The front-end electronics
costs for the PbG1 is included in the EMCal FEE cost.
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Figure 9.19: Comparison of the response of the PbGI calorimeter to electrons (photons) and
pions for trigger purposes. The results show the fraction of electrons or pions which would be
accepted as a function of the energy threshold. The beam was nearly uniformly distributed
over the front surface of the central module. The results are obtained from A2 test beam
data taken with full resolution but analyzed as envisaged for an EMCal cluster trigger with

a simulated 8-bit digitization set to 4.0 GeV fullscale using only the maximum 2 × 2 module
sum. The smooth solid curve indicates the electron result summing all modules with full
resolution.
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Table 9.5: Cost Estimate for PHENIX EMCal Subsystem

EMCalorimeter

Amounts in FY93 k$

W B S Descriotion Total M&S EDIA Labor Cont% Cont(k$}

5. 6 EMCalorimeter System 3420 3074 298 49 29 999

5 6. 1 Pb S¢ Calorimeter 2624 2500 84 40 30 775

5. 6. 1 0 EDIA 84 0 64 0 21
5. 6. 1. 1 Preproduction Prototypes 33 26 0 7 10
5. 6. 1. 2 Fabrication 2467 2464 0 3 30 740
5. 6. 1. 3 Beam calibration 40 10 0 30 4

5. 6. 2 Pb Glass EM Cal 34 11 14 9 30 10
5. 6. 2. 0 EDIA 14 0 14 0 1
5. 6. 2. 2 Fabrication 11 11 0 0
5. 6. 2. 3 Beam calibrationat CERN 0 0 0 0

5. 6. 2. 4 Wall assembly and Calibration 9 0 0 9 10 1

5. 8. 1. 6 EMCal FEE 762 562 200 0 28 214

5. 8. 1. 6. 0 EDIA 168 0 168 0 24 41

5. 8. 1. 6. 1 Prototypes 20 20 0 0 50 10
5. 8. 1. 6. 2 Fabrication 534 502 32 0 28 151

5. 8. 1. 6. 3 Testing for FEE 20 20 0 0 36 7
5. 8. 1. 6. 4 Assembly/Installation 20 20 0 0 25 5

9.6 Schedule

The proposed schedule for the EMCal construction is shown in Fig. 9.20. It shows the
projected time required for design, prototyping, construction and commissioning of both
the calorimeter itself and of the FEE. The most important feature is the completion of the
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Figure 9.20: Overall schedule for the PHENIX EMCal subsystem.
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electronics for at least one wall in time to be used for testing with cosmic muons and for
beam calibration at BNL.
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Chapter 10

Muon Arm

10.1 Overview

The PHENIX muon arm is designed to give PHENIX acceptance for particles decaying into
lepton pairs emitted at rapidities away from y - 0. The angular distribution of final-state
particles increases rapidly away from y = 0, increasing as approximately 1/sin2(0) for a flat
rapidity distribution. Detecting e+e - pairs becomes difficult in this environment, whereas
detecting #+_- pairs remains technically feasbile, provided that the absorber material used
to remove hadrons is thin enough to preserve sufficient mass resolution for the #+#- pairs.
The mass resolution for the PHENIX muon arm is sufficient to resolve the ¢ from the p + w,

the ¢' from the J/C, and the T(2S -t-3S) from the T(1S), as was mentioned in Chapter 3.
An elevation view of the PHENIX muon arm and its relation to the PHENIX central

magnet and the RHIC major facility hall is shown in Fig. 10.1. A summary of channel counts
is given in Table 10.1.

The muon arm covers polar angles 10° _<0 <: 35°. The limits to polar angle coverage
result from the size of the piston in the muon magnet at small polar angles and the need to
clear the RICH focal plane array at large polar angles. The arm has nearly full azimuthal

Table 10.1: Summary of Channel Counts for Muon Arm

Detector Layer # # Channels

#T i 4416
Station 2 5520

3 9744

Total 19,680
, ,

_ID 1 1536
Plane 2 1536

3 1536
Total 4608

i0-I
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Figure 10.1" Elevation view of PHENIX muon arm in the major facility hall.

angle coverage. The tracking chambers are separated into octagonal sections for construction
and handling reasons, resulting in some azimuthal dead sl)ace caused by tile radial parts of
the chamber support frames.

The hadron flux entering the muon arm is reduced to a manageable level by the main
mass of steel in the central and muon magnets and several specialized absorbers. Tile

placement of these around the magnet yoke is shown in Fig. 10.2. A copper nosecone is
added to the central magnet pole tip to shorten the distance from the interaction vertex to
the absorber in order to reduce the number of muons from weak decays of hadrons. A copper

plug is added behind the central magnet pole, surrounding one set of beam-beam counters,
to reduce leakage from showers caused by forward angle hadrons. A lead curtain is added
after the central magnet steel to cut down on soft electromagnetic products of showers. The
results of the shower leakage calculations are presented in Section 10.4.1 and the absorber

engineering designs are in Section 10.2.2.
Charged particles entering the muon arm are tracked by three stations of multi-plane drift

chambers. Each station has six planes and three stereo views. These chambers must deliver

position resolution per station better than 150 #m, as discussed below in Section 10.4.2. The
third station is more than 4 m in radius, which led to subdivision of the tracking stations

into octants in azimuth. Further discussion is given in Section 10.2.3.

The design of the muon arm deliberately has the absorber sections as thin as possible
consistent with keeping the tracking chamber occupancies low enough to perform pattern
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Figure 10.2: View of muon arm region surrounding the beam-beam counters.

recognition and obtain acceptable position resolution. Such an absorber does not provide
sufficient hadron rejection for the "muon" sample, so a final detector section provides the
needed additional hadron rejection. This detector, called the muon identifier, consists of
three large walls of inert absorber interleaved with layers of limited streamer tubes of the
Iarocci type. The streamer tubes are instrumented with two sets of pickup pads to give
low resolution tracking capability and provide signals corresponding to a useful geometrical
segmentation to the first level muon trigger. The first absorber wall is the steel endplate
flux return of the muon magnet, and the other two are made of stacked concrete block. The
performance of the muon identifier is described in Section 10.4.3 and its design is presented
in Section 10.2.4.

Some considerations about triggering the muon arm are given in Section 10.3. The overall
performance is addressed briefly in Chapter 3, with particulars given in Section 10.4.4.

Cost and schedule information are given in Sections 10.5 and 10.6, respectively.
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10.1.1 Acceptance and Coverage

The main purpose of the muon detector is to detect muon pairs originating from vector meson
decay or virtual photon production. This section will focus on the detector performance for
simple events consisting only of a correlated pair of oppositely charged muons. All dimuon
events have been generated with event generators based on Vogt's parameterizations [1] of

the production cross sections for the vector meson resonances in heavy ion reactions, and
their rapidity and PT distributions. The results presented assume a muon energy threshold
of 2 GeV, which corresponds to a muon energy sufficient to penetrate to the deepest layor of
tile muon identifier. A lower muon threshold wollld be at tainM by in,'l,l,.liIl,,,,ill_lOTl_xt'}l!,lL

penetrate through the second absorber layer only.
The geometrical acceptance, assltming uniforln <listrib_itionb in rapidity and pr. f(,r tlie

p. Q. J/_,, and T is shown in Fig. 10.3. The effect of the 2 GeV muon threshold is seell as a
cutoff at low transverse momentum for the lighter mass vector mesons. The cutoff appears
at a transverse mass of around 2-3 GeV/c 2. The transverse momentum cutoff decreases at

forward rapidity due to the boost received.
The rapidity and PT dependence of the acceptance, for vector mesons emitted into the

muon detector aperture, is illustrated in Fig. 10.4. The acceptances of the J/_ and the T
are bell-shaped in rapidity between 1.1 and 2.6 with a maximum of about 50% at y = 1.9.
The acceptance is nearly constant as a function of PT; the structure in the J/_b acceptance
suggested in Fig. 10.3 is masked by statistical fluctuations in the high PT region. For the
low mass ¢ resonance the acceptance is, however, more restricted. The rapidity acceptance
is dominantly in the interval from 1.8-2.4, with a maximum of 6 % at y = 2.2. The PT

acceptance is reduced in the interval from 0.0-1.5 GeV/c by the muon momentum threshold
(the apparent cutoff at large PT is only due to limited statistics in the simulation). The
difference in the ¢ rapidity acceptance between Figs. 10.3 and 10.,t arises from folding the
geometrical acceptance with the PT spectrum of the ¢, which heavily weights the low p'r
region.

The total acceptance, integrated over the expected rapidity and transverse momentum
distributions is 0.13%, 0.38%, 5.4%, and 5.9% for the p, ¢, J/¢, and T, respectively. The

integrated acceptance decreases rapidly with decreasing mass due to the transverse mass
cutoff resulting from the momentum threshold of the spectrometer (see Fig. 10.3).

The rapidity and PT acceptance of Drell-Yan (DY) produced dimuons is similar to the
heavy vector meson acceptance as illustrated in Fig. 10.5. The mass dependence of the
acceptance of DY shows the usual steep decrease for masses lower than 3 GeV/c 2, but only
a slow decrease for masses larger than 4 GeV/c 2. The maximum acceptance for DY in xR is
around 0.25 with a total acceptance interval of 0.05 < XR < 0.6.

A major background source is muons (and electrons) from decay of D and D reso-
nances. In Figs. 10.6 and 3.7, the acceptances for dimuon pairs and muon-electron pairs
from charm decays, respectively, are shown. For DI) ---,_u+ + _- + X , with both muons
detected by the muon spectrometer, the acceptance is similar to that for DY. The accep-
tance for DI) _ e + # + X is considerably different however, since the electron is detected
by the central electron detector and the muon by the endcap muon detector. In this case,
the rapidity coverage stretches from 0.0 to 1.6 with a maximum of 0.5% at y = 0.8. The
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Figure 10.3: Geometrical acceptance in rapidity versus transverse momentum for the p, o,
J/_b, and T.

pair mass acceptance vanishes below 2 GeV/c 2, steeply increases from 2 to 4 GeV/c 2 and is
essentially constant above 4 GeV/c 2. The large fluctuations in Fig. 3.7b at large pair masses
are caused by low statistics. The XR coverage is between 0.0 and 0.22, with a maximum at
0.08.

The advantages of detecting dileptons to obtain information on the hot and dense phase
of high energy nuclear collisions have been extensively discussed. The disadvantage of using
nonstrongly interacting probes is the much smaller cross sections and yields. In the following,
we will address the crucial question of the expected yields of the vector mesons in the muon
detector. It is important to note that the large acceptance of the muon arm provides a
significantly larger rate than the electron measurement for higher mass dileptons, and the
two measurements are complementary in mass as well as rapidity range.

All cross section estimates are based on the observation that hadro-pro(luction of vector
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Figure 10.4' Rapidity and transverse momentum dependence of the absolute acceptance for
the ¢, J/_, and T.

mesons in nucleon-nucleon collisions can be expressed as ([1, 2])

-14._," (10.1)BRa = Aa e
Ma

Here Ma is the resonance mass, Bn is the branching ratio of the vector meson decay to

#+ + #- and AR is the normalization coefficient. The original parameterization in Ref. [2]
was given in terms of da/dy[y=o, whereas we have chosen to use the integrated cross section.
Further details on the rapidity- and w-distributions of vector meson production can be fourid

in Ref. [1]. Values of AR for the six most important vector mesons can be found in Table
10.2. The BRa values for minimum bias heavy ion reactions between identical nuclei A + A
have been obtained from the nucleon-nucleon values by scaling with A 2_, where ap,_ = 0.85,
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Figure 10.5" The absolu'ce acceptance of dimuons originating from Drell-Yan production as
a function of pair mass, XF, PT and rapidity.

aj/q,,q,, = 0.90 and aT,T, = 0.95. For central collisions the cross sections have been assumed
to scale with A 4/3_',where the factor 4/3 in the exponent describes the scaling of the number
of binary nucleon-nucleon collisions. This scaling for central collisions agrees very well with
Gerschel and Hufner's parameterization of J/¢ cross sections in nucleus-nucleus collisions at
SPS energies [5].

Based on the cross sections given in Table 10.2 and Ref. [1], the number of accepted
dimuon events per RHIC year (assumed to be 3000 hours at a nominal luminosity of 2 × 102r
for Au + Au and 1.5 x 1029 for p + Au) are calculated and shown in Table 3.3.

Note the large yields obtained with the muon detector. The nearly two million accepted
J/0 events in a nominal RIIIC year allow a detailed subdivision of the data set to study
impact parameter, rapidity, and PT dependences. The errors quoted for central Au + Au
events in Table 3.4 have bee,_ obtained by estimating the statistical errors involved in the
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Figure 10.6" The absolute acceptance of dimuons originating from DI3 production as a
function of rapidity, pair mass, PT, and XR.

Table 10.2: Cross sections for production of vector mesons decaying into the dimuon exit
channel in 100+100 GeV/c Au + Au collisions. AR and BR are defined in the main text. Pr
is the production probability per event. Central events are defined as the most central 1%
of the reaction cross section.

Minimum Bias Au + Au Central Au + Au

An Bna Pr Bna Pr

(cm 2) (cm 2) (cre 2)
/9 6.07 x 10-30 3.96 x 10-26 6.46 x 10-3 4.92 x 10-27 8.02 x 10-2
¢ 9.34 x 10-31 6.09 x 10-2r 9.94 x 10-4 7.56 x 10-28 1.23 x 10-2

J/¢ 1.43 x 10-31 1.48 x 10-27 2.42 x 10-4 1.63 x 10-2s 2.66 x 10-'_
_b' 2.15 x 10-33 2.00 x 10-29 3.26 x 10-6 2.29 x 10-30 3.74 x 10-5
T 3.08 x 10-34 3.80 x 10-3° 6.20 x 10-7 4.84 x 10-31 7.90 x 10-6
T' 3.08 x l0 -35 3.80 x 10-31 6.20 x 10-s 4.84 x 10-32 7.90 x 10-7
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Figure 10.8' Muon trigger probabilities as a function of the neutral pion rapidity density.

subtraction of the combinatorial background below the resonances. It is noteworthy, that

even though the p and ¢ resonances have substantial background their yield can nevertheless
be estimated to better than 10%. This will make the muon detector the primary tool in

PHENIX for studying the p. It should also be stressed, that since events which yield a
muon pair in the muon acceptance constitute only approximately 6% of all central Au + Au
collisions (see Fig. 10.7b or Fig. 10.8 for a multiplicity of 5000-7000 particles) the dimuon
trigger rate will be sufficiently low, that ali dimuon events can easily be recorded without
downscaling.

For Mi_ < 4 GeV/c 2 the continuous background from DD decay is larger than the
Drell-Yan background and poses a serious problem. As described in Section 10.4.5, we
expect to evaluate the magnitude of this background from measurements of electron-muon
coincidences.

_
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10.2 Layout and Mechanical

10.2.1 Interface to Magnet

The central and muon magnets that will be used by PHENIX are described in Chapter 4. The
muon arm requires a few specialized additions to these two magnets to have an acceptable
leakage rate of shower secondaries into the muon tracking chambers and muon identifier.
The muon magnet, particularly the piston, has design features included to accomodate the
tracking chamber support frames at their inner radius so as to minimize excluded solid angle.
The support for tile tracking chambers must be part of the lampshade or pass thro_igh it
to reach the floor of the hall. The muon identifier takes advantage of tile presence oi" the
steel endplate flux return of the piston magnet to form tile first of its ttlree layers of inert
absorber.

The additions to the central magnet are the copper nosecone upstream and the lead
curtain downstream. A copper "piston plug" is added to the front of the steel piston of the
muon magnet to provide improved shielding of small-angle shower secondaries than afforded
by the central magnet yoke alone and to absorb secondaries caused by high energy particles
from the vertex striking the face of the steel piston. An enlarged view of this area is shown
in Fig. 10.9.

10.2.2 Specialized Absorber Sections

The copper nosecone to be placed on the upstream side of the central magnet pole from
the muon magnet is shown in Fig. 10.10. This material must be nonmagnetic to avoid dis-
torting the central magnetic field. Simulation studies have shown that a low Z material would
be preferred on the grounds of mass resolution in the muon arm, by minimizing multiple
Coulomb scattering, but that reduction of background arising from weak decays of charged
pions and kaons is of paramount importance, favoring a material with a short interaction
length. Copper was found to be a reasonable compromise. The nosecone starts 32 cm down-
stream of the nominal interaction vertex to accomodate the silicon strip and pad detectors.
It also is a compromise between having an unobstructed view of the interaction diamond
for e+e - detection and minimizing the vertex-to-nosecone distance for #+#- physics. The
nosecone can be mounted upon the central magnet pole after magnet installation but before
vacuum pipe installation. A split design will be considered to remove this latter constraint.

The lead curtain mounts on the central magnet pole facing the muon arm. A design for
it is shown in Fig. 10.11. This will be cast as a single piece and bolted onto the central
magnet pole during magnet assembly. It will be encapsulated with an epoxy varnish for
environmental reasons. The lead used will be a 6% antimony lead alloy for strength.

The copper piston plug is shown in Fig. 10.12. The design shown requires removal of
some of the material from the outer radius of the copper piston plug on its downstream side
in order to locate the inner radius support frames of the station #1 tracking chambers. The
piston plug has a central cavity approximately 40-cm deep to accomodate the downstream
beam-beam counters. The inner bore radius must accomodate the beam-beam counter,
which has an outer radius of 1,5 cm. The 66 counters inside the plug require cable access
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Figure 10.9: View of central magnet with additional absorber sections for the muon. Indi-
cated are the Cu nosecone (or cap), the Cu piston plug (or absorber), and the Pb curtain

(or shield).
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Figure 10.10: Design of the copper nosecone (or cap) to be placed on the central magnet
pole face upstream of the muon arm.

which can be provided either by radial holes through the plug, or by building the plug as a
two part design (along ;he beam axis) with slots included to allow cable egress. These slots
would be angled back towards the rear of the central magnet pole to prevent secondaries
streaming through them from striking the station #1 chambers. The plug must allow initial
installation of the beam-beam counters as well as later service. This is accomplished by
having a demountable design consisting of two parts.

10.2.3 Muon Arm Tracking Chambers

The PHENIX muon arm includes three stations of multiplane drift chambers to measure
momenta and charge of the muons of interest as well as of the charged particles also entering
the muon arm. An elevation view of the muon arm tracking spectrometer is shown in
Fig. 10.13. Each of the three tracking stations is subdivided into octants in azimuth for
reasons of construction and installation. Each octant is composed of stacked-plane drift
chambers arranged in an U - U' - Y - Y'- V - V' geometry with a stereo angle of 22.5°,
chosen to match the octagonal geometry. A schematic view of the octant composition and
wire orientations is shown in Fig. 10.14.

The three stations are labelled station #1, #2 and #3 in order of increasing distance
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Figure 10.11" Design of the lead curtain (or shield) placed on the central magnet facing the
muon arm to absorb soft electromagnetic shower products.

from the nominal vertex. The stations are located 1.85, 4, and 6 m along z, respectively.

Station #1 is 15-cm thick, and stations #2 and #3 are each 30-cm thick. The muon magnet
piston includes a recess just in front of the piston coil to accomodate the innermost side
of the support frame of station #2. The support frame of station #3 sits just above the
second part of the piston coil. This is done in order to preserve as much of the polar angle
acceptance afforded by the piston as possible. Similar modifications are made to the copper
piston plug to accomodate the inner support frame for station #1. An enlarged view of this
region is shown in Fig. 10.15.

The chambers must achieve position resolutions for each station of the order of 150/zm,
as discussed in Section 10.4.2. The trajectories of interest are known to be confined to a

single azimuthal octant, meaning the critical alignment of the muon tracking chambers is
that of the different stations relative to one another, by octant. The segmentation into

octants may in fact help with achievement of final alignment tolerances in each octant of
the muon arm by decreasing the mass and scale of the chamber sections being aligned. The
support structure must be integrated with the muon magnet lampshade. A concept for this
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Figure 10.12: Design of the copper piston plug (or absorber)to be mounted on the upstream
end of the muon magnet piston. One of the two sets of beam-beam counters mounts inside
of this plug.

support system is shown in Fig. 10.16. This version supports the chambers from the floor
of the major facility hall, avoiding possible problems with motion of the lampshade during
energizing of the muon magnet were the chambers supported from the lampshade. Future
engineering analysis will determine the magnitude of any such motion, and the results will
be used to decide whether the chamber support should instead tie to the lampshade.

An active surveying system is planned to monitor chamber positions in real time. This
is presently conceived to consist of a series of light emitting diodes mounted on station # 1,
together with corresponding lenses on station #2 focussing the light on a series of quadrant
diodes on station #3. The locations of these devices will be chosen to measure motion
of individual stations as well as motion of stations relative to one another. A UV-laser

illuminating the active volume of the chambers is under discussion to provide reference
trajectories.

The chambers are constructed of stacked frames of wires. The frames are made of "pull-
truded" fiberglass as developed at BNL for use in large chambers for the Multi-Particle
Spectrometer. We plan to prepare the wire frames by first winding wires onto a transfer
frame, next positioning this transfer frame accurately relative to the chamber frames, then
epoxying the wires to the chamber frames to anchor them mechanically, and finally applying
a silver-loaded epoxy to make electrical connections to the wires. A cross-sectional view of

a stack is shown in Fig. 10.17. Cathode wire planes alternate with anode + field planes,
resulting in seven cathode planes and six anode + field planes per station octant. The cath-
ode planes are planned to be held at constant electrical potential, meaning that no resistive
grading of the cathodes is planned. One plane of "screen" wires is placed outside of each of
the two outermost cathode planes and held at an electrical potential halfway between that
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Figure 10.13' Elevation view of muon arm tracking chambers and their position relative to
the muon magnet elements.

of the cathode and ground. Outside of the screen frames are frames carrying aluminized

mylar sheet to provide a ground plane and gas tightness. The entire assembly is mounted
on a strongback made of aluminum plate. Steel dowel pins in this frame are used to position
the frames relative to one another. The strongback also includes the chamber mounting

fixtures, survey reference points, and elements of the active surveying system. Measurement
accuracies of 250 pm per plane have been achieved with large chambers of this type. [12].

The radial size of station #3 has led us to consider splitting its wires in radius in order to

keep individual wire lengths close to 2 m. Not doing this would require winding, positioning,
and tensioning wires that are in excess of 4 m in length. A schematic view of how such a

septum would be placed into station #3 is shown in Fig. 10.18. The septum would have to
be several cm wide, but needs to be kept small to minimize the solid angle lost. The two

segments of a wire would still be connected electrically as indicated in order to not double
the number of required electronics channels. Occupancies in station #3 are less than 5%

, , pl, i " i i , i , i i1 , i
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Figure 10.14: Schematic view of the organization of one octant of one station of the muon
arm tracking chambers, showing the normal and stereo planes.

even for central Au + Au events, so there is no need to segment wires for occupancy reasons.

The chamber anode wire spacing was chosen considering the trade-off among per wire
occupancy, maximum drift time to a wire and system cost. The present design has an anode
to anode spacing of 1 cm in station #1, and a spacing of 2 cm in both station #2 and #3.
The resulting maximum drift times are of the order of 100 and 200 ns. The hit rate per
wire will be rather constant, at about one hit every 3-4 ms, independent of beam species

circulating in RHIC, assuming standard RHIC "Blue Book" luminosities. The mean time
between events ranges from 1-100 #s in going from p + p to Au + Au collisions, meaning that
hits overlapping in time do not appear to be a problem with these wire spacings. (Further
discussion of data rates is in Section 10.3 and in Chapter 11.) The drift cell geometries for the
three stations are shown in Fig. 10.19. The resulting station thicknesses are 155 mm for #l
and 295 mm for #2 and #3. Preliminary electrostatics calculations show that such an aspect
ratio for the drift cell gives a linear drift-time to drift-distance relationship with no dead
zones near cell boundaries. A choice of chamber gas has not been made, but the resolution
requirements shown in Fig. 10.30 dictate that an important consideration is a flat relation
between electron drift velocity and reduced electric field in order to minimize systematic
errors arising from variations in drift velocity. The relative orientation of external magnetic
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Figure 10.15: View of the muon piston face region showing the relation of tracking station
#1 and the copper piston plug.

field and drift chamber electrostatic field is not fixed with the piston magnet, requiring a
careful calculation and measurememt of the resulting contours corresponding to constant
drift time in a drift cell.

10.2.4 Muon Identifier

The muon identifier consists of three layers of inert absorber interleaved with Iarocci-type
streamer tubes read out via capacitive pad pickups. The first absorber layer is the 30-cm
thick steel return yoke for the muon magnet. The other two layers are 100-cm thick concrete
blocks forming two 10.3-m tall by 12.4-m wide walls downstream of the muon magnet return
yoke. They sit just at the downstream end of the major facility hall. A side elevation of the
muon identifier is shown in Fig. 10.20.

The streamer tubes are mounted in eight large panels which are suspended from the
concrete walls. The hanger detail is shown in Fig. 10.20 and the arrangement of the panels
is shown in Fig. 10.21. This arrangement permits access to the end of the muon magnet
piston and to RHIC beamline components and magnets which must be installed in this
region.

A cross section of a streamer tube layer with associated readout pads is shown in
Fig. 10.22. The actual streamer tubes are mounted in extruded plastic "supertubes" which
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Figure 10.16: Isometric view of chamber supports.

permit removal of an individual streamer tube without disturbing the pad readout structure.
The pad layers will be installed on each side of the streamer tubes. One side is instrumented
with 768 radial strips (azimuthal segmentation), which are "or"ed in groups of three to form

256 inputs per layer into the LVL-1 trigger logic. The other side is instrumented with pads
finely segmented in radius and coarsely in azimuth to provide the transverse coordinate to
the strips on the other side.

The streamer tubes use a gas mixture with a mass composition of 25% Ar and 75% isobu-
tane. The anode wires are biased to 4600 V for a gas pressure of one standard atmosphere.
Bench tests have shown this provides a stable operating plateau of about 500 V extent with
minimal tendency to spark given proper initial high voltage burn-in of the streamer tubes.
A high voltage burn-in proceedure has been developed. Timing tests have shown that the
arrival time distribution of pad pulses relative to particle passage is somewhat broader than
desired, having a full width at tenth maximum of ,-_ 110 ns for normally incident particles.
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Figure 10.17: Cross-sectional view of the wire planes in one octant of a muon arm tracking
station.

This is quite close to the RHIC bunch crossing time of 112 ns for the anticipated future 2 / 57
bunch filling of the two RHIC rings. Because the muon identifier forms the LVL-1 trigger for
the muons and because this trigger is pipelined and deadtimeless, as described in Chapter
11, some developement work is required to reduce this arrival time distribution. Different
gas mixtures will be studied, and the possibility of using streamer tubes with smaller cell
sizes than the standard 9 x 9mm _ will be explored, in order to reduce the electron drift
distance to the anode wire.

A side elevation view of the concrete walls are shown in Fig. 10.23. The walls are stabilized
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Figure 10.18" A possible method of segmenting the wires in tracking station #3 of the muon
arm.

after installation by addition of lateral supports which attach to the tops of the identifier
concrete walls and to the end wall of the hall, as seen in Fig. 10.23. The block walls are tall
enough to require use of rebar to stabilize the several courses of block during construction
of each wall. The pattern of penetrations for this rebar consists of two pairs of holes to
permit use of one pair to install and grout the rebar for a given set of block courses, thus
anchoring it to the courses below it, followed by use of th c next pair to attach this course _:o
the succeeding ones.

3

nn
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Figure 10.19: Drift cell geometry for the muon arm tracking stations. The cross section is
shown at an intersection of the normal and stereo wire layers.

10.3 Electronics

10.3.1 Front-end

The front-end electronics for the muon tracking chambers will be similar to that used for the
drift chambers in the central arms of PHENIX, for which a design similar to that developed

at the University of Pennsylvania for the SDC straw tubes is being considered. A functional
diagram of this bipolar monolithic ASIC is shown in Fig. 10.24. The principle difference in
emphasis between the central and muon tracking is that the central drift chambers need good
two track resolution in an environment where every anode wire may fire in a central Au +

Au event, whereas the muon tracking stations have occupancies less than 10% for the same
events but must obtain the best single track resolution possible in order to resolve the T(1S)

from the T(2S+3S), as noted in Fig. 10.30. Therefore the muon system may emphasize
better noise rejection and thus reduction of timing jitter by increasing the peaking time in
the preamplifier-shaper for the muon arm tracking chambers compared to the peaking time
(,-_10 ns) used for the central arm drift chambers.

We anticipate that engineering development will be required to develop a front end tuned
to the impedance of the drift chambers. Measurement of this on a full-scale prototype
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Figure 10.20: Side elevation view of the muon identifier.
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Figure 10.21" End elevation of the panels of streamer tubes forming the active element of the
muon identifier. The installation of the sixth panel is indicated. This installation requires
the stacked block shielding wall for the hall be removed locally.
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Figure 10.22: Cross section of a limited streamer tube showing the "supertube" support and
the pad readouts.
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Figure 10.24: Block diagram of preamplifier-shaper-discriminator for the muon arm drift
chambers.

chamber is thus a high priority task.

The drift-time measurement will be made using a TDC similar to the LeCroy MTD132A
ASIC developed recently. This chip has a gray code scaler which may be driven by external
clock at rates up to 125 MHz, together with an interpolation circuit which can measure
arrival time to 1 ns. The design intrinsically has multihit capability. The present ASIC
must be stopped in order to be read out, which does not mesh with the general Online
philosophy adopted for PHENIX, as discussed in Chapter 11. A development effort to
produce a data buffer which permits simultaneous read/write (to different locations) and
which utilizes circular buffers is thus necessary. The same final TDC circuit will be used for
the central drift chambers, so a single development effort will be pursued.

The muon identifier has modest requirements for both pulse height measurement and hit
recording. A minimal circuit needs only a shaper plus discriminator, bit latch and buffer
memory to allow for LVL- 1 trigger latency. The amplitude of signals observed in the streamer
tube te_stsindicates that little or no amplification is needed, although a fast shaper preceeding
the discriminator is desireable. The discriminator outputs of three neighboring radial strips
are "or"-ed together. The resulting 256 logical signals (32 per octant) for each plane of the
muon identifier are sent to the LVL-1 Trigger circuits. If ongoing test beam measurements of
a prototype muon identifier indicate that knowledge of the pulse height information aids in
#/r discrimination, a charge measurement will be made. This measurement needs be made
with only 6-8-bit precision. A block diagram for the front-end electronics for the muon
identifier is shown in Fig. 10.25.
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Figure 10.25: Block diagram of front-end electronics for the muon identifier, including charge
meaurement.

10.3.2 Trigger

The LVL-1 trigger decision for the muon arm uses the 3 x 256 logical signals from the muon
identifier to count the number of muon candidates present in the muon arm. This sum is
developed in a pipelined trigger processor for each beam crossing. The number of candidates
is fed to the global LVL-1 trigger logic box, and the addresses of all candidate hits are stored
in the trigger data stream for use in the LVL-2 trigger as masks for hits in the muon arm
tracking chambers. A description of the LVL-1 trigger is given in Chapter 11.

The LVL-2 muon trigger computations use the output from LVL-1 together with tile
digitized hits from the three muon arm tracking stations. Each of the eight tracking octants
has its own local trigger processor. The muon trigger data output from LVL-1 is one 32-
bit word per octant, with each bit corresponding to a potential muon track in the muon
identifier. This 32-bit word for each octant is smeared in the trigger processor by bit shifting
and "or'ing to produce a mask for tracks at muon tracking station _3. The smearing is
necessary in order to account for the range of incident angles of particles and for multiple
scattering. Next, the station #3 chamber hits for the Y and Y' wires are unpacked and
converted into another 32-bit word for each octant. This conversion also handles any needed
alignment between station #3 and the muon identifier. The tracking stations do not have a
projective radial readout geometry, so that a geometry conversion is necessary to match the
readout pad geometry of the muon identifier. Similar 32-bit words for the two stereo planes
may need to be prepared also. Finally, an "and" (or coincidence) is taken between these two
words, producing a word containing potential muon hits for each octant of station #3.

This masked station #3 word is next used to mask station #2 hits exactly as the muon
identifier is used to mask station #3. The result of this operation is then used to mask
station #1, allowing for possible trajectories in the magnetic field. If the masked word from
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an octant of station #1 is not zero, then a potential muon track in that octant of the muon

spectrometer is found. This procedure goes on in parallel for ali eight octants. The resulting
data can then be passed to a later processor in the LVL-2 trigger pipeline, or a decision could
be taken at this step, should finding two candidate muon tracks proved to be a sufficiently
selective trigger. Later stages of the LVL-2 trigger can apply invariant mass cuts.

10.4 Performance and Backgrounds

The simulations of the performance of the muon detector have been carried out in,tel)OIl-
dently and redundantly at one or more of Georgia State University, Los Alamos National
Laboratory, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, the University of Tennessee and \,'anderbilt
University, using different methods and computer codes. This approach ensures a high de-
gree of reliability and internal consistency in the results discussed below. In general PISA has
formed the basis for all calculations except for certain simulations concerning signal-to-noise

ratios, where faster and more simplified non-GEANT based codes were used.
Based on the design of the muon detector, the performance simulations have been split

into four parts concerned with the performance of (1) the absorber, (2) the tracking and
spectrometer performance, (3) the muon identifier, and (4) the integrated detector.

The discussion of the performance of the muon arm spectrometer is organized by increas-

ing hit multiplicity. First, single track issues such as momentum resolution are discussed,
followed by double track characteristics such as dimuon invariant mass resolution and ac-
ceptance estimates. Finally, multitrack characteristics, such as cell occupancy and track
reconstruction, ate presented.

10.4.1 Absorber

The steel pole tip of the central magnet is the main part of the hadron absorber for the
muon arm. This steel pole tip is 60-cre thick (approximately 3.6,k) in the z direction, thus

presenting from 61 cm to 75 cm of steel to the particles in the angular acceptance of the
muon arm ( 10° _<0 < 35°). Simulation studies have shown that when this steel is integrated
with the copper nosecone and the copper plug in front of the muon magnet piston, there
is no particular advantage in tapering the downstream side of the central magnet pole, as
shown in the present CM design. In the final CM design, this region will be left flat for
reasons of simplicity and cost.

Simulations of particle leakage through various configurations of the magnet pole tip
were performed using both GEANT 3.15, employing the GHEISHA and NUCRIN packages
with 1 MeV tracking cuts, and with the LAHET (Los Alamos High Energy Transport) code
system. The LAHET code system is a superset of the ORNL HETC code and incorporates
EGS4, which provides detailed information on electron and photon leakage.

The central magnet and muon magnet steel geometries were taken from the design pre-
sented in Chapter 4. There is a copper nosecone in front of the pole tip of the central magnet,
starting at 32 cm downstream of the nominal vertex to stay clear of the silicon pad inner
detector array. The outer edge of the nosecone is along a ray joining the outer edge of the
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muon arm lampshade to a vertex 32 cm upstream of (i.e., farther away from the muon arm
than) the nominal vertex, to ensure that any charged particle from the vertex that would
enter the muon arm follows a trajectory through the face of the copper nosecone. The pur-
pose of the nosecone is to reduce the flight path for hadrons from the collision point to the
hadron absorber, which decreases the number of muons from weak decay entering the muon
arm, as discussed in Section 10.4.4. It must be nonmagnetic so as not to perturb the central
magnetic field.

A copper plug is placed immediately in front of the muon magnet piston to stop particles.
particularly those from shower leakage, which otherwise might leave the central magnet t2oI_'
at small polar angles and reach the tracking stations. It also provides addilic_tlal al)sort_,,r
material for the more energetic primary particles at very forwar,1 allgles w}li,'tl insToad ',,.()llJ,l
strike, the front face of the piston. Secondaries from such parti,'l_:'s have a }li,_}__l_rot_al)ilitv ,,t'
entering tracking stations #1 and #2. Early versions of this plug used tungsten in order to
maximize the number of interaction lengths in the path of the highest energy hadrons. More
recent studies show that copper provides nearly equivalent shielding capability at only 10%
of the material cost of tungsten. This copper plug is 79.9-cm long, has a 40-cm deep recess
for the beam-beam counters and has an outer tapered edge following a 10° line to match the
muon magnet piston.

A 7-cm thick Pb "curtain" is placed at the downstream side of the central magnet steel
to suppress photon and e± leakage, which are known from earlier studies with GEANT and
LAHET to dominate the leakage from Fe or lower-Z absorber materials.

GEANT simulations were performed by tracking 100 GeV/A + 100 GeV/A central
Au + Au events from the HI JET event generator through the muon absorber. The pri-
mary particles were produced at the nominal vertex, and ali particles with Eki,_> 100 MeV
and 4.5o < 0 <__60.00 were followed. A tracking cut of Eki,_ = 1.0 MeV was used for ali
secondary tracks. The shower leakage into the muon arm was sampled at three locations
( z = 180, 416, and 630 cm ) corresponding to the position of the muon tracking stations.
LAHET simulations were also performed with events from the HIJING event generator,
which includes jet and mini-jet production in the initial phase of the collision and produces
particles with harder PT distributions than those obtained from HI JET or VENUS.

The results from GEANT simulations for the leakage of various shower products for
different muon absorber geometries are summarized in Table 10.3 as the number of particles
striking each of the three tracking stations in the muon arm. The addition of the copper
piston plug plays an effective role in reducing the overall leakage into the acceptance of the
muon arm, in some cases by as much as a factor of 10-15. Without the copper plug a sizable
number of particles entering the chambers are secondaries from showers caused by particles
hitting the piston part of the muon magnet directly; some of these secondaries backstream
into the first tracking station.

The addition of the copper nosecone in front of the pole tip of the central magnet causes
only a small (,_10-20%) decrease in the number of leakage particles (hadrons and leptons)
with kinetic energies above 0.1 GeV reaching the tracking chambers. It does, however,
reduce the number of decay muons (particularly muons above 1 GeV) originating from in
flight decay in the free space before the hadron absorber. It also reduces the flux of .energetic
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Table 10.3: Comparison of shower leakage into the muon arm for various configurations of
the muon absorber. The shower sampling was done at the locations corresponding to the
three muon tracking stations. The numbers listed for the three energy bins are per Au + Au
central event and are summed over the angular acceptance of the muon arm.

..... Station #1 Station #2 Station #3
Leakage <0.1 0.1-1.0" >1.0 <0.1 0.1-1.0" >1.0 <0.1 0.1-1.0 >1.0

Particle Type GeV GeV GeV GeV GeV GeV GeV C,'V C,,,\"
Wi{'h Neither Cu Piston Plug nor i_u Nosecone

2' 1208.'2 20.'2 0.0 1:306.6 20.4 0.0 1219.2 19.2 i).0
e+e - 188.8 5.4 0.0 173.4 6.0 0.0 149.0 6.,1 0.0

Charged Hadrons 15.8 67.4 10.6 10.6 63.4 12.0 7.8 56.6 11.8
#+#- 2.2 6.6 0.4 4.6 11.8 0.6 5.6 14.8 0.8

Neutral Hadrons 1165.6 81.2 3.4 834.8 83.2 3.8 747.6 77.6 3.8

Neutrons Only 1165.6 80.4 2.2 834.8 82.2 2.6 747.6 76.8 2.6

-- " With Cu Piston Pl.ug_b'ut Without Cu Nosecone
7 256.6 2.4 0.0 135.6 1.8 0.2 116.0 1.4 0.2

e+e - 10.8 0.6 0.0 7.6 0.6 0.0 8.2 0.8 0.0

Charged Hadrons 4.4 26.2 7.0 2.4 19.6 6.4 2.4 17.6 5.6
#+#- 1.6 4.2 0.4 1.4 5.2 0.8 2.0 6.6 1.0

Neutral Hadrons 1040.4 69.0 2.0 662.6 50.4 2.0 603.0 46.6 2.0
Neutrons Only 1040.4 67.8 1.4 662.6 49.4 1.4 603.0 45.8 1.4

....... With Both Cu Piston Plug and Cu Nosecone

_/ 232.4 1.8 0.0 132.0 1.6 0.0 i16.4 1.6 0.2
e+e - 12.6 0.8 0.0 8.6 0.6 0.0 7.2 0.6 0.0

Charged Hadrons 6.6 23.0 4.8 3.6 14.6 4.8 2.8 13.6 4.2
#+#- 1.0 3.0 0.2 0.6 5.2 0.2 1.2 6.0 0.2

Neutral Hadrons 953.4 61.4 1.2 605.4 43.6 1.2 538.2 40.2 1.2

Neutrons Only 953.4 61.4 0.6 605.4 43.6 0.6 538.2 40.2 0.6

particles leaving the absorber, including sail-through hadrons and energetic shower particles,
which can otherwise decay in flight inside the muon arm, producing additional decay muons.
These muons are quite difficult to differentiate from muons coming from vector meson and
virtual photon decays.

The kinetic energy spectra of the leakage particles arriving at tracking stations #1 and
#3 as obtained from GEANT simulations are shown in Figs. 10.26 and 10.27. The PT spectra
of charged hadrons and #_: reaching the first tracking station are shown in Fig. 10.28.

Most of the e+ are below 20-30 MeV and do not pose any serious problem for the tracking

chambers. The majority of the decay muons are below 200 MeV and will thus largely range
out in the 30 cm of steel in front of the muon identifier. There is, however, about a 20%
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Figure 10.26: Kinetic energy spectra of charged hadrons, electrons and positrons, and muons

reaching muon tracking stations #1 and #3 as obtained from GEANT simulations for the

standard muon absorber geometry with Cu piston plug and Cu nosecone. The bin sizes are
50 MeV for hadrons and muons and 2 MeV for electrons and positrons.
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Figure 10.27: Kinetic energy spectra of photons and neutrons reaching muon tra,_..itJ_: :c_t-
tions #1 and #3 asobtained from GEANT simulations for the standard muon _tb,,;.._i: er

geometry with Cu piston plug and Cu nosecone. The bin sizes are 50 MeV for :l, tl!rori _ :_M

2 MeV for photons.
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Figure 10.28: Transverse momentum ( pT ) spectra of charged hadrons and #:e reaching
muon tracking station #1. The bin size is 50 MeV/c.

probability of decay muons having energies greater than 1 GeV. Fig.10.26 shows that there
is also a sizeable number of charged hadrons with energies greater than 1 GeV. Most of
these charged hadrons are below 3.0 GeV and can be distinguished from muons by the muon
identifier. The mean PT of the decay muons as well as of the charged hadrons is quite small

(< 1 GeV/c for charged hadrons and < 0.5 GeV/c for #+ ) as can be seen from Fig. 10.28,
which helps in rejection.

There are orders of magnitude more low energy (< 100 MeV) neutrons than charged
hadrons. The neutrons, however, should not present a crippling problem for the muon
spectrometer because of the expected very small chamber efficiency for neutrons. However,
R&D work to quantify the tracking chamber response to neutrons is necessary. Most of the
photon flux is below 25 MeV. Although pair production in the chambers from these photons
is a concern, it can be minimized by putting as little material in their way as possible. This
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is also necessary to obtain the best momentum resolution from the chambers, as noted below
in Fig. 10.30.

The Level of particle leakage into the muon arm is an important issue for the PHENIX
trigger. The muon arm trigger constructs a list of candidate tracks with one hit each in
stations #2 and #3, compares this to deep hits in the muon identifier, and then to hits in
station #1 corresponding to allowed trajectories. The initial list of candidates used to mask
the tracking chamber lists is derived from hits deep in the muon identifier. Charged particles
leaving the event vertex with less than 2 GeV kinetic energy, or less than about 1 GeV kinetic
energy after the lead shield behind the central magnet pole tip, do not penetrate deeply
enough into the muon identifier to satisfy this LVL-1 trigger. This fact was _lscd as a ,gui¢i,'
in determining when the hadron absorber was thick enough lo result, in an acceptably snlatl
false trigger rate. The leakage rates also determine how nlany coml_inatorial pairs (xx'tlicll
dominate the real pair rate) the LVL-2 trigger must process through the above algorithm,

and the resulting total time required for the muon LVL-2 trigger.

10.4.2 Tracking and Spectrometer

Track Reconstruction Algorithm

Three different algorithms, all of which give essentially equivalent results, were used to
reconstruct the muon momentum at the vertex from the hit positions in the three tracking
stations and the vertex position. The first algorithm, developed at Vanderbilt, was based on
visually inspecting the PISA output for the correlation between the original momentum and
the hit positions in polar coordinates. The second was based on the algorithms developed
for the experiments E772/789 at Fermilab. The third algorithm was developed at ORNL
and uses an expansion of the original vertex momentum in terms of Legendre polynomials
with the variables consisting of appropriately scaled hit positions in polar coordinates. The
expansion coefficients were determined to arbitrarily large order by chi-squared minimization.
This method is particularly well suited for use in a LVL-2 trigger, since it requires only a
few hundred simple multiplications and additions.

The tracking procedure for the spectrometer consists of two steps" (1) finding the track
segments h_r.l the hits in each station, and (2) joining the track segments from the three
stations.

The track reconstruction uses simple tree searches for correlated hit candidates combined

with a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) test [6] to select the correct candidates. Let

us assume a single track generates a M-dimensional hit vector h = (hl,h2,..,hi,..,hM). For
step (1) the hits are the hit positions in each of the six drift chambers in the UU'YY'VV'
geometry. For step (2) the first four coordinates in the hit vector (hl, h2, ha, h4) will be the
0 and ¢ of the track segment position and the 0 and ¢ of the track segment local direction
vector within the first tracking station. The next four coordinates will be the same track
segment information from the second tracking station.

The algorithm is tuned using "learning tracks"; from PISA simulations N learning tracks
fz_ are generated (N > 1000) and the following average hit vector H and dispersion matrix
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A are created

1 N

Hi = -_ Y'_(hi ),,rt-"l

1 N

Aij = -_ y_[(hi),_- gi][(hj)n - Hj]n=l

It is important to note that at a more advanced stage of the experiment the N learning
tracks should not be taken from simulations, but instead from low rnultiplicity calibration
data.

Finally the M eigenvalues ,Xiand M eigenvectors £i of tile dispersion matrix A a,re
calculated. The eigenvalues can be organized as a vector _ and the eigenvectors ,:ali b,.'e
organized into a M x M matrix w with components wij.

Based on _ and _o it is now possible to use the following very sensitive criteria to test if
a track candidate 6= (cl,c2,..,ci,..,CM) constitutes a true track. The generalized distance,
d, of 6 from an ideal track can be defined as

M

= -
i=1

d= _ l_r/y
j=l

d will be approximately normally distributed with a standard deviation of 1. If d is not
normally distributed the.n the learning data set contains abnormalities and should be care-
fully analyzed. If it is now required for a track candidate that d < dmax, then only a small
fraction of all real tracks will be rejected, whereas a very large fraction of spurious tracks
will be rejected. For dmax = 3 only 0.3% of the real tracks are rejected. The fraction rejected
depends on the relative magnitude of the eigenvalues. In a high resolution detector, the
smallest eigenvalues become extremely small and the rejection power of the PCA test is very
good. The PCA test constitutes the best possible rejection test based on a linear method;
the linearity ensures that the PCA is a very fast rejection test.

The track segment finding within a tracking station proceeds according to the following
scheme:

1. First, all possible UU', YY' and VV' hit pairs are identified by searchin for hit positions

in the two planes smaller than Lpx the plane separation, where Lp is typically 2-3.m

The average position hk for each of the possible pairs is calculated.

2. A PCA test with d,,.._ = 5 is applied to ali sets of 3 pairs, (UU', YY' and VV'. Due
to the large value of dm_x this first test keeps all real tracks, but rejects the obviously
false cases and reduces the total number of track candidates substantially.

3. A more sensitive PCA test with dm_ = 4 is now applied to the complete 6-dimensional
set of possible hits surviving step 2.
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4. The left-right ambiguities are resolved by calculating all 26 possible real hit combina-
tions to find which one gives the smallest PCA distance.

5. Finally, a global search is performed for the largest set of tracks which both minimizes
the sum of the PCA distances and can be removed without incorporating the same hit
in two tracks (special provision is, however, taken for unresolved double hits).

6. For each well-identified track segment the following 4 quantities are stored:
(0_, ¢_, 0p, ¢v) where 0 and ¢ are the polar and azimuthal angles and the indices
r and p denote the position and momentum.

2"he joining of track segments between tracking stations into a, comI)lete track is actually
somewhat simpler than finding the segments. The following procedure is used'

1. All possible hit combinations from station #2 and #3 are formed (typically 30 x 40
candidates in central collisions).

2. A PCA test with dm._ = 4 is performed to identify reasonable track candidates. Typ-
ically 50-200 candidates survive.

3. All track candidates from 2) are combined with track segments from station #1 and
a PCA test with dm_x = 3 is performed to select the final tracks. Since a total of
3 x 4 = 12 track segment coordinates enters in this calculation and each track is
determined by only 5 parameters, the problem is highly overdetermined and the final
PCA test identifies the true tracks extremely efficiently.

Tracking Resolution

PISA simulations of the single track momentum reconstruction were performed with the
central and muon magnetic fields turned on, and Landau fluctuations were included in the
straggling through the central magnet. A Gaussian distribution of the z-position of the
vertex with a, = 22 cm was used.

The acceptance in 0 for single muon tracks is 10° < 0p < 35°. The magnetic fields ap-
proximately conserve the polar angle, 0, of the tracks, but only to first order. The limits
of the 0-acceptance should therefore only be considered approximate. This diffuseness is
further enhanced by the multiple scattering in the absorber.

The momentum acceptance is approximately p > 2.0 GeV, arising from the minimum
muon energy required to penetrate the central magnet coil plus the active thickness of the
muon identifier. This 2 GeV limit should also be considered approximate and only detailed
simulations can determine if a particular muon track will be identified.

Assuming a position resolution of 0.10 mm for a complete tracking station (corresponding
to a resolution of ,_ 0.25 mm per drift chamber) and a vertex position resolution of 0.2 mm,
the single track momentum resolution at the vertex was found to be (momentum unit is
GeV/c)

ct(p) = _/0.102+(0.02p)2
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Multiple Scattering

x

.........................

Muon Absorber

Figure 10.29: Illustration of the relation between the direction of the tangent to the momen-
tum, denoted 0p, of a particle just exiting the absorber, and the same particle's geometrical
direction, denoted Og_o,,_,given by the position at which it exits combined with a precise
knowledge of the interaction vertex. The curved track represents the particle's trajectory.

= 0.5° (10.2)
= 2.0°

The standard deviations in (10.2) are based on Gaussian fits to the mon. ,ntum distribu-
tions obtained by PISA. At small momenta, the dominant contribution to the ,'esolution is
energy- and angle-straggling in the absorber. This contribution is stochastic and therefore
difficult to correct. However, by using the difference between the directions of the local
momentum vector and the local position vector at the first tracking station, as illustrated
schematically in Fig. 10.29, part of this straggling can be estimated. There is a correlation
between the quantity (0g,om-0p) and the actual change in three-momentum due to multiple
scattering for a given particle. Determination of the geometric angle, 0g,om, requires inde-
pendent knowledge of the interaction vertex, which is supplied in PHENIX by the silicon
vertex detector. This vertex must be known to about 1-2 mm to have the full benefit of

this correction proceedure. Applying this correction improves the momentum resolution for
small momenta by approximately 50%.

This correction is potentially complicated by the presence of the inner coil of the central
magnet inside the acceptance of the muon arm. Particles which traverse this coil and enter
the muon arm pass through a variable combination of copper coil, water and insulation, in
addition to the pole tip steel and nosecone copper traversed by all primary particles entering
the muon arm. The fraction of each material in the flight path of a particle cannot be
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Figure 10.30: Invariant mass resolution of dimuons originating from ¢, J/t]J and T-decay as
a function of the position resolution in the spectrometer tracking stations.

determined due to the uncertainty from multiple scattering in the actual trajectory. The
specific energy losses in these materials differ, leading to an additional contribution to the
energy loss straggling. However, analytic estimates, confirmed by Monte Carlo calculations
using PISA, have shown that this term is less than 25% of the main straggling term and
thus can be neglected.

Due to the asymmetric nature of Landau fluctuations, the reconstructed momentum
distributions generally have a low momentum tail. Consequetly, the standard deviations oi
the reconstructed momentum distributions are 30-40% larger than the above values from
Gaussian fitting. Negative and positive muon tracks can be distinguished with 99% efficiency
up to at least 50 GeV/c.

Mass Resolution

As stated earlier, the main purpose of the muon detector is to detect muon pairs originat-
ing from vector meson decay or virtual photon production. The most important two-track
parameter is the invariant mass resolution, which should be als small as possible to provide
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Table 10.4: Single-station tracking efficiency and position resolution as a function of drift
chamber occupancy and position resolution. See text for further explanation.

Drift chamber position resolution

Occupancy 100/zm 200 #m I 300 #m
Efr. Track res.(#m) Efr. TrackRes.(#m)Efr. Trackres. {pm) .....

2.% 99% 45 99% 90" 98% 140
4% 99% 45 99% 92 97% 160
6% 99% 46 98% t00 !)5% [80
8% 98% 48 96% 120 93% 210
10% 97% 53 94% [50 90% 260

a good signal-to-background ratio. The resolution of Minv below 4 GeV/c 2 is dominated by
the straggling in the absorber, whereas at higher masses the dominant contribution is the
position resolution of the drift chambers. The asymmetric shape of the peaks, with a low
energy tail, is caused by Landau fluctuations. The relative mass resolution is approximately
given by a(M)/M = 6%/_; this mass resolution enables a clear separation of p and ¢,
J/_b and ¢_, with an acceptable separation of T and T'.

To specify the drift chamber design criteria, the dependence of the Mi,_v resolution as
a function of the position resolution in a complete tracking station was investigated. The
calculation shown in Fig. 10.30 was performed with an ORNL/UT algorithm including a
correction for straggling, so the absolute values of the Min, resolution differ slightly from
the values above. The J/¢ mass resolution is nearly independent of the position resolution,
since the dominant contribution here is the straggling in the absorber, whereas the T mass
resolution varies strongly with the position resolution. Note that Fig. 10.30 shows the posi-
tion resolution of a complete tracking station, not the position resolution of each individual
drift chamber. If the position resolution of each of the six individual drift chambers within a
tracking station is conservatively assumed to be 0.3 mm, the total tracking station position
resolution would be 0.14 mm.

Track Reconstruction Efficiency

Approximately 50, 40, and 35 charged particles pass through the three tracking stations,
respectively, for a central Au + Au event. Since the stations have 736, 920, and 1624 channels,
respectively, this corresponds to maximum occupancies of 7%, 4%, and 2% (not accounting
for particles striking chamber support frames). Most of these particles have low momenta,
and only 0.4 particles, on average, penetrate the muon identifier fully. Nevertheless, the
spectrometer must track all of the charged particles entering it to measure the momentum
of the few muons.

The track finding efficiency of a single tracking station is shown in Table 10.4 as a function
of the occupancy and drift chamber position resolution. The efficiency is defined as the ratio
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Table 10.5: The overall track reconstruction efficiency of the muon spectrometer for tracks
going through all three tracking stations and reaching the muon identifier with a residual
momentum of at least 1 GeV/c.

Track Drift Chamber Position Resolution

Multiplicity 100 #m 200 #m 300 pm ._
25 98% 97% 96%
50 96% 94% 91%
75 92% 89% 82%

between the number of completely reconstructed tracks and the number of incident tracks on
the station. The position resolution is the standard deviation of the difference between the
original and reconstructed track positions in the bend direction. As the occupancy increases,
the track reconstruction efficiency decreases, but for all values in the table it stays above 90%.

For higher occupancies or worse resolution the efficiency decreases rapidly to unacceptable
levels. It is worth noting that most of the missed tracks have large angles of incidence and
tend to be strongly bent leakage tracks. The misidentification of high momentum tracks is
in general a factor of 2-3 less than the overall misidentification.

A potentially more serious problem than reconstruction inefficiency is the deterioriating
resolution caused by misidentification of close hits when the occupancy increases. This
creates a tail on the position distribution, which degrades the invariant mass resolution. For
drift chamber resolutions at or below 200 #m, and expected occupancy values less than 9%,
it does not seem to be a problem, but reduce the efficiencies in Table 10.4 by 2-3%.

The overall reconstruction efficiency for tracks traversing all three tracking stations and
reaching the muon identifier with a residual momentum of at least 1 GeV/c is given in
Table 10.5 as a function of the track multiplicity and the position resolution. Tracks with
reconstructed positions more than five standard deviations from the real position are cat-

egorized as lost. The overall track reconstruction efficiency of 90% or better for realistic
parameters is very encouraging and demonstrates that the muon detector can handle the
high multiplicity environment in high energy nuclear collisions very well.

10.4.3 Muon Identifier

Muon identification is accomplished with a system very similar to the one in the CLEO
II detector at the Cornell Electron-positron Storage Ring [7]. The muon identifier will
be a calorimeter comprised of three absorbing layers, each of approximately two nuclear
absorption lengths thickness, with detectors installed behind each absorber. The muon
identifier must separate true muon tracks from the large background of hadrons that punch
through the main magnet yoke. The muon identifier built for the CLEO II experiment
performs very well; the CLEO II collaboration reports a muon identification efficiency of
between 0.89 and 0.99 depending on track penetration requirement with a probability of
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misidentification of only 0.007 for pions.
The CLEO system uses three 36-cm thick steel plates, while our Muon Magnet endplate,

which is 30-cm thick, serves as the first absorber layer and 1-m thick concrete slabs provide
the second and third layers. (Concrete is being used for budgetary reasons.) Assuming a
concrete density of 2.5 g/cm 3 each concrete slab has a nuclear interaction length about 30
% larger than the 36-cm thick steel plates used for CLEO. Thus our identifier has an overall
thickness that is slightly larger than the CLEO detector. Simulations with PISA show no
significant difference between the behavior of our concrete absorbers and steel absorbers of
the same interaction length. Ttm only disadvantage to concrete is that, the large, thickness
of the identifier causes a loss in acceptanc,e angle.

Muon Identification Algorithm

The main difference between the situation in CLEO and ours is that we must contend with

a much larger backgound of hadrons. Muon identification in the CLEO detector is done
by tracking particles from the vertex into the identifier and selecting tracks that range out
in the absorber layers at the depth expected for a muon of the momentum determined
by the tracking chambers. This scheme works well in the low background environment of
CLEO and with the narrow range of muon momenta characteristic of that experiment. The
Discriminant Analysis technique developed to discriminate between muons and pions and
described in the PHENIX pCDR, works well in the wide momentum range environment
of RHIC for many sampling layers. However, PISA simulations show that this technique
becomes unsatisfactory with only three absorber layers. The probability of misidentification
for pions is larger than 0.15 for pion energies below 3 GeV. We have therefore turned our
attention to a scheme similar to the one used at CLEO, namely to track particles through
the muon identifier using the momentum and hit multiplicity in the streamer tubes to select
muon.

Our technique starts with a track in the deepest layer of the identifier, and searches for
hits produced by the same track in forward detector layers. This is still under development;
so far we have obtained results on tracking particles through the muon identifier. The particle
identification efficiencies we have obtained will improve with the track information from the
muon arm tracking chambers.

Muon Identifier Efficiency

The simulations performed with PISA determine how well muons can be identified in the
range of particle momenta and the large background expected at RHIC. Simulations of cen-
tral events with the ORNL HGMC code using the UA1 PT spectrum show that approximately
18 pions and six muons per event reach the muon identifier. To simulate this background
we have used PISA to generate events consisting of 32 particles as follows:

• A kt+kt- pair (dimuon) with lab momenta corresponding to emission from the decay of
a particle of prescribed rapidity, PT, and mass. For a given pair-mass the values of y
and PT are chosen to put both muons into the muon identifier. The angle ¢ is chosen
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randomly for each event. We generate test dimuons in this way to study the tracking
efficiency for dimuons in our acceptance.

• An additional eight muons and 22 pions with y and PT from a simple event generator
providing a uniform distribution in y between y = 1.0 and 2.5, and PT according to
exp-Pr/o.4.

The PT distribution was deliberately chosen to give a hard spectrum. In order to save
computation time, the central magnet, is omitted. The muon magnet is included and the
magnetic fields are turned on. The y distribution covers ali angles between the rnllon magnet
"piston" and "'lampshade". In addition, the initial trajectory of each particle is l,este,I 1o
ensure that 0 is between I0 ° and 35°. This techniqu :, coupled with tile' omission of tt_,'c_,tltral

magnet, guarantees that 32 particles per event enter the muon identifier. TI>' II_lrl_l_'I':_we
have used in our simulations are a factor of 2-3 larger than predicted by the HGMC code,
to deliberately complicate the tracking. Three figures of merit have been evaluated in this
study, namely:

1. The efficiency for correctly identifying a dimuon.

2. The single muon loss rate.

3. The single pion misidentification rate.

The tracking algorithm searches for isolated hits, beginning in the deepest layer of the
muon identifier. It has been tested for a muon identifier with 10 x 10 cm 2 pads, so"isolated

hit" implies a minimum transverse distance of 10 cm between hits. The program follows the
centroid of a track from the back to the front of the identifier. In each plane all hits in a

square array of nine adjacent pads are assumed to belong to this track.
The lower energy muons present the most difficulties, because they may not traverse all

three layers of the identifier. Therefore, we have studied dimuons with masses of 2.0 and
2.5 GeV, pair rapidities from 1.2-1.6, and PT from 0-1 GeV/c. Single muon candidates are
selected by searching for tracks with an isolated hit in the second and third planes of the
identifier. Muons are identified as the subset of those tracks with one and only one hit per

layer in the forward detector layers. For low mass dimuons, often only one of the muons has
sufficient energy to reach the third layer of the identifier, and the other ranges out before
reaching the second layer.

The dimuon tracking efficiency is defined as the number of dimuons accurately tracked
through the identifier divided by the total number generated by PISA. Note that "accurately
tracked" indicates the tracks are identified as muons because they produce only one hit in

each plane. It should also be noted that, for a substantial fraction of dimuons with 2 GeV
mass at these rapidities, one particle ranges out before reaching the second plane. So, for low
mass we count the dimuon as correctly tracked and identified if one muon produces only one
hit and the other reaches the third plane with only one hit per plane. With these conditions
we find tracking efficiencies of 0.91 to 0.99.

The muon loss rate.' is given by the fraction of the eight additional muons in each event that
are misidentified as pions because they produce more total hits than the number of planes
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Table 10.6: Particle identification performance of the muon identifier for events with one
dimuon with invariant mass Min,, eight single muons and 22 pions single pions. All "muons"
must reach at least the second #ID plane. Refer to main text for further definitions of entries.

Mi_, = 2.0 GeV Mi_v = 2.5 GeV
Dimuon Tracking Efficiency 91% 99%

Muon Misidentification Ratio 4% 6%

Hadron Misidentification Ratio 4% I

they traverse. The fraction of misidentified muons is between 0.03 and 0.06 for muons with
energy greater than 1 GeV at the vertex.

The fraction of misidentified pions is the number of pions tagged as muons because they
produce only one hit per layer. Note that some of these may actually be muons from pion
decay. This fraction is quite large, ranging from 0.1-0.19. This result is disappointing
and is similar to the results found for pion misidentification with the Discriminant Analys!s
using only three absorber layers. Close inspection of the simulation results shows that the
misidentified pions are almost all associated with single, isolated hits in the first detector layer
making them indistinguishable from the lowest energy muons which do not reach the second
detector plane. These pions can cause a combinatorial background with the higher energy
muon which is cleanly identified. However, if we require that tracks reach at least the second
layer, increasing the soft muon energy threshold somewhat, the fraction of misidentified pionn
drops to between 0.01 and 0.04. These results are summarized in Table 10.6.

We should emphasize that these studies do not yet use information from the tracking
chambers. By requiring that the isolated hits in the first detector plane match up with a
clearly defined particle trajectory emanating from the vertex, we will be able to eliminate
many of these as possible muon candidates. It is also important to emphasize that, for
dimuons with mass greater than 2 GeV in our acceptance, the kinematics cause both muons
to have energies sufficient to reach the second or third detector layer. In fact, our muon
identifier, similarly to the CLEO identifier, is optimized for detection of dimuons with pair-
masses around that of the J/¢ mass. For this mass range one muon ranges out in the third
absorber layer and the other ranges out in this layer or beyond, making it possible to use
the range-energy information in identifying the source of th.e dimuon. For dimuons from ¢
decays with both muons entering the muon arm, only about 60% of the muons produce any
hits at all. Of these only about 60% produce hits in the second ox third detector layers. This
represents a rather large effective decrease in acceptance in this mass range. The acceptance
is in fact peaked at the most forward rapidities covered by the muon arm, as seen in the
acceptance plots in Fig. 10.4.

Aside from the expected poor performance for very low masses at y _<1.5, the results on
dimuon identification and tracking are satisfactory. Realistic backgrounds do not cause the
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Table 10.7: Signal to background ratios for the most important vector meson resonances irl
the muon detector. The table is based on 2x 109 central events eactl containing 10,000 charged
pions and was done with the ORNL HGMC code with the UA1 PT spectrum. Calculations
done by PISA using HI JET as primary pion source and with additional kinematical cuts on
the accepted Zracks can lead to S/N improvements for each of the vector mesons by factors
of 3-6.

t Resonance Signal/Background
p 1.2 :< i0- 2

i "_ 0.8 :. 10-.2

q)' 2.1 x 10-I

T 2.9 x 102
T' 7.0 x 101

occupancy of the muon identifier to increase sufficiently to cause confusion in tracking and
identifying muons.

10.4.4 Integrated Performance

Probably the single most important aspect of the feasibility of the muon detector is tile
question of the vector meson signal-to-background ratio (S/N). The primary tool for iden-
tifying vector meson resonances is to create the invariant mass of ali possible unlike-sign
muon pairs in each event. This process, however, also creates a combinatorial background
below each resonance which is one of the main experimental problems for all multiparticle
measurements in the RHIC environment. Since the whole feasibility of the vector meson
measurements detector depends critically on the S/N ratio between the resonance and un-
derlying background yields, we have performed these calculations redundantly using four
different approaches. PISA calculations were done independently at Vanderbilt and LANL,

whereas specialized High Gain Monte Carlo (HGMC) codes were used at Tennessee and
ORNL. The final results of ali these calculations agree to within a factor of 2-3 for the final
S/N's. The differences between the results of the codes does not mean that the calculations
are incorrect, but does indicate the theoretical uncertainty in these calculations arising from
the underlying assumptions. Note that the background discussed in this section is the com-
binatorial background unless stated otherwise. This implies that, for example, Drell-Yah
production is not considered a background in this section.

Figure 10.31 shows the invariant mass spectrum of ali unlike-sign muon pairs correspond-
ing to 108 central Au + Au events. In contrast to the calculation shown in Fig. 3.6, which
used the ORNL HGMC, this calculation was done using PISA with HI JET as the primary
pion source. The calculation includes the following resonances: ¢, J/C, _' and T. In ad-
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Figure 10.31: Dimuon invariant mass spectrum based on PISA calculations with no kinematic
cuts on the accepted muons.

dition DD and DY production is included. Vertex cuts were imposed to reduce the muon
background originating primarily from kaon decay and, to a much smaller extent, from pion
decay. Finally, only muons with momentum larger than 1 GeV/c after the absorber were
accepted. The actual simulation calculated the background for 10,000 central Au + Au
collisions and the complete background spectrum corresponding to l0 s events was obtained
by using event mixing. The HGMC codes, which obtain a factor 10-100 higher statistics
than PISA within the same CPU time, verified that the event mixing procedure causes no
systematic error by running a few high statistics cases without event mixing and cornparing
to equivalent event mixed calculations.

Figure 10.31 shows how both the J./¢ and the ¢' resonances are clearly above the back-
ground. Table 10.7 lists the S/N-values for the six dominant vector meson resonances. The
values quoted in this table probably represent more conservative estimates than values ex-

tracted from PISA calculations with HI JET. The main reason is that the HI JET PT spectrum
is softer than the UA1 spectrum used in the HGMC calculation.

As will be explained in more detail below, improvement in the S/N for particular reso-
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Figure 10.32: Dimuon invariant mass spectrum based on PISA calculations for the J/f and
_b' region with kinematic cuts on the accepted muons.

nances can be obtained by introducing carefully tuned kinematic cuts on the accepted muons.
An example of such a calculation is shown in Fig. 10.32, which depicts the invariant mass
spectrum in the J/_ region. Introduction of two dimensional cuts in O and momentum,
tuned for each resonance, can increase the S/N by a factor of several.

To illustrate the sensitivity of the S/N to the stiffness of the pion pr spectrum, we show
in Fig. 10.33 how S/N varies as function of the inverse PT slope. The pr spectrum is taken
proportional to pTexp(--pT/A), where A is the inverse slope. Note, how the S/N for J/¢
decreases by a factor of 200 when A is increased from 150 MeV/c to 250 MeV/c. This extreme
sensitivity of S/N to the stiffness of the PT spectrum represents the major uncertainty in
the S/N calculations, since.the exact shape of the PT spectrum for heavy ion collisions at
RHIC is unknown. Unknown effects of mini-jets and rescattering make it very difficult to
extrapolate from p + p data at similar energies.

The background below the T will not be combinatorial, but instead will originate from
Drell-Yan production. Figure 3.6 demonstrates that for the statistics expected for a RHIC
year of beam time at nominal luminosity (_ 2 x 109 central Au + Au events) the T and
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Figure 10.33: S/N for four vector mesons as function of the inverse PT slope of the pion in
the primary event.

the T' can be separated and distinguished above the DY background. Whereas it seems
questionable if a further subdivision of the T yield into Pr bins would be fruitful with the
current statistics, it is feasible to make simple comparisons between the yields of T and
J/¢ for central versus peripheral collisions, which is a important test of the vector meson
suppression mechanisms.

At first glance, the S/N for p and ¢ seems to be so small that any further work with these
resonances is impossible. Careful subtraction of the combinatorial background, however, does
makes it possible to extract large yields as was already shown in Table 3.3. The relative error

on the p yield is even lower than for the electron detector, at least for PT > 1 GeV/c. This will
make the muon detector PHENIX's primary tool for investigating the p. Careful comparisons
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to the electron detector measurements are, however, necessary in order to unravel the effects
of the unresolved w resonance.

The subtraction of the combinatorial background of unlike-sign muon pairs can be done
in two ways: (1) by subtracting the like-sign background obtained under exactly the same
trigger conditions, or (2) by creating an unlike-sign background spectrum from event mixing
of all positive muons from even events and negative muons from odd events. Method (1)
has the advantage of a correct normalization, but might not be accurate, if, for example, the
K+ and K- yields deviate substantially, which is possible based on AGS and SPS results.
Method (2) has the advantage of correctly creating the uncorrelated unlike-sign distributions
without assumptions about K+/K - ratios, but the normalization is complicated.

In order to optimize the design of the muon spectrometer, the dependence of tit,' .q/N
ratio on a variety of parameters has been investigated. In the following section, the most
important of these studies is discussed.

The most significant component of the S/N is the average vertex to absorber distance,
since the great majority of background muons originate from decay of pions before they are
absorbed in the absorber. The dramatic increase in S/N with decreasing vertex-absorber
distance is illustrated in Fig. 10.34, where the raw S/N for p, ¢, J/¢ and ¢' is shown
as function of this distance. The S/N decreases exponentially with the absorber distance.
The 32 cm chosen as the nosecone to vertex distance represents an acceptable compromise
between S/N in the muon arm and vertex acceptance. The variation of the vertex z position
with a o'z = 22 cm does not change the S/N significantly; detailed, simulations have shown
that the decrease in S/N for large negative z events is more than compensated by the
increased S/N for the accepted positive z events, Given the large acceptance of the muon
arm one may include only events with vertex to nosecone distance less than approximately
30 cm in the offline analysis. This would significantly enhance the S/N and only cut the
overall yield by a factor of two.

Figure 10.35 illustrates the muon pair pr dependence of several quantities in HGMC.
Figure 10.35a shows how the S/N improves significantly for ali resonances for increasing PT.

: This is important since it will allow us to study the crucial pT-dependence of the vector
meson yields out to large PT. As can be seen from Fig. 10.35d the relative yield has a broad
minimum between 1-2 GeV/c and measurements are possible up to PT values above 3 GeV/c,
where the yield vanishes.

Figure 10.36 shows contour plots of the yield of accepted muons from decay of the J/¢
and the background below the resonance, respectively. The background muons tend to
have a more asymmetric distribution with maxima for both small and large values of 8.
This asymmetry allows a kinematic cut on the single muons to be introduced to improve
the S/N ratio. An additional possibility is to introduce cuts on the energy asymmetry
oe= (El - E2)/EI + E2). As can be seen from Fig. 10.37 the background tends to have
larger energy asymmetries and a cut for a < 0.5 will again increase S/N for the J/¢ at the
expense of a fairly small yield reduction.

The last study of S/N enhancement is shown in Fig. 10.38, where the effect on S/N of
changing the spectrometer location in polar angle is illustrated. The S/N for the vector
mesons is plotted as a f.unction of the rapidity acceptance, assuming that the absorber

_
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Figure 10.34: Variation of S/N as a function of the distance between the front face of the
absorber and the average vertex position.

thickness is independent of the acceptance. The horizontal error bars indicate the acceptance
interval of the muons. A more forward position of the detector increases the S/N significantly.
The relative yield uncertainty is reduced for light resonances p and ¢ as shown in Fig. 10.39,
but the heavier resonances like J/¢ and ¢' show little rapidity dependence. It can therefore
be concluded, that any reduction in the forward coverage of the muon detector will detoriate
its performance.
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Figure 10.36: Contour plots of the (P, 0) distributions of accepted muons from J/¢ decay
and the J/_b background.

Trigger Implications

Elsewhere in this chapter the design of a muon trigger is described. Here the effectiveness of
a simple LVL-1 muon pair trigger is demonstrated. Figure 10.40 shows the PT distributions
of pions and muons at various positions through the muon detector. These single particle
yields form the basis for Fig. 10.7, which shows the fraction of central events with a) at least
one accepted muon above a particular energy (upper figure) or b) at least one accepted muon
pair above the invariant mass plotted. Note that even without any momentum measurement
from the spectrometer, which would require a LVL-2 trigger, the pair trigger rate is less than
6% of all central events. Since we wish to record events with at least one accepted muon pair
and the central event collision rate is around 1.5 kHz at nominal luminosity, we need only
cope with a dimuon trigger rate of 100 Hz, which should pose no problem. For noncentral
events the effectiveness of the simple dimuon trigger is even better as shown in Fig. 10.8.
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Figure 10.37: Yield distributions of the energy asymmetry parameter for dimuon origination
from J/_-decay and from the resonance background, respectively.

This figure shows the fraction of events with a) one accepted muon, b) two accepted muons,
c) two accepted unlike-sign muon and d) true pair muons as function of the neutral pion
rapidity density.

10.4.5 Muon-Electron Coincidence Measurements

Charm production and decay is an important issue at RHIC, for at least two reasons: First,
the measurement of "thermal" charm production has recently been suggested as a possi-
ble diagnostic of quark-gluon-plasma formation [8]. Also, copious semileptonic decays of
charmed meson pairs produce a large opposite sign dilepton signal, which could obscure the
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0.5, and 3 4-0.5, respectively. The S/N increases significantly for a more forward acceptance.

direct observation of "thermal" dilepton production in the plasma. DD production is highly
correlated and semileptonic decays form opposite-sign lepton pairs with properties similar
to those produced by the Drell-Yan mechanism.

Charm decays are predicted to dominate the e+e - and ju+#- mass spectra in the mass
region below 4 GeV/c 2. Preliminary results from E789 [9] confirm this for the continuum
below the J/¢ mass at XR _ O. Consequently, charm production is an important component
of the signal in the mass region where J/¢ suppression by color screening and thermal
production of lepton pairs are expected. It is essential to understand the charm contribution
quantitatively.

The major difference between the charm decay leptons and Drell-Yan pairs lies in the
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Figure 10.39: Variation of the relative yield uncertainty for the same three rapidity accep-
tances as in the previous figure.

rapidity gap between the leptons; charm decays produce leptons separated by nearly one unit
of rapidity. However, this is not enough information to separate these pairs fully. However,
as discussed in Chapter 3, the DD cross section can be obtained by measuring the correlation
of opposite sign e# pairs in the dimuon endcap and the central electron spectrometer. The
acceptance of the detector system for e/z pairs as a function of rapidity, mass, transverse
momentum and ZR was given in Fig. 3.7. This study was made using PISA with an event

generator based on Fermilab Experiment E653 results.
The rates and acceptance for #+#- pairs from charm decays are given in Table 3.3 and

illustrated Fig. 10.6. Charm decays dominate the mass spectra below 4 GeV/c 2, but the e#
measurement should allow subtraction of the charm contribution from the dimuon spectra.
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An extrapolation to lower rapidity must be employed for the e+e - spectra.

10.5 Cost

The cost of the muon arm is broken down by WBS item and is given in Table 10.8. Formatted
WBS sheets are included in the WBS summary.

10.6 Schedule

The proposed time for the muon arm is shown in Fig. 10.41. It delineates the time required for
engineering, design, analysis, prototyping, procurement, fabrication, assembly, installation,
and testing of the muon arm. The installation of the muon arm is intimately related to
the completion of the muon magnet. The installation of the tracking chambers and their
supports must be done in concert with that of the lampshade segments of the magnet. The
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Table 10.8: Cost Estimate for the PHENIX Muon Arm

Amounts in FY93 k$

Iatal M&S EDIA Labor

5. 7 Muon 3388 1788 589 1011

5. 7. 1 Muon Absorber 103 72 26 5

5. 7, 1. 0 EDIA 2,":. 0 23 0
5, 7, 1. 2 Fabrication 65 65 0 0
5. 7. I. 3 Test 10 7 3 0

5. 7. 1. 4 Assembly/Installation 5 0 0 5

5. 7. 2 Muon Tracker 1367 432 137 797
5. 7. 2. 0 EDIA 136 0 136 0

5. 7. 2. 1 OctantPrototype 105 2 0 103
5. 7. 2. 2 Fabrication 1009 422 0 586

5. 7. 2. 3 Testing 31 2 1 28
5. 7. 2. 4 Assembly/Install 86 5 0 81

5. 7. 3 Muo_ldentifler 801 581 50 169

5. 7. 3. 0 EDIA 50 0 50 0
5. 7. 3. 2 Fabrication 633 571 0 62

5. 7. 3. 3 Testing 9 0 0 9
5. 7. 3. 4 Assembly 108 10 0 98

5. 8. 1. 7 Muon FEE 1118 703 376 40
5. 8. 1. 7. 0. 0 EDIA 376 0 376 0

5. 8. 1. 7. 0. 1 Prototypes 51 51 0 0
5. 8. 1. 7. 0. 2 Fabrication 652 652 0 0

5. 8. 1. 7. 0. 3 Testing 40 0 0 40

individual planes of the muon identifier may be prepared independently of other activities

in the major facility hall, but their installation into the gaps in the downstream absorber

requires that the stackable shield wall which encloses the side of the detector closer to ttle

center of the RHIC ring be removed locally, thus requiring a dedicated shutdown period

when the shielding may be opened.
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Chapter 11

On-line System

11.1 Overview

The principle design goal of the PHENIX On-line System is to select and archive events of
potential physics interest at the rate given by the available RHIC luminosity. To achieve
this goal the system must

1. Have enough bandwidth to permit digitization of all Au + Au interactions at the RHIC
design luminosity (approximately 14 kHz peak interaction rate, 7 kHz average),

2. Implement a set of parallel triggers that select events of potential physics interest, and
reduce the accepted interaction rate to about 150 Hz, commensurate with transfer to
mass storage, and

3. Be extensible in both bandwidth and trigger selectivity, so that upgrades to han-
dle higher interaction rates encountered with collisions between lighter beam species
and/or future accelerator luminosity upgrades will be straightforward.

The wide range of species and luminosities at RHIC present special challenges for trig-
gering and data acquisition. The particle multiplicity per event can exceed 5000 for central
Au + Au events, which implies that, even in a small aperture, physics-sensitive triggers must
examiae a large number of tracks.

The physics of interest at RHIC is much softer than at SSC or other high energy colliders,
which implies that standard techniques used in high energy physics to obtain large reduction
factors are not applicable. The high particle multiplicity per event leads to many more
than one e+e - pair, or _+#- pair, or hadron pair useful for HBT-type analyses, per event.
Most of the leptons detected result from Dalitz decay, photon conversion, or weak decays of
hadrons, so that most "lepton pairs" are in fact combinatorial pairs. However, the desire to
measure low mass pairs and low PT particles in PHENIX makes it difficult to exclude these
combinatorial pairs using any straightforward low-level trigger. The need for good statistics
and control of final uncertainties requires that PHENIX examine nearly ali potential lepton
pairs and record a large fraction of them. The triggering algorithms therefore must permit

11-1
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tagging and some examination of ali events with lepton t_ cs for all colliding species and
bombarding energies.

Due to the large backgrounds and high event rates for some of the measurements, a
flexible and multilevel triggering system is essential. In many cases, the backgrounds to the
physics observables are so large that the background event rate exceeds the true event rate
by two or three orders of magnitude. Nowhere is this problem more evident than for the
dielectron measurements. The backgrounds from _r° Dalitz decay and photon conversions
are such that in central Au + Au collisions, roughly 75% of the events }lave an electron l)air,
while only one in every 301)0 events has a dielectron pair res_llt.ing ['rotn a ve,'v,)r r,,s,,t_a,l,','

' 1decay. Fae mllon spectrometer has a lower backgrollnd and thus fin_ls interest ina,,v_,_lt_ ;_ a
much lower rate (one in every 20 central :\11 . .\u interactioIls), bltt again oillv ;t I',.w !_,,r,',,:ll

of these are tr_le pairs. In order to take physics data e_ficiently, the PIIENIX oxl-liIle .s;'_l,'I,_
must be able to balance the raw triggering and data processing rates from sucli disparate
parallel streams.

We have designed the on-line system to be fully pipelined, to have three levels of triggering
(hereafter denoted as LVL-1, LVL-2 and LVL-3),to be free of deadtime through LVL-1, and to
have minimal dead time at LVL-2 and LVL-3,ali in order to preserve the high interaction-rate
capability of the experiment. Sufficiently deep buffering is provided to handle fluctuations
in the event rate and in trigger processing time. The use of pipelining allows the on-line
system to simultaneously record data from the detectors, process LVL-1 trigger information
from recent bunch crossings, and perform LVL-2 and LVL-3 analysis on events from much
earlier bunch crossings. The lower levels of the readout and the LVL-1 triggering system will
run in parallel via distributed processing to handle on-line data correction, zero suppression,
and calculation of trigger "primitives" to be used by higher levels of analysis. The firsl
level of the data readout and triggering systems is clock-driven, with the bunch-crossing
signals from the accelerator providing the pipeline clocking signal. The higher levels of l li,:
readout and triggering systems are data-driven, with the results of triggering and processing
in one level propagating up to the next level only when the processing on the current event
is finished. The only information propagating from higher to lower levels in the readout is
for the purpose of suspending processing or inhibiting triggers when buffers at higher levels
approach saturation due to extreme fluctuations in event size or trigger processing times.

The triggering algorithms are being designed to give good efficiency for the several spe-
cific types of physics events which PHENIX is designed to select from the overall set of
interactions produced at RHIC. These types include: lepton, photon, and hadron pairs; sin-

gle high Pr leptons, photons, and hadrons; identical particle pairs with small Aq; events
with evidence for fluctuations or localized large gr; and a prescaled sample of minimum bias
and central collision events. The LVL-1 trigger must be flexible enough to record unusual
events, such as lepton pairs produced by strong-field QED in which a nuclear interaction
does not necessarily occur, lt must also retain selectivity needed to provide sufficient time
for applying successively more restrictive triggers, especially to p + A collisions, which can
occur at rates approaching 1 MHz.

For observables such as electron pairs, significant reduction in the raw event rate can
only be obtained by reconstructing the electron momenta and calculating pair masses, which

IMlilIIHIIllqlpllllllMqlllllllllqmlq__111MIIq'lllrPMplql!llllllllllp'llllllrllUllqllllNIllmllrl,lllllllllllqI,IIql_,_pe,li
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requires assembling data from many of the detectors in the experiment, for example DC,
PC, EMCal, RICH, and TOF. This can only be done in the second or third stage of the
trigger. The muon spectrometer can provide a factor of about 20 rejection at LVL-1 simply
by counting deep hits in the muon identifier system, and the _,MCal can select photons of
greater than 2 GeV (or 3 GEV), which occur in 20% (or 2%) of central Au + Au events,
respectively, _ia a simple LVL-1 cluster trigger.

Several of the PHENIX detection subsystems have response functions that imply a mem-
ory time spanning as many as eight beam crossings, enough '_hat probabilities for pileup of
events from different crossings in the detector volume are non-negligible at the [,ighest inter-
action rates Most of tim detectors will be sampled wit,bin 2-3 beam crossings (B(") ot7_t,,i,,_,t_
crossing. However. the DC' and the TEC have long memories t(.l_.ttl\ . t,_) the t_lT crossin,4
rate. Thus, the readou _ system "[or these detectors must have s_fft:icient.lydeep b_lt['_'rs1o
store the entire memory of the detectors, together with the associated control logic to be
able to select samples associated with earlier crossings. PHENIX has approximately 200K
detection elements, many providing both time and pulse-height and some storing multiple
hits or requiring numerous samples for detailed waveform analysis.

These factors and the experience of groups associated with other large detector., of com-
parable complexity at FNAL, LEP, SLAC, and planned for SSC have ali influenced the
design of the PHENIX on-line system. In particular, we have sought to minimize cost while
maximizing reliability and ease of integration through the choice of an architecture that
can be applied uniformly across ali subsystems. A general descripgion of the on-line scheme
proposed is presented in the following section.

11.1..1 General On-line Scheme

Figure 11.1 .:hows the general sch._.meenvisioned for the PHENIX on-line system. The
"Particle Detectors" are described elsewhere in this report, with specifics relevant to the
on-line system listed below. This general on-line structure includes:

• Front-end Electronics (FEE) -- Because of the considerations detailed above, we re-
quire elc'ctronics with minimal intrinsic deadtime, intelligent buffering, and as much
signal processing as possible on or near the physical volume of the de'.ector. Samples of
signals from all detector elements will be taken every bealn crossing and stored locally
while LVL-1 is applied to reduce the volume of data that must be digitized and read
out from the detector. The FEE provides this analog processing and internal buffering
of signal samples synchronously with the RHIC beam crossing. It also correlates these

samples with particular beam crossings, produces signals for the LVL-1 trigger, filters
events in accordance with LVL-1, digitizes the event thus selected, and outputs event
fragments under the control of the data acquisition system. The FEE for the various
subsystems is designed to appear as uniform as possible to the rest of the on-line sys-
tem and uses a common approach to time-frame buffering. Details of the front-end
electronics for various detector subsystems are discussed in Section 11.2.

• Level-1 Trigger (LVL-I} -- This system proddes fast filters for discarding empty beam
crossings and uninteresting events belbre their data is fully digitized. Every ll2ns
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Figure 11.1: General scheme of PHENIX on-line system.

it receives trigger data from a new beam crossing over a relatively small number of
dedicated high-speed paths. It operates in a synchronous pipelined mode with a fixed
latency AtLVL-1 _ 4 #S. It thus generates decisions every 112 ns, for beam crossings
which occurred earlier by AtLVL-1. The latency has been chosen to permit reasonably
sophisticated LVL-1 decisions without requiring prohibitively deep front-end buffers.
The LVL-1 decisions are broadcast to the front-end electronics for digitization and

readout control. For accepted crossings the LVL-1 results are also read out as data for
input to more extensive filters. LVL-1 is discussed further in Section 11.3.3.

• Data Acquisition System and Higher-Level Triggers -- For accepted events the data
acquisition system receives the data fragments from the front-ends and any results from
LVL-1. It first buffers them while additional filters are applied in LVL-2 to reduce the
rate further. The latter is designed to provide additional rate reduction through a
flexible, programmable environment for applying both subsystem-local processing and
global correlations between detector subsystems on a time scale of about 100-1000#s.
Events which pass the LVL-2 cuts are then assembled into complete event records
by an Event Builder, so that a LVL-3 Trigger running in high-speed general-purpose
processors may take advantage of the entire event information to further reduce the
demand for archival storage to approximately 20 MB/s. This is described further
in Sections 11.3.4 and 11.4. Data for events passing this final level of filtering will
be archived on permanent storage media by a set of data loggers incorporated into
the data acquisition system (see Section 11.4.3). Additional subsystems for timing,
flow-control, and slow monitoring are described in Sections 11.5, ?? and 11.6.
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Figure 11.2: Data flow architecture of the PHENIX on-line system.

• On-line Computer System- The On-line Computer System is the focus for overall
control and monitoring of the front-ends, trigger system, data acquisition system, and
all ancillary systems. It further provides database services for maintaining histories of
calibrations, surveys, run records, etc. Finally it provides general connectivity between
the on-line system and offiine analysis facilities and other external computing resources.
See Section 11.7 for details.

Figure 11.2 elaborates the general architecture of the PHENIX on-line system from a data
flow perspective. A parallel, pipelined, data-driven philosophy is apparent. Strategies for
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dealing with three basic types of detection technologies are illustrated. In all cases raw signals
from the various detector subsystems must first undergo analog processing [AP] in the FEE,
with amplification and shaping to extract the optimum amplitude and/or time information,
and to develop inputs for LVL-1, where included. Subsequent processing requires analog to
digital conversion [ADC]. Multiplexing and data compression to conserve readout bandwidth
(whether by simple zero-suppression or more elaborate corrections plus parameterizations)
implies digital signal processing [DSP]. Subsequent routing operations are also facilitated
by addition of appropriate data-block headers at this point in the processing chain. Buffers
[13]with s_nart I/O ports are used to: (a) accommodate [tuct_tations iz_inp_tt rate: (I,)}_ol,t
dat,a pending decisions on its disposiLioIl; (c) synchronize _tl¢l tllcI'gc r,':_,llt:s i'l',,tt_,ti._parat,,
t)arallel sources: and (,l) till.er _lat,a, I)as_d olt ilpstrea.n'l _l_,cisiolts.

FilteriIlg is performed withot,t need for feedback azld coiIlpl,,x, cenl,ra,liz_,,l ,'<,lllr,_l all,1
synchronization. Raw trigger data from ali requisite front-ends is presented in parallel I,o
LVL-1. After the fixed LVL-1 latency, during which time the raw event data is buffered [B
or AB], the LVL-1 trigger provides signals having both control (tagging, masking, routing)
and data (computed results) fields. The control fields are used by the input ports of those
elements downstream of LVL-1 in the processing hierarchy to reject, digitize and further
qualify, or accept the event data fragment. Thus, we need only require that the front-ends
supply the event data to which LVL-1 decisions may apply with less delay than the LVL-1
latency; within our architecture this is virtually automatic.

This pipelining persists after LVL-1 as weil, but then becomes data-driven via local con-
trol signals rather than clock-driven by beam-crossings. Further buffering in each readout
leg accommodates additional filtering. Within each detector subsystem Local Level-2 trigger
[LL2] processors can be used to apply detector-specific triggers and/or prepare additiotlal
primitives for global tests. Multiple sectors within a given subsystem as well as separate
subsystems can be treated in parallel, the.reby providing a means for load bala.11cing tile
system. Because each leg is pipelined with respect to event-lD, different events can tm pro-
cessed concurrently at different points in the system, with synchronization postponed until
required by the algorithms running in the Global Level-2 Trigger [GL2]. These will typically
embody filters based on correlations between different detector subsystems. Furthermore,
LVL-2 will also be a parallel, pipelined processor so different sections of it can also handle
different events concurrently, with final overall synchronization postponed until required by
the Event Builder [EB]. Details regarding these aspects of the system and a possible imple-
mentation can be found in Section 11.3.4. The Event Builder, the Global Level-3 Trigger
[GL3], and the On-line Computing System are also elaborated in Sections 11.4.2 and 11.7.

Figure 11.2 recognizes the need for different strategies for handling the data of up to
three types of detector subsystems, labelled "Type A," "Type B," and "Type c,-.,, These
are discussed below. Abundant, readily available, high-density digital technologies make
implementation of Type-A subsystems -- wherein all data is digitized in real-time, on or
near the detector -- particularly straightforward, as long as extremes, such as high-speed,
extended precision, or low power density are not required. A number of PItENIX detectors
appear to fit this mold: BB, DC, TEC, and #T. However, considerations of channel density
versus power/heat loads make this approach problematic for MVD. Cost and availability
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Figure 11.3: Interaction rate, tracks/event, tracks/second and data rate at RHIC for various
ion species and centralities.

concerns arising from precision and/or channel count requirements precludes this method's
usage for others: TOF, RICH, EMCal, and PC. For these cases we will employ the Type-B
strategy of holding the raw data in front-end analog buffers [AB] based on switched-capacitor-
type Analog Memory Units (AMUs). This approach decreases bandwidth requirements for
these subsystems directly in proportion to the rejection provided by LVL-1. Finally, for
detection systems with a long intrinsic analog processing times or which are not involved
in triggering we could employ the Type-C approach, with digitization performed only after
an event has been accepted by LVL-2. With the detection technologies currently envisioned
we do not presently foresee such a need; we include it here merely to point out that it fits
naturally into our architecture.

11.1.2 Event Rates at RHIC

The expected raw interaction rates and data volumes in PHENIX are summarized irl
Table 11.1. The table is updated from Ref. [1] to reflect the PHENIX Baseline design. It
lists projected luminosities, interaction rates, charged particle multiplicities and data rates
for many different types of collisions, ranging from p + p to central Au + Au. The table
indicates a factor of 300 variation in the raw interaction rate, but a factor of less than 3
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Table 11.1: Interaction Rates, Time Between Events and Data Volumes in PHENIX

Beams Type 1: Rate T,_g dNeh < Nch > Tracks/s kB MB/s

(cm-2 s-') (kHz) (#s) dy event
p + p MB 1.1 103i' 454.0 2.2 2.6 0.92 4.2 105 1.4 643.
O + O MB 1.6 1029 179.3 5.6 13.3 4.66 8.4 105 3.1 56l.
Si + Si MB 7.1 102s 118.5 8.4 24.7 8.63 1.0 l0 n 5.0 587.

('u + Cu MB 1.7 102s 47.3 21.2 60.2 21.{)6 1.0 10'_ 10.5 ,503.

I + I MB [ 5.1 10_ 23.3 .-l?,.0 [30.[ 45.53 I.l If)'_ '21.S' .5()8.
Au + :\u MB I 2.2 102r 13.9 72.'2 210.9 73.80 1.0 10'-_ 3.1.7 ,183.

p + p Cn i.ii0al 4.5 220.3 26.3 9.20 4.2104 5.2 23.
0 + 0 Cn 1.61029 17.9 55.8 55.5 19.43 3.5105 9.9 177.

Si + Si Cn 7.1 10 2s 11.9 84.4 102.7 35.96 4.3 105 17.4 207.
Cu + Cu Cn 1.7 102s 4.7 211.5 250.7 87.74 4.2 l0 s 41.1 193.

I + T Cn 5.1 1027 2.3 429.6 542.1 189.72 4.4 105 87.7 202.
Au + Au Cn 2.2 102T 1.4 721.6 878.6 307.49 4.3 105 141.6 198.

p + O MB 1.3 103° 406.1 2.5 3.5 1.23 5.0 105 1.6 634.
p + Si MB 9.0 1029 403.1 2.5 4.0 1.39 5.6 105 1.6 661.

p + Cu MB 4.3 1029 340.1 2.9 4.8 1.68 5.7 105 1.8 601.
p + I MB 2.4 1029 306.5 3.3 5.7 2.00 6.1 105 1.9 586.

p + Au MB 1.6 1029 276.6 3.6 6.4 2.24 6.2 105 2.0 560.

Si + Cu MB 3.4 102s 76.2 13.1 67.4 23.58 1.8 106 11.8 898.
Si + I MB 1.9 102s 55.9 17.9 79.5 27.83 1.6 106 13.7 767.

Si + Au MB 1.3 102s 45.0 22.2 87.1 30.47 1.4 106 14.9 672.

variation in the product of (interaction rate) x (multiplicity) (excluding asymmetric A_ +
A2 ion collisions and the somewhat artificial p + p "central"). Also included in the table
is an estimate of the zero-suppressed data rates that would be necessary to read out every

interaction for the given species combinations. (The number of bytes per track is developed
below as shown in Table 11.5 in section 11.2.5.) The interaction and data rates are plotted
in Fig. 11.3

All of the minimum bias data rates exceed the planned Day-1 data archiving capacity of
approximately 20 MB/s by factors of about 25. A reduction of the raw minimum bias data
rate via selective triggering is thus needed. The simplest triggers for the A + A combinations
are centrality triggers, which are also quite important for physics reasons. However, the
centrality requirements assumed for Table li.I, namely the most-central 10% of events, still
do not reduce the data rate enough to record ali events. The light-ion and p + A collisions
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Table 11.2: Required Trigger Rejection Factors and Accepted Events/Second

Beams Type Reduction Rate (MB/sec) Reduction Accepted
required after LVL-1 required from Events

from LVL-1 reduction LVL-2*LVL-3 per sec.
p + p MB 14.5 44.0 2.2 14,200
O + O MB 5.7 98.0 4.9 6400
Si + Si MB 3.8 154.0 7.7 ,1000

Cu + (7_ MB 1.5 335.0 16.8 18_0
I + [ MB 1.0 508.0 25.,1 !_20

Au + Au MB 1.0 48.3.0 2,1.2 570

p + p Cn 1.0 23.0 1.2 3700
O + O Cn 1.0 177.0 8.9 2000
Si + Si Cn 1.0 207.0 10.4 1100

Cu + Cu Cn 1.0 193.0 9.6 490
I + I Cn 1.0 202.0 10.1 230

Au + Au Cn 1.0 198.0 9.9 140
.....

p + O MB 13.0 49.0 2.5 12,500
p + Si MB 12.9 51.0 2.6 12,000
p + Cu MB 10.9 55.0 2.8 11,100
p + I MB 9.8 60.0 3.0 10,400

p + Au MB 8.9 63.0 3.2 9700

Si + Cu MB 2.4 374.0 18.7 1700
Si + I MB 1.8 426.0 21.3 1500

Si + Au MB 1.4 480.0 24.0 1300

have extremely high interaction rates, requiring event selection already at LVL-1 in order to
comply with the 32 ps digitization time chosen for ADCs (see section 11.2.1). The mean time
between interactions expected for collisions of heavy ions does not require LVL-1 rejection,
but the overall triggering system would benefit from some selectivity at LVL-1 in order to
reduce the processing burden required in LVL-2 and LVL-3 for compliance with the data-
archiving bandwidth. The overall rejection factors required from the various trigger levels
are summarized in Table 11.2. The resulting numbers of events per second which may be
archived are listed in the rightmost column of this table.
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11.2 Front-end Electronics

11.2.1 Overview

The purpose of the Front-end Electronics (FEE) is to convert sets of signals from detector
electrodes into digital event fragments in accordance with selections made by the LVL-1
trigger. This involves analog signal processing with amplification and shaping to extract the
optimum time and/or amplitude information from the signal, development of trigger input
data and its transmission to dedicated trigger pat tls, buffering to allow for t.ll_,litre, m'_'_l<',l
by I+VL-I to pt'o,re'ss s+elected <lata and _h'ci<le wli<++the:rto l,a_++ptltc ,,,,',,til. l+l_l-+,li+itiz+_ti,,it
and a reasonably llnifortlI ittt¢'rfac¢: to t+tt,+++.t'_'st of the r++adt.,Itt::'+\'_I.<'ttl.

Synchronization of Sampling

The FEE are made synchronous to take advantage of the known beam-crossing times. This
does not imply fixed-frequency; indeed, the electronics must allow for the approximately 0.5%
variation in RHIC RF frequency that will occur when going from 10 GeV/A to 100 GeV/A
per beam operation. We plan to use the RHIC master RF as our basic timing reference and
to derive appropriate harmonics and subharmonics of it for obtaining the basic clock signals
needed by the PHENIX electronics.

Analog and Digital Memory Units (AMUs and DMUs)

The intermediate storage units may be digital memory units (DMUs)or analog memory units
(AMUs), depending on specific needs and characteristics of different detector subsystems (see
Fig. 11.2). For PHENIX subsystems not well-suited to a Type-A approach (flash digitization
followed by a DMU) we have chosen the Type-B alternative (analog sample storage in an
AMU followed by digitization upon receipt of an "ACCEPT" from LVL-1). This decision was
heavily influenced by considerations indicating a need for nearly full digitization precision
in order to attain adequate selectivity in the LVL-2 Trigger. In addition, the LVL-2 latency
is rather long on average and can be quite variable (either because of fluctuations in event
complexity or owing to potential changes in its algorithms as the PHENIX program evolves).

Ali such storage units will be written synchronously with the RHIC RF. Readout and
digitization will commence upon receipt of an ACCEPT from LVL-1. These output oper-
ations can occur simultaneously with input operations at other addresses. These buffers
must be deep enough to accomodate all samples that arrive during the LVL-1 latency plus
additional ones presented during the course of digitization and local readout for a previously
accepted event. The present design allocates 32 AMU/DMU locations for LVL-1 latency
plus additional AMU/DMU space to hold samples pending digitization for at least five
events previously accepted by LVL-I.

Heap Manager

The separation of data into sequential events requires that all triggered data must be "time-
stamped," so that ali the data from different subdetectors for a particular beam crossing
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can be subsequently collated. Since only a fraction of the original events will be promoted
by LVL-1 to buffers pending a LVL-2 ACCEPT, this information must be incorporated at
the first-stage buffer. Furthermore, some subsystems will require that the specific AMU
cell addresses be appended. This will permit the correction of data by applying calibration
constants in order to achieve high precision.

To minimize the required storage space while tolerating failed cells and providing for
maximum trigger latency, we are considering an implementation of the control for the in-
termediate storages utilizing a single "heap" of randomly addressable memory with local
address-list management [2]. This avoids noise by obviating nlow3ment of ,'har,,_;_3 l_Jl',v_'_'ll
different analog nleI_lorv cells or l_ip_'litles whell an c:',,nt is l)r_lll¢_t_,,tI,:tw,,_.zl ,1,',:i>i,,i! i,.v-
ats. It furttler _:,ncollrag_:s_,f[ici_.nt_ls,, of b_lff_er.space:: a sill_t_, lll,'rll¢_r?,",'_'il ¢':ti_I,,, li:.l,',i ,:>
"'available". as assign¢-'d to itltt.r111_',lia,l,: storago (peI_,ling a l.\'l,-I ¢te:cisi<,ll_.,,r :,s l:,'l_,iitl,:

digitization and readout. Dual-width intermediate lists, whose elements can accomnlo,latr
both the heap address and the time-stamp associated with the stored data, facilitate man-
agement of "time frames" which envelop data samples spanning multiple beam crossings.
This is a particularly important capability for accomodating an environment wherein events
from separate crossings may overlap (of particular importance for p + A and low-mass A
+ A collisions). Retention of detailed cell-addressing information as well as an event-ID is
then automatic. This address management scheme can be applied to both the AMU and
DMU elements, giving a common approach. Such a scheme can furthermore be implemented
with Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs). This provides not only a capability for
arbitrarily adjusting frame widths, but also a means for incorporating alternative address
management schemes without hardware modifications as our experience with AMUs evolves.

Digitization

A local ADC is needed for each front-end channel or group of channels. A low-power,
monolithic, 8-bit, multichannel, ramp-down "Wilkinson" scheme is forseen for the MVD.
Precision requirements are more stringent elsewhere, so other systems may use extensions
to these devices or may instead find it advantageous to use commercial ADCs coupled to
analog multiplexers (particularly in the case of the TOF, which requires 12-bit precision).
The need for 15-bit dynamic range in the calorimeters can be met with a combination of two
11-bit ADCs converting parallel samples of the same signal which have been offset by 4-bits
in gain.

We anticipate that the time needed for conversion will be 32/_s. We attempt to minimize
the potential for deadtime associated with this latency by incorporating extra space and
simultaneous read/write capability in the first-level AMUs and DMUs. ttowever, no attempt
is made to guarantee that the system will be completely deadtimeless. Rather, the mean
time between LVL-1 ACCEPTs must be kept greater than the time required for the ADC
plus local readout, or the system will experience deadtime. The LVL-1 trigger has the
responsibility to regulate the average rate of LVL-1 ACCEPTs to be less than the 31-kHz
ceiling implied by the choice of a 32-#s ADC conversion-time.
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Zero Suppression and Low-Level Readout

After all data corresponding to an event accepted by LVL-1 is digitized, it must be com-
pressed to fit into the bandwidth of the data acquisition system. This typically involves
multiplexing, application of simple calibrations and pedestal subtraction, zero suppression,
and encoding. In some cases more elaborate algorithms for deriving parametric waveform
representations may be necessary. Resulting outputs from each channel in a detection "sec-
tor" (a logical subdivision of a detector subsystem, generally corresponding to a geometrically
localized set of elements/must then be gathered, aligned, and buffered pending olltpllt to the
dala acqllisition svsteln. In many respects this is nlore prol)erly treate_l iu Ill,, _',,I11_.xtof til,.
data acquisition reado_tts11t)s'¢stetn,so filrther ,lis,'_lssionof schenles for iwl_l,'tll,'tlt i_,_,:t t_,"_'
,li_;ital .dgnal l_rc_(','ssill,,g"'Data ..\C,l,lisiti,_ll [uterfa,:e" t',ln,'ti,_tls is l_,_stl:,_vl,,rlI,, :'.;,.,',J_,vlli. I.

Calibration Elements

Each channel must have an integrated, programmable calibration element. It is required
for FEE maintenance (ensuring a given channel is still active), diagnostics (ensuring a given
channel responds to appropriate commands and appears with correct tags in the output
data stream), and calibration. This calibration element must be under program control
so that it can be selectively enabled or disabled. Further, it must be capable of injecting
both constant levels and detector-like pulses of variable amplitude and delay into the signal
processing input, so that calibrations accounting for inevitable channel-to-channel response
variations can be measured. This element will also provide important survey and fault-
tolerance capabilities.

Summary of Channel Counts

A summary of the number of channels for the various detector subsystems in PHENIX
Baseline is given in Table 11.3. This includes the number of detector channels, the number
of ADC and TDC channels, and the number of signals provided to the LVL-1 system.

11.2.2 Signal Processing

The front-end signal conditioning chains for the PHENIX subsystems have been described
earlier in the chapters on individual subsystems. A short description is given here of gen-
eral features relevant for the design of the on-line system. Examples are given of some of
the variants in topology and choices for analog signal sampling and storage, together with
examples of the processing done as a part of the FEE to prepare input data for the LVL-1
trigger.

An example of a full front-end electronics chain is shown in Fig. 11.4. This particular
case is for the TOF system, which has two PMTs at opposite ends of each scintillator slat.
Amplitude and timing information must be derived from each end. The anode current is
integrated and sampled at the RHIC beam crossing (BC) frequency, with samples stored in
an AMU that is at most 64 cells deep. The anode current is also fed to a fast discriminator to
start a time-to-voltage converter (TVC), whose output is also sampled at the BC frequency.
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Table 11.3: Channel counts, digitizer channels and LVL-1 trigger bits/sums for PHENIX.

Subsystem Detector ADC TDC LVL-1
Symbol Channels Channels Channels Inputs

BB 132 132 132 132 FADC

MVD 43,008 43,008 96 sums

DC 10,240 10.240
Pf_' 48.:i8,1 .18.384

TEC 29.(100 I_ 29.001/
RICIt 0.10(} 5t0() 61(}0 (il01) F,\I)('

TOF 2000 2000 2000 2,000 bits
EMCal 29,184 58,368 29,184 7296 FADC

ttT 19,680 19,680
#ID 4608 4608 768 bits

The next BC pulse stops this TVC from charging further. This "delayed BC" is distributed
to all TVCs in PHENIX in order to have a common reference for the entire detector. The

next sample of the TVC output stored on its AMU thus represents the flight time to the TOF
slat. The TVC is reset two beam-crossings later, making it then ready for a new hit. The
discriminator pulse from each end is additionally fed to a common synchronizing circuit which
determines if both PMTs fired on a given BC. If this is the case, a "slat true" pulse is provided
to the LVL-1 system, which will count the number of active TOF slats per BC (among other
tasks). The address of the BC for each event is stored by the FPGA, which acts as the local
heap manager. Upon receipt of an ACCEPT from LVL-1 approximately 32 beam crossings
later, the FPGA moves the addresses of the AMU cells with the corresponding samples to an
internal list of cells pending digitization and readout, and then employs a precision analogue
multiplexer (MUX) to route these samples to ADCs. This particular detection system needs
12-bit precision on the flight-time, so a 12-bit successive-approximation (SAR) ADC is used
to digitize the flight-times. The charge needs less precision, so a 10-bit SAR ADC converts
it. The net charge found on the anode is determined by converting two samples from the
AMU: a "pre-sample" stored just before the event and a "post-sample" stored just after the
event. Later analysis takes the difference of these samples; the ADC converts and outputs
both samples. The outputs from the two ADCs are buffered and merged with tag information
via the FIFOs. This tag information includes the event-ID (determined by the BC identity),
channel number, and the cell numbers on which the AMUs stored the analog samples (to
assure that sufficiently precise calibrations may be applied in later processing to the ADC
outputs, particularly to those representing the 12-bit time-of-flight information). The FIFOs
not only buffer the data but also impose an ordering upon it, so'that later processors will
find event-ID, channel address, and ADC output data in an expected order. The FPGA
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Figure 11.4" Front-end electronics for the TOF detector.

finally initiates transfer of the digitized data to the readout system for further processing.

Most systems follow a similar scheme. Those which may be digitized immediately (BB,
DC, TEC, and #T) will store digitized versions of their samples in DMUs, but their response
to a LVL-1 ACCEPT will be similar: a local heap manager will select the necessary samples

and prepare them for transmission to the readout system. The storage areas no longer needed
are then released to be overwritten by data samples from succeeding events.

Certain detectors require more precision than is readily provided by inexpensive com-
mercial ADCs with sufficiently fast conversion times (less than 2-4 #s). One example is the

EMCal, which requires only modest precision for any given sample (1% or more), but which
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Figure 11.5: Front-end electronics for the EMCal.
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Figure 11.6: Front-end electronics for the MVD.
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must cover a dynamic range from threshold (_1-2 MeV) to a top energy of 40 GeV, or 14-15
bits. This is solved by digitizing two samples for each BC of the EMCal PMT outputs using
a 4-bit gain offset between the samples, as shown in Fig. 11.5. The EMCal also produces
flight-time information in a manner similar to TOF. A fourth output (not shown) from the
integrator is fed to a 2×2 current sum in order to provide local cluster-sum information.
This information is converted by a 10 MHz, 8-bit FADC and transmitted to LVL-1 to be
used in global ET sums and in triggers searching for photons and electrons.

The FEE for the MVD is shown irl Fig. 11.6. It is similar in functionality to that for the
two detectors discussed above, in that plllse-height samples rnusl be stored for _:,acllB(' atl,l
digitized about 32 crossings tat(er tlpOtl r(.'c(:it)t of a LVL-1 ,\('('I"I_1 '. [::l_gine,'ritlg,oz_.sll/lilli:_
are sovere' tile :_[VD FEt:. tIlusl vespe,')tll_' 200 /lm l)itcll of t[l_' "_ilicollslli[),i_'_,','l(,I': ;tli,[

not prod,lee excessive Ileal. No tinling iIlt'orrllatioll is r_wordod..\ l,';,ding-r_.l,t_,',lis,'rit_iIl,I,,I'
is used to provide an inpllt to a slimming circuit which reports local lilt multiplicity to [.Vt.-I
for determination of the event's total charged-particle multiplicity and angular distribution.
Pulse-height information must also be developed for an accurate off-line determination of
charged-particle multiplicity, so an ADC is needed. The present design uses a multichannel,
ramp-down ("Wilkinson") approach. A correlator (not shown) takes an analog difference of
pre- and post-samples and presents this to the multichannel ADC. This will slightly degrade
the precision of the pulse-height measurement, in that cell-by-cell calibration (to correct for
variations in performance of individual AMU cells connected to a given detector channel) can
then no longer be applied to the ADC output. However, this should not be detrimental to the
performance of the MVD, as it requires only 8-bit precision in its pulse-height measurements.

11.2.3 Timing Relations

Beam Beam

Timing relations for the BB FEE are shown in Fig. 11.7. The BB subsystem is required
to give an independent measurement for each BC,. Thus, this detector is digitized by flash
converters synchronized to and running at least as fast as the BC frequency. The electrodes
are PMT anodes which produce fast current pulses. A charge-to-voltage converter (QVC)
stores the integrated anode current and feeds a FADC which finishes conversion and ,esets
before the next beam crossing. The flight-time to each BB array is measured using a time-
to-amplitude converter (TAC) which starts on a discriminator pulse and stops on a delayed
BC pulse. The TAC output feeds a FADC which converts similarly to that for the charge.
The time-measurement precision required of this TAC is extreme (of order 25 ps), but the
range is only about 20ns, so a 10-bit FADC suffices. The DMUs following these FADCs
may be interrogated for the activity on the most recent 32 BCs and the following 32 BCs
upon receipt of a LVL-1 ACCEPT. This can provide a history of interaction activity before
and after an event of interest, to help identify pileup of events occuring in different BCs.
The digitized times are corrected for detector-to-detector delay differences by using them as
10-bit addresses to a lookup table which outputs corrected 10-bit times that are passed to
LVL-1.
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Figure 11.7: Timing relations; for the BB counters.

Inner Detectors

Timing relations for the MVD FEE are shown in Fig. 11.8. The same FEE will be used
for both the silicon strips and the silicon pads, because the detector capacitances are similar
and the required pulse-height resolution does not demand precise matching to the detector
capacitance. The detector signal is integrated by the preamp and shaped, and then sampled
every BC. This figure shows only the relevant post-sample (at "AMU Write strobe") being
written into the AMU. The preamplifier will be periodically reset to avoid charge-up to the
rail voltage. The product of (occupancy)/(rate) is small enough that a reset only about
every lms appears adequate. This has the benefit of making the pre- and post-samples
occur on "flat" signals.

Muon Identifier

Timing relations for tile/_ID FEE are shown in Fig. 11.9. This detector is similar to the
MVD in its signal processing, but with slower shaping (,--50-70 ns), because the time response
of the streame;" chambers is slower than that of the MVD silicon. Also, the signal arrival time
slews by --,0-90 ns from the drift time in the streamer chamber gas. Again, pre- and post-
samples must be recorded in the AMU. A LVL-1 ACCEPT causes the two relevant samples
to be read from the AMU and subtracted using an analog correlator (see section 11.2.4).
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Figure 11.8: Timing relations for the MVD.
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Figure 11.9: Timing relations for the/.LID.
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Figure 11.10: Timing relations for the PC.

This detector does not require particularly good pulse-height measurement precision due to
the intrinsic energy loss fluctuations in the gas. The pulse-height measurement is mainly
useful for spotting multiple hits, which occur in hadron showers, and thus does not need
careful correction. A leading-edge discriminator fed by a fast shaper identifies hit pads and
sends this information to LVL-1 for use in the LVL-1 muon pair trigger.

Central Pad Chambers

Timing relations for the PC FEE are shown irl Fig. 11.10. The shaping time is chosen to
be of order 300-400 ns to achieve the requisite linearity (the linearity requirements for the
PC are discussed in Chapter 6). The design uses a unipolar shaper following the preamplifier.
Due to the drift time in the gas (up to about 40 ns in PC1 and 80 ns or more in PC2 and
PC3), the time relation between the BC time and the peak of the shaper's output is not
well defined. Therefore, upon receipt of a LVL-1 ACCEPT the three AMU samples nearest
the peak are digitized and read out. Further processing in the readout, LVL-2, and off-line
systems is used to extract particle positions with the needed precisions.

Time Expansion Chamber

Timing relations for the TEC FEE arc shown in Fig. 11.11. The TEC is a planar time

m
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Figure 11.11: Timing relations for the TEC.

projection chamber and it produces a time history of the charge drifting in to a plane of anode
wires. Each wire output is fed to a 70-ns preamp/shaper whose output is then passed to a 36
MHz FADC. (This FADC runs at 4 times the BC frequency, as opposed to a fixed frequency,
in order to facilitate aligning of its output time-slices with the natural ones imposed by the
BC clock. The BC frequency varies by 0.,5o£ over the full RHIC beam momentum range.)
The FADC produces a 4-bit output which is stored, four outputs per BC "frame", in the
local DMU. The TEC needs to write 32 samples per event into each front-end DMU. A
LVL-1 ACCEPT must extract all 32 samples. Following the previous argument, this can
consist of 8 16-bit "frames" transmitted to the readout system.

TOF and RICH

Timing relations for the TOF and RICH FEE are shown in Fig. 11.12. The TAC must
allow for flight-times approaching the time between BCs to accomodate slow protons and
possible heavier particles. It is also important to provide sufficient time for the TAC to settle
in order to maintain 12-bit precision, but the occupancy is low enough that the TAC can be
reset after a few BC.

Electromagnetic Calorimeter

Timing relations for the EMCal FEE are shown in Fig. 11.13. This FEE chain is quite
similar to that for TOF and RICH. The demands on the TAC are not as severe, because
the PbSc and PbG1 have inherently worse timing precision (of order 200-300 ps rms, as
compared to about 50 ps for the TOF). However, the opposite is true for the pulse height,
which in the EMCal must be measured with moderate precision (10-11 bits) over a large
dynamic range (14-15 bits.) Pre- and post-samples must be recorded. It may be possible
to use a correlator to take their difference and digitize only one sample per gain range, but
this requires more R&D.
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Central Drift and Muon Tracking Chambers

Timing relations for the DC and the/zT FEE are shown in Fig. 11.14. These multiwire
drift chambers use a preamp/shaper which has a very fast risetime, about 1 ns, and a

peaking time of 10 ns. The requirement of quick return to baseline is more critical for the
DC, which must have good two-track separation, whereas the need for minimal time jitter is
more important for the/_T, which must attain the best resolution possible from its chambers.
Both preamp/shapers feed fast discriminators which in turn feed continuous (i.e. pipelined)
time-to-digital converters (TDC) with less than 1 ns rms error. We are presently considering
the LeCroy MTD132a CMOS TDC, modified to permit simultaneous read/write. That chip
permits external clock rates of up to 125 MHz for its internal Gray-code scaler. The DC
must make allowance in its DMU design for multiple hits per RHIC event. These can occur

at any time up to 500 ns after the BC ACCEPTed by LVL-1. Thus the local heap manager
for the DMU must examine all five subsequent BC locations in the DMU in order to extract
all relevant TDC hits. The/zT has a much lower occupancy and a shorter maximum drift
time, .-_200 ns, but the same design principles apply.
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Figure 11.15: Block diagram of the voltage-read voltage-write (VRVW) AMU.

11.2.4 Functional Blocks

AMU Design

A consideration of the PHENIX requirements for analog storage indicates that at most
three types need be developed: a low power, small pitch version for use with the MVD,
a version reasonably immune to dV/dt problems for use with the unipolar-shaped PC sig-
nals, and one with high precision for use with the EMCal pulse-height and TOF flight-time
measurements. The #ID, EMCal and RICH flight-time, and RICH and TOF pulse-height
measurement requirements are such that they are met by use of one of these three types.

A block diagram for one of the analog memories under development by members of the
PHENIX collaboration is shown in Fig. 11.15. This particular design is a voltage-write
voltage-read (VWVR) type AMU being developed for pad-chamber readouts by BNL and
ORNL. This particular topology was chosen because it should have a faster read-time than

charge-read types (the capacitor is placed across the amplifier instead of the input, resulting
in lower noise gain and thus higher bandwidth). Integral linearity of 10-bits or better is
expected. The charge injection should be balanced because the switches are on both ends of

the capacitor (see Fig. 11.16). Versions employing charge-read have been developed earlier
[5]; the present design operates much closer to the voltage rails (=t=2.5V)and is expected from
SPICE simulations to exhibit better linearity than the charge-read type. An adaptation for
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Figure 11.16: Block diagram of the read and writes cells of the VRVW AMU.

charge-sensitive write is under development for readout of the silicon strips and pads of the
MVD.

Figure 11.17 shows the readout amplifier for the AMU in Fig. 11.15. This has rail-to-
rail output capability and a slew rate of 20V/#s, so that large inputs can be handled with
minimal distortion. The settling time to better than 0.1% is less than 0.5#s. The system
under development for the MVD will require reduction of the power used by the readout
amplifier to less than 0.5mW. This is demanding, but fortunately the MVD only requires
8-bit precision and can allow read times of _ 1 #s (due to the use of a multichannel ADC,
thus eliminating the need for rapid settling of an analog multiplexer) -- this decreases both
gain and speed and therefore power requirements.

The AMU needed for the time-of-flight measurement by the TOF presents the greatest
demands upon linearity and AMU switch behavior, because it must achieve 12-bit precision.
An active program of R&D has been underway for some time at Nevis Laboratory to develop
appropriate switches and readout amplifiers for this AMU. Particular attention has been
given to the issue of charge cancellation at the switch, because high speed must be maintained
while minimizing clock-pulse feedthrough. Various tests of different topologies are described
in the proceedings of the most recent RHIC R&D Symposium and references therein [6],
with results reported for first- and second-order charge cancellation designs. Each design
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Figure 11.17: Block diagram of the readout amplifier of the VRVW AMU.

exhibits better than 100#V noise floor and a linear dynamic range of 0-3V when operating
from a 5V supply. The FEE for the TOF will use a MUX to read out the AMU signal for
conversion by a SAR ADC with 2-#s conversion time, so the readout amplifier must settle to
better than 0.025% irl much less than this time. Results of the ongoing R&D work indicate
that this performance is feasible. Careful attention must be given to the value of dl//dt
during the AMU write and read steps in order to balance currents at the switch. Present
indications are that dV/dt must in particular be minimized. Issuing "clear" pulses to ali the
FEE about every 1 ms may be required in order to avoid the need for resistive feedback and
concommitant signal decay with rd_ca__ 50- lOOps on the charge-integrating preamplifiers.
The TAC circuits must also be reset quickly after a hit appears, in order to be able to respond
to succeed.iag particles, meaning again that the TAC's capacitor discharging and amplifier
settling times are critical parameters in attaining the needed performance from the TAC +
AMU operating together.

Correlator

A diagram of the correlator which will be used in the MVD FEE is shown in Fig. 11.18.
The timing diagram for its operation after arrival of a LVL-1 ACCEPT is shown in Fig. 11.19.
This circuit functions by first strobing the AMU for the "baseline" (i.e. pre-) sample, which
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is stored on Cx. The "reset" is kept closed, so the output voltage is zero. Next the reset
opens, and the AMU is read again, this time for the "signal" (i.e. post-) sample. The
difference of the signal and baseline samples is stored on CE and hence developed on the
output. Once the ADC following the output has latched the correlator output, the reset
closes again and the circuit is ready to respond to the next LVL-1 ACCEPT.

This circuit may be useful in other applications in the PHENIX FEE if studies underway
show it has adequate linearity and if additional measurements show that it is not necessary
to keep track of which AMU cell stores a given sample in order to obtain a sufficiently
precise measurement for certain subsystems. This is related to cell-to-cell pedestal and gain
variations in the AMUs and to the value of dV/dt when the samples are written. Extensive
R&D is regarding these issues is now in progress. We anticipate, however, that for the 12-bit
systems, all analog samples will have to be digitized to permit cell-by-cell corrections.

ADC

The ADC under development for the MVD is shown in Fig. 11.20. It is a 16-channel
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ramp-down "Wilkinson" type ADC in which the Gray code and voltage ramps are shared
among all channels. Each channel has its own comparator and discriminator as well as
its own D-type flip-flop to latch the value of the Gray-code counter when signalled by the
comparator. The MVD requires only an 8-bit code to be output with a 4-bit channel tag.
A version capable of generating ll-bit codes and using a 100MHz clock (resulting in 20-#s
conversion time) is under development for the WA98 PbG1 Project, as noted in Chapter 9.

Timing Discriminator

A block diagram for a leading-edge timing discriminator which includes an a,_to-zero
circuit is shown in Fig. 11.21. The timing discriminators for the TOF and RICII may ,lse s,ch
a design. However, test-beam measurements made for the timing response for the EMCal,
particularly the PbGl, have shown that the variation of timing response with amplitude is
so strong, and the dynamic range of amplitudes over which timing information is useful is
so large, that the separation of electrons and photons from minimum-ionizing hadrons is
considerably simplified if a constant-fraction discriminator is used. A design requiring no
external timing-delay cable or circuit is shown in Fig. 11.22. Monolithic implementation of
this circuit has started as a part of the WA98 PbGl electronics development. The results of
this work will soon be available for use in designing the final PHENIX EMCal electronics.

TAC Design

A schematic diagram of a TAC with good low-range linearity is shown in Fig. 11.23.
This design employs a current-matching circuit to improve the linearity of response for short
times. An alternate design with fast resetting capability is shown in Fig. 11.24. Here a gated
baseline restoration circuit, similar to that used in precision spectroscopy amplifiers, is used.

TACs are started by a discriminator pulse from a given detector element and stopped
using a delayed BC pulse. This means that the flight-times which are physically the shortest
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will result irl the largest signals from tlae TAC, avoiding problems with low-rang(' linearity
for those events where the best final timing precision is nee(h,d. Furthereltlore., the 'I'A(_

capacitor only starts charging upon receipt of a valid detector signal, instead of with every
BC (and then having to be reset near the end of every BC cycle). This approach makes it
easier to obtain the requiredelectronics precision of 25 to 50 ps. Development of monolithic
implementations of the TAC is underway at Nevis Laboratory as part of the RHIC R&D
effort and at ORNL as part of the WA98 PbGI Project.

11.2.5 Data Volume

A summary of some of the parameters of the different PHENIX FEE systems is given in
Table 11.4. The number of preamplifiers/shapers which might reside on a single monolithic
circuit or circuit card is listed under "preA mult.". The reciprocal of the required fractional

resolution (expressed as the number of binary bits needed) is listed under "Resoln", and
the dynamic range (also expressed in bits) is listed in the next column. The next three
columns identify whether an AMU/DMU, pulse-height information and/or time information
are needed. The DC and/zT will use a pipelined TDC ("pTDC") which can measure up to
65_s in 1 ns increments. The "History" label refers to the record of interaction activity in
PHENIX kept for approximately 32 pre- and post-BCs, as discussed above under the section
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Table 11.4: Front-end Electronics Parameters for PHENIX Subsystems

Sub- preA Shaping Resoln Range AMU/ ADC TDC Special
System mult. Time(ns) (bits) (bits) DMU Needs

BE 1 (PMT) 10 10 DMU yes yes FADC, History
MVD 32 30 8 8 AMU yes no History

DC 8 < [0 9 16 DMI; no yes pTDC
, PC 16 _>300 11 ll AMU yes Ito l

TEC 8 70 4 "9" DMU ve:s no l:'..kI){'

RICH : 8 (PMT) 8 8 A*IU yes yes
TOF 8 (PMT) 12 t2 AMU yes yes

EMCal 8 (PMT) 11 14 AMU yes yes Dual ADC
#T 8 10 9 16 DMU no yes pTDC

#ID 16 70 8 8 AMU yes no

Table 11.5: Total and zero-suppressed data volumes in PItENIX t

Subsystem # Chan Samples x Bytes Total Active Address Output
kBytes kBytes Tag Factor kBytes

BB 132 2 x2 0.5 0.5 5/4 0.6
MVD Vertex 36,894 1 x 1 36.9 10.0 2/1 20.
MVD Pads 6,114 1 x 1 6.1 1.7 2/1 3.4

DC 10,240 10 x 2 205 28 6/4 42.0
PC 48,384 3 x 2 290 15.7 8/6 21.0

TEC 29,000 32 x 1/2 464 22.4 18/16 25.2
RICH 6,400 3 x 2 38.4 0.66 7/6 0.76
TOF 2,000 3 x 2 12 0.70 7/6 0.82

EMCal 29,184 5 x 2 292 24.5 12/10 29.4
#T 19,680 6 x 2 236 3.0 6/4 4.5

#ID 4,608 1 x 1 4.6 0.2 2/1 0.4
TOTAL 1585 148

t For an event with dNch/dy = 1000.
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on the BB counters.

Estimates of the data volume produced by each detector subsystem are summarized in
Table 11.5. This table lists the entire volume of data that must be inspected for each subsys-
tem, regardless of the number of actual particle hits, and then also lists the expected active
data volume (i.e. zero-suppressed output), all for events with dNch/dy = 1000 (expected to
be characteristic of Au + Au central events). The numbers of active bytes per detector were
estimated by assuming:

• MVD Vertex : coverage is 5 units in 77and ali cb_ 5.0K particles :< 1 byte from
each ADC:

• MVD pads : coverage is 0.85 units in q. ali (b. :< 2 ends _ 1700 particte,s .." 1 t,vr:,
from each ADC;

• DC : 350 charged particles total enter the two arms x 20 layers x 4 bytes (leading
and trailing discriminator edges recorded by the multi-hit TDC);

• PC : 350 charged particles total enter the two arms x 3 layers x 2.,5 pads/particle ×
6 bytes from the ADC (3 ADC samples assumed, to allow for charge drift time to wire
and shaping time);

• TEC : 350 charged particles total enter the two arms x 4 layers x 16 bytes/layer
(each layer produces 32 samples of 4-bit FADC output);

• RICH : 122 7r° total enter the two arms x (1.2°£ Dalitz + 1% x 2 photons (for
conversions)) x 2 (e+ or e-) x 14 PMT's fire x 6 bytes each (2 from TAC, four from
two ADC samples) per particle;

• TOF • 58 particles eater x 2 ends/slat x 6 bytes (2 from TAC, 4 from two ADC
samples) per particle;

• EMcal : (3.50 charged particles + 350 3') total enter the two arms and fire (5 towers
for photons, or 2 towers tor hadrons) x l0 bytes, assuming 2 bytes from the TAC and
2 bytes each from the 2 ADC samples on each of two gain ranges);

• /_T : 42 particles leak through the steel yoke and are assumed to fire all 18 tracking
stations, producing 4 bytes each of TDC data (leading and trailing discriminator edges);

• #ID : An average of 3,5 particles reach the #ID and fire an average of 6 pads each x
1 byte of ADC data per hit.

These active data bytes were then supplemented by addressing bytes as shown in the table
to give the number of output bytes in the rightmost column.

From this table we derive a scaling factor of 148 kB per 1000 charged particles produced.
A further 2 kB of LVL-1 trigger data are added together with 10 kB of LVL-2 trigger data
per 1000 particles produced, plus a fixed 1 kB of event overhead, for a total of 161 kB.
(As discussed in the next section, the LVL-1 trigger data will be passed to LVL-2 in fixed
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format in order to speed LVL-2 calculations, but we assume here that the LVL-1 trigger
data is zero-suppressed before final readout.) This scaling rule is then used to estimate total
dataflow produced by PHENIX. Note that these estimates presume suppression of empty
channels, which implies local storage of pedestal and offset values.

The resulting numbers of active bytes per event and active bytes per second produced
for minimum-bias events of various types are given above in Table 11.1 in section 11.1.2.
This table makes use of the estimates given in the previous table, with the trigger data and
fixed event overhead added. Data rates approaching 1 GB/sec are expected for collisions
of intermediate mass ions. How these numbers translate into mean times between event.s

accepted by LVL-1, resultant data volumes, and required trigger re.jeer,ion fact,ors is ,ti._(:lls:_,_:.¢l
further below in section 11.3.1.

11.3 Trigger System

11.3.1 Trigger Overview

The PHENIX trigger must identify beam crossings containing interactions and then subject
these events to sufficiently selective physics criteria that the resultant event sample's data
rate does not exceed the data archiving bandwidth. The FEE of the Phenix on-line system
samples the subsystems at the BC frequency, but there is no way to know a priori which
bunch crossings contain interactions of interest. The data samples are thus stored in AMUs
or DMUs until LVL-1 can determine whether or not to accept the event. Fast analog and
digital summing, together with fast digital processing of the subsystem data, are used in
LVL-1 to select a subset of the events to be digitized. As mentioned in section ll.1 and
discussed further below, the challenge for LVL-1 is to be sufficiently restrictive that the
chosen ADC conversion time of 32 #sec only leads to a small (less than 10%) dead tiIne,
even in the case of future upgrades to the RHIC luminosity by an order of magnitude or
more. This must be accomplished despite the paucity of crisp event selection criteria other
than reaction centrality.

Studies of the selectivity of various trigger algorithms designed to select electrons, muons,
and identified hadrons indicate that data from nearly all of the subsystems (TOF, EMCal,
DC, PC, RICH, BB, #T and #ID) are needed for LVL-2 processing. We have decided to
digitize ali the analog samples stored in the AMUs ibr a given event for the entire experiment
immediately after an accept from LVL-1. This means that the AMUs and DMUs may be
relatively shallow. By means of this design, LVL-2 has access, if needed, to ali data from
the subsystem, with the data in its final digital form. This allows upgrade and expansion of
LVL-2 algorithms without need for changes to the FEE hardware.

The LVL-1 trigger is fully pipelined and has a fixed latency. This latency determines
the depth of the AMUs and DMUs. The LVL-1 pipeline advances on the BC clock and is
thus synchronized to the AMUs and DMUs. A LVL-1 accept causes the AMUs and DMUs
to set aside their cells used to store information for the bunch crossings selected so that
the samplings of successive bunch crossings will not overwrite these data. The addresses for
the locations selected are promoted to the "pending digitization/readout" list of the local
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heap manager. Storage of data from several independent events selected by LVL-1 is thus ,
accomplished, providing for time derandomization of the events accepted by LVL-1 and thus
pending digitization.

The LVL-1 trigger system runs several different calculations in parallel because there are
many disparate physics observables to be studied in PHENIX. Pre-scalers will be necessary
to reduce the rate of less selective LVL-1 triggers in order to balance the load on the readout
system. The final LVL-1 trigger decision is based on the various parallel LVL-1 triggers.
LVL-1 also provides an output data stream listing information such as approximate evpnt
vertex location, event charged particle multiplicity, location of EMC'.al clusters, ap!)roxi,l_,;t,,
ring positions in RICH, positions of muon candidates in/tlD, and identities of ti,'_t sial _ in
TOF.

After digitization, the data are buffered in pret)aration for T_hefit'sl; level of rea,.l,:)ul,t_rc)-
cessing. The first stage of processing performs zero-suppression and low level corrections, in-
cluding AMU cell-by-cell calibrations, pedestal subtraction, and subtraction of pre-samples.
Sufficient processing capability exists at this first stage to calculate "primitives" for LVL-2.
These primitives provide data similar to that output by LVL-1 but with better segmentation
and higher precision. They also include information not derived by LVL-I., such as local
track segments in the DC and ¢- z positions from the PC. This makes use of the data
output from LVL-1 to determine which data to process and which "primitives" to pass along
to LVL-2. For example, the zero-suppression system for the EMCal may make use of EMCal
cluster sums to determine which cluster sums should be refined and included in the LVL-2

data stream. At the completion of this first .stage of processing, all of the digitized event
data is stored in buffers pending a LVL-2 decision. A smaller data stream which includes
some of the event data and all LVL-2 primitives is passed to the next stage of LVL-2.

The results of the LVL-2 decision determine which events are passed to the event-builder.
The LVL-2 trigger consists of several parallel stages, culminating in a Global LVL-2 (GL2)
processor and decision. Events are not discarded during the intermediate stages of LVL-2,
but rather await a decision from GL2. The LVL-2 processing proceeds in two logical steps.
All data from a single subsystem are first collected and analyzed in parallel by local LVL-2
(LL2) processors for that subsystem. The results of LL2 pass to the GL2 processors, which
will combine data from different subsystems to make a final LVL-2 decision.

The GL2 processor must be able to run several independent physics analyses in parallel
within the LVL-2 decision time. This requires several processors running in parallel. The
first stage of LVL-2 processing is made local to eliminate passing of data between parallel
processors operating at this level. The decision to do this is based on the current lack of
affordable memory-sharing hardware/software. It is, however, useful to make the LVL-1
output data from one subsystem available to another subsystem at LVL-2. For example, an
important function of LVL-2 will be correlating EMCal clusters with the charged-particle
detectors. To do this, the data from PC3 is used at LVL-2 to calculate accurate positions
for charged particles just as they enter EMCal. Other similar matchings between or among
subsystems occur in the first stage of LVL-2. For this reason, all LVL-1 output data is stored
in memory accessible to ali LVL-2 processors.

Events reaching LVL-2 may have been triggered by any one of a number of different LVL-
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1 triggers. The results of LVL-1 thus affect the algorithms run in LVL-2 and the decisions
made by GL2. Most likely, this will entail simply inhibiting the trigger processing for one
physics observable when the event was not triggered by the associated LVL-1 trigger. Such
coordination is essential to avoid biases in the triggering system. However, for LVL-1 triggers
that have no bias or only a centrality bias, we may want to implement all LVL-2 triggers.
Thus, there will not necessarily be a one-to-one mapping between the LVL-1 trigger accepting
an event and the LVL-2 calculations proceeding on that same event. The implementation of
this LVL-1 and LVL-2 coordination is not yet developed.

We prefer to have the LVL-2 decision occur when ali processors }lave finished rather than
e_t a fixed time. This allows tile systenl to adjust, autonlatically to difr,,_',:.r,l,:,,,nbi,,,:t, i_,t_,
of LVL-1 ACCEPT rate and event size and complexity. The synchrotlization l'_etwe_n _hc

parallel streams of LVL-2 will be clone using FIFO buffers between each sl,age oi"processi,_g.

However, we must be able to interrupt one of the parallel LVL-2 processing streams if it gets
hung up. We are considering using a pre-set timer on each of the LVL-2 processors that is
started when it receives the data from the next event. If one of the processors takes longer
than the time-out period, it would abort its processing of the current event, pass an "event
accept" signal up to the next stage of processing and then continue with the next event.
This time-out feature would allow the LVL-2 system to wait for ali processors to finish, thus
avoiding using a complex "back and forth" control system.

Once the LVL-2 processors have made their decision to accept a given event, the cor-
responding event data is transferred to buffers leading directly to the event builder. The
event builder is data driven, using the output of LVL-2 to determine when to assemble an
event and which events to assemble. The event can be subjected to one final level of trigger
decision by the LVL-3 trigger, which follows the event builder. The event builder and LVL-3
are described in section 11.4.2 below.

11.3.2 Triggered Event Rates

The fraction of events which will satisfy various LVL-1 and LVL-2 trigger criteria as-
sociated with photon and lepton pair detection are shown in Figures 11.25 through 11.29.
The information contained in these figures is used in conjunction with the raw event rate

and data volume information developed above to estimate the mean rate of events satisfying
various trigger criteria and the resulting overall time available for LVL-2 computation and
event building, together with the resulting data rate and the additional trigger rejection
factors needed to stay within the constraint imposed by the Day-1 PHENIX data archiving
rate.

Figure 11.25 shows, for Au + Au central events, the multiplicity of photons and e±
exceeding a given energy threshold in the PHENIX acceptance. The photon rate is two
orders of magnitude above the total electron rate and four orders of magnitude above the
true e+ rate. This demonstrates the need for careful matching of tracks and EMCal clusters
in the electron trigger algorithm. It also demonstrates that little or no event selectivity is
obtained for Au + Au central collisions by triggering on EMCal clusters with energy less
than 1.5 GeV.

Figure 11.26 shows the fraction of events that will satisfy various selection criteria for
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Figure 11.25: Number of photons and e+ with energy above a given threshold value for Au
+ Au central events.

e±. This fraction is presented as a function of the r ° rapidity density at y=0. Tile trigger
selectivity for any given type of A + A collision can thus be estimated from this information.
The small fraction of events containing "true" e+e - pairs is evident. Selection of events with
simply a pair of e+ will result in a sample of events which contains only 0.1% true pairs
for collisions of very heavy nuclei and which contains only ,,-1% true pairs even for p + A
collisions.

The fraction of Au + Au central events containing e+ above a given energy threshold or
e+e - pairs above a given invariant mass threshold is shown in Fig. 11.27. Only 0.1% of Au
+ Au central events are selected by a trigger using a mass threshold of 1.5 GeV, whereas a
trigger mass threshold of 0.5 GeV will select 20% of Au + Au central events.

" Similar information as is shown in Figs. 11.26 and 11.27 for e± triggers is shown, but
now for #+ triggers, in Figs. 11.28 and 11.29. In this case, the selectivity is seen to be much
larger, reflecting the kinematical coverage of the PHENIX Muon Arm and the relatively
higher energy threshold for #± as compared to e+. The increase in event selectivity for
central Au + Au events as a function of _uenergy or _u_ pair mass seen in Fig. 11.29 is much
slower than for the e+ triggers, as expected.

A summary of information on event rates and data rates derived from the above infor-
mation is contained in Tables 11.6 and 11.7.
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Figure 11.26: Fraction of events satisfying various criteria for selecting events containing e±,
as a function of rr° rapidity density at y=0.
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Figure 11.27: Fraction of Au + Au central events with an e+ above a given energy threshold
(upper panel) or an e+e + pair with invariant mass above a given mass threshold (lower
panel).
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Figure 11.28: Fraction of events satisfying various criteria for selecting events containing _+,
as a function of 7r° rapidity density at y=O.
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Figure 11.29: Fraction of Au + Au central events with a #± above a given energy threshold
(upper panel) or an #±#± pair with invariant mass above a given mass threshold (lower
panel).
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Table 11.6: Interaction rates, time between events and data volumes for events satisfying
various criteria for selecting one and two e±.

Beams Type Prob. T,.g MB/s Prob. T,_g MB/s Prob. kB/s
Any Pair (rts) E>.4 GeV (/ts) True Pair

p + p MB 2.4 10-4 9200 0.22 7.0 10-4 3150 0.61 9.4 10-7 0.82
O + O _IB 2.1 l0 -_ 2630 2.47 3.5 10-3 1600 3.63 1.7 10-'; 4.7!)

, _f j-,; -
Si + Si ; RIB 5.5 [0 -3 1530 7.50 6.5 10-_ 1:_00 7.(i,_ li _.1 1{ '.).'.,

Cu + Cu _IB ")_.1 10-_ '_'_':)..,.,_.26.60 1.6 I0 -'_ 1350 I(:;.S0 ii "-.." II)-_ "I_. i_J
I + I NIB 6.5 I0-" 658 8,i.10 3.3 10-_ 1310 36.l[) .t.7 lt)-" .5:2.7(}

Au + Au MB 1.3 I0 -_ 569 154.00 5.2 10-2 1390 54.80 7.5 10-_, _0..10

p + p Cn 3.5 10-3 63700 0.08 5.9 10-3 37200 0.14 8.1 10.-6 0.19
O + O Cn 1.1 10-2 5200 1.90 1.3 10-2 4470 2.21 1.6 l_J-5 2.84
Si + Si Cn 2.9 10-2 2960 5.90 2.3 10-2 3650 4.77 3.0 10-5 6.20

Cu + Cu Cn 1.1 10-1 1960 20.90 5.5 10-2 3870 10.60 8.1 10-5 15.80
I + I Cn 3.1 10-1 1370 63.90 1.1 10-1 3820 23.00 1.7 10-4 33.70

Au + Au Cn 5.9 10-1 1220 116.00 1.8 10-1 4030 35.10 2.6 10-4 51.60

p + O MB 3.4 10-4 7310 0.32 9.3 10-4 2680 0.84 1.2 10-6 1.11
p + Si MB 4.0 10-4 6170 0.42 1.1 10-3 2350 1.04 1.4 10-6 1.38
p + Cu MB 5.1 10 -4 5650 0.51 1.3 10-3 2280 1.20 1.7 10-6 1.60
p + I MB 6.5 10-4 5110 0.64 1.5 10-3 2190 1.40 2.0 l0 -_ 1.89

p + Au MB 7.6 10-4 4770 0.75 1.7 l0 -3 2130 1.55 2.3 10-6 2.11

Si + Cu MB 2.5 10-2 522 56.70 1.7 10-2 749 33.80 2.5 10-'_ 48.80
Si + I MB 3.2 10-2 557 62.10 2.1 10-2 874 33.80 2.9 10-5 49.10

Si + Au MB 3.7 10-2 604 62.60 2.2 10-2 994 32.40 3.2 10-5 47.20

11.3.3 Level-1 Trigger

Overview

The PHENIX Level-1 (LVL-1) trigger determines for each bunch crossing whether or not
an interaction occurred, and if so, whether or not the interaction should be digitized and
passed on to the LVL-2 trigger system. The LVL-1 scheme chosen provides a deadtimeless,
pipelined, parallel trigger operating in synchronism with the BC clock and delivering at each
BC decisions and output data for the BC occurring a fixed time earlier. The LVL-1 trigger
also provides hit-pattern information that may be used to direct zero-suppression algorithms
and LVL-2 trigger processing for some of the detector subsystems. The LVL-1 trigger will be
used to enhance the rate of less common events relative to the minimum-bias rate by setting
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Table 11.7: Interaction rates, time between events and data volumes for events satisfying
various criteria for selecting one and two #+.

Beams Prob. T,.g MB/s Prob. kB/s
Any Pair milli-s True Pair

p + p 3.3 _ 666 0.003 1.4 107- 1.29
O + O MB 5.5 10-s 102 0.068 7.5 10 -6 7.72
Si + Si 1.7 10-4 ,19 0.250 1.1 1()-_ 16.70

(:'I_ + Cu NIl3 '.).2 i0 -_ 23 1.230 :I.:TII)-_ :/5."(_

I 4- I NIB 3.9 10-_ 11 5.,190 7.5 Ii)-_ a_).T()
.\1_ + A_I ,NIB 9.7 10-_ 7 13.100 1.'2 10-1 12(;.0{)

p + p 8.2 10-s 2680 0.002 1.4 10-s 0.32
O + O 3.3 10-4 168 0.059 2.6 10-5 4.59
Si + Si 1.1 10-a 80 0.220 5.1 10-5 10.50

Cu + Cu 5.7 10-3 37 1.110 1.2 10-4 22.60
I + I 2.4 10-2 18 4.980 2.6 10-4 53.00

Au .4-Au 6.1 10-2 12 11.900 4.2 10-4 82.80

p + O 5.5 10-6 456 0.006 2.0 10-6 1.82
p + Si 6.8 10-6 365 0.008 2.3 10-6 2.27
p + Cu 9.2 10-6 314 0.010 2.8 10-s 2.67

p .4-I 1.2 l0 -5 269 0.013 3.4 l0 -6 3.16
p -4-Au 1.5 10-5 242 0.016 3.8 10-6 3.54

Si + C,u 1.1 10.3 12 2.750 3.7 10-'_ 71.10
Si .4-I 1.6 10-3 12 3.220 4.4 10-5 72.30

Si + Au 1.8 10-3 12 3.370 4.8 10-5 70.00

thresholds or windows on energy sums and particle counts in various detectors or by requiring
particle-specific detectors like the EMCal, RICH, or ttID to fire. The trigger decision will be
made using analog signals, digitized data, and hit-pattern information supplied to the LVL-1
trigger by many detectors. PHENIX is interested in a wide variety of physics observables,
which means the LVL-1 trigger must be able to test the various conditions in parallel because
of the requirement of deadtimeless operation of LVL-1. All results from LVL-1 become
available simultaneously after a fixed time latency. This requirement helps insure future
expandability of LVL-1. Pre-scalers will be used for each trigger condition so that common
or minimum bias events can be collected in parallel with rare events without the event rate

saturating the throughput of the system. The pre-scalers also provide control over the mix of
events passed on to the LVL-2 trigger system. Because the LVL-1 decision must be made for
each bunch crossing and because the decision cannot be made within the crossing period, the
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LVL-1 processing must be pipelined, with a latency currently chosen to be 32 BC. Detectors
whose response is slower than this fixed latency cannot be used to make decisions at LVL-1.

The LVL-1 decision process can be divided into three logical stages. The first stage
produces flash-digitized data from some of the detectors (e.g., BB counters) and discriminator
output signals for the rest of the detectors. The next processing stage, called Local LVL-1
(LL1), performs subdetector-specific calculations that, for example, produce EMcal energy
sums, a count of EMcal towers above specified energy cuts, a count of rings in the RICH,
and charged-particle m,lltiplicities irl the MVD. The last stage of IA:I,-l a1_;_lvsis,til," (',1,,t,_1
IA.'L-1 trigger ((",LI). applies lls(-'r-sI>(',:il](',t¢'llts a)lrt I(,gi,'al (:oil,li_i,>)ls),, v:,ri,,,l>_;>;_r;:)_,",','-
to prcM_tce a set ,_f L\:'L-1 trigger ,'esa,Its, appli_'s the chos(,ll I,r_'-s,',!,' f',,,'l,,r, ,,, ,,.,,!_ ,,t'
the satisfied coilditions axt_t returns a [inal LVL-1 trigger ,lecisiol,,. irl Itl,, ,'tilrr,tit ,i..,:si_.
approximately 82,000 bits of data are produced by Ltle first st,age of LVL-1 pr,_,'e._sittg _th,i
passed to LL1. The LL1 processing of ali subsystems produces a combined 16,000 bits of
output data, about 10% of which are passed to GL1. If the event is accepted by the LVL-1
trigger, the full set of 16K bits are formatted and added to the event stream and passed
to LVL-2 and the main event data stream. There are varying numbers of internal steps in
the processing pipelines for the various subsystems LL1 systems. The data produced by the
subsystem LL1 systems are re-synchronized in FIFO buffers before being transferred to GLI
and the event stream. The current design of the LVL-1 trigger has 140 bits of data fed to
GL1.

The block diagram for the overall LVL-1 trigger scheme is shown in Fig. 11.30. In the
figure the subsystems contributing to the LVL-1 trigger decision are shown to the far left.
The final outputs of the LVL-1 trigger system are shown at the far right. The flow in
time is from left to right. Currently, the LVL-1 trigger design uses information from six of
the PHENIX subsystems, namely BB, MVD, TOF, RICH, EMCal, and /tlD. 'I'he nllt_llwr
of inputs from the subsystems to the LVL-1 trigger processors are shown along witli ttw
number of bits for each input. The volume of control information and data passed to the
data stream from each detector subsystem is shown on the right, given as (# items)×(#
bits/item). As shown in Figure 11.30, four additional signals are provided to GL1. These
four inputs indicate whether each of the right and left beam buckets are empty, whether a
calibration is being carried out, and whether there is room in the buffers used to store the
results of the LVL-1 processing.

A basic building block used in LVL-1 is a pipelined digital summing tree. This is shown
schematically in Fig. 11.31 for the case of eight 6-bit inputs being summed to produce a single
9-bit output. E_,ch stage of this summing tree is active for any given beam crossing, with
successive stages handling successive events. The BC clock is used to move data through
this structure, ensuring that time synchronism is maintained for ali events.

The following sections describe in more detail the interface between LVL-1 and the various
detector subsystems providing data to LVL-1, the analysis of this data carried out by LVL-1,
and the current design for implementing programmable selection logic to generate the actual
triggers.
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Figure 11.30: Schematic diagram of overall LVL-1 trigger scheme. (The number of bits is
the number shown above the symbol "/".)

Beam-Beam

The data from the Beam-Beam counters (BB) provide the least-biased LVL-1 trigger for
A+A and p+A collisions, provide rejection against interactions that occur in the ends of or
outside of the interaction diamond (especially beam-gas events), and provide a fast time-zero
reference (TO) for time-of-flight analyses performed at LVL-2. We must be able to accept
events when only one of the arrays fires, because in p+A collisions the array opposite the
incoming proton beam frequently will not see any particles. No vertex or TO information
can be obtained at LVL-1 for these events.

As described in Chapter 5, BB is composed of two arrays of 66 "flash-light" Cherenkov
detectors. If any valid (see below) hit is found in at least one element in the left or right BB
arrays, then that array is considered as having fired. The LL1 analysis for the Beam-Beam
system determines whether each of the left and right arrays was hit, and for each end that
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Figure 11.31' Pipelined digital summing tree.

was hit, determines the measured time relative to the arrival of the accelerator RF clock

pulse. The time for each array is taken to be the earliest time (within certain limits) from
all of the elements of each array with valid hits. If both arrays are hit, an average time and
vertex position are returned also.

The LVL-1 system needs time measurements from the BB counters on each bunch cross-
ing. TLese ___mesare obtained by flash-digitizing a TAC started with BC and stopped with
a discriminator p',lse from the counters (see Chapter 5). A 10-bit FADC is used for each

: element of each array. The counters are run in common-start mode, ,_,blch means that the
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Figure 11.32: Schematic diagram of LVL-1 trigger for Beam-Beam (early stages).

counters which are not hit have extremely late (i.e. overflow) time values. The FADC times
are corrected for channel-to-channel cable offsets in the BB front-ends using a fast memory

lookup table, whose input address is the FADC output for each detector.
Schematics for different stages of the LL1 processing for the Beam-Beam system are shown

in Figs. 11.32 and 11.33. The steps in the Beam-Beam LL1 processing pipeline are described
in sequential order below. Also included are the number of bunch crossings (assuming 112
ns) taken by each step in the pipeline.

Step 1 - Flash-digitization and time correction (1 crossing)" See previous para-
graph. We assume that only 1 bunch crossing time is required.

Step _- Element Time Validation (I crossing)" The measured time is compared
against preset minimum (W(min)) and maximum (W(max))times. This is per-
formed by the dual comparators marked '_magnitude." An extra bit is added to
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Figure 11.33: Schematic diagram of LVL-1 trigger for Beam-Beam (later stages).

the 10 bits from the Beam-Beam front-ends and is used to indicate whether the

measured time is valid. If the hit time is within the specified window, the time
is passed to the next stage with the flag (1 lth) bit cleared. If the time is outside
the specified window the flag bit is set. This is useful later if only one array is
struck, as is sometimes the case for p+A collisions.

Step 3 - Shortest time selection (7 crossings): The earliest valid time for each
array is selected from the detectors in each array. This is done with cascaded
comparators, each of which finds the smaller of two numbers. Each stage in the
cascade compares a pair of times from the previous stage and passes the smaller.
Since a 'set' flag bit produces a large time, if there is any valid hit in an array, it
will have a time smaller than the invalid times, which always have the 1lth bit
set. Thus the valid hits are always selected over any invalid ones.

Step _ - ilrray Hit validation (I crossing): The flag bit is inverted ia the left
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and right times obtained from Step 3, so it is now set for valid hits. The logic
signals indicating the individual status of the two Beam-Beam arrays ("Left-hit"
and "Right-hit") are generated. Also, the difference between the the left and
right times (vertex position) and the mean of the left and right times (TO) are
calculated.

Step 5. Time validation (I crossing): The vertex position is tested against preset
maximum (V(max)) and minimum (V(min)) values, calculated assuming speed-

of-light particles. This step provides two output signals, "Event Flag" and "Va-
lidity Flag". "Event Flag" is TRUE if either of t.he two arrays have valid hits.
"Validity Flag" is TRUE if both arrays were hit and the vertex is within the
preset window. If the validity flag is FALSE, the rough vertex used by LVL-2
must be computed by other means.

The LL1 system for the BB counters produces eight data-words. Four of them, "T-Left",

"T-Right", "Event Flag" and "Validity Flag" are 1 bit wide, while the other four data-words,
left and right array times, the TO and the vertex position, are 10 bits wide. The TO and
vertex position are valid if both arrays were hit. Only two of the outputs of the BB LL1
system, "Event Flag" and "Validity Flag," are presented to GL1.

Inner Detectors

The silicon pad and silicon strip detectors, collectively referred to as the Multiplicity/Vertex

Detector (MVD), are used at LVL-1 to calculate charged-particle multiplicities measured
over a restricted range of pseudo-rapidities. For collisions at z = 0 the silicon strip detector
covers a pseudo-rapidity range of 4-2.5 and the silicon pad detectors cover the Ir/I range
1.8- 2.65. The LVL-1 processing of the MVD data produces charged particle multiplicities
summed over subsections of the MVD and a total charged-particle multip]!city for the entire

MVD acceptance. The total multiplicity will be used to make a LVL-1 centrality trigger, and
the regional multiplicity sums can be used to select events according to left/right criteria.

A schematic diagram of the LL1 processing for the MVD is shown in Fig. 11.34. The
steps in the MVD processing pipeline are described in sequential order below along with the
number of bunch crossings (assuming 112 ns) taken by each step in the pipeline.

Step 1 - Pad and strip analog summing: The pad and strip detector front ends
supply analog sums for each 256-channel sector in the detectors. The analog
summing is done on the MVD front-ends and is not shown on the MVD LVL-1
block diagram.

Step 2 - Digitization of Analog Sums (I crossing): The analog sums are digitized
by 8-bit 10 MHz FADCs. The silicon pad detectors produce 24 sums, one for
each of their 24 sectors, and the inner layer of the silicon strip detector prodl_ces
72 sums, one for each of its sectors.
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Figure 11.34: Schematic diagram of LVL-1 trigger for MVD.

Step 3- Regional sums (_ crossings): The digitized sums from the MVD are
now digitally summed again to form regional multiplicities. The current design
contains multiplicity sums for the left silicon pad detector, the right pad detector,
the left side of the inner silicon strip detector, and the right side of the inner strip
detector. The sums for the pads complete two time steps sooner and are thus
held off for two time steps in order to synchronize with the sums for the strips
in Step 4.

Step ,4 - Final Multiplicity Sums (2 crossings): The current design produces
two 15-bit sums from the sums of step 3. They result from summing the left
silicon pad and left silicon strip ("Left-Sum") and right pad and right strip
("Right-Sum") multiplicities. These two sums are then added to produce the
total multiplicity ("Total Sum") seen in the MVD. Other combinations of the
four multiplicities obtained from Step 3 sums can also be summed in parallel.
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These sums become part of the LVL-1 output data stream.

The three final multiplicity sums obtained from the MVD LL1 processing are fed to GL1
where they can be used in conjunction with other GL1 inputs to make a LVL-1 trigger
decision. This decision will most often consist of applying one or more thresholds to the
multiplicity sums to make centrality cuts.

RICH

The RICH LVL-I trigger system is designed to find and count Ctlerenkov "rings" iii ;h,_
RICH. This trigger is critical for triggering on electrons in light-ion collisions b,:.causc ,)t' tit,:"
high luminosity and low electron rates in these collisions. The ring-finding at LVL-1 also
provides the seed locations for ring-finding in the LVL-2 trigger, thus greatly reducing the
time the RICH LVL-2 algorithm takes to find and fit rings. The results of the RICH LVL-1
trigger are also used to direct the flow of one set of the electron-finding algorithms in LVL-2;
the other set is based on EMCal and PC, as discussed below.

The RICH detector is read out with a 40 x 80 array of photomultiplier tubes in each of
the two arms. For purposes of ring-finding, the array can be thought of as a flat wall with the
"horizontal" axis pointing along the beam direction and the "vertical" axis pointing around
the detector (¢ direction). A well-focussed electron (/_ _ 1) ring is fully contained in a 5 x 5
block of PMTs, including allowance for multiple scattering and geometrical aberrations. To
find RICH hits at LVL-1, the RICH imaging area is first divided up into 5 x 5 arrays of
P MTs, called "modules", producing an 8 x 16 array of modules per arm. In order to find
rings which are not centered on a module, the modules are further groupedinto "pairs" and
"tiles". The pairs are formed both horizontally and vertically and overlap in both directions
by one module spacing. The tiles are 2 x 2 arrays of modules that overlap by a module
spacing in both directions. This scheme, demonstrated in Fig. 11.3.5, therefore puts a single
module in four different pairs and four different tiles. There are thus 128 modules, 2.56 pairs,
and 128 tiles per arm.

One final logical grouping of modules, pairs, and tiles is made here to help exposit this
tiling scheme. We define a "unit cell" to be composed of a single module, two pairs, and a
single tile with the arrangement shown inFig. 11.35. The unit cell contains all tiling elements
that have a given module in their upper-most and left-most corners, so there is a one-to-one
mapping between modules and unit cells. There are, then, 128 unit cells overlapped in each
direction by one module spacing. The unit cell can be thought of as the logical element
containing all rings whose centers lie in the shaded region shown in the example unit cell in
Fig. 11.35.

The center of a found ring is determined by the type of tiling element (module, pair, or
tile) in which it was found. The distribution of centers of those rings which fit completely into
modules is centered on the module center. The distribution of centers of rings firing pairs is
centered on the mid-point between the modules in a pair. The distribution of centers of rings
found in tiles is centered at the mid-point of the tile. The ring centers are indexed by a pair
of numbers (k, 1), which can be tied to the original modules, as shown in Fig. 11.35. The
ring centers with (odd, odd) indices are from single modules, while the centers with (odd,
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even) or (even, odd) indices are from pairs, and the centers with (even, even) indices are
from tiles. Using this logical indexing approach, a ring array table is developed, listing which
modules, pairs, and tiles containing rings are identified during the RICH LVL-1 processing.

The RICH LVL-1 ring-finding algorithm starts by looking for a minimum number of
photons in each module. The threshold is set to approximately half the expected number
of photoelectrons for a RICH ring. The exact threshold will be determined from further
simulations of trigger performance, with attention given to avoiding the double-counting
of rings. If the number of photons in a module is above the preset value, the module is
considered to contain a ring. Those modules which do not contain a ring are then combined
into pairs which are then tested for rings using the same threshold as llsed for th_-,mo,ltll¢,s.
Those pairs not containing a ring are finally combined into tiles and tested for RICtt rings.
This scheme prevents over-counting of RICH rings when a ring fits completely within a
module. To further reduce over-counting of RICH rings, the ring flags for ali elements in a
unit cell are ORed and the final ring count is incremented once for each unit cell containing
at least one ring.

A schematic diagram of the RICH LVL-1 system is shown in Figs. 11.36 and 11.37. Like all
other LVL-1 subdetector systems discussed so far, the RICH LVL-1 analysis is pipelined, with
processing of all PMT signals, modules, pairs, and tiles done in parallel in the corresponding
pipeline steps, as described below. The time required for each step is also shown below in
terms of the number of bunch-crossings.

Step 1 - Flash digitization of PMT signals (1 crossing): The signals from the
RICH phototubes are digitized with 3 bit FADC's. The gain of the FADC's will
be set so that the output is roughly equal to the number of photo-electrons. We
expect a maximum of four photo-electrons in a single PMT for a standard ring.
This electronics is included in the RICH FEE.

Step _ - Module summing (,5crossings): The digitized signals from the 25 PMT's
in a module are summed in a pipelined summing tree to produce an 8-bit module
SUlTI.

Step 3 - Module hit detection (I crossing): Each module sum is compared to
the preset ring threshold. If the module sum is over threshold, the module is
marked as having fired and the sum is cleared so that the found ring will not be
duplicated in the pair and tile sums. The module sums and comparator outputs
are passed on to Step 4.

Step _ - Pair summing (I crossing): The module sums are added in pairs to
produce 9-bit pair sums. Each module contributes to two horizontal and two
vertical pair sums.

Step 5 - Pair hit detection (1 crossing): Each pair sum is compared to the preset
ring threshold. If the pair sum is over threshold, the pair is marked as having
fired and the sum is cleared so that the found ring will not be duplicated in the
tile sums. The pair sums and comparator outputs are passed on to Step 6.
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Figure 11.36: Schematic diagram of LVL-._.trigger for RICH (early stages).

Step 6- Tile Summing (I crossing): The pair sums are added to produce tile
sums. Each tile contains two horizontal and two vertical pairs, some of which
may have been cleared in the pair hit detection stage. The goal of this step is to
find rings which fall inside of a tile but fail to land well enough inside the pairs
or modules which the tile contains so as to fire them. We currently plan to sum
all four pairs in a given tile and then divide by 2 before applying the threshold
(because in this way the photo-electrons in the tile are counted twice).

Step 7- Tile hit logic (I crossing): Tile sums above the ring threshold are marked
as containing a ring.

Step 8 - Unit cell hit logic (1 crossing): The hit flags for the elements in each
unit cell are ORed to produce a unit cell hit flag. The hit patterns for all unit
cells are also loaded into the ring array.
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Figure 11.37: Schematic diagram of LVL-1 trigger for RICH (later stages).

Step 9 - Ring sum (8 crossings): The number of unit cells with rings found is
counted using a pipelined summing tree to return the number of rings found in
the RICH.

The RICH LVL-1 processing produces a ring sum and the 512-element ring array for each
RICH arm, which contains for each module, pair, and tile, a flag that indicates whether that
element contained a ring. The ring sum, nominally a count of the number of Cherenkov
rings seen in the RICH, is sent to GL1. The ring sum and ring array data are added to the
event stream and passed to LVL-2.

Time of Flight

The LVL-1 trigger for the high-resolution TOF will be used to trigger on hadronic physics
observables in light-ion systems where a LVL-1 trigger is necessary. The trigger is used to
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Figure 11.38: Schematic diagram of LVL-1 trigger for TOF.

select events with at least one particle for measurements of single-particle spectra and events
with two particles for interferometry and C-meson measurements. The trigger counts the
number of hits in the TOF slats and also provides a slat hit-pattern that will be used by the
LVL-2 trigger.

A schematic diagram of the LVL-1 trigger system for TOF is shown in Fig. 11.38. The
TOF LVL-1 processing pipeline consists of the three steps listed below.

Step I - PMT Signal Discrimination (no delay): The TOF PMT outputs are
discriminated in the TOF front-end electronics.

Step 2- Hit Pattern Generation (1 crossing): An AND is taken between the
discriminator outputs for the two ends of each slat and these signals are then
latched into a pattern register.
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Step 3 - Hit Sum (10 crossings): A pipelined summing tree counts the number
of TOF hits using the latched pattern word to produce the hit sum.

The hit sum output from the TOF LVL-1 processing is made available to GL1 for use
in making a high-resolution TOF trigger. The 1000-bit pattern word indicating which TOF
slats were hit is entered into the data stream and presented to the LVL-2 trigger.

Electromagnetic Calorimeter

The EMC al is used at L\.'L-I to provide a glol>al tri,,,,*','2o. oil ,'ollisioll cetllralitv, ail,l a l,)-

cal trigger for individual electromagnetic (E._I) showers whose energy is above rh,: en,'rgy
deposited bv minimum ionizing charged particles. The total energy meas_lred in the EXl-
Cal provides an alternative to the charged-particle multiplicities measured in the MVD for
event-characterization purposes. The EMCal LVL-1 processing system wiU also provide the
locations of EM showers above specified cuts that can be used to direct the processing in the

EMCal LVL-2 trigger. Guidance from LVL-1 is particularly important for the EMCal LVL-2
processing because of the large number of hits in the EMCal from both charged particles
and photons.

Currently, there is no charged-particle detector in front of the EMCal with geometry that
is well-matched to the EMCal tower arrangement. Thus, the calorimeter cannot currently be
used at LVL-1 to distinguish between electron and photon showers. Thus, since the number

of photons from rr° decay overwhelms the number of electrons in ali collisions, we treat
ali energetic EM showers as photons. However, to ensure that a charged-particle detector
matched to the EMCal can be used if it is eventually installed, the EMCal LVL-1 trigger

includes the logic to perform electron-detection and counting. Energetic electrons will have
energies above the minimum-ionizing peaks in the EMCal and will have hits in the associated
charged-particle detector. The rejection capability of this electron trigger will be determined
by the energy cut used and will be limited by the pion charge-exchange probability and the
rate of random coincidences between charged-particles in the front detector and photons in
the EMCal.

The EMCal LVL-1 trigger generates four pieces of summary data. "Global Sum", is the
total energy measured in the EMCal. The three other sums, "Photon-1 Sum", "Photon-2
Sum", and "Electron Sum" count the numbers of photons and electrons above preset energy
cuts. Two photon thresholds (Photon-1 is the higher energy threshold) are used to allow for
better trigger rejection in high-multiplicity events for which the tile double-hit probability is
much larger. The electron and photon counts are obtained by summing the PMT signals over
"tiles" and applying the the energy thresholds and charged-particle matching requirements
to the tiles. The tiles are formed from 2 x 2 arrays of "cells", which in turn are formed from
2 x 2 blocks of EMCal towers. To reduce the cost of the EMCal LVL-1 trigger system, the

cell energies are are obtained by summing analog signals split from the 4 EMCal towers in
each cell. These cell analog sums are digitized with 8-bit 10-MHz FADCs and then summed

digitally to form the tile sums. The cells are non-overlapping, so there are 7000 cells. The
tiles overlap by half their size in both directions, so there are also 7000 tiles. The gain of the
cell FADC is set to obtain as large a dynamic range in photon energy as possible, while still
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Figure 11.39: Schematic diagram of LVL-1 trigger for EMC,al (early stages).

retaining adequate energy resolution for the Global Sum. We currently plan to set the FADC
gain such that the upper end of the dynamic range corresponds to 5 GeV. This choice, then,
gives a least count equivalent energy of 20 MeV which is well below the expected mean 7r°
photon energy of 150 MeV.

A schematic diagram of the LVL-1 processing for the EMCal is shown in Figs. 11.39 and
11.40. The steps in the pipeline are described below.

Step 1 - PMT output (1 crossing): The output is split three ways, to the preamp,
the TAC, and the trigger.

Step 2- Cell Analog Summing and Digitization (2 crossings)" Part of the anode
current from four PMTs in a 2×2 cell is sent to an analog summing amplifier,
whose output is then digitized using an 8-bit 10 MHz FADC.
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Figure 11.40: Schematic diagram of LVL-1 trigger for EMCal (later stages).

Step 3 - Tile Summing (2 crossings): The cell sums from each tile are added
digitally to produce a 10-bit tile sum.

Step 4 " Local trigger logic (I crossing): The tile sums are compared to the two
photon thresholds to produce the two logical outputs "Photon-l" and "Photon-
2" for the next stage of processing. The tile sum is also compared to the electron
threshold and this comparator output is ANDed with the charged-particle bit
associated with the given tile to form the "Electron" logical output. Bits cor-
responding to the tiles with TRUE Electron and Photon-2 outputs are written
into Electron and Photon pattern words.

Step 5 - Global Summing logic (12 crossings): The four sums, Global Sum,
Photon-1 Sum, Photon-2 Sum, and Electron Sum are formed in this step. Be-
cause the tiles overlap, only one in every fou.r (4) tiles is used to produce the
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Global Sum. The other 3 sums are not energy sums, but are actually counts of
the number of tiles passing the corresponding cuts.

All four of the global sums are provided to the GL1 trigger. The electron and photon
pattern words are added to the event stream and provided to LVL-2.

Muon Identifier

The muon detector has one of the more selective LVL-1 triggers. The muon production rate
• is lower than that for other observables, and the ratio of true pairs to triggered pairs is a

factor of 10 larger than that for electrons. Thus, the trigger can provide useful rate re(1,lctic)n
at LVL-1. The detection of a pair of muons is relatively straightforward in the accet)tance
of the muon system so tile muon LVL-I trigger should be easily implemented, a.nd it should
piace less of a burden on the muon LVL-2 trigger. The muon LVL-1 trigger is designed t.o
find and count tracks penetrating the/,lD.

As discussed in Chapter 10, the #ID consists of a set of three absorber layers, after each
of which is a streamer-tube plane with pad readout. The identifier planes are divided into
octants with 96 radial pads each. The pads provide the ¢ positions of the tracks at each
layer. For LVL-1 triggering purposes, three physical pads are O Red together to produce
32 LVL-1 "pads" per octant, each subtending about 1.5° in azimuth. In the remainder of
the discussion below, "pads" will refer to these groups of three physical pads. The muon
LVL-1 trigger finds particles that penetrate to the last detector in the/,lD. Muon "tracks"
are required to fire ali three planes in a given octant and to have less than a 3° change in ¢
between identifier layers. This condition is applied by requiring the muon tracks to hit the
first and third #ID layers within +2 pads of the track hit on the second #ID layer. Muons
with momenta greater than 2 GeV/c satisfy these conditions with better than 95% efficiency.
There are 32 x 8 = 256 candidate roads examined by this scheme.

A schematic diagram of LVL-1 for the/LID system is shown in Fig. 11.41. The steps in
the #ID LL1 pipeline are described below:

Step 1 - Pad Hit Finding (1 crossing)' The pad signals are discriminated in the
front:end electronics of the #ID system (not shown in Fig. 11.41).

Step $ - Pad Set Logic (1 crossing): A logical OR is formed from the 3 pads in
each Pad Set.

Steps 3 and 4 - Track Finding Logic (1 crossing each): Groups of 5 pads, each
group offset by one pad, are ORed together in layers 1 and 3 (Step 3). Using
the index I for the position of the middle pad in a group, an AND is formed
between the Ith pad in layer 2 and the Ith pad groups in layers 1 and 3. This
step produces 256 bits, each bit indicating whether or not a candidate track was
found. :

Step 5 - ..l,I_uonCounting (8 crossings): The 256 bits produced by Step a, are
tallied to produce a 9-bit muon count.
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Figure 11.41" Schematic diagram of LVL-1 trigger for Muon-ID

The LVL-1 trigger for the muon system provides two outputs: a "muon count" and the
set of pad positions on the second/_ID layer for the found tracks. The muon count is used
in GL1 to make muon-pair triggers and e-# coincidence triggers. The pad positions on the
second #ID layer will be used by the muon track finding/fitting algorithm at LVL-2.

Global Level-1 Trigger

The Global LVL-1 (GL1) "Logic Box" makes the actual decision as to whether or not an event
is to be digitized. This decision will be made using the LL1 results produced by the various
detector subsystems included in the trigger. Because the PHENIX collaboration is interested
in studying many different physics observables, the GL1 trigger must be able to apply many
different selection criteria in parallel. Because we will want to trigger simultaneously on rare

events (massive e+e - pairs, /_,+u- pairs, J/C, T, high PT photons, etc.) and minimum bias
events, we must have th.e capability to pre-scale ali the various parallel trigger paths. The

_
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GL1 Logic Box must be sufficiently programmable to allow implementation of new selection
criteria without significant changes in hardware or cabling, and it must be extendable so
that new detector sub-systems can be added without requiring major modifications.

The input data to the GL1 Logic Box in the current LVL-1 design are summarized below.

Status information

Left Status and Right Status- Two 1-bit words indicating whether the Left and
Right beam buckets are Full or Empty.

Calibration Status - A 1-bit word indicating whether or not the event is a cali-
bration event.

Transfer FIFO Status- A 1-bit word which indicates whether the transfer FIFO
is able or unable to accept events. A value of 1 for this word means impending
dead-time, which is a situation in which events already in the LVL-1 pipeline
need to be rejected and the pipeline flushed. A value of 0 for this word means
able to accept events.

Beam-Beam Status and Timing

Validity Flag- Indicates whether both BB arrays have fired, and if so, whether
the vertex position and timing TO are valid.

Event Flag- Indicates whether at least one of the BB arrays has fired.

Centrality Measurements

Global Sum (Err) - Total energy in the EMCal.

Total Sum (Multiplicity) - Total number of hits seen in MVD.

Left and Right Sums (Multiplicity)- Multiplicities in left and right halves of MVD
(divided at z = 0).

Electron Candidates

Ring Sum- Count of Cherenkov ring candidates from the RICH.

Electron Sum - Count of electrons from EMCal (only if front charged-particle
detector present).

Photon Candidates

Photon-1 and Photon-2 Sums- Counts of EMCal towers with energy above high
(Photon-l) and low (Photon-2) thresholds.

-
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Muon Candidates

Muon Sum- Count of muon candidates.

Hadrons

Hit Sum- Number of hit slats in TOF wall.

Ali GL1 trigger decisions other than the lowest level interaction trigger will require com-
bining data from different sub-systems. Some of the LVL-1 trigger decisions will otlly rv,q_lir,:'
an AND between a "valid interaction" decision based on the BB data and a threshold on an

energy sum or multiplicity. However, some of the observables of interest to the experiment re-
quire more sophisticated correlations. For example, we plan to use the Photon-2 sum, which
counts photons above a relatively low energy threshold, in low-multiplicity events where the
photon showers are well separated and plan to rely more on the Photon-1 sum, which uses
a higher threshold, in the higher multiplicity events. In order to implement such a trigger
decision, to provide the necessary flexibility in the trigger, and to make the GL1 trigger
decision fully programmable, we envision using lookup tables to make the parallel trigger
decisions. The lookup scheme allows the trigger to combine data from different subsystems
to make a trigger decision that is fully programmable.

The simplest way to implement the lookup scheme would be to use a 2N address RAM,
where N is the number of bits provided to the GL1 "Logic Box", with the output word
providing the parallel trigger results. For this scheme to work, the number of bits must be
reduced from the 140 bits provided by the detector sub-systems. A scheme to do this is
discussed below, but even with this scheme we will have 20-30 bits of data with which to
make a LVL-1 decision. To allow for LL1 processing algorithms that are not in our current
design and to allow for addition of other detector sub-systems to the LVL-1 trigger, we may
not be able to use a single lookup table to make our LVL-1 decisions. If we break the GL1
decision up into stages, we can use smaller lookup tables in the intermediate stages and use
a final lookup to produce the final GL1 trigger results. For example, the BB inputs, the
accelerator status signals, and the transfer FIFO status signal can be combined to produce a
single "valid interaction" bit. Similarly, the MVD provides 3 different multiplicity sums and
the EMCal provides an Ew sum for triggering on centrality. The "centrality" decision can
be made using these data and a single-bit result can be passed on to later stages of lookup.
Ideally, the internal interconnections of the Logic Box would be programmable so that new
trigger paths could be implemented by routing a given set of signals to a given lookup table
at each intermediate stage.

As discussed in the preceeding paragraph, the number of bits provided to the GL1 Logic
Box must be reduced before a final LVL-1 decision can be made. Many of the inputs to the

GL1 trigger are in the form of particle counts or energy sums. We will not be interested in
the exact values of these inputs but rather in whether or not they fall within a given range
of energy or multiplicity. We have designed a device called a Programmable Prescaleable
Multilevel Discriminator (PPMD) that takes as input a number and produces a 3-bit word
indicating which of 7 programmed thresholds the input number exceeds. This device, the,t,
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PPMD LVL-I TRIGGER LOGIC STEPS

Figure 11.42: Schematic diagram of a PPMD.

reduces the number of bits that must be used in the GL1 lookup tables for for all multiplicities
and energy sums. The PPMDs provide pre-scalers for each threshold and produce a single
output bit associated with the 3-bit threshold word that can be directly used to produce
pre-scaled triggers. For example a PPMD could be used to produce a multiplicity filter. The

PPMD could be set to trigger on every event above a high multiplicity (for central collisions),
every fourth event above a lower multiplicity (for events of intermediate impact parameters),
and so forth, down perhaps to only every hundredth event above a very low multiplicity (for
grazing collisions). A schematic diagram for a PPMD is shown in Fig. 11.42.

The GL1 Logic Box will produce a mask of trigger bits, one for each trigger decision.
These trigger bits will be passed through a final pre-scale stage and then ORed to produce
the final LVL-1 trigger decision.
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Figure 11.43: Data flow into and schematic diagram of LVL-1 FIFO.

LVL-1 FIFO Architecture

The FIFO (First In, First Out) memory architecture proposed for use by the LVL-1
system provides solutions to several problems. These include problems of timing synchro-
nization between different detector subsystems resulting from differences in the number of

stages necessary to perform LVL-1 logic in a pipelined fashion, and access and addressing
requirements imposed as a part of the transition from the hardware pipeline architecture
of LVL-1 and the "event pipeline" structure of the following LVL-2 and DAQ stages. A
schematic diagram of the LVL-1 FIFO architecture and the dataflow into it is shown in
Fig. 11.43.

Figure 11.43 shows that the FIFO architecture for LVL-1 actually employs two FIFO
memories. The first of these, denoted on the figure as "pipeline FIFO" retains all information

generated by the LVL-1 system prior to any decision regarding the disposition of the data.
Events enter and leave this FIFO at the beam crossing rate. The second, denoted as "transfer
FIFO," receives all LVL-1 data for those events "accepted" by the logic box as requiring
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further attention. Events enter this memory at pseudo-random times, but they retain their
sequential order. They leave the memory when LVL-2 indicates that all required information
for a given event has been absorbed by LVL-2.

Each of the different LVL-1 subsystems providing information to the pipeline FIFO is
described elsewhere in this document. Pertinent to this discussion are the following points:

1. The algorithm processing time (as measured in number of beam crossings) may be
different for each subsystem trigger.

'2. Tile amount of storage required for each subsystem trigger varies from a fow bits
generated by the logic box to several thousand words generated by tile EMCal trigger
subsystem.

3. At the end of the LVL-1 pipeline, a decision must be made to accept or reject the event
corresponding to that particular pipeline time slot. f_

4. The decisions implied by item (3) above must be made for each beam crossing at the
beam crossing rate.

As proposed for LVL-1, one may think of the first event entering the pipeline hardware.
As discussed elsewhere, the subsystem requiring the least processing time is the MVD. The
data from that subsystem requires only a few beam crossings to process, at which time the
data is passed on to a portion of the pipeline FIFO memory system and immediately falls
through to the output pins where it will remain until it is strobed with a "read" command.

The latest data generated by LVL-1 comes from the GL1 box, which actually .makes the
"accept/reject" decision. Here certain information associated with the decision making pro-
cess is passed on to the pipeline FIFO within only a few beam crossings of the "accept/reject"
signal.

The remaining subsystems all provide information to the FIFO memory at times in-
termediate between these extremes. The important point is that if the first "read" signal
transferring information out of the FIFO is delayed until all subsystems have submitted their
first inputs, then that event from each subsystem "falls" through the FIFO to arrive at its
output pins time-aligned with all the other subsystems. Since further inputs occur at the
beam crossing rate, all further data retains its appropriate time alignment simply because
all events are strictly sequential in time.

The necessary timing control hardware responsible for starting and stopping the pipeline

FIFO is depicted in the lower left corner of Fig. 11.43, where it isdesignated "PFG" (pipeline
FIFO gate). This unit consists a of series of delay flip-flops driven by an SR flip-flop. Each
delay flip-flop provides an output to a two-input AND circuit whose second input is driven
by the BC clock stream. The outputs from these AND's become the clock streams for each
level of the pipeline logic.

In its "off" state, the SR flip-flop injects zeros into the delay chain, so that all the clock
streams for the pipeline stages are turned off. When the control flip-flop is set "on," that
change ripples through the PFG, turning on each each stage of the pipeline clock stream in the
appropriate order so that a "wave" of operation propagates through the pipeline hardware.
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Starting the pipeline operation in this fashion is sufficient to ensure that all elements of the
"first" event reach the pipeline FIFO appropriately timed. Likewise, the same logic insures
that when the pipeline is switched off, the various pipeline stages continue to function in
such a manner that the pipeline FIFO is emptied of ali information in accordance with
appropriate decisions by the logic box.

Under static operating conditions, the elements of the pipeline FIFO exhibit "depths"
appropriate to the particular subsystem data stream with which it is associated. The "deep-
est" FIFO would be those elements accepting information from the MVD, while the FIFO
accepting information from the logic box would never contain more than a few pieces of.
information.

All events accepted by the logic box are passed on to the transfer FIFO. This mem_jr.'/
serves primarily as a data storage buffer for LVL-2. However it also marks tile point al wtai_:h
the trigger and data processing mechanism changes from a synchronous pipeline organization
to an "event" pipeline organization. As a part of this transition, the very long data word
which is the transfer FIFO output, is subdivided in a manner appropriate to the addressing
scheme required by LVL-2, so that information from each subsystem for a given event may
be readily located within some consistent format. A given event, as represented by the entire
data word at the output of transfer FIFO, would be retained until such time as LVL-2 decides
that it is no longer needed (i.e., to be read out or discarded), then a read command to the
transfer FIFO would transfer the next word to the output pins for consideration.

11.3.4 Level-2 Trigger

Algorithms

To develop the requirements and Specifications of the LVL-2 triggering system, knowledge
of the algorithms intended for use in this system is necessary. Table 11.8 lists the rates
for production of various physics observables which experience from ongoing AGS and SPS
heavy-ion experiments suggests may be of interest.

In this calculation, the rates for hadronic observables were calculated using the limited
solid-angle high-resolution time-of-flight wall only. The event rate has been obtained by
limiting the tape-writing rate to our stated limit of 20 Mbyte/sec, assuming no LVL-1 re-
duction beyond what is necessary to bring the raw event rate down to 31 kHz, and no LVL-2
enhancement of the given observables. The table makes it clear that the rates for most of
the hadronic observables are sufficient to provide necessary statistics in a matter of days for
all systems except p + A collisions. For example, even in central O + O collisions with no
LVL-1 or LVL-2 selection, we would record 5000 K+K + pairs per day. To do a straight-
forward two-dimensional HBT analysis we would want of order 50K pairs, which could be
accumulated in 10 days of running. Clearly we would like to do better than ;his since we
will want to run other physics in parallel, but the raw untriggered rates are within a factor
of 10 of what we might reasonably expect. On the other hand, the rates for true electron
pairs and muon pairs are down by a factor of 100. Clearly, the most important function of
the LVL-2 trigger will be to enhance our ability to record these rare events on tape relative
to the more common events.
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Table 11.8: Number of 2r + pairs, 2K + pairs, and vector mesons which may be recorded per
RHIC day (- 5 x 104 seconds) for an archiving speed of 20 MB/s, for various ion-ion species
and centrality conditions.

Beams Type Accepted 2r + pairs 2K + pairs Vector res.
Events per sec (M per day) (K per day) (per day)

p + p MB 14,200. 0.64 0.17 808.
O + O MB 6400. 7.40 1.94 1845.
Si + Si MB 4000. 15.80 .1.17 2135.

Cu + Cu MB t880. 44.20 11.63 2,t5{).
I + I MB 920. 101.40 26.53 2.5!)0.

Au + Au MB 570. 164.90 4:3.:14 2600.

p + p Cn 3,700. 16.70 4.37 2110.
O + O Cn 2,000. 40.00 10.50 2400.
Si + Si Cn 1,100. 75.50 19.90 2450.

Cu + Cu Cn 490. 200.60 52.70 2660.
I + I Cn 230. 440.10 115.60 2700.

Au + Au Cn 140. 703.80 184.70 2660.

p + O MB 12,500. 1.01 0.27 953.
p + Si MB 12,000. 1.23 0.32 1030.

p + Cu MB 11,100. 1.66 0.44 1150.
p + I MB 10,400. 2.19 0.58 1290.

p + Au MB 9700. 2.58 0.68 1345.

Si + Cu MB 1700. 50.20 13.20 2480.
Si + I MB 1500. 61.70 16.20 2580.

Si + Au MB 1300. 64.10 16.90 2450.

Electron .Triggers

The electron pair triggers are the most difficult to implement becaase the background
from Dalitz decays and conversions is three to four orders of magnitude higher than the
rate for true electron pairs. This problem is exacerbated by the fact that in collisions of the
heavier ions, a large fraction (greater than 50%) of the events have a pair of electrons striking
the PHENIX acceptance. This is demonstrated in Fig. 11.26, which shows the fraction of
events which would satisfy several different electron selection criteria as a function of the
7r° rapidity density. As shown in the figure, even if we could select only events with an
opposite-sign electron pair in central Au + Au collisions, only one in a thousand of the
events so selected would contain a true pair. In order to obtain adequate precision on the
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subtraction of the background pairs from the measured pair spectrum over the range of
transverse momentum in which we are interested, we feel we need at least 105 true pairs,
or l0 s events with at least one pair. For central Au + Au collisions, the LVL-1 trigger can
provide only a factor of two rejection if the LVL-1 trigger is programmed to accept all events
with at least two electron candidates. In order to get further reduction for the highest
multiplicity events, more restrictive physics selections must be made. The figure shows,
for example, that only one in 10 central Au + Au events has an electron with momentum
above 0.4 GeV/c. Such a cut preserves efficiency for p,w and ¢ mesons even at PT ---- O.
Primary electrons (not from Dalitz decay or conversions) well above this momentum come
from decay of high pr lm>mass vector-meson reson_mces and from J/_, and t!ighcr-nlass
decays. Since these high pr electron events are rare compared to the rate for true electron
pair production, it makes sense to enhance the statistics for these events with the LVL-2
trigger. Alternatively, since level LVL-1 has both a RICH electron trigger and an E.MCal
electron trigger, selection of higher-momentum (such as above 0.4 GeV) electrons could be
obtained from the EMCal electron trigger. Some of the events accepted by this LVL-1
electron trigger would be rejected at LVL-2 using the better spatial and energy resolution
possible at LVL-2. A reasonable approach would be to use a more restrictive LVL-1 setup
only when necessary to reduce the data rate into LVL-2, and then let the LVL-2 trigger
provide the additonal rejection factor needed. Further rate reduction could be obtained
by requiring even higher momentum electrons which would predominantly come from J/¢
decays and Drell-Yan processes. More complicated algorithms might help to reduce the
background for lower momentum electron pairs.

The detectors most useful for electron identification at both LVL-1 and LVL-2 are the

RICH and the EMCal. Algorithms which search for electrons will require use of both de-
tectors. However, the order in which the detectors is used may be different, depending on
the observable of interest. For example, the algorithms for finding high-momentum and
low-momentum electrons might be very different.

For electrons above 0.5 GeV, the EMCal coupled with PC3 provides the most straight-
forward electron trigger, having the particular advantage of providing a direct measure of
electron energy. An energy of 0.5 GeV is _bove that for mip peaks in both parts of EM-
Cal (PbSc and PbG1), thus avoiding triggering on the numerous hadrons present. The fine
segmentation of EMCal is chosen to produce isolated photon showers, which means that
addition of a localized charge-particle tag produces a list of charged showers with good prob-
ability of being electromagnetic. The LVL-1 trigger can select an initial set of fired 2x2 cells
of towers with a charge particle incident. The LVL-2 trigger makes a more accurate energy
determination, performs an abbreviated shower-shape analysis to provide further hadron
rejection, and provides a more precise comparison of shower centroid and PC3 hit position
than can LVL-1.

For electrons below 0.5 GeV, the EMCal information is difficult to use because of the mip
hits. The RICH will still detect all such electrons but must match to the tracking system in
order to provide any momentum selection. The RICH is used at LVL-1 to provide a list of
Cerenkov ring locations as well as a count of rings present. The LVL-2 trigger determines the
centroids of these ring candidates, uses the centroids to determine a 2-D search window in the
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tracking system (DC and PC1,PC2), examines track candidates in that region for allowed
extent in r-¢ (and thus momentum) as well as z coordinate, and lists potential matches.
Examination in both dimensions (r-¢ as well as z) is required in order to maintain good e/lr
rejection.

Muon Triggers

The LVL-2 trigger for the muon arm will be much more effective than for electrons due to
the absence of the Dalitz background and the higher momentum threshold irl this detector
compared to the central-arm detectors. Tile fraction of events passing va.riolls "nlUOIl" rn_l[-
tiplicity requirements is shown in Fig. 11.28 and that passing various momentum and mass
cuts is shown in Fig. 11.29. Only about 5% of central Au + Au events will hav_ a pair of
muons found by the muon identifier; this fraction drops to 2% for minimum-bias Au + Au.
These events will be selected by the LVL-1 muon algorithm. This is still a factor of 100
greater than the true muon pair rate, however. For light-ion and p + A collisions, the LVL-1
trigger will select a sample that is as much as 10% true pairs. The effectiveness of a mass cut
on making a selective choice of events is seen to improve only slowly with mass, due to the
high momentum threshold of the Muon Arm. Again, selecting pairs with masses above 2.5
GeV/c a via LVL-2 selects 10-a of the events and ensures that these rare events are recorded.

Tracking Triggers

At the moment we know of no physics observables that require full track reconstruction
of complete heavy-ion collisions (i.e. Si + Si and above) at LVL-2. This is because the
majority of the particles produced in these collisions are hadrons, and sufficient statistics for
most of the hadronic observables can be obtained without LVL-2 enhancement. PHENIX

consists of detectors specifically designed to look for rare observables and there is no need
for reconstructing the entire event. For central Au + Au collisions, it appears that very
little can be gained at LVL-2 from complete event reconstruction, which is likely to be the
most time-comsuming and difficult task that could be performed at LVL-2. For this reason,
it is unlikely that such a task will be implemented at LVL-2. For electron triggers, only
tracks in a restricted region need to be reconstructed, and we may find thai performing this
reconstruction may be best done at LVL-3. For collisions involving the lighter ion species, we
may want to reconstruct tracks to look for rare hadronic observables, but for these systems
the charged-particle multiplicity will be much smaller compared to the 350 tracks we expect
to see in central Au + Au collisions. The LVL-2 trigger system must be designed in such a
way that it is extensible, so if we ever need to do complete event reconstruction for central
Au + Au collisions, the necessary processing power can be added.

Architecture considerations

The LVL-2 trigger consists of several stages of analysis. These stages and the flow of
data through the LVL-2 system are illustrated in Fig. 11.44. The functions of the stages are
discussed below.
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The zero-suppressed data from the FEE are brought together with corresponding LVL-1
output data at the data collection modules. These transmit the main data stream to the
event builder and also route copies of the appropriate part of the FEE output data and LVL- 1
output data to the LVL-2 system. Different copies are supplied to several independent Local
Level-2 (LL2) processing chains, which function much as do the detector-specific parts of
LVL-1. The LL2 processing again follows a pipelined architecture, only now event-driven
instead of clock-driven. T,,sks performed here include local track segment determination,
correction of time-of-flight information for disciminator slewing, masking of station #2 (# 1)
muon tracking chambers with hits from station #3 (_2), res_irnnlizlg of I-NI('_I ,'l,,st,-.,"
energies, analysis of EMCal shower shape, and determination of RICH ritlg c,:l_t,::rs, l.a1,,t
parts of LL2 include spatially-local matching between neighboring detectors, such as between
Pca and E_ICal. or between RICH and DC,PC1,P('2. Results fronl LL2 ar,_ tinle-alivll,',t ,,,
allow for different completion times for difDrent algorithms on different even:.s (m_lch as ttie
pipeline-FIFO time aligns data from different local parts of LVL-1) and then transferred to
Global Level-2 (GL2). This stage of processing is responsible for making decisions involving
ali LVL-2 information from ali over PHENIX. This includes locating, e.g., pairs of leptons
staisfying mass cuts, pairs of hadrons satisfying A-Q cuts, and single-photon and photon-
pair candidates. The GL2 trigger makes the final decision whether to accept an event for
event-building and possible archiving.

The general architecture specified here allows the LVL-2 trigger to be extremely flexible.
If data from a new sub-detector becomes a"ailable for LVL-2 processing, a separate parallel
chain can be added to the LL2 system. We will most likely take advantage of the physical
arrangement of the detectors to make the analysis highly parallel. For example, the EMCal
is composed of 4 walls. Since shower finding and summing is not intended to cross the
boundaries of the walls, the LVL-2 analysis for each of the four walls can proceed in parallel.
Similarly, the analysis for the two halves of the RICH can be done in parallel, and the eigtlt
octants of the Muon Arm can be done in parallel.

The first two stages of the LVL-2 trigger will be pipelined with the various parallel streams
running unsynchronized. This means that analysis is performed only on data within subsys-
tems. Primitives generated by the various parallel streams will again be made synchronous
by using FIFOs at the output of each stage. This architecture allows the LL2 system to
have multiple-pipelined internal processing stages. This flexibility allows more complicated
algorithms to be developed for data within a detector subsystem if necessary. The pipelined
nature of the first two stages of the LVL-2 trigger addresses the timing demands imposed by
the range of colliding ion species and luminosities. The lighter ion species have higher LVL-1
trigger rates than occur for central Au + Au collisions, but have much less data per event to
process. Therefore, the analysis by the first and second stages of the LVL-2 trigger will be
finished more quickly. By allowing the parallel streams to run unsynchronized, fluctuations
in the time for completing a given analysis algorithm on a given event will be smoothed out
at the GL2 stage. Collisions of heavier ions will produce much more data, but their LVL-1
trigger rates are significantly reduced. As shown in Tables 11.6 and 11.7, the data rate after

LVL-1 reduction is highest for minimum bias Au + Au collisior _. By designing for this case,
we will be able to handle the rates for all other systems.
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Since all of the LVL-1 information will be available to the second stage of LL2, cross-
detector matchings can be performed using LVL-1 information from one detector and pro-
cessed data from another. This means EMCal and RICH LVL-1 information can be checked

against PC hits in the second stage of the LVL-2 PC analysis and provide faster LVL-2 deci-
sions for collisions of lighter ions. To make the LVL-2 trigger system as flexible as possible,
we plan to distribute the LVL-1 information to all DCMs and LL2 processors and have these
devices programmed to load only certain data words into their memories based on control
information associated with the data. This requires broadcasting a large amount of data to
ali such devices, but the geography of the detector can probably be used tc) ease this. For
example, we may decide to split tile LVL-1 output for the two arms of the ,t(.tcc,or <, ,}_,I
DCM and LL2 modules for one arm do not have to look at LVL-1 dat, a fc)r the other a.rm.

Tile GL2 trigger will bring together primitives from the various s,lb-d,:tector st.'s!,q_l_.
The example discussed above for triggering on electrons demonstrates that data from three
or more sub-systems will be necessary for some of the analysis done in LVL-2. The exact
algorithms that will be used in LVL-2 are as yet undetermined. One of the reasons for
this is that theoretical predictions for the expected rates of various physics observables are
uncertain. A second reason is that we have limited knowledge of both the performance
of and the expected backgrounds in most of the detectors that are critical to the LVL-2

trigger algorithms. Therefore, we must not design a system which relies heavily on hardware
connections to do the last stage of LVL-2 processing. Instead we envision a set of processors
running in parallel that make the LVL-2 decisions. The GL2 algorithms will also be much
less deterministic than the lower-level algorithms and will need the ability to test parameters
from events and adjust their program flow accordingly. By using processors, we can easily
modify or re-write the LVL-2 algorithms if we find unexpected physics, larger or smaller
backgrounds than initially expected, or unexpected problems with detector performaxlce.
Rather than routing data from specific sub-systems to specific processors, we probably want
to make the entire set of LVL-2 primitives available to ali processors and have the processors
programmed to accept data they need for their algorithms based on control data present in
each word. This allows any algorithm to be extended without having to re-cable the system.
It is equivalent to using logical addressing for sending data to the GL2 processors rather
than geographical routing or geographical addressing.

The processors performing the GL2 analysis can be operated in parallel by algorithm,
by event, or by both. By "algorithm parallel", we mean several processors working at the
same time on a common event but executing different algorithms. By "event parallel", we
mean several different processors running in parallel on different events, with each processor

working on a single event at a time and each event handled by only one processor. If the
GL2 analysis is run in algorithm-parallel mode, the algorithms in each processor can be
highly localized and streamlined. Each processor has a given task which requires a given
set of data. In addition, each processor can quickly determine by examining the LVL-1

trigger information whether or not its algorithm should be applied to the event, in question.
However, the benefit of designing the GL2 trigger to run in event-parallel mode is that it
allows the system to be scalable so that if more complicated algorithms are implemented, the
total throughput of the system can be maintained or increased by adding more processors.
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Expansion in the algorithm-parallel mode is more natural when more algorithms are to be
run.

Both algorithm-parallel and event-parallel processing could be implemented in the GL2
trigger by using the architecture described below for the Event Builder (see Section 11.4)
to build the full LVL-2 trigger data for an event. With this system, the horizontal inputs
would contain the LL2 primitives generated by the various subsystems. Events would be
distributed to the vertical lines on which would run the GL2 processors. Algorithms could
be run in parallel by connecting multiple processors to each of tile vertical lines. T}li'_
implementation would allow a LVL-2 decision to be made when the first "accept" decision is
made since all the processors on a vertical line would be guaranteed to be working on tt_e :san_?
event. This would prevent one algorithm that received an unusually comi)licat_:,d (:v(_lt frc)m
holding up the entire event if one of the other algorithms finished quickly and generated an
event "accept". The balance between algorithm-parallel and event-parallel processing must
be optimized. If many processors run in parallel on a given event, one or more of these
processors will likely be inactive since not every LVL-1 trigger will fire on an event. The
opposite extreme, where there is only one processor per event but many processors running
on events in parallel may also not be optimum as it requires all GL2 analysis for a given
event to be run on that event serially, one algorithm after another. The GL2 algorithm
could possibly be coded so as to execute the faster algorithms or the algorithms most likely
to accept the event first, but there are likely to be large fluctuations in the execution times
of the various GL2 algorithms. This means that serial execution of algorithms is not at all
guaranteed to minimize the LVL-2 execution time per event.

We will perform the GL2 analysis on fully assembled LVL-2 data for a given event.
We will assemble this trigger data, together with the data and decisions from LL2. with a
structure similar to the Event Builder described below in Section 11.4. (It could even be that
Event Builder.) The architecture of this Global LVL-2 Event Builder (GL2-Builder) by its
very nature isolates all of one event on a vertical path as it builds it. The alignment between
LVL-2 primitives and event data is thus assured. This avoids the problem of different LL2
algorithms finishing at different times by providing a natural place to realign the trigger data
fragments for a single event. If this problem is not avoided, then events being examined in
parallel may not finish performing their trigger processing in the order in which the events
started being processed. In this case the buffers containing the event data fragments cannot
be simple FIFOs with particular fragments from different events queued up in their original
time sequence, as we prefer them to be. (The similar problem for the LVL-1 data is a&iressed
by the LVL-1 FIFO discussed in section 11.3.3.) The actual GL2 processing is implemented
with a set of dedicated processors connected to the vertical leg of the GL2-Builder. These
first read the LVL-2 primitives, next run the GL2 algorithms, and then, if the event is
accepted, initiate the building of the full event by the Event Builder. The GL2 algorithms
for one event could be run in parallel ("algorithm parallel") by using more than one of the
dedicated processors. This scheme requires that the GL2 processing hardware be duplicated
for each leg of the GL2-Builder.
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Timing Considerations

The rates and mean times between events shown in Table 11.1 in section 11.1.1 indicate that

time available for LVL-2 processing (assuming LVL-1 only spotted interactions) varies by
more than two decades, from 2-200 #s, with an inverse variation in event complexity. The
rates and mean times shown in Tables 11.6 and 11.7 indicate that the time available for

central events can be several milliseconds if PHENIX choses to concentrate on only a few
classes of events. We anticipate needing to provide a mix of LVL-2 trigger types, however,
meaning we estimate presently the time available for a given stage of LVL-2 as being the
mean time between LVL-[ accepted events. The time to complete is expected tc) _row ['a_.!,'r
than the event multiplicity due to the n-_ed to examine ali pairs of track candidates of a
given particle type for a specific trigger. This has led us to consider a l)ipe!ined L\,'L-2
trigger, as the mean tilne between interactions api)e_rs to be t,oo short to ccmlplet,:: ew:_ etil
LL2 computations, much less ali GL2 computations, for central Au + Au even:.s. (Timing
estimates have been made for some algorithms, such as the track masking in the muon arm -
which might take only some 30-40 _s for central Au + Au - that indicate that in fact certain
parts of LL2 could complete on average before another LVL-1 accept. However, algorithms
under development for the electron trigger will require much longer times, requiring the use
of a pipelined scheme.) As operation of PHENIX matures, we expect to be able to restrict
the class of events passing LVL-1, thus freeing more time for LVL-2 computations. Prudent
design dictates that we not base our design on such timing considerations, however, as we
also expect the average RHIC luminosity to increase over a similar time scale.

Hardware Implementation

As discussed in section 11.4, a plan for the lowest level of processing has been developed.
It uses digital signal processors to read the data from the front-end electronics, do zero-
suppression on the data, and then do simple calibrations and make corrections to the data.
The second stage of LVL-2 analysis could be performed by commercially available micro-
processors or digital signal processors. However, if we desire to add customized processing
for a particular subsystem, the architecture described allows us to do so without interfering
with the analysis of other subsystems.

11.4 Data Acquisition System

The Data Acquisition (DAQ) System will perform three major functions for PHENIX. First,
it will act as an "event builder". To this end it must provide hardware and software to receive
information regarding trigger decisions, gather event fragments from front-end and trigger
systems, and assemble these fragments into complete event records, in a form suitable for
archiving and for distribution to analysis tasks. Second, it will provide an array of processors
for final filtering (Level-3 triggering) of fully collected events before they are archived. Third,
it will provide hardware and software for archiving events which pass all three trigger levels
to permanent storage media for subsequent distribution to off-line analysis facilities.
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The integrity of the data must be guaranteed during this entire set of processes, so the
Data Acquisition System must also provide:

• Software and networks for downloading, controlling, and monitoring the operation of
the front-end, trigger, readout, and DAQ System components. This must include

support for widespread use of intelligent memories and processors, for "slow" (non-
event) data acquisition, and for control and monitoring of adjustable devices.

• Software and hardware for interfacing to experiment protection systems.

• Software for quickly detecting, reporting, and recovering froln syste_n errors.

• A user interface for runtime control, status and diagnostic displ_tys, histogramming.
calibration database access, run history logging, and access to oft-line an_tlysis facilities.

• Standalone DAQ subsystems for use in lab and pre-run beam tests of individual detec-
tor and electronics subsystems, and for commissioning different subsystems as required.

The DAQ System must therefore interface to the front-ends for event data collection, to
the trigger systems for event data collection, flow control and for injection of test patterns,
to the on-line computer system for overall setup, runtime control, and system monitoring,
and to ancillary controls systems for "slow" data acquisition, for control and monitoring of
adjustable devices, and for interlocking with facility protection systems. A block diagram of
these relationships is shown in Fig. 11.45.

A key requirement in the design of this system is that it must "scale" in a natural fashion,
in order to gracefully accommodate changes or upgrades in front-end channel counts and/or
throughput requirements. All of the major subsystems such as readout, triggers, and event
builder can be configured from ensembles of PHENiX-standard "crates," each of which
provide:

• Powered and environmentally controlled housings, with interfaces to rack l-rotection
systems.

• A standard backplane for interconnecting modules and distributing timing, control, and
data signals locally. We are presently considering adoption of VXIbus, as it provides a
commercially supported mechanical, electrical, and software standard for augmenting
VMEbus with additional analogue and digital subsystem busses plus 10 MHz and
100 MHz timing and trigger lines.

• Three standard DAQ modules:

1. A ReadOut Controller (ROC), which interfaces to a control network for oper-
ations such as initialization, downloading, and runtime control. It will include
a general-purpose CPU and significant memory as well as high-performance I/O
channels and interface to the backplane, so that it can provide header information
(containing subsystem-wide tags, source identification, error detection/correction
codes, etc.) before directing transmission of this formatted event fragment to the
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Figure 11.45: PHENIX Data Acquisition w Control Perspective.

EB. Depending on the front-end output rate, the ROC may add this information
as it routes ali subsystem data over the crate backplane and through its own
output link(s), or it may format the data in place and then coordinate parallel
transfers from itself and local buffers over independent output links.

2. A Local Trigger/Timing Supervisor (LTS) that provides the crate with pro-
grammable connections to a Trigger/Timing Network for synchronization to the
accelerator, event time-stamping, communication of trigger decisions, and event-
data flow control. In general this network will convey simple messages regarding
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these issues, while each LTS locally maintains the associated data and imple-
ments any operations involving it. If, in addition to a general-purpose processor
and local memory for such functions, the LTS also has programmable timers and
auxiliary I/O ports, then trivial external inputs and onboard software emulation
of the Trigger/Timing Network will help enable stand-alone operation of a single
crate.

3. A Monitor & Calibration Supervisor (MCS) providing high-level programmable
resources within each crate for continual validation checks (utilizing diagnostic
buffers of event-fragment header, data, and flow-status histories), for any _s-
sociated exception reporting, and for extensive interpretive rnortitoring of these
quantities and of correlations between them. while also minimizing the. impact of
such operations on primary event-data flow. To provide n_aximunl [te:<ibilit\'. each
MCS operates as a node under an entirely independent Monitor Network. Addi-
tionally, while calibration data will typically follow the standard event-data path
for full-fledged off-line analysis, the MCS and its associated diagnostics buffers
may be used to sample calibration triggers for "on-line" calibration analyses,
using the Monitor Network as an entirely redundant data path. For tests and
system commissioning the Monitor Network provides a low-rate alternative to
the standard readout path, permitting simple connection of standalone crates to
workstation computers via ethernet. Finally, the MCS will also provide typical
"slot-l" local-backplane control and arbitration facilities.

Additional modules specific to readout, triggering, and event building will be discussed
in the subsections that follow.

11.4.1 Readout Subsystem

The Readout Subsystem provides an intelligent interface between the detector front-ends
and the rest of the Data Acquisition system. After data corresponding to an event accepted
by the GL1 trigger is digitized it must be gathered, aligned, and buffered pending further
decisions by the Level-2 Trigger (see Fig. 11.2). Constraints on communication bandwidth
generally dictate that some form of data compression be carried out. Because the Level-2
trigger may require broadcast of some data blocks, "tags" must also be generated to uniquely
identify the data sources. Finally, a means for communicating timing and control information
down to the front-ends must also be provided.

Fig. 11.46 schematically indicates the three-stage hierarchy that PHENIX subsystems
will generally utilize for accomplishing these Data Acquisition Interface (DAI) tasks.

• DAI Stage-0 buffers a relatively small number of outputs (8-64) from individual detec-
tor digitizers, sequences them in a predefinedorder, and multiplexes them onto a bus
that can be shared by multiple DAI-0 units. A section of this bus is also responsible
for routing timing and control information to the attached front-end electronics.

• DAI Stage-1 buffers inputs from a set of DAI-0 units, performs zero-suppression, en-
codes the surviving data, then multiplexes the resulting data block onto a bus that can
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Figure 11.46: PHENIX Readout Hierarchy.

be shared by multiple DAI-1 units. A section of this bus is required for downloading
local pedestal storage and relaying timing and control information to the front-end
electronics serviced by DAI-0 units attached to the input bus.

• DAI Stage-2 buffers inputs from a set of DAI-1 units; may include flexible, pro-
grammable facilities for additional data conditioning, compression, and formatting;
and provides final interfacing for PHENIX-standard links to Level-2 Trigger inputs
and to the buffers where raw data packets are held pending Level-2 decisions. Each
DAI-2 unit will also have I/O ports for receiving timing and contro: information that
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Figure 11.47: TOF Front-end.

must be relayed to the DAI-1 units attached to its input bus. Programmable DAI-2
elements will be downloaded and controlled via these same ports.

Specific implementation of this hierarchy will vary from one detector subsystem to an-
other, owing to their individual constraints. For example, the block diagrams in Figs. 11.47-
11.48 illustrate a possible approach for servicing PMT-based front-ends, in the specific con-
text of TOF data flow (see Chapter 8.).

Elements to the left of the vertical dashed line in Fig. 11.47 represent "front-end electron-
ics," while those to the right of this marker can be identified with DAI-0 functions. Similarly,
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elements to the left of the vertical dashed line in Fig. 11.48 support DAI-1 functions, while
those to its right incorporate DAI-2 capabilities. Note, in particular, the presence of a dig-
ital signal processor (DSP) in the latter- from the TOF standpoint this sort of flexible,
programmable facility for applying calibrations and corrections to the data during readout
will be crucial to the operation of the ensuing Level-2 Trigger. Because of the relatively
large geometry scale of the PMT-based subsystems, tile physical organization of their I)AI
hierarchy will be in the form of rather obvious "readout boards and crates" whose location
relative to the detector is fairly unconstrained.

On the other hand, because of density and power/thermal loading constraints, the MVD
will likely have DAI-0 integrated into the multichannel digitizer output stages in the front-
end monolithics and DAI-i implemented as an ASIC on the front-end hybrid. DAI-2 will be
incorporated via DSPs located on the endcap motherboard (see Chapter 5), where they will
be important to the preparation of Level-2 vertex-finding trigger primitives.

The Data Collection Module (DCM) indicated in Fig. 11.46 is intended to be a PHENIX-
standard that provides (a) last-stage buffering of digitized data pending Level-2 decisions
and (b) programmable facilities for formatting (to aid the event building process on events
accepted by Level-2) and validation checks. A conceptual design based on the Texas Instru-
ments' TMS320C40 DSP is elaborated in Fig. 11.49. We have concentrated initial designs
for the PHENIX Readout on this technology, because it offers a superior combination of
programmability, processing power, and I/O performance in an already existing family of
widely supported devices.

This particular DSP is attractive because of its good processing power, six independent
parallel external communications ports and multiple hi-speed internal busses. It supports
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32-bit floating point computation, rated at up to 275 MOPS (when running pipelined), and
offers several instructions tailored for data manipulation. The programming environment
includes high-level languages, such as C, plus simulators, debuggers, compilers/assemblers,
and a large set of numerical and process-control libraries. This and similar devices are thus
attractive for use in the DCM and also in LVL-2, which comprises the most computationally
intensive part of the on-line system.

Other less powerful members of the TMS320-family may be most appropriate for appli-
cation in the DAI hierarchy, thus offering the possibility of a unified prograrnming, control,
and communications environment.

The arrangement shown irl Fig. 11.49 is geared towards providing naa.xiirlum [/O thr_,tgh-
put. Each of the four lower processors has local memory (LNI. wllich might be FIFO or [{:\XI
or both) attached to its individual interface, two [/O ports available for de¢licated input oi
raw data streams, and two I/O ports available for dedicated output to the EB. Because each
of these ports can be coupled with an independent DMA coprocessor channel, this alone
provides eight smart buffers each capable of providing 20 MB/s throughput, while leaving
the C40 CP Us virtually free to perform other tasks. Depending on the degree of upstream
preprocessing, this might include formation of Level-2 primitives or even execution of some
Local Level-2 Trigger algorithms. Therefore an additional I/O port on each of these C40s
has been reserved for output of Level-2 primitives. To facilitate any processor-to-processor
communication that might be required, all the onboard C40s also directly share a block of
additional global memory (GM) via their 100 MB/s global memory interfaces. An expansion
port (GBX) to this global interface allows processors on separate DCMs to directly commu-
nicate in a shared-memory mode as well. Finally, the uppermost C40 in Fig. 11.49 and its
attached local memory and neighboring arbitration, multiplexing, and backplane interface
circuitry provide facilities required for initialization, downloading, and distribution of con-
trol and trigger information, as well as a backplane port by which a crate-local monitor may
sample the onboard multievent buffers.

An estimate of the number of segments needed for data collection is given in Table 11.9.
This was developed by noting that 5 MB/s fiber-optic links in numbers given below would
be able to move the full zero-suppressed data rate off the detector for Au+Au collisions
at nominal RHIC luminosities. Any need for additional readout bandwidth can be met
in a straightforward manner by increasing the number of segments. Particle multiplicities
for central Au + Au were used to estimate the number of data words, while interaction
rates for minimum bias Au + Au were used to estimate the number of events per second,

thus incorporating a bandwidth margin of about four. Each "segment" has one MCS, one
LTS, one ROC, less than 16 DCM, and less than 17 fiber links. The "Mim" number of
DCMs assumes less than 5 MB/s transfer burden per link from the detector's DAI output.
The "Desired" number of DCM's allows for separate paths to the two arms, independent
connections to forward and backward parts of detectors, etc. We also examined the time
required to calibrate the detector assuming this number of parallel data paths from the
detector. Assuming that 100 test pulses need to be recorded for each element of the pipelines,
we estimate that less than 5 minutes would suffice to collect this information and store it
locally in the MCS modules.
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11.4.2 Event Builder and Level-3 Trigger

The Event Builder (EB) receives streams of data blocks from ali detector and LVL-1 and -2

trigger subsystems for events passing GL2 (see Fig. 11.2). Depending on subsystem specifics,
data within a fragment may be distributed over numerous links, both to maintain adequate
bandwidth and to provide system partitioning. The EB is responsible for correlating and
collating ali associated fragments into complete event records, and then delivering the latter
to the global level-3 Trigger (GL3).

To accommodate total zero-suppressed data rates associated with rninimum-bias inter-
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Table 11.9: Segments and Data Collection Modules for PHENIX

Subsystem Data Out # Min. Desired E.B. Inputs
(kB/evt) Segments # DCM # DCM min./desired

Beam-beam 0.6 1 1 2 2/ 3
MVD Vertex 20.0 1 4 4 5/ 5
MVD Pads 3.4 1 1 2 2/ 3

DC 42.0 1 8 8 9/ 9
P C '21.0 1 4 .1 5/ .5

TEC (4 layers) 25.'2 1 5 6 6/ 7
RICH 0.8 1 1 1 2/ '2

TOF 0.8 1 1 l , 2/ '2
EMCal 29.4 1 6 8 7/ 9

#T 4.5 1 1 1 3/ 3
#ID 0.4 1 1

LVL-1 2.0 1 1 1 4/ 4
LVL-2 10.0 2 2

TOTAL 160.2 36 41 47/52
Fibers needed 47 -- 52 (11 for ROC)

_--', ,,, , ,

actions at the RHIC design luminosity, the PHENIX EB must provide a throughput of
approximately 500 MB/s (see Table 11.1). It must also provide a modular flexibility, to per-
mit expansion or contraction in the number of input or output channels and in the system
throughput. These requirements imply that the EB must simultaneously produce numerous
streams of complete event records and transmit them in parallel to the GL3. The EB must
further be interfaced to the Control and the Monitoring networks for initialization, control,
validation, and exception reporting/handling.

The goal of the overall trigger system is to be able to accept events for examination at
the full Au+Au interaction rate but have enough filtering power to reduce the archival rate
to a few tens of MB/s. GL3 will provide a final opportunity for data reduction prior to event
logging. Because individual events are statistically independent, it is natural to implement it
in a simple MIMD array of processors, since then each processor can operate in parallel on an
independent data set (event record), with virtually no direct inter-processor communication
required. These processors must each have high speed I/O ports and powerful floating-point
capabilities supported by high level languages and operating systems, since it is most likely
that the GL3 filters will be based on a significant fraction of the full off-line, detector-global
analysis algorithms. Flexible extensibility, just as for the EB, is further required for the
entire GL3 subsystem. Finally, GL3 must likewise be connected to both the Control and
the Monitoring networks, to provide paths required for initialization, control, validation, and
exception reporting/handling.

Fig. 11.50 schematically illustrates an architecture that can satisfy all these requirements,
while also integrating the EB and GL3 into a single, tightly-coupled subsystem. As a proof-
of-principle, we note that this is a minor variation on the approach used (since 1988) by
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FNAL Experiment 791 for just such p,arposes. The arrangement shown here is predicated on
a 2-dimensional matrix of FIFO buffers (B) with simultaneous-read-write capability. Each of
the post-GL2 readout branches for the various detector and LVL-1 and -2 trigger subsystems
pushes data fragments to row locations in a ringwise fashion -- all data fragments for a given
event carry a common event-ID and are pushed in parallel to the same column location. The
output ports for all of the buffers in a column are connected to a separate bus. A bank of
processors is also attached to this "input vertical bus." The event with fragments waiting
at a particular column's buffer ports is then "built" by the next available processor in the
attached bank. Once it has pulled ali fragrnents of the event to its local m_,m¢_rv tills
processor can release ttlis vertical I)_ls (for similar ,lse I}v {}th_'rI}anl<-tIl,._Inb,.'rs:s,I_,t t:,,R;:l
applying GL3 filters to this event. Each processor bank is additionally interconrm{:t{.d via. an
independently shared " _. . otltp.lt vertica.1 blls, so that events accepted by ('" .,L:/can be ar_:lliv¢'d

without impacting other bank processes. All vertical banks operate in parallel in a similar
manner.

The input bandwidth is determined by the number of buffer rows and their individual
bandwidths, while the output bandwidth is determined by the number of columns and their
individual throughputs. This arrangement is thus quite easy to scale and balance in order
to meet constraints at each end. Note, in particular, that each of the "processors" shown
in Fig. 11.50 may be a rather general network itself. Similarly, the final butler outputs may
also be straightforwardly expanded into multiple, parallel, data logging channels.

With minor additions, this architecture can be implemented with the PHENiX-standard
crates and modules discussed previously. For input the buffers are all slaves written one at
a time by a single upstream master, so each row can be implemented through dual-ported
memories sharing a PHENiX-standard backplane. Similarly, because access to each input
vertical bus in Fig. 11.50 is rotated between the processors in the attached bank, the global
bus of Fig. 11.49 can provide this interconnect. The independent output vertical b_ls an_l
buffer of Fig. 11.50 can be implemented through the communications ports connecting tlm
lower four processors of Fig. 11.49 to the uppermost processor, plus the output FIFO attached
to the latter's local memory interface, plus the interface connecting this FIFO's output to
the crate backplane. Note that the sum of these four communications ports' bandwidths is
comparable to the global bus bandwidth. Also, split-mode DMA message passing[4] between
each of the lower processors and the uppermost C40 can be used to carry out these output
transfers with minimal CPU requirements. The uppermost C40 can thus coordinate and
balance accesses to the output vertical bus in a straightforward manner.

Additional processing power per event can be provided by joining multiple Fig. 11.49
modules via their GBX ports and daisy-chaining their uppermost C40s (with one desig-
nated the "bank master"). If more general interprocessor communication is necessary, then
configurations such as shown in Fig. ?? may be applied. Alternatively, two or more of
these modules can be interconnected via their usual I/O communications ports, with the
leftmost(rightmost) global bus used for the input(output) vertical bus. However, because
the PHENIX-standard crate backplane is based on widely supported commercial standards,
its usage for the output vertical bus lends maximum flexibility to the choice of data logging
devices. Finally, integration of this system via the PHENIX-standard crates discussed previ-
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Figure 11.50: PHENIX EB + GL3 Architecture.

ously automatically provides the facilities required for initialization, control, validation, and
exception reporting/l',andling in a uniform DAQ environment.

11.4.3 Event Archive

The Event Archive provides hardware and software for permanent storage of data for events
which 7"ass all trigger filters. It must incorporate facilities for organizing and maintaining
storage oi these media and for subsequent distribution to off-line analysis sites. It must
additionally interface to the Control and the Monitor networks, for the usual operational
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functions, but also to enable total reconstruction of some small sample of events in the
On-line Computing System. Such an ability for defining arbitrary sample streams is an
important ingredient of a complete monitoring scheme. Finally, its design must provide a
modular flexibility enabling straightforward changes to its I/O bandwidth or capacity.

The "Archive" indicated in Fig. 1.1.50 therefore consists of a programmable routing layer
feeding a collection of logging devices and ports to the Monitor Network. Definition of logging
and sample streams will be completely under software control, through a combination of
router setup and event-record header information added in the F.B and GL3 output process.

Costs for these technologies are driven by acceptance in tile marketplace at larg(-', b_.t
they are ali generally expected to fall signit:icantlv over tile next se.x,tal years.
we will postpone specific decisions regarding implementat, ion of the Event-data ,-\r(:ltive as
long as possible. This strategy will allow us to adopt the best approach considering off-line
requirements and constraints as well as on-line performance. Even in the unlikely event that
none of these technologies be "omes cost effective on a time-scale suitable for PHENIX, it is
important to note that the specified initial recording rate of approximately 20 MB/s can be
attained with currently available devices.

11.5 Master Timing System

The Master Timing System will utilize the accelerator RF and control signals to derive
Master Clock and SYNC pulse trains which are phase coherent with actual beam crossings
within the detector. They will form the basis for the time stamp and event-ID needed by
all channels for correlating data from a particular beam crossing. The SYNC train will also
tag special crossings (e.g., full-on-empty, empty-on-empty, and empty-on-full) to facilitate
measurements of background from beam-gas interactions.

The timing section of the Trigger/Timing Network will distribute this information
throughout the experiment. Much as for large accelerator timing and control systems,
"time-line generators" in the Local Trigger/Timing Supervisors attached to the backbcne of
this network (see Fig. 11.45) will track the main timing waveforms, maintain segment-local
copies, and generally remap them into new "timing events" which are then distributed via
the crate backplanes. Logic in the adjoining Data Collection Modules will then combine the
latter with offsets determined by local timing calibrations in order to source the requisite
timing signals/event-IDs to the front-ends that they service (recall Fig. 11.46).

Detailed consideration of requirements for this system has only recently begun, as designs
for the various detector front-ends and the read-out architecture have started to converge.
Collaboration with BNL accelerator staff to explore specific requirements and possible facili-
ties for maintaining synchronization with RHIC must also be undertaken. Reviews of timing
systems used at other large collider experiments are being used to provide general guidance
for system design. In the meantime, we note here that the Master Timing System must
also be a node on both the Control and Monitoring Networks, to provide paths required for
initialization, validation, and exception reporting/handling.
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11.6 Ancillary Systems Control

This subsystem, sometimes called "Slow Controls", provides a focus for the control and
monitoring of ancillary facility equipment associated with detector operation, life safety,
and environmental issues. Examples include high voltage and gas systems, magnet power
supplies, HVAC controls, smoke and fire detection, etc. Corresponding non-event parameters
can be crucial to the complete calibration of event data, so connection of the Ancillary
Systems Controls (ASC) subsystem to the Monitoring Network is a prerequisite to their
incorporation into the event-data streams. It is also natural to interface this s,ll)svst_-m to the
Control Network to provide means for remote device supervision and set.-poilit: Iaxo¢:tificatiotl.

It is anticipated that the PHENIX ASC subsystem will be a multi-tiere, t str_lcture oi
local control computer systems interconnected by one or more local ar.=a networks. Each
subsystem that is a part of the overall PHENIX instrumentation complex will have its
own independent, autonomous local control system. Each will generally consist of one or
more local computers, local communications and I/O devices, and an interface for local
user operation. Although each system is independent, it must also communicate with an
ASC supervisory system-- both for remote operation and for imposition of various safety
interlocks.

Only this ASC supervisory system is represented in Fig. 11.45. Basic requirements from
the on-line standpoint (see above) must be augmented with individual subsystem operational
requirements, safety requirements, etc., before overall ASC subsystem design can proceed.
Consideration of available standards for instrumentation and of the tradeoffs between their

implementations are currently in progress.

11.7 On-line Computer System

The on-line computer system will supply the primary means for user interface with the
entire on-line system, but most importantly it must provide facilities for ensuring that the
recorded data are valid. Prompt exception reporting and logging, to alert the operators of
abnormal conditions or outright failures that may affect the data quality, are crucial in this
regard. Therefore, the on-line computing system must be connected to both the control
and monitoring DAQ networks. Facil' .ies for file and database serving (for maintaining
calibration, survey, and run histories) are equally important. And because complete quality
assurance can only be attained by entirely converting data to physics quantities, the on-line
computing system must include provisions for complete on-line analysis of data samples
(either through self-contained compute power or direct and sustained access to continually
available off-line computing resources).

The hardware requirements for this system are largely dictated by the rate at which data
must be processed for monitoring functions and by the interconnections necessary for timely
access to that data. The software must facilitate the monitoring functions, present their
results, and provide a user interface which enables the system to be operated by personnel
who are not on-line software specialists.

We anticipate that the on-line computer system can be configured as an array of about 12
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high-performance "workstations". For maximal flexibility and extensibility their physical im-
plementation will most likely involve modular components integrated via PHENIX-standard
DAQ crates, as opposed to limited-access commercial "pizza boxes." They will in any case
be supported by standard high-level languages, operating systems, and internetworkinT, facil-
ities. At least one of these workstations must be configured as a high-performance database
server.

This entire set of workstations will also be interfaced to the control and the monitoring
networks through a general-purpose routing layer. This will permit dynamic assignment
of a workstation to a particular det(._ction-subsystem or trigger-orient,_:¢l t)a,rt,ition. S,l¢:}_
segmentatioll of thes(_ t_(-:tworks alesopro_'i(les f)arallelisrll for ¢ef[ic'i¢_1_tsx'st¢'_l_iI_ili_:tliz;_i_)It
or diagnostic operations. It further allows independent debugging and mairll:,_I_trl_:eof each
detection or trigger subsystem. And during initial tests and subsyst.em comn_issioning these
workstations will provide autonomous local control locations and pa,ths for {slow) e_.'e11_,
readout. The on-line computer system will therefore evolve naturally as a byproduct of
system integration.

Acquisition of on-line computing system hardware can thus be phased according to needs.
The design of the on-line software is the most pressing task. Because the computing industry
shows no signs of slowing the rapid evolution of new technologies, _ careful assessment of
trends in the development of standards and tools for efficiently accomodating continual
change is presently underway as a first step in this process.

11.8 Cost

The estimated cost of the PHENIX on-line system is broken down by WBS item and is given
in Tables 11.10 and 11.11. Front-end elements, WBS 5.8.1 .... are included with the detector
subsystem cost estimates in Chapters 5-10.

11.9 Schedule

The overall schedule for the PHENIX on-line system is shown in Fig. 11.51.

lgg3 lgg4 lgg5 1996 1997 1

Nlirl_ Q1.""I112 1'113I1_ 1111112I113I_ G1I1121113I114111111=111sI_ .Q1Io211131Q4 Q1lG2
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P.OTO_PING..... i " I "_i qFm I III "_-
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INSTALLATION i

i,,, E 1...

Figure 11.51' Overall schedule for the PHENIX on-line system.
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Table 11.10: Cost Estimate for the PHENIX RICH On-line System

Amounts in FY93k$

W B S Descriotion Total M&S _ Labor

5. 8 On-line System 7917 2989 4088 840

5. 8. 2 DAQ Interface 1262 722 288 251
5. 8. 2. 0 EDIA 288 0 288 0
5. 8. 2. 1 Prototyping 54 49 0 6
5. 8. 2. 2 Fabrication 764 674 0 90
5. 8. 2. 3 Testing 82 0 0 82
5. 8. 2. 4 Assembly/install 74 0 0 74

5. 8. 3 Trigger Level 1 101'1 522 300 189
5. 8. 3. 0 EDIA 164 0 164 0
5. 8. 3. 1 Prototypes 1513 30 80 48
5. 8. 3. 2 Fabrication 57"1 468 10 92
5. 8. 3. 3 Testing 76 4 56 16
5. 8. 3. 4 Installation 41 4 0 38

5. 8. 4 Readout System 845 420 320 105
5. 8. 4. 0 EDIA 320 0 320 0
5. 8. 4. 1 Prototyping for Readout System 78 18 0 60
5. 8. 4. 2 Fabrication for Readout System 417 402 0 15
5. 8. 4. 3 Testing for Readout System 30 0 0 30

5. 8. 5 Event Builder 397 266 96 35
5. 8. 5. 0 EDIA 96 0 96 0
5. 8. 5. 1 Prototyping 15 10 0 5
5. 8. 5. 1. technicians 5 5
5. 8. 5. 1. parts 10 10
5. 8, 5. 2 Fabrication 256 256 0 0
5. 8. 5. 3 Testing for Event Builder 30 0 0 30

5. 8. 7 Control Networks for Event•Data-FI 468 330 48 90
5. 8. 7. 0 EDIA 48 0 48 0
5. 8. 7. 1 Prototyping 40 10 0 30
5. 8. 7. 2 Fabrication 320 320 0 0
5, 8. 7. 3 Testing 30 0 0 30
5. 8. 7. 4 Assembly/install 30 0 0 30

5. 8. 8 Master Timing Control/Trigger &Ti 291 95 96 100
5. 8. 8. 0 EDIA 96 0 96 0
5. 8. 8. 1 Prototyping 55 15 0 40
5. 8. 8, 2 Fabricationfor 80 80 0 0
5. 8. 8. 3 Testing for 30 0 0 30
5. 8. 8. 4 Assembly/installfor 30 0 0 30
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Table 11.11: Cost Estimate for the PHENIX RICH On-line System (coltt, inuecl)

Amounts in FY93k$

_W B S Description Total M&S .EEl.&

5. 8. 9 Slow Systems Control & Monitorln! 138 104 24 I0
5. 8. 9. 0 EDIA 24 0 24 0

5. 8. 9. 2 Fabricate (1 VXlcrate-worth) 104 104 0 0
5. 8. 9. 4 Assembly/install 10 0 0 10

5. 8. 10 OnilneComputing/Archiving 375 345 0 30
5. 8. 10. 0 EDIA for Online Computing/Archiving 0 0 0 0
5. 8. 10. 2 Fabrication 345 345 0 0

5. 8. 10. 3 Testing & Install 30 0 0 30

5. 8. 11 Power Supplies 69 50 4 15
5. 8. 11. 0 EDIA for Power Supplies 4 0 4 0
5. 8. 11. 2 Fabrication for Power Supplies 50 50 0 0
5. 8. 11. 3 Test & Install Power Supplies 15 0 0 15

5. 8. 12 Mechanics 182 135 32 15
5, 8. 12. 0 EDIA 32 0 32 0

5, 8. 12. 1 Prototyping 8 3 0 5
5. 8. 12. 2 Fabrication 132 132 0 0

5. 8. 12. 3 Testing 5 0 0 5
5. 8. 12. 4 Assembly/install 5 0 0 5

5. 8. 13 Software 2880 0 2880 0
5. 8. 13. 0 EDIA 2880 0. 2880 0.
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Chapter 12

Structures and Facilities

12.1 Overview

The PHENIX experiment is a complex mechanical assembly consisting of 10 detector sub-
systems arrayed around two large magnets. Each detector is the responsibility of a separate
group within the PHENIX Collaboration. Therefore a great deal of care must be taken to
ensure that each subsystem fits into the finaJ assembly in the major facility hall (MFH) at
RHIC. This task, critical to the success of the overall effort, is being led by a central engineer-
ing and design group located at Brookhaven National Laboratory. This group is responsible
for the coordination of the detector subsystem groups and the magnet design team. It is
also designing the common mounting and mechanical interface systems, as well as dealing
with issues relating to the accelerator and its facilities. What follows is a description of
the conceptual design of the systems to mount, align, and connect the individual detectors,
while making provisions for maintenance and upgrades. The subsystems are discussed from
the inside out starting with the magnets.

12.2 Detector Systems

12.2.1 Central Magnet

The central magnet (CM) is designed so that during maintenance periods it can translate 1
m along the z axis in order to access one of the two beam-beam (BB) counters, which is set
into the copper plug on the end of the muon magnet piston. This motion is accomplished
with the beam pipe in place. Additionally, for major upgrades, it will be possible to remove
the magnet completely from the interaction region along with tile central detector arms.

These movements require jacking in order to transfer the load to Hilman rollers. During
data taking the magnet rests on stands, using shims for adjustment.

12-1
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12.2.2 Muon Magnet and Muon Identifier

Even though construction of the muon arm is currently deferred, we do expect it to come on
line at, or soon after, Day-1 RHIC running. In order to keep the overall costs to a minimum,
and to avoid a long shutdown period to bring the muon arm on line when the detectors
are ready, several major parts of the magnet and the identifier wall will be fabricated and
installed with the rest of the experiment.

The muon magnet (MM) and muon identifier (,ulD), although independent str_lctures,
are closely coupled. For example, the 30-cm thick fl_lx ret_lrn plate of the rn;_gn¢,t t'or_ls t]_,'
first layer of the/LID absorber. The very large size and weight of _hese sy:_tems reqllirc t h,t
they be immobile and, for all practical purposes, permanent.

Concrete for the rest of the muon identifier is stacked directly on the floor behind tile:
MM flux return plate. There are rods at intervals connecting the stacks to each other and
to the 1-m thick shielding wall of the building. The steel flux return plate is independent
of the concrete and has its own support structure attached to the floor. The muon magnet
piston and the lower portion of the "lampshade" are also attached directly to the floor with

provisions made to shim them to compensate for the settling of the building. The forward
end of the piston will initially be cribbed in place so that the coil can be installed at the
later date.

12.2.3 Inner Detectors

The silicon strip and pad detectors (MVD) surround the beam pipe but are independent
of it. In fact, the magnet can roll along the beam line carrying the MVD with it. As the
MVD assembly is constructed in two halves it is removable for major maintenance. Also
with the MVD removed, the beam pipe can be safely slid out of the magnet. The mounting
and alignment tolerances for the MVD are on the order of 0.1 mm.

Provision will be made to mount the MVD in two different configurations. First, for the
startup configuration, it will be mounted directly to the magnet pole face opposite the muon
arm with provisions for thermal expansion when the magnet turns on. Later the MVD will
integrate with the hadron-blind detector (HBD) upgrade when the HBD is installed. The
two detectors will then be mounted as a unit.

The asymmetrical configuration of the experiment with the muon arm on only one end,
requires different mounting configurations for each of the two BB arrays. On the muon arm
end, they are installed inside the copper plug of the MM piston. The plug protrudes deeply
into the backside of the CM pole face and is much too massive to be disassembled in the tight
space around it. Consequently, the CM will have to move about 1 m down the beam line
in order to gain access to the counters for service. On the opposite end, things are simpler.
The BB counters are mounted in their own assembly on the rear face of the CM pole and
are easily reached.
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12.2.4 Central Detector Arms

Moving radially outward, the rest of the detectors in the central arms are mounted in two

large self contained mobile carriages. These can retract the detectors from the magnet while
keeping them fully operational with their service lines connected to the system by flexible
or folding umbilicals. The carriages will move on Hilman rollers running on tracks set into
the floor. As each detector arm weighs about 90 tons, including 30 tons for the carriage, the
drive mechanism is hydraulically operated.

There is room for 1.5 m of movement backwards before the year carriage-: is st_)pi_,:d by
the wall of the MFH. Oil the near side, the clearance is greater but depends on the l:,osil,i¢)rl
of the shielding wall. This is adequate for access to the front and sides of _11 detect, or

elements between the pole tips. For major maintenance and upgrades requiring removal of
a detector unit, the carriages can be removed entirely from the interaction region and taken
to the assembly area where work can proceed while the accelerator continues to operate.
However, this requires removal of a portion of the shielding wall and moving the central
magnet laterally to free the rear carriage. This in turn, requires disassembly of the beam
pipe.

12.2.5 Detector Carriages

Figure 12.1 shows the design concept for the detector carriages. The structure is made of
welded steel I-beams, square tubing, and plate. Attachments to each detector element are

completely outside the active area of the detectors. To accommodate this philosophy, each
detector has sufficient rigidity and structural strength so that it can be supported by its
edges.

The detector elements are installed in the carriage as independently supported modules.
This allows rapid assembly and flexibility in the order of installation. In so far as possible, the
design of the detector carriages allows the detectors to be installed (or removed) in any order
(although the preferred sequence is from the outer radius and then inward). The carriage
is stable with any combination of detector elements installed. The attachment systems for
the various detector elements are adjustable to facilitate precise positioning of the elements
with respect to each other, to the magnet, and to the interaction point. The design of the
attachment point details will evolve with the detector system design.

The primary support for the lead-scintillator (PbSc) electromagnetic calorimeter walls
will be along the sides with access for the electronics from the rear. The other elements

are supported primarily from below leaving the sides relatively open for access to their
electronics. Support for cable trays, plumbing, and electronics is included on the carriages
where required.

Figure 12.2 shows the detector carriages located with the CM.
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Figure 12.1: Design concept for the detector support carriage.

12.3 Common Systems

12.3.1 Cabling

Signal, timing, and control cabling are reduced to a minimal physical volume through the
use of multiplexed optical fiber transmission systems. Ali high and low voltage supplies for
the detector and its associated electronics are located in the base of the detector carriages.
Therefore, only AC power and the fiber optics run from the carriages to the experimental
support building. This essentially eliminates a major source of noise and ground loops.
Additionally, it is a relatively simple matter for the cabling system to allow the detector
carriages to retract. A second set of cables provides for stand alone operation of the detectors
in the assembly area.

12.3.2 Cooling Water

The cooling water supply to the central magnet uses flexible lines to allow for its movement
along the beam. When the magnet is moved off the beamline, the lines are simply discon-
nected. A second set of power cables and water lines provides for stand alone operation away
from the interaction area.
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Figure 12.2: Magnet and carriages on the beamline, the left carriage in data-taking position,
the right one withdrawn from the magnet for maintenance.

Electronics racks in the counting house are fully enclosed with an internal recirculating
air and water cooling system. The air is cooled by water-based heat exchangers operating
at negative pressure. This intermediate water is brought outside the racks to a second
heat exchanger cooled by chilled water from the central supply. This system is very quiet,
allowing the data acquisition racks to be located in the control room near their respective
control consoles. With no outside air circulating through the equipment, the systems stay
clean without the need for air filters. Because the water inside the racks is flowing at less
than atmospheric pressure there is minimal risk of water damage from failure.
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12.3.3 Gas Systems

There are seven independent gas delivery systems in the PHENIX experiment. These are
summarized in Table 12.1.

Table 12.1: Summary of Gas Systems for PHENIX

[ Detector Type of Gas Gas Volume (m 3) HazardsI I

DC Ar/Ethane 0.45 Flammable
PC Ar/Ethane I 0.64 Flammal)l,_
TEC Ar/Ethane 0.62 Flammable
TRD (upgrade) Xe/He/Isobutane 10
RICH Ethane 181 Flammable

HBD (upgrade) Ne/CF4 20
pT Ar/Ethane 36 Flammable
pID Ar/Isobutane 3 Flammable

A gas storage shed complying with all safety codes will be located just outside the MFH
on the southeast wall. Gas lines into the hall are metal up to the limiting orifice. At the
time of the TEC upgrade to a TRD, a xenon gas recovery and recirculation system will be
installed.

12.3.4 Control Systems

A major portion of the detector and data acquisition electronics is located on the detectors or
in the detector carriages. The detector biasing power supplies and distribution systems are
located in the carriage bases, as are the low voltage supplies for the electronics. Therefore,
six optical fibers are needed in addition to the signal fibers, to carry monitoring, control, and
timing signals for each of the detector subsystems. This approach has several advantages
compared to multiple copper cable runs from the counting house. First, it is a substantial
savings in complexity and costs. Reliability is considerably enhanced by reduction of the
number of connections. And the movement of the carriages is greatly facilitated. The primary
disadvantage is that maintenance of these elements requires access to the collision area. The
impact of this is minimized by judicious use of redundancy and by careful partitioning of
both the readout electronics and its associated power supplies.

12.3.5 Safety Systems

The safety of ali personnel working on this endeavor is a primary concern of the PHENIX
management. We are committed to the principle that no one need be injured to build or
operate this experiment. There are well established guidelines and procedures to insure
safety in projects of this type. It is our intention not only to adhere to these, but to take
whatever precautions are necessary to build PHENIX with a perfect safety record.
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Safety systems can be categorized as follows:

1. Construction Related,

2. Electrical,

3. Hazardous and Flammable Gas,

4. Fire and Life Safety, and

5. Radiation.

Of these, PHENIX has special concerns with flammable gases, as several detectors with
large volumes are filled with flammable mixtures. Systems for monitoring, collecting, and
properly disposing of effluent are part of the construction budget.

In all of the above categories, the procedures and practices used in building and operating
PHENIX will meet or exceed the guidelines put forth in the BNL ES&H manual as well
as in the RHIC SEAPPM documents. PHENIX will maintain an internal safety review
program to insure that all standards are met and that the experiment is safe for all involved.
Coordination with the RHIC safety office has already begun and will be a cornerstone of the
safety program.

Communication of safety requirements and procedures to all groups and institutions who
are building components for the experiment will be an ongoing priority so that subsystems
arrive on site in compliance with ali regulations.

A Safety Analysis Report will be written and approved in accordance with the guidelines
mentioned above.

12.3.6 Survey

The survey requirements for PHENIX are fairly typical for large detectors at colliding beam
accelerators. However, there are two factors that merit special consideration. First is the
large number of detectors in the experiment; each with its own requirements and tolerances.
Second is the ability to retract the two detector arms relatively quickly. The survey system
must allow for rapid realignment of several types of detectors after a carriage has been placed
back into position. Fiducial targets are incorporated in the design of each detector with sight
lines designed to allow alignment with a minimum number of setups. There is a network of
survey control monuments located in the ring and the experimental halls for this purpose.

BNL has a well equipped survey group that is already responsible for meeting the survey
needs of the RHIC accelerator. They have access to computerized survey equipment and

data base facilities. Communication with the survey group will start early in the project
to define specific detector requirements and establish optimum target locations and lines of
sight.
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Figure 12.3: Assembly plan for the PHENIX beam pipe.

12.4 Interface with the Accelerator

12.4.1 Beam Pipe

Requirements for the beam pipe passing through the PHENIX detector are:

, Maintain a local vacuum of 10-9 torr.

o Radiation thickness of 0.3% of a radiation length within +0.6 m of the interaction
point.

® Rapid assembly and disassembly with both magnets in place.

• Bakeout while assembled.

Figure 12.3 shows a scheme which will meet these requirements.
Description of components:

1. An 8-cm stainless steel tubing, 4 m long, with a 1.2 m section of beryllium tubing
brazed into thc center. The beryllium section could be longer depending on its impact
on the BB counter performance.
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2. Bellows: these are approximately 0.008-in. thick stainless steel "hydroform".

3. Split rotateable flange: these flanges will either be designed so that they can be disas-
sembled, or the flanges will be welded in place at the time of installation.

4. A 10-cre pipe made from stainless ste_l (RHIC standard seamless pipe). There is a
1 cm radial clearance from this pipe to the inside of the piston magnet steel. This is
adequate space for heat wrap and insulation.

5. The support point is at the flange transition from 8- to 10-cre pipe.

The installation sequence is straightforward. First the 10-cre pipe with its heat jacket is
inserted through the piston. The flange is then etssembled onto t,he 10-cm pipe _tnd a vacuunl
seal is made to the 13-cm pipe coming from the "standard RHIC" pump cluster. J'iext the
central magnet is moved into piace. The 8 cm pipe is inserted through the central magnet
and its flange is assembled with a vacuum seal made to the 10 cm pipe. The Local pump
cluster is made up to the 8-cm pipe and a complete helium leak check is done on the beam
line. A temporary heating jacket is installe, i on the 8-cm beam pipe and the complete beam
pipe between pump clusters on the front face of DX (the RHIC insertion dipole magnet

closest to the collision point) is baked at 150-350 °C for 2-3 hours. After final leak checking,
the main valves can be opened to DX. Finally, the PHENIX inner trackers and the BB
counters can be installed.

12.4.2 Beam Diagnostics and Accelerator Control

The successful operation of the PHENIX experiment will depend on interaction with the
RHIC accelerator in a number of respects. Among these are accelerator timing signals for
gating BB counter coincidences, beam orbit diagnostics, bunch tagging, as well as several
parameters useful for calibrating the luminosity monitors. Similarly, PHENIX will provide
to the RHIC control room data that will be useful for tuning the accelerator.

In this discussion, we focus on beam tuning and luminosity monitoring as this illustrates
the usefulness of the data we expect to exchange with the accelerator systems.

Two different procedures will be used to determine the instantaneous luminosity at the
PHENIX interaction point. In the first, called the "indirect method," the luminosity is
calculated from RHIC bunch parameters measured in a remote part of the collider and
extrapolated, using the RHIC optics, to the PHENIX interaction point. Roughly speaking
(in the limit of short bunches) luminosity is given by:

57 (N i g2)i

f-"= f "i_l ii'.= 4 ?rO'a:O'y

where f is the RHIC rotation frequency (78.2 kHz), (N1N2)i is the product of the number

of particles in each bunch at the i'th crossing, and a_,yiis the average transverse size of the
two colliding bunches.
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The luminosity measurement could be performed frequently; perhaps once per hour.
Since this technique uses measurements of _ at remote locations in the ring, luminosities in
all experiments could be calculated essentially with no down time.

The second measurement differs from the first in that the transverse beam sizes are

directly measured in the PHENIX interaction region by measuring the interaction rate de-
pendence with the BB counters as the beams are scanned through one another. This method,
called the "van der Meet method," will be used to calibrate the PHENIX luminosity moni-
tor, whose rate can be constantly checked against the results of the "indirect method." Any
discrepancy would be used to signal a potential problem, such as a drift in one of t,he beam
orbits.

A goal of PHENIX io to obtain integrated luminosities to better than 5% uncertainb'.
This can only be accornplished if the luminosity is logged by both techniques described
above.

The overall plan of signal communication between RHIC and PHENIX will continue to
evolve in collaboration with the RHIC instrumentation group. At present we foresee the
following links:

1. From PHENIX to the RHIC control room:

• BB coincidence rates ("in time" and "out of time").

• A beam loss monitor, possibly from the silicon detectors.

2. From the RHIC control room to PHENIX:

• RF based clock signals and a decoder for tagging bunches.

• A stable timing signal from local resistive wall monitors (stability should be better
than 1 ns).

• Access to data on beam orbits through the PHENIX interaction region and history
files of calculated luminosities.

12.4.3 Magnet Influence on the Beam

Because both magnets are axisymetric, the interaction of the magnetic fields with the beam
are essentially limited to edge effects at the boundaries of the steel. The possible orbit
effects due to the PHENIX magnets have been studied by the RHIC organization using our
magnetic field models. It was concluded that they were likely to be small compared to the
effects due to random skew quadrupole field errors in the RHIC magnets. Linear coupling
effects due to PHENIX magnets could therefore be remedied with correctc2 magnets already
in the RH1C magnet matrix. It still remains to be seen whether it would be practical or
desirable from an operational point of view to provide for injection into RHIC while the
PHENIX magnets are on without a dedicated corrector magnet for PHENIX. It is expected
that this decision will be made on the basis of the RHIC accelerator requirements.
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12.5 Assembly

Due to the limited space in the MFH, it is necessary to complete the assembly of the mag-
nets before work can begin on the detector carriages. Consequently the magnet systems
must be installed as early as possible to clear the space in adequate time for assembly and
commissioning of the detectors and their associated readouts.

The muon magnet and #ID absorber will be assembled in place on the beam line. Both
are supported directly by the floor. There are no provisions for moving this system although
the magnet can be jacked and shimmed to accommodate floor settling.

Simultaneously, the cetltral magnet will be constructed in the assembly a_'_:.'aof the ._ll:iI.
It will then be rolled as a unit on temporary tracks to its position over _,he collision poiltt,.
This will free up the assembly area for the construction of the two central detector carriages.

While this is going on, the various detectors will be undergoing final assembly and testing
at locations both on and off the BNL site. The magnets and both of the carriages will be
completed and the room cleaned up before the detectors are brought to the hall.

Figure 12.4 is a plan view of the MFH showing the muon system and the central magnet in
place with the two central detector arms in the assembly area. Note that there is sufficient
space in the MFH to simultaneously assemble the two central detector arms before the
shielding wall is in place. As already stated, the preferred sequence is to mount the detector
modules into the carriages from the outside inward. Specifically, the assembly starts with
the vertical EMCal walls, followed by the upper EMCal walls. These are the most massive
components, being on the order of 30 tons per wall. Then the TOF counter array is mounted
followed by the outer tracking and RICH modules. Finally the inner tracking chambers go
on. While this order is the simplest and most logical, the design of the carriage allows for
substantial deviation, if necessary.

Once the detectors are mounted the carriages will be rolled into position for a trial fit
with the magnet after which cabling and plumbing can be installed.

12.6 Maintenance

Three levels of maintenance are anticipated, distinguished by the time required and extent
of the activity. Minor maintenance does not require moving the detectors and may go on at
any time.

The second level of maintenance -nvolves retracting one or both of the central detector
arms and, if needed, moving the central magnet axially. This provides access to the detec-
tor systems without opening the beam pipe or removing the shield wall. This process is
anticipated to occur at least annually, and will require one week of access (two weeks if the
magnet is moved) in addition to the time required to service the detectors.

The most major service involves removal of the shield wall and the beam pipe to permit
the detector to be moved out of the collision area. Replacement of the shielding and beam
pipe will permit RHIC operation without PHENIX. It is estimated that RHIC could resume

running in as little as four weeks in this scenario. Of course reinstalling the apparatus will
take considerably longer. This extensive type of service would be undertaken only in the
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Figure 12.4: Assembly of detector carriages in the MFH.

event of a serious failure or major upgrade.

12.7 Facilities

12.7.1 Major Facility Hall

Figure 12.5 shows the MFH with the magnet and detector carriages in data taking position
and the shielding wall in place.

The MFH will be divided by a concrete shielding wall while the accelerator is in operation.
There will be a entrance labyrinth, with appropriate safety interlocks, for access to the
collision area by personnel and small equipment. As the height of the shielding precludes
lifting equipment over it, the middle arm of the labyrinth will be moveable to allow access
for equipment up to 2-m wide and 4-m high.

L'
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Figure 12.5: PHENIX in data taking position in the MFH.

The 40-ton crane in the MFH should be adequate for detector assembly, although it is
still to be determined whether its control system has fine enough motions for placing the
detectors in the carriages. Also this crane cannot be used _o install the top tiers of shielding
blocks because the crane hook height is too low. The original building design calls for a
second crane to be installed on existing rails above the main ones for this purpose. A second
crane would also be useful for speeding work during the assembly period when several tasks

are going on at once. An alternative is to bring in a portable crane each time the shielding
has to be moved.

12.7.2 Auxiliary Buildings at the Experiment Site

The exsisting experimental support building (ESB) is far from adequate for a project the size
of PHENIX. A new building is proposed to connect the MFH and the ESB. This new counting
house will provide about 600 m 2 on two floors. As shown in Fig. 12.6, the first floor contains
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Figure 12.6: Experimental support buildings (ESB) with the proposed counting house.

the data acquisition systems electronics, experimental control and monitoring console, as
well as the data acquisition computers. On the second floor are offices, a multipurpose work
room, and comfort facilities. The ESB will house a semi clean detector maintenance lab,
along with electronics maintenance, and mechanical shop areas. It is likely that additional
office workspace will need to be provided near the MFH before the beginning of operations.
Trailers or temporary structures will be adequate.

12.7.3 Other Facilities at BNL

The aggressive schedule imposed by the fall 1997 start date requires that much of the final
assembly and testing of the various detectors be done in parallel. Also this work cannot be
done at the experimental hall for obvious lack of space. This will require dedicated facilities

for several of the assembly operations. In particular a high bay of at least 150 m 2 with 30
ton crane service is required for assembly of the EMCal walls. It is expected that assembly
and testing of the four calorimeter walls will take 12 months starting in December 1995.
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The tracking chambers will need clean room facilities with 150-m2 floor space for at least 36
months beginning in January 1994.

These facilities should be on the BNL site within reasonable distance of RHIC. Trans-

portation from the assembly facilities to the hall will involve handling and transport of
assemblies weighing up to 30 tons.

Working space on-site for as many as 50 to 100 collaborators will be required during
the three years leading up to RHIC turn-on, as well as for subsequent running and analysis
periods.

12.8 Utilities

12.8.1 Electrical Power

Electrical power is to be provided by RHIC to the MFH and auxiliary buildings at locations
appropriate to the needs of the magnets and detectors. Specific requirements will be gener-
ated as engineering progresses and presented to RHIC management starting at the Cost and
Schedule review.

Power supplies for the magnets are located just outside the accelerator ring behind the
MFH, with cables fed through existing openings in the building.

12.8.2 Cooling Water

Chilled water is required at 20 °C for cooling both the central and muon magnets. The heat
load of the two magnets is about 0.75 MW. Additional chilled water cooling is required for
electronics both in the MFH and in the counting house. This load is small compared to the
magnet requirements (probably less than 100 kW). The total flow rate is on the order of
600 L/min.

12.8.3 Climate Control

Conventional heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) is required. Although the
loads have not yet been calculated, the dew point in the MFH and counting house must
remain below the 20 °C temperature of the chilled water coming into these buildings. For
the time being an air conditioning load of 100 tons has been assumed for estimating purposes.

12.9 Cost

The cost of the PHENIX structures and facilities is broken down by WBS items and is given
in Table 12.2.
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Table 12.2: Cost Estimate for the PHENIX Structures and Facilities

Amounts In FY93k$

WBS _ Total M&S ED.JA _ _ Cont(k$_

5. 9 Structure & Facilities 2850 1421 794 635 26 731

5. 9. 1 SupportStructure 834 291 256 287 23 196
5. 9. 1. 0 EDIA 256 0 256 0 20 51
5, 9. 1. 2 Fabrication/Procurement 377 281 0 96 25 94
5. 9. 1, 3 Assembly 20 0 0 20 20 4
5, 9. 1, 4 Test 25 10 0 15 30 8
5. 9. 1. 5 Installation 156 0 0 156 25 39

5. 9, 2 Drive system 314 100 154 60 26 81
5. 9. 2. 0 EDIA 154 0 154 0 25 39
5. 9. 2. 2 Fabrication/procurement 100 100 0 0 30 30
5. 9. 2. 3 Assembly 40 0 0 40 20 8
5. 9. 2. 4 Test 10 0 0 10 20 2
5. 9. 2. 5 Installation 10 0 0 10 20 2

5. 9. 3 Facilities 1702 1030 384 288 27 455
5. 9. 3. 0 EDIA 384 0 384 0 30 115

5. 9, 3, 2 Fabrication/procurement 1110 1030 0 80 25 278
5. 9. 3. 3 Installation 208 0 0 208 30 62

12.10 Schedule

The schedule for the design, analysis, procurement, assembly, test, and installation of those
items included in this section is shown in Fig. 12.7. This schedule shows the earliest possible
completion dates and has not yet been resource-leveled or matched to the funding profile.

Figure 12.7: Overall schedule for PHENIX structures and facilities.
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Chapter 13

Project Management

13.1 Introduction

We have included a "Project Office" in the PHENIX organizational chart (see Chapter 16).
This is the BNL-based support staff for the construction, installation, and operation of the
detector. It is supported by PHENIX construction funds and is included in the present
cost estimate. It sums to around 10% of the total DOE budget for PHENIX. The main
components of the Project Management cost are several categories of manpower, including
scientists, engineers, administrative personnel, and technical personnel, and project-related
travel. These are discussed in more detail below.

The cost estimate for project management was based on a 50-month (July 1993 through
September 1997) construction and installation phase. We have assumed the only source
of funds for this activity is construction funds. We have not considered pre-operations or
operations funds so far. '

13.2 Personnel

Scientists and Engineers: We have identified a number of engineering functions not
associated with specific WBS elements in the detector. This includes the Project Engineer,
who is also the director of the Project Office herein described. In addition, there is an
engineer who is responsible for "common" systems that span across detector subsystem
boundaries, a mechanical engineer, half of whose time is devoted to coordinating functions,
and an electrical engineer, half of whose time is also devoted to coordinating functions.

There are two physicists currently on the RHIC Project staff and supported by RHIC
whose full-time activity is detector subsystem design and construction. They will be sup-
ported by PHENIX project funds and we have chosen to list them here.

Administrative and Technical Personnel: The Project Management currently has an
Assistant, who is a Ph.D. physicist, and is supported on RHIC R&D funds. Such a scientific
administrative assistant is needed for the duration of the project and should be carried on
PHENIX project funds when they are available. The project also requires one full-time

equivalent (FTE) for document and drawing control, budget and schedule tracking, and

13-1
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general project software maintenance. These functions might be shared among software
professionals, designers, and others who are partially supported by the Project Office.

We also identify a PHENIX Building Manager and a Technical Supervisor, whose jobs
are to oversee the preparation of PHENIX space on site and to supervise the technical effort
associated with detector installation. Safety issues associated with these tasks are also under

the purview of the Building Manager.
A number of other administrative functions, including procurement, contracts, quality

assurance, and secretarial duties are expected to be supported through existing departments
and divisions of BNL, including RHIC and the Physics Department.

13.3 Cost Estimate and Schedule

The cost estimate for Project Management is given in Table 13.1. The total is $3,393k irl [:Y
1993 dollars. In addition to the personnel discussed above, we assume that travel in support
of project management will average two domestic trips per month and six foreign trips per
year. Materials and supplies are estimated at about $25k per year.

The Project Office staff needs to be assembled and in place as soon as possible after
the official start of PHENIX as a construction project. The spending profile should be ftat

during the 50-month cycle on which the estimates are based.

Table 13.1: Cost Estimate for the PHENIX Project Management

Amounts in FY93 kS

WBS Descdotion Total M&S _ Labor Conff/. Contfk_

5. 10. 0 Project Management 3393 275 2868 250 13 439
5. 10. 0. 0 EDIA 3118 0 2868 250 11 345
5. 10. 0. 2 M&$ 275 275 0 0 34 94
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Schedules and Profiles

This chapter contains a summary cost estimate, a set of construction and installatio_l
schedules, and the resultant preliminary spending profiles of the construction funds for rh,•
PHENIX experiment.

14.1 Summary Cost Estimate

The full cost estimate for the PHENIX Baseline detector is presented in the accompany-
ing document entitled "PHENIX Work Breakdown Structure" (WBS). There, the cost is
presented broken down to the finest level of detail that can be presently estimated with
reasonable confidence. A "WBS Level 4" summary is presented there as weil. Here, a "WBS
Level 3" summary of the full WBS is presented in Table 14.1. In the PHENIX WBS nomen-
clature, described in detail in the WBS document, Level 3 items represent the major detector
subsystems, and Level 4 items are activity categories for each subsystem, such as EDIA (en-
gineering, design, inspection, and administration), fabrication, assembly, installation, and
testing.

Columns in Table 14.1 show the breakdown of the Level 3 items into "M&S" (materials
and supplies), "EDIA", "Labor", and "Contingency". Also included in the table are columns
that indicate what costs are paid out of DOE construction funds, what costs are covered by
non-DOE resources, and what costs are deferred. The non-DOE participation in PHENIX
is discussed further in Chapter 16.

The cost estimates were based on vendor quotes or recent similar work, where possible.
Manpower estimates are consistent with the schedules presented below. Contingency has
been assigned based on an assessment of risk wherever possible, rather than as a constant
fraction of estimated cost. The average contingency is approximately 25%. The contingency
is calculated on all non-Japanese costs. As the Japanese contributions to PHENIX are
funded by Japan and constitute a direct contribution of several subsystems, the contingency
on these items is considered to be a matter between the Japanese groups in PHENIX and
their funding agencies.

The estimated cost of the PHENIX baseline detector is $41.8M plus a contingency of
$7.3M, yielding a total of $49.1M in fiscal year (FY) 1993 dollars. Of this total the DOE

14-1
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estimated cost is $34.8M, including contingency. The cost difference is in non-DOE contri-
butions of $10.0M plus $4.3M of deferred detector components. The estimated cost is to be
compared to the DOE budget of $32.6M in FY1993 dollars.

14.2 Schedules

As in the case of the cost estimates, the Level 4 schedules for the detector subsystems were
presented in Chapters 4 through 11. They are also presented in further detail in the PHENIX
WBS document. A summary sche,l_lh.• is shown in Fig. 1-1.2. bas('d on lh,, s_lr:l a,'r¢,-_ ;:[I
subsystems of Level 4 items. For example, the "EDIA" entry in _he figure-',_n,:,)Ii:passe,s all
the EDIA schedules for tile various subsystems.

Assuming significant construction funding can start in FY 1993 as planned, the schcduIt:
indicates that the construction and installation cycle can be completed in time for initial
RHIC running in the fall of 1997. Note that the subsystem schedules include a commissioning
phase of approximately one year in duration, with all detectors installed in PHENIX and
running together in an integrated test.

14.3 Funding Profile

The funding profile presented in Table 14.1 is a preliminary one. It was developed from
the Level 4 cost estimates and the Level 4 schedules of all the individual subsystems on the
assumption that the budget for a particular item is expended uniformly over the scheduled
time for that item. This approach ignores the details of the funding profile over each Level
4 item; for example, the early expenditures for raw materials or the ramp-up o[ production
rates of the detector components. These details are not yet available and will not be available
until further engineering is done. However, the gross features of the required funding profile,
especially the timing of the peak in FY1995, that can be seen from the present exercise, is
expected to survive in the more detailed analyses to come.

Preliminary manpower profiles, based on the same assumption of uniform expenditure,
are being prepared and are expected to be ready at the time of the Technical Advisory
Committee (TAC) review in February 1993. As with the funding profile, the gross features
of the manpower distribution are seen from this exercise and they are expected to change
only slightly as the details become available.
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PHENIX Cost Profile
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Chapter 15

Upgrade Options

15.1 Introduction

The Baseline detector configuration of PHENIX is presented in Chapters 4 through 11 of
this document. It is capable of performing a very large fraction of the PHENIX physics
menu, as shown in Chapter 3. The detector design concept is an open one, allowing for the
easy integration of future upgrades.

Several possible upgrades to the Baseline have been identified already and they are:
• Conversion of the four-layer TEC to a six-layer transition radiation detector/tracker,
• Addition of a higher-resolution, finer-grained electromagnetic calorimeter,
• Addition of a hadron-blind detector at small radius.

The technical, cost, and schedule details for each of these upgrades are presented in
separate sections below.

15.1.1 Overview of the Upgrades

Taken together, the inclusion of these elements will upgrade the detector to the level of the
"Standard" version of PHENIX, as described in the pCDR, or slightly beyond. The impact
on the physics capabilities (described in more detail below) can be summarized as follows:

• The four-layer TEC performs the functions of charged particle tracking behind the
RICH and of particle identification by dE/dx. The upgrade to to a TRD/tracker
consists of adding two more planes of TEC, foil radiators between all layers, and an
upgraded gas system for handling and recovering xenon. The TRD/tracker has better
pattern recognition and tracking (more layers), better low momentum electron iden-
tification by dE/dx (more samples), and new high momentum electron identification
(via transition radiation detection). The result is that the detector will have better
e/_r separation over a wide range of momenta, especially above the pion threshold of
the RICH (greater than 3.5-4.0 GeV/c), where the only other functioning electron
identifier is the calorimeter.

• The high resolution EM calorimeter will have an energy resolution of about 2%/_/r(E),
typical of scintillating crystals such as cesium iodide (CsI). Replacement of part of
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the Baseline calorimeter with this upgrade will result in a better signal-to-background
ratio at the _r° and the 71and a lower PT threshold for measuring the single photon
yield.

• A major source of background to dielectron events with invariant mass below the J/¢
is random combinations of electrons and positrons from _r° Dalitz decays and photon
conversions. Typically one of the pair from a Dalitz decay or conversion is below the
momentum cut-off of the magnet and the other member of the pair contributes to the
combinatorial background. A method of identifying and tracking both members of
such a pair before cllrling tlp in the field would greatly enhance our ability to sllppress
this background and improve our study of low mass dielectrons. Tile proposed _lpgra, le
is a "hadron-blind" tracker based on Cherenkov signals.

15.1.2 Costs, Schedules, Priority, and R&:D

Cost and schedule information for each of the upgrades is presented separately in the fol-
lowing sections. These are less detailed than the costs and schedules shown for the elements
of the Baseline and they are not part of an integrated upgrade plan at the present time. In
particular, they are not presented here in priority order. We expect the order of implemen-
tation of these and other possible upgrades to depend on a number of factors which cannot
be determined at present. These include future developments in physics: Theoretical, ex-
perimental (both before we have data from RHIC and after), and technical. In some cases,
particular upgrades will be the subject of specific proposals for additional funding; the fate
of these proposals will also influence the order of implementation.

Although the upgrades discussed here are not part of the baseline cost estimate, we
expect to continue to support PHENIX-specific R&D on them with RHIC R&D funds.

15.2 Tracking TRD

15.2.1 Introduction

The upgrade of the PHENIX four-plane TEC to a six-plane tracking transition radiation
detector (TRD) greatly expands the momentum region over which PHENIX has e/_r separa-
tion capability. The basic PHENIX detector has limited ability to do particle identification
above momenta of about 3.5 GeV/c. At higher momenta, pions are above the RICH radiator
threshold, so electrons can only be identified using the EMCal, which has no longitudinal
segmentation. The tracking TRD provides PHENIX with electron identification starting
at 1.0 GeV/c and continuing above 50 GeV/c. Also, the addition of two more planes to
the TEC improves the e/_r separation using dE/dx by almost an order of magnitude. The
improvement of the dE/dx particle identification comes in the momentum range 0.25 GeV/c
to 3.0 GeV/c.

RHIC physics involving the larger mass vector mesons (J/C, ¢/, T)is enhanced with
electron identification above 3.0 GeV/c, especially for measurements at high PT. For
da/dpT(J/¢---,e+e -) at Fr _>2.0 GeV/c, in 50% of the events either the electron or positron
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Figure 15.1: The dN/dpT distributions of ez from J/¢ decays into PHENIX fiducial volume.
a) Pr the of more energetic daughter vs. the Pr of J/¢ . The Pr distribution of the more
energetic daughter for all J/¢ with b) Pr > 2.0 GeV/c, c) Pr > 3.0 GeV/c, d) Pr > 4.0
GeV/c.

has Pr >_3.0 GeV/c, as shown in Fig 15.1. The cross sections to be measured are small but
as the RHIC luminosity increases above 2x1026 measurements start to become practical.
Many of the systematic studies of QGP-generated J/¢ suppression will require da/dpT mea-
surements to 5.0 GeV/c and beyond. PHENIX must have electron identification at these
larger momenta to make these measurements effective.
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Figure 15.2: TRD schematic showing wire position, drift volume, and radiator location.

15.2.2 Mechanics

The PHENIX Time Expansion Chamber (TEC) consists of four planes of wire chambers
built in two flat 45° segments in each arm and covering 77= -4-0.35. The detector is described
in detail in Chapter 6.

The PHENIX TEC occupies the radial region between 4.10 m and 4.57 m from the
vertex. The region between 4.57 m and 4.80 m has been reserved for the full installation
of the PHENIX tracking TRD. Upgrading the TEC to a tracking TRD involves increasing
the number of wire chamber layers from four to six, installing polypropylene foil radiators
in front of each wire chamber and modifying the gas system to recycle and purify a xenon
based mixture See Fig. 15.2.

The tracking TRD will use a xenon-isobutane (Xe-C4Hl0) mixture with a possible helium
component. It will operate with a saturated drift velocity vd in the range of 15-25 mm/#s
and a gas gain of 3-5 × 103.

The radiator packs consist of 200 stretched sheets of 15 #m polypropylene spaced 400
/zm apart. A pack fills the 8-cm gap between adjacent TEC planes. The radiator for a single
layer of TRD will be approximately 0.6% radiation length thick. Each layer of xenon-filled
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gas chamber will contribute an additional 0.2% radiation length. This is 0.14% radiation
length larger than for a layer of argon filled TEC.

Although the gas system for the TEC in the Baseline operates with an argon mixture
and has minimal recycling and purification abilities, the cost of xenon gas requires that the
gas system of the tracking TRD fully recycle and purify the gas. The total TRD gas volume
is 104 L. Also, the high density of xenon creates hydrostatic pressure effects in the TRD that
will necessitate the use of large numbers of precision pressure regulators.

The preferred strategy for the tracking TRD upgrade is to assemble and install all six
planes of the TEC during the initial PHENIX construction, but to instrumo.nt only [',),it'

" 2"'_ " wo,lld ,)t ])¢_iI_:sliL::,.,lplanes with elect,ronics. The radiat, or packs and the xenon g_ s,._t.ln :l . "
I

in the initial phase of PHENIX. but would wait for the upgrade. In th,_ sltort run. l,i_i::
strategy is slightly more expensive than deferring the installation of the two additiot_al
planes of TEC until the upgrade. In the long run, fabricating arid installing all six planes oi"
TEC at the same time saves both time and money.

15.2.3 Electronics

The front end electronics for the tracking TRD is identical to that of the Baseline TEC de-
scribed in Chapter 6. Additional trigger electronics may be added past the TRD digitization
chips if the TR signals are to be included in the first or second level trigger.

The TEC's electronics chain of preamplifier, 70-ns shaping amplifier, 40 MHz dual range
FADC and memory buffer has many features designed to optimize the TRD measurement.
The 70-ns shaping time is matched to va and to gas diffusion to allow the containment of
the total signal from the TR x-ray absorbed in the gas. The output of the shaper is split,
with part of the signal going directly into a 2-bit FADC, and the rest of the signal going
through another x l0 amplifier stage and then into the 4-bit FADC. The signal is split so
that the FADC has sensitivity both for the low dE/dx signal (0.2-0.3 keV for Xe gas), and
the transition radiation signal (3-10 keV for Xe). Without this signal splitting scheme one
would need to use an 8-bit FADC to be able to cover the dynamic range required by the
detector. The large number of ADC samples possible with the FADC enhances the particle
identification from both TR and dE/dx by providing information on track energy deposit
versus wire position. Also, the tracking information provided by the FADC electronics
enables the separation of close or crossing tracks which would otherwise degrade the particle
identification capabilities of the detector.

15.2.4 Operation and Performance

The PHENIX tracking TRD can perform pion rejection at 2x10 -3 or better for momenta
ranging from 0.25 GeV/c to above 50 GeV/c. Both computer simulations and data with
PHENIX prototype detectors have been used to predict the performance of the tracking
TRD and to determine the design of the PHENIX baseline TEC and its upgrade path.

Data taken with a PHENIX tracking TRD prototype shows that for momenta less than or
equal to 1 GeV/c, the dE/dx functions of the tracking TRD dominate and the pion rejection
is better than 10-3 for 90% electron efficiency (Fig. 15.3). The TRD feature of the detector

.J
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Figure 15.3: Prototype detector pion rejection vs. momentum for 90% electron efficiency
using dE/dz function of tracking TRD.

becomes effective at momenta above 1 GeV/c and continues to improve until the TR e/zr
separation plateaus at 3 GeV/c with a value of 2x10 -3 (Fig. 15.4). This e/_r separation
from transition radiation continues at this plateau value for momenta well above 50 GeV/c.

Simulation results of the tracking TRD performance can independently predict the par-
ticle identification results from the prototype measurements (Fig. 15.5). The simulation was
used to predict the improvement in particle identification capability when going from four
to six planes of TEC (Fig. 15.6a). As shown in Fig. 15.6b, the e/Tr separation using dE/dx
at 0.6 GeV/c and at 2.0 GeV/c improves by a factor of 10 in the upgrade.

15.2.5 Cost

The cost of the Tracking TRD upgrade assumes that ali six planes of TEC are initially
installed in PHENIX with only four planes instrumented. The upgrade costs are those of
the additional electronics channels, the fabrication and installation of the TRD radiators

and the gas system upgrade. Building the two additional TEC planes and installing them on
day one will cost $268k above the cost listed in the PHENIX tracking WBS in Table 15.1.

15.2.6 Schedule

The proposed schedule for the TRD upgrade projects installation of the electronics, radiators,
and upgraded gas system to require two months time, where most of the time is dedicated
to the testing and debugging of the newly instrumented detector planes.
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Figure 15.4: Prototype detector pion rejection vs. momentum for 90% electron efficiency
using detection of TR photons.
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Figure 15.6: Simulation results showing pion rejection vs. the number of detector planes for
the PHENIX tracking TRD. Rejection using a) TR detection and b) dE/dx measurements
improve significantly when going from four to six planes of detector.

Table 15.1' Cost Estimate for Tracking TRD Upgrade

5.3.4 TRD Chamber 373

5.3.4.2 Fabrication 373
5.3.4.2.1 Radiator Packs 113

5.3.4.2.2 Gas System Upgrade 260

5.8.1.4 TRD Electronics 603

5.8.1.4.2 Fabrication 566
5.8.1.4.3 Calibration 25

5.8.1.4.4 Testing 12
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15.3 High Resolution Photon Detector

15.3.1 Introduction

We propose to enhance the photon detection capabilities of the PHENIX detector by re-
placing part of the EMCal with a finely segmented high resolution photon detector (HRX).
This detector would extend the PT coverage for measuring direct photons to lower PT than
is presently attainable with the baseline PbGL and PbSc calorimeter, and will provide an
enhanced opportunity to observe photon production from the QGP or nlix_'d phase., t[[_.":
will also provide an irx,.lel)endent naeas_lrellaeill ,,f :,ii,." ,iire_'t l,}_,,t_)n_ig,_,] ,.1.;:.,.rv,.,!:, _i.,.
or.her calorimeters at higher PT. The detector wo_lld ,'over a :_utficient:port, lo,,, of tin,. :_,li,l
angle to allow atself-contained measurement of r°'s and r/'s at low PT in or_ler 1o rteret'Tr,iIl_'
the direct ,./,'r o ratio with a sensitivity of bette.r than 5t?_down to PT "_ 5{)_J._I,'\/,:. In
addition, the inclusive spectrum of direct photons can be measured for even lower transverse
momenta (possibly on the order of a few hundred MeV/c) by combining the spectrum of r°'s
and r/'s measured in the high resolution detector with the corresponding spectra measured
in the rest of the calorimeter.

The basic concept and design of HRX is described in the PHENIX pCDR, and is discussed
in more detail in a separate proposal to the National Science Foundation [1]. lt will consist of
an array of high resolution crystals with substantially better energy and position resolution
than the other PHENIX photon detectors, lt will be integrated into the EMCal by replacing
a number of the PbSc modules from two of the calorimeter walls with similar modules of

scintillating crystals. HRX will also serve the function of the standard EMCal in the region
it replaces, and therefore will provide improved energy and position resolution for measuring
electrons.

Direct Photons from the QGP and Mixed Phase

The measurement of direct photon production in PHENIX will provide one of the primary
means of probing the hot initial phase of the collision before hadronization occurs. Very little
is in fact known about the actual conditions under which the initial QGP phase is formed,
and it is therefore very difficult to make an accurate prediction about the spectrum of

photons produced at early times in the collision. As discussed in ref.[2], there is considerable
uncertainty in both the magnitude and shape of the thermal photon spectrum from both the
QGP and mixed hadronic phase, as well as the background spectrum from hadron decays,
due to the different possible scenarios which could occur a!; RHIC. However, some general
conclusions can be made following the results of the studies made in [2]:

• At relatively low transverse momenta (0.5-2 GeV/c) the photon spectrum should be
dominated by radiation from the thermalized plasma, from the mixed phase, and from
the initial part of the hadronic phase.

• A rather long-lived mixed phase, which is expected in case of a first order phase tran-
sition, would lead to significant radiation at the critical temperature Tc.
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• Depending on the initial equilibration time (ri), the lifetime of the mixed phase, and
the final charged particle multiplicity, a 3,/7r° ratio in the range 1-20 % is expected,
with a maximum near pa, of 1 GeV/c, and decreasing at higher transverse momenta.
However, there are significant uncertainties about the shape of the hadronic PT spectra,
one of the crucial ingredients in the calculation. The result is that the maximum "I/r°
could be anywhere in the 0.5-2.0 GeV/c range, or even lower.

• For fixed dN,,/dy, the QGP part of the -r/r ° ratio scales like 1/ri, as expected from
tile fact that, the photon rate is proportional to 1'_, where Ti is the initial ternp(-,ratltr,',

• Photon radiation from the hadronic phase generally exceeds tllat fro1_lt,h_ Q(;I _ l_t_;t_,'
except for very small r, values.

• Radiation from a QGP and a hot hadronic gas with equally large number of degrees of
freedom probably cannot be separated with a photon measurement, but in this limit
the two phases lose their distinction.

To illustrate these points, Fig. 15.7 shows the expected photon spectrum and 7/rr ° ratios
as function of PT for one of the more likely scenarios for Au + Au collisions at RflIC .
The total rapidity density was taken to be dN/dy = 1500 and the initial equilibration time
was chosen to be ri = 1 fm/c. These conditions are typical for those expected at RHIC,
and results for other scenarios are given in [2]. The top panel shows the photon rate from
the QGP, from the hadron gas, from direct production (i.e., hard QCD scattering), and
the sum. The lower panel shows the 7/r ° ratio calculated separately for the QGP and
hadronic phase, along with the sum. The 7/r ° ratio peaks at a value slightly less than
10% at a pr _ 1 GeV/c, but falls below 1% in the 2--3 GeV Fr range. With tim PHENIX
baseline detector, the sensitivity for measuring a 7/r ° ratio in this pT range may be nlargi_lal.
However, with the improved resolution and low Fr coverage with HRX, the measurement in
this scenario should be quite possible.

Inclusive Photon Measurement

Although the 7/r ° ratio from the QGP is uncertain, it is generally accepted that the direct
photon signal itself will rise rapidly towards lower PT. Photons can also be produced at low
Fr by other processes such as bremsstrahlung, either by the charged particles produced in the
collision, or by their interaction with the surrounding hadronic matter [3, 4]. In the case of
normal hadronic bremsstrahlung, the transverse momentum spectrum of the bremsstrahlung
photons is strongly peaked at very low Fr, and becomes a principle source of photons in the
range of a few MeV/c. In fact, they can greatly exceed the number of photons produced
from 7r° decays at very low Fr, since the spectrum of decay photons decreases rapidly below
PT _-' m_0/2. For photons produced by the rescattering of charged particles (mostly pions)
inside a volume of hadronic matter, the Fr spectrum begins to rise around 50 MeV/c. Timre
is also the question of whether there exists a source of so-called anomalous soft photons,
which have been reportedly seen in hadronic interactions[5, 6]. These photor_s, if they exist,
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Figure 15.7: Top: expected lr° and photon PT spectra for Au + Au collisions at RHIC.
Bottom: corresponding -),/r o ratios.

would be produced by the annihilation of soft quark-antiquark pairs produced during the
collision, and would be evident in the Pr range of afew tens of MeV/c.

It would therefore be extremely interesting simply to measure the inclusive single photon
spectrum to as low a transverse momentum as possible and compare it with the expected
single photon spectrum from hadron decays. The background from hadron decays in the low
Pr region may indeed be quite large, but a precise knowledge of the magnitude and shape of
the various meson decay spectra (mainly _r° and 7/) at higher transeverse momentum would
allow an extrapolation of their single photon decay spectra down to low pr. These spectra
would be obtained using information from HRX as well as from the rest of the PHENIX
EMCal. This may also utilize the technique for deconvoluting the meson decay spectrum
from the inclusive photon spectrum measured over the full region of phase space measured
in the PHENIX calorimeter [7, 8, 9]. This method has been successfully used to measure
the inclusive production of soft photons down to extremely low PT ('_ few MeV/c) in high
energy hadron-nucleus collisions [10, 11].

15.3.2 Detector Requirements

The design of the high resolution photon detector is driven by the requirement to have
excellent energy, position and timing resolution over a large enough solid angle to provide
acceptance for -y pairs from low Pr _r° and y mesons. It is also necessary to keep the
acceptance as small as possible in order to minimize the total number of crystals and thus
the overall cost of the detector. The proposed geometry consists of a rectangular array
centered at 7/ = 0, covering 5.9° in polar angle (At/ = 0.1 in pseudorapidity) and 90° in
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Figure 15.8: Location of HRX inside one of the PbSc calorimeter walls.

azimuth, at a radial distance of 5.1 m. The actual dimensions are 52.5 x 840 cm 2. This is
divided into two arrays of 52.5 x 420 cm 2. Each of the arrays is located in the ceater of
one of the PbSc walls, as shown in Fig. 15.8. The two high resolution arrays will provide
a geometric acceptance for photons of 0.17 steradians, and a kinematic acceptance down to
PT "- 135 MeV/c for 7r°'s and PT "---548 MeV/c for r/'s.

Technology Choices

HRX must be capable of providing excellent energy, time and position resolution, along with
a good signal to noise ratio and low enery threshold for measuring low energy photons. We
feel that this can best be achieved in the present PHENIX design by the use of scintilating
crystals. Crystals also utilize similar methods for support, readout and calibration as the rest
of the PHENIX EMCal, which is based on PbSc and PbGl. Another possible technology
choice would be to use a cryogenic liquid, such as liquid krypton, read out as a liquid
scintillator. The density of these liquids is less that most scintillating crystals, leading
to a larger Moliere radius RM and longer radiation length. They are slower, even irl the
scintillation mode, than the fastest crystals, although possibly adequate for our requirements.
In addition, they would require the integration of a cryostat into the overall calorimeter
design. There may, however, be advantages in uniformity, the possibility of longitudinal
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segmentation, and ease of calibration. Although scintillating crystals' is the technology of
choice at p_esent, we will monitor developments in high speed, high resolution cryogenic
liquid calorimeters until we proceed further with this upgrade option.

Two different types of scintillating crystals are presently being considered, one being
undoped CsI, and the other barium fluoride (BaF2). Both crystals have very high light
output, capable of producing several hundred photoelectrons per MeV of deposited energy.
The readou_ wol,ld utilize a low gain phototube with a UV gl_ss window in the case of CsI,
or a quartz window phototube in the case of BaF2. For either option, the detector would
achieve an enelgy resolution of better than 2%/v/-E(Get') @ 1% with a low energy thresh,:)l¢l
of 1-2 NleV. The expected position resolution would be al)pro::imatetv .5 nlI:l 'v_l'(;,.I'_.
and a time resolution equal to or better than the PbSc or PbC, l detectors (th_tt is. l(:s:;t,]l;t_]

0.07 _a._ 3.0/_/Np_. ED_({_TeV) ns).
Crystals of approximately 17 radiation lengths wouM be required in order to main l.air_

good energy resolution at higher ene;-gies. Undoped CsI crystals of this length are presently
available from a number of western manufacturers [13],as well as from suppliers in the former
Soviet Union [14]. High quality single crystals of BaF2 in lengths up to 35 cm are currently
being produced in China [15], and may also be available from the former Soviet Union [16].
Since the cost of both materials from non-western suppliers is nearly the same, we consider
both of these options to be on ar,_essentially equal footing at this time.

Detector Performance

Both BaF2 and undoped CsI have been extensively studied in terms of their performance
and ability to meausre low energy photons. A discussion of the results obtained with BaF2
used in several actual experiments caa be found in refs.[10] and [17]. The results clearly
demonstrate that a BaF2 photon detector can meet the performance requirements of the
PHENIX high resolution photon detector.

The performance of a CsI photon detector has recently been studied by members of the
PHENIX collaboration. The first prototype calorimeter was built in 1991 and consisted of
a 5 x 5 array of crystals, each measuring 3.5 x 3.5 x 30 cm 3. The detector was rebuilt
in 1992 into a 5 x 6 array with improved quality crystals, and a laser calibration system
was added for gain stability monitoring. The detector was tested at the Brookhaven AGS in
1991 with beams of electrons and pions with momenta of 1.0, 2.0, and 4.0 GeV/c. In 1992,
the detector was tested again at the AGS with beams of positrons, pions and protons at 1.0,
4.0, and 6.0 GeV/c momentum, and later at TRIUMF with beams of electrons, pions and
muons with momenta of 50, 100, 20{), and 300 MeV/c.

The energy resolution for the entire momentum range measured (0.05-6 GeV/c) and for
different particle species is listed in Table 15.2. The total energy was defined as the sum over
all crystals with an energy greater than a threshold of 2 MeV. The mean number of crystals
with a signal greater than threshold, which is a measure of the shower size, is also given. A
parameterization of the energy resolution as determined from the data can be expressed as:

1.8%
£ = • o.s
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Table 15.2: Results from the 1992 Tests at AGS and TRIUMF

p(MeV/c) Species a(E)(MeV) a(E)/E a(E)/.v/E(GeV ) Crystals hit
50 e+' 4.2 8.3% 1.9% 2.8

100 e+ 5.7 5.7% 1.8% 4.0
200 e+ 8.9 4.5% 2.0% 5.6

200 7r+ 3.3 3.1% 1.0% 3.3
300 e+ 10.2 3.4% 1.9% 6.9
I000 e+ 21.2 2.1% 2.1% I0.8

Table 15.3: Fraction of Charged Pions Misidentified as Electrons

0.I 95% 8.9x I0-_
0.2 95% 5.8x 10-2

0.3 95% I.ix 10-2
1.0 97% 5.3x 10-3

2.0 95% 2.6x 10-3

4.0 93% 2.1x 10-3

The position resolution was measured at 1.0, 2.0, and 4.0 GeV/c by comparing the hit
position predicted by tracking chambers in front of the detector with the position calculated
from the measured shower shape using a logarithmic weighting method with a low energy
cutoff [18]. The measured position resolution was determined to be 4.72 mm/v_(GeY)@0.5
mm. At the proposed distance of 5.1 m, thie corresponds to an angular resolution of 1 mrad
at 1 GeV.

The pion misidentification probability was determined for various momenta using tagged
beams of electrons and pions. Table 15.3 gives the fraction of pions misidentified as electrons
(_r/e factor) for a given electron efficiency. Electron efficiencies are shown in the second
column. The results are in the few parts per thousand range for energies greater than
1 GeV, and in _he few percent range for energies less than 1 GeV.

Performance in a High Multiplicity Environment

In a high multiplicty environment such as RHIC, it is important to understand how nearby
showers can affect the occupancy and energy resolution of HRX. This issue was addressed
in the PHENIX pCDR and is discussed in more detail as it pertains to the entire EMCal in
CDR Chapters 3 and 9. Here we give a brief summary of a detailed calculation which was
carried out for HRX.
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Table 15.4: Simulated Performance of HRX in a High Multiplicity Environment

E_(MeV) Isolated Single HIJET Double HIJET Triple HI JET
photon dN/dy = 740 dN/dy = 1500 dN/dy = 2250

500 10.5(100%) 10.8(91%) 11.8 82%) 15.2(75%)
1000 15.0(100%) 21.1(91%) 22.2 80%) 30.1(70%)

The pixel occupancy was computed under the assumptions that, each of the three pion
species have a rapidity density dN/dy = an0 (HIJET), giving a total rapidity density, in-
cluding photons from ,'ro decays, of dN/dy = 1320. Under these conditions the mean number
of particles in the high resolution detector described above is 16.3 photons and 16.3 pions.
The shower or cluster size is defined in these simulations as the number of crystals with
greater than 1.5 MeV of deposited energy. This threshold is slightly lower than the 2 MeV
used in the analysis of the test beam data due to the fact that noise was not included in
the simulations. Using appropriate spectra for charged pions and photons resulting from _r°
decays, folded with the corresponding number of crystals hit, the single pixel occupancy is
only 3.9%. The decay in flight of charged pions was not taken into account, but since the

-a decay muons are always minimum ionizing, their effect on the shower overlap will improve
when decays are included.

If the distance between the centers of gravity of overlapping showers is greater than ap-
proximately 2RM, the overlap will result in a deterioration of the energy resolution of each
shower. However, if they are .closer together, it may not be possible to determine the energy
of either shower, leading to a loss in efficiency. This effect has been studied extensively with
simulations and the results are summarized in Table 15.4. The results given are for 500 MeV
and 1 GeV photons in events with multiplicities corresponding to single, double and triple
HIJET. The numbers given in the table are the absolute resolutions in MeV for photon en-
ergies given in the first column for the different assumptions of accompanying multiplicity.
The numbers in parentheses are the corresponding efficiencies in percent, that is, the frac-
tion of photon showers that survive a 2RM isolation cut applied to prevent degradation of

- resolution from nearby showers. The results show that even with multiplicities substantially
higher than single HIJET, neither the photon resolution nor the photon efficiency deteriorate
significantly.

System Integration

HRX will replace approximately 400 (5 x 80) PbSc modules in the central region of two
of the calorimeter walls. The dimensions of the crystals (3.5 x 3.5 cm 2) and of the PbSc
modules (10.5 x 10.5 cm 2) are chosen such that a direct replacement can be made without
modification of the surrounding support structure of the PbSc calorimeter. With the present
calorimeter design, one vertical column of supermodules can be removed and replaced with
corresponding modules of crystals. The other columns of supermodules can then be pushed
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inwards, and some of the PbSc modules which were removed can be arranged along outside
edge of the wall, as shown in Fig. 15.8.

The crystals will be packaged in modules consisting of a 15 × 15 subarray placed inside
a thin walled stainless steel container held together under slight compression as shown in
Fig. 15.9. The container will have attachments on the back for supporting or removing the
modules after they are placed inside the calorimeter. The crystals, including their packaging,
will form a close packed array with minimal gaps and dead material in between, as required in
order to maintain good energy resolution. Each module will have its own temperature control
system using thin foil heaters to maintain the temperature to approximately 30 + I °C_._,n,t_
li_onitor it to better than 0.1 °C'. Temperature variations ,:houtd, llowcve,', b¢_l_i.,;_.,iz_,: ',,.
the large thermal mass provided by the surrounding PbSc.

The high resolution detector will utilize the existing readout electronics: includir_,./A [)(:,.
TDCs. and cables, from the PbSc modules it replaces. However, because of the increased
granularity, it will require approximately 2000 additional channels of electronics and cables
to fully instrument the detector, ttRX will also use a different high voltage system which
will provide a higher degree of stability and greater immunity to noise, and will employ its
own laser-based calibration system. The calibration system will be similar to the one used
for the PbSc but will include very high stability monitorifig of the laser in order to maintain
the higher precision in resolution, as well as its own distribution system to deliver the light
to each crystal and phototube.

15.3.3 Cost and Schedule

A cost breakdown of HRX is given in Table 15.5. The final cost assumes the use of undoped
CsI crystals produced in the former Soviet Union at a cost of $2/cm 3. The cost of the
crystals in the case of the BaF2 option is also given, assuming a price of $1.80/cm 3 for
crystals produced in China. For both options, it is assumed that the transverse dimensions
of the crystals are 3.5 × 3.5 cm 2 and the length is approximately 17 radiation lengths (32
cm in the case of CsI and 35 cm for BaF2). For the CsI option, the price for the readout
includes a low gain, UV glass window phototube supplied by western manufacturers, while
for the BaF2 option, the cost is for quartz window phototubes. The total cost of the detector
is $5.0M for the CsI option, and $5.3M for the BaF2 option.

Funding for this project is being requested through a proposal to the National Science
Foundation which will be submitted in the early part of 1993. It is hoped that the NSF
will act swiftly so that, following the review process, approval could take place sometime
during the latter part of 1993. The time scale for construction would be determined by the
delivery schedule for the crystals, which we envision will take approximately two years. This
would correspond to a completion date for all of the crystal modules by the early part of
1996, followed by installation in the calorimeter walls during the latter part of 1996. This
would allow for approximately one year of testing and calibration in situ before RHIC begins
operation in fall of 1997. Under this scenario, HRX could be installed for Day-1 operation at
RHIC. However, as discussed above, the compatibility of the high resolution detector and the
baseline EMCal would allow a later replacement of PbSc modules if the funding is available '
later or over a longer period of time.
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Crystal 3.5x3.5x(32-35)cm 3

¢3.3cmx14cm

Thermoelectric
heater foil

Figure 15.9: HRX module consisting of 15 x 15 array of crystals, support structure and
temperture control.

Table 15.5: Cost Estimate for HRX (CsI Version)

5.6.3 HRX

5.6.3.0 EDIA
5.6.3.2 Fabrication

5.6.3.3 Testing
5.6.3.4 Installation 36

5.8.1.6.3 HRX Electronics
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15.4 Hadron-blind Detector

15.4.1 Introduction

The PHENIX hadron-blind detector (HBD) [19, 20] is located at the center of the PHENIX
central magnet, before the first electron drift chambers. A three-dimensional cutaway view
of the HBD is shown in Fig. 15.10. It consists of four cylindrical layers of photodetectors
with pad readout. The beam line is the axis of cylinders. The HBD is installed inside a
cylindrical vessel with two end flanges and thin entrance and exit windows. The communi-
cation ports between HBD and its supply system include VaCllUrtl,gas, signal, power _lpl_lv.
high voltage, optical, and special windows for photodetector installation and calibratic)rl. All
the communication ports are through the end ttanges and through a channel a_ the bottom
of the vessel, which is far away from the acceptance of the two electron arms.

15.4.2 Goals of the HBD

The HBD has three main functions in PHENIX. The first is to reject Dalitz and conver-

sion pairs from 7r° and 77decays. These are the dominating background for low mass direct
electron pairs. The HBD uses a parallel plate avalanche chamber (PPAC) to amplify the
photoelectrons produced by Cherenkov light on a CsI cathode. Thus it can measure accu-
rately the positions of electrons using interpolating pads behind the cathode. Preliminary
simulations show that by gradually increasing the cuts on the closest dielectron mass and
opening angle from 10(5), 25(10), 50(20), and 100(30) MeV(degree), we obtain the rejection
of Dalitz pairs and the efficiencies of detecting dielectrons from vector mesons, shown in
Table 15.6 for an HBD with a gas of index of refraction, n, where n - 1 = 315 x 10-6.

Table 15.6: Dalitz Rejection and Vector Meson Acceptance

particles Dalitz Dalitz p w ¢ J/¢
(all)_ (real)_:

efr. (%) 1.7 0.9 64 62 69 80

t "all" refers to ali combinations of Dalitz
electrons and positrons.

:1: "real" refers to the genuine Dalitz pairs.

The second main function is to separate electrons from hadrons: HBD is a threshold
Cherenkov counter, with typical 7r threshold between 5 GeV (1 bar of Ar or CH4) and 8 GeV
(0.2 bar CF4 plus 0.8 bar Ne). One HBD (Fig. 15.11) was tested in the beam in the Fall of
1992, filled with 0.2 bar of CF4. The measured mean ADC values and the ADC distributions
for 6 GeV electrons and 7r's are shown in Fig. 15.12 and Fig. 15.13 [21]. The high tail of
the 7r spectrum still contains of order 1% of electrons and the low tail of electrons is partly
the result of non-uniformity in gain due to the woven mesh anode structure. This will be
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Figure 15.10: Three-dimensional cutaway view of the PHENIX HBD, showing the four
cylindrical layers of photodetectors with pad readouts, the cylindrical vessel container with
thin entrance and exit windows, and two end flanges. The radii and lengths of the HBD are
listed in Table 15.8.
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Table 15.7: Properties of Gas Mixtures for the HBD

Gas n-1 P E_ E. UV cutoff # p.e.

('106 ) (bar)(MEV)(GEV) (eV)
CF4 580 1. 15. 4.0 12. 36.
Ar 315 1. 20.35 5.5 13. 25.2

N2 334 1. 19.77 5.4 12. 22.8I

C H4 510 I. 16. 4.4 8.8 I 13.8
Ar + o%('H4 324 [. 20. 5.1 ,_._ 1().3

CF4 I16 0.2" 33.5 9.1 12. , 7, I
where: n is t;he index ofrefractiori at 30( nra.

Ee, E,r are electron and pion thresholds.

UV cutoff is the highest energy photon transmitted by the gas.
p.e. is the expected number of photoelectrons at room

temperature using experimentally measured quantum efficiency.

improved in subsequent tests by using flat mesh with about 80-#m wire and 500-/_rn pitch.
The expected number of photoelectrons should be more than doubled by using 0.5 bar of
CF4 plus 0.5 bar of Ne or 1 bar of Ar plus CH4 (Table 15.7).

The third main function is the possible use of the HBD to provide an on-line electron
high PT trigger at high luminosities. Note that a 2-mm PPAC filled with CF4 would have an
electron drift time of about 15 ns. There are few of this type electrons produced at RHIC;
therefore, the HBD is expected to have relatively low singles rates and may be suitable for
a trigger based on the PT of an electron. This trigger will be addressed in the future.

With these functions in mind, a number of design criteria for the PHENIX ItBD emerge.
First, a large acceptance is required. Because Dalitz and conversion pairs often contain a
low PT electron or positron, efficient rejection of this background requires placing the HBD
at small radius and covering 27r in azimuth. Second, high efficiency for Cherenkov radiation
requires high and stable gain of the PPAC, typically l0 s, so as to be sensitive to single
photoelectrons. Third, to maximize electron detection efficiency and pion rejection power, it
is important to minimize the dead regions of the HBD. Finally, to avoid additional photon
conversions, the total amount of material should be minimized.

15.4.3 Conceptual Design of the PHENIX HBD

The design criteria discussed above lead to a concept based on a cylindrical shape for the
HBD structure. External support is provided only by the two end flanges with cross channels
and a few thin rings, without thick frames within the solid angle of the two PHENIX electron
arms. This allows nearly 27r coverage in azimuth, while minimizing the dead regions. As a
backup, we may consider a polygonal shape for the overall structure, but the basic concept
would remain the same. A schematic drawing viewed from above of four layers of concentric
cylinders inside the PHENIX detector are shown in Fig. 15.14.
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Charged particle

Figure 15.11" Schematic drawing of the 40-cm long HBD used in the first beam test, showing
the anode (woven mesh with 50-/zm wire diameter and 500-/_m pitch), 4-mm wide CsI cathode
pads, and 4-mm gap.
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Figure 15.12: The measured mean ADC values for 6 GeV electrons and rr's, vs. the transverse
beam position across the test HBD, filled with 0.2 bar of CF4.
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Figure 15.13: The measured ADC distributions for 6 GeV electrons and _r's, from the test
HBD, filled with 0.2 bar of CF4.

The gain of the PPAC is tightly controlled by precision spacers. Since the gain of the
PPAC is exponentially dependent on the distance, d, between anode and cathode (assuming
fixed voltage), d needs to be kept constant to high accuracy over long periods of time. This
is accomplished by using precision spacers between anode and cathode every 5 cm to keep
the spacing constant to about 10/zm.

We note the following design issues:

• Although the anode and the cathode must remain highly parallel locally, globally
speaking, the absolute position of the photodetectors does not need to be very accurate.
This is especially true in the radial direction, since each HBD is 40 cm in radial depth.
In other words, each layer of PPAC does not have to be held very rigid, as long as the
anode and the cathode are constrained,by the precision spacers, to move together with
constant distance between them.

• Small spacers cause no dead area, as long as each spacer is much smaller than the
Cherenkov cone (-,,10-mm radius) and if there are sufficient large number of photo-
electrons for a relativistic particle. The difference in efficiency of different pads is also

negligible when the spacer is smaller than 20% of a near-by pad.

15.4.4 Mechanical Structure

The PHENIX HBD consists of four cylindrical layers of photodetectors, with the beam line as

the axis of cylinders, installed inside a cylindrical vessel with two end flanges. The end flanges
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Figure 15.14: Schematic drawing viewed from above of the four layers of concentric cylindrical
HBDs inside the PHENIX detector.

provide the mechanical support and all operational requirements of the photodetector. The
details are described in the following sections.

HBD Vessel

The HBD vessel, as shown in Fig. 15.15, consists of three main parts, the entrance window,
the exit window which is made of carbon fiber honeycomb structure, and the two end flanges.
The main support of the vessel is provided by two stainless steel (SS) flanges on the two
ends. The two flanges are connected together by three channels (trusses), which are outside
of the acceptance of the PHENIX electrons detectors.

Mounting of the photodetector layers is done in radial order, starting with the first (in-
nermost) one. The final entrance and exit windows are mounted only after ali the photode-
tectors are installed and tested. During the installation, the body of the vessel is positioned
vertically and filled with inert gas (slightly above 1 atm inside a plastic tent) to avoid con-
tamination of CsI cathodes. The vessel is mounted on rotatable wheels to have easy access
to ali photodetectors.
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Figure 15.15: The projected view of the HBD vessel, showing the entrance (at radius Rin)
and exit windows and end flanges with cross channels.

Photodetector

The photodetector consists of a cesium iodide (CsI) cathode, a metal anode grid, and pre-
cision spacers. The cathode consists of layers of CsI and aluminum (Al) deposited on G-10
printed circuits boards with two-dimensional pads. The anode is made of a flat metal grid
with about 80-_m "wires" and 500#m pitch, stretched between the two end flanges. Preci-
sion spacers of 2-4 mm length and 2 x 2 mm 2 cross-section are situated between the cathode
and anode. Cherenkov light is distributed over a cone with radius about 10 mm at the pho-
todetector. Thus the dead space due to the spacers is not noticeable, since the spot of light is
much larger than the size of the spacers. The exact design of the spacers can be decided only
after prototypes have been constructed and tested. Currently we are studying two schemes:
multilayer printed circuit board with spacers, and mosaic-like spacers. In the mosaic design,
for example, as shown in Fig. 15.16, each layer of the photodetector is constructed from a
mosaic of smaller cells, which are windowless PPACs. Each cell has eight 5.5 x 45 mm 2 pads.

Electronics and Readout

Three systems to bring the signals out from the pads are under consideration. They are
listed below in the order of the degree of technology maturity:

1. Standard cable readout: An array of photodetectors are connected with HV, ground,
and signals read out through pins, as shown in Fig. 15.17.

2. Multilayer PC board: There is an existing design with a readout density of eight signals
per 4 mm on each end and two such signals per layer can be accomodated. Thus, four
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Figure 15.16: Schematic of a photodetector constructed from a mosaic of smaller cells. The
cells are windowless PPACs. Each cell has eight 5.5 x 45 mm 2 pads.

layers of signal transport, one layer of pads and one layer of ground shielding are
required, leading to a thin six layer PC board. Ali the material will be aluminum, so
that a final coating is not required, thus reducing the radiation thickness.

3. A VLSI chip, including preamplifiers, shapers, drivers and a 5-bit digitizer, could be
mounted at the back of each photodetector, similar to existing electronics for silicon
detectors. This demands more design work but less assembly time.

For readout electronics, a system of multiplexed readout, developed by Tom Ypsilantis,
for installation on a TEA chamber at about $5 per channel could be used. Other possibilities
are to use electronics being developed for the PHENIX tracking TRD or pad chambers.

Monitoring System

A monitoring system is needed to calibrate the quantum efficiency and gain of the PPACs
and to control gas purity in situ for the HBD, using single photoelectrons. Gas transparency
can be monitored with a flash lamp directed across the gas volume and into a UV PMT with
a splitter on the input side to normalize light intensity.
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Figure 15.17: One possible assembly and readout scheme for the HBD, showing the photode-
tectors being assembled into arrays (bottom), an array of photodetectors being connected
with HV, ground, and signal readout through pins (top), and finally being formed into a
cylinder (middle).
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Table 15.8: HBD Dimensions and Channel Count

i R(i) L(i) S(i) N(i) n(i)
(mm) (mm) (m

1 600 1100 4.12 1650 13,200
2 1025 1300 8.38 3354 26,832
3 1450 1600 7.275 2912 23,296
4 1875 1950 11.50 4484 35.872

Totals - 31.275 12,400 99,200

Cherenkov Radiators

To have high electron detection efficiency, higlrly UV-transparent gases (Table 15.7) are used
as Cherenkov radiators. The expected number of photoelectrons ,_re listed in the last column.
The impurity must be kept below 1 ppm using oxisorber in order to achieve the tabulated
yields.

Dimensions and Channel Count

A four-layer HBD is assumed, with the inner two layers covering 21r in azimuth and the outer
two covering only Tr. The dimensions of the HBD layers i = 1-4, including the radius R(i),
the length L(i), the area S(i), are shown in Table 15.8 along with the photodetector count,
N(i), and the electronics channel count, n(i).

15.4.5 Cost and Schedule

Cost Estimate

Table 15.9 below gives a preliminary cost estimate for the HBD, based on present under-
standing of the technical requirements to achieve the stated performance. It should noted
that many items costed in the table, such as vacuum F'umps, gas system, and other general
equipment, are common with RICH and there may be double counting. The cost estimate

: includes EDIA but not contingency.

Schedule

Assuming adequate funding and successful tests, the following rough schedule is forecast:

1. Large (50-cm diameter) prototype HBD design, construction and test (using existing
liquid xenon cryostat): 1993 to 1995.

2. Production pr¢_otype HBD (the full first layer of the HBD with final flanges with
:Lpproximately 128 photodetectors): 1994 to 1996.
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Table 15.9: Preliminary Cost Estimate for PHENIX HBD

5.4.2 HBD 7100

5.4.2.0 EDIA 400

5.4.2.1 Prototypes 200
5.4.2.2 Fabrication 4500

5.4.2.3 Testing 300
5.4.2.4 Installation 200

5.8.1.4.2 HBD Electronics 1500

3. Construction of the full HBD: 1997 to 1998.

4. Test and installation in PHENIX: 1999.
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Chapter 16

Collaboration and Organization

16.1 PHENIX Collaboration

The PHENIX collaboration consists of over 300 scientists, engineers, and graduate students
from 43 institutions in 10 countries. The institutional distribution of the PHENIX collabo-
ration is shown in Table 16.1.

16.2 Management Structure

Figure 16.1 shows the organizational chart of the PHENIX experiment. The Project Man-
agement (PM) team is the primary executive body of the organization. The Project Manage-
ment interacts with the collaboration through the Executive Council (EC) and the Detector
Council (DC). The Executive Council (EC) monitors the performance of the Project Man-
agement, and advises it on collaboration policy issues. The team leaders of the detector
subsystem groups comprise the Detector Council (DC). Members of the Project Manage-
ment team are also part of the the Executive and Detector Councils. The Executive Council
is chaired by the Spokesperson, and the Detector Council is chaired by the Project Direc-

tor. In addition, the Project Management communicates directly with the collaborating
institutions via "Institutional Representatives" (contact persons). Members of the Project
Management, Executive Council, and Detector Council are listed in Table 16.2.

The function of each box in the organizational chart in Fig. 16.1 is listed below.

A. Project Management (PM)
1) Spokesperson (S. Nagamiya)

Collaboration responsibilities:
1. Chairperson of the EC.

2. Represents in the PM the will of the collaboration, as expressed
through the EC.

3. Communication with collaborators and participating institutions.
4. Organize collaboration meetings (i.e., schedule meetings,

set location and agenda).

16-1
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PHENIX Collaboration

Brasil: Russia:
U. Sao Paolo 3 IHEP-Protvino 28

INR-Moscow 7
Canada: ITEP-Moscow 8

McGill U. 8 JINR-Dublla 16
Kurchatov Inst. ,S

China: PNPI-St. Petersburg 14
CIAE 13 Individual 2
IHEP 8

Inst. Mod. Phys. 8 Sweden:
Peking U. 4 Lund U. 9

Germany: U.S.A.:
U. M finster 4 U. Alabama 4
Individual 1 BNL 20

UC-Riverside 5

India: Columbia U. 13

BARC, Bombay 3 Florida State 2
Georgia State 3

Japan: Idaho NEL 4
Hiroshima U. 4 Iowa State/Ames Lab. 8
INS, U. Tokyo 5 LLNL 9
KEK 7 LANL 14

Kyoto U. 2 Louisiana State 4
Nat. Inst. Rad. Sci. 1 MIT 2

U. Tokyo 5 SUNY-Stony Brook 12
U. Tsukuba 16 ORNL 11
Individual 1 U. Tennessee 4

Vanderbilt U. 3

Korea: Yale U. 9

Chung-ang U. 1 Individual 2
Korea U. 4
Seoul Nat. U. 6 Total 326

Soong-Sil U. 1

Table 16.1: Institutional participation in the PHENIX collaboration.
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5. Non-DOE resources.

6. Welfare of graduate students (commitment, thesis, etc.,), post-docs,
and junior faculty in consultation with institutions.

Outside Communication:

1. Scientific presentations (e.g., PAC and DOE reviews).
2) Project Director (S. Aronson) and Deputy Project Director (G. Young)

Detector Responsibilities:
l. R&D.

2. Engineering.
3. Budget.
4.._Iechanical and electroilic design, and constr, lction.
•5. Installation and commissioning.

Collaboration Responsibility: Chairperson of the DC.
Outside Communication:

1. Interface to RHIC Project and BNL management.
2. Contact with vendors.

3. Technical presentations (e.g., TAC and DOE reviews).
3) Project Engineer (L. Paffrath)

Responsibilities:
1. Coordination of the engineering efforts for each detector subsystem.
2. Engineering of the overall detector and the installation.
3. Cost estimate.

4. Project tracking.
5. Director of the Project office (PO).

4) Liaison Physicist (B. Johnson)
Responsibilities:

1. Interface between the PHENIX experiment and the RHIC Project on
schedule, cost control, facility requirement, and installation.

2. Quality assurance, environmental safety and health issues.

3. Detector and machine interface" (e.g., beam pipe, magnet, shielding).
5) Assistant for Project Management (W. L. Kehoe)

Responsibilities:
1. Preparation of the pCDR, CDR, and Management Plan.
2. Coordination of the PHENIX AGS testbeam program.
3. Assist the Project Director (e.g., organize DC meetings).

B. Executive Council (EC)
Consists of the members of PM plus selected representatives from the collaboration.
Representatives selected by the Spokesperson in consultation with the collaboration.

1) Approval of overall scientific priority and policy.
2) Advises PM on physics specifications for the detector.
3) Advises PM on budget and management policy issues.
4) Approval of new collaborators.
5) Approval of publication policy (e.g., authorship, distribution of
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opportunities to make presentations).
6) Responsible for periodic internal reviews of the performance

of the PM.

C. Detector Council (DC)
Membership consists of the team leaders (or designated alternate) of the detector
subsystems plus the members of the PM. Responsibilities of the individual detector
subsystem leaders are:

1) Subsystem design.
'2) Schedule and cost estimate for s_lbsvstem prototyping, constrtzction, and installati(_rl.
3) Organization of the subsystem working group and its activities.
-t) Participation in monthly DC meetings at BNL on project status.

integration, and other related issues.

D. Project Office (PO)
This is a BNL-based organization directed by the Project Engineer, which is responsible for
administrative, procurement, quality assurance, and safety functions in support of PHENIX.

i RHIC
Collaboration b ProjectManagement

., ...... , .......l_ Spokesperson I--[ ProjectEngineer I _i Project, I
!;_i{i_._-_;;._i_iili_:_!i_;_ii_:_:g_!_ii_::_:.ProjectDirector I

Deputy ProjectDIrector !--t RHIC LiaisonPhysicist ] .::::._

ExecutiveCouncil _ 1 IiiliChair: Sp°kespers°n l_ I I Assistantf°r Pr°ject Management

/ I

DetectorCouncil _ I ProjectOffice _j!

Chair:ProjectDirector _! I Chair:Project Engineer _

_.,'$_:/:._,_'_-::';."_i_ _..... _....... _.............. _....._"'"_

! 1 T 1
[Magnet 1 I Tracking I I TOP I I Muon I_';',V!ei'iTI

i D/tneni_rrs l [ RICH II EMCa, II On-line [

Figure 16.1" Organizational chart of the PHENIX experiment.
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Project Management

Spokesperson: S. Nagamiya (Columbia), nevis::nag
Project Director: S. Aronson (BNL), bnlcl6::aronsons
Deputy Project Director: G. Young (ORNL), orph01::young
Project Engineer: L. Paffrath (BNL), bnldag::paffrath
Liaison Physicist: B. Johnson (BNL), bnl::brant
Assistant for Project Management: W. Kehoe (MIT), bnlcl6::kehoe

Executive Council

P. Braun-Munzinger (Stony Brook) Z.X. Sun (CIAE, Beijing, China)
J. Moss (LANL) Z.P. Zheng (IHEP, Beijing, China)
F. Plasil (ORNL) R. Santo (Mfinster, Germany)
R. Hayano (Tokyo, Japan) I. Otterlund (Lund, Sweden)
K. Yagi (Tsukuba, Japan) S.K. Mark (McGill, Canada)
A. Vorobyov (St. Petersburg, Russia)

Detector Council

Magnet: J. Thomas (LLNL) Inner Der.: B. Jacak (LANL)
Tracking: E. O'Brien (BNL) RICH: H. Hamagaki (INS, Tokyo)
TOF: Y. Miake (Tsukuba) EM Cal: E. Kistenev (BNL), acting
Muon: G. Young (ORNL), Deputy: (TBA)
On-line: G. Young (ORNL) 4- W. Zajc (Columbia) 4- T. Carey (LANL)
Simulation: C. Maguire (Vanderbilt) Off-line: (TBA)

Table 16.2: Members of the Project Management, Executive Council, and Detector Council
for the PHENIX experiment.

16.3 Institutional Participation

Institutional participation, as of the publication of the CDR (29 January 1993), is summa-
rized in Table 16.3. Institutions that are not listed in this table are still in the process of
deciding their contributions to PHENIX.
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Table 16.3: Institutional Participation in the PHENIX Detector Construction

Item Function Participating Institutions
Magnet Design + Coordination LLNL, BNL

Construction Efremov Inst., KEK (coil)
Inner Detectors Si strip LANL, UC-Riverside, Alabama

Beam-beam Hiroshima

Tracking Drift Chamber I,[,NI,, PNPI
Pad t'llalnbt,r _ NlcGill. llll?;l _ [_,_.ijint_Lllll,l 1_,''- .,, |,

"Yim_'l,:xpansioll ('li. I3NL. '_'al¢,
,_ ......

IIlCIt l:lori¢laI State. b I; Nh'-Sl _)llx Br,,,:,l-:.

Tokyo, INS-]okyo
TOF Tsukuba, Columbia, IMP-Lanziaou,

JINR-Dubna

EMCal Lead-glass Kurchatov, Mfinster, ORNL
Lead-scintillator BNL, IHEP-Protvino, INR-Moscow

Muon Tracking LANL, ORNL
Muon Identifier ORNL, CIAE, Georgia State, Tennessee,

Vanderbilt

On-line ORNL, Columbia, Iowa/Ames Lab.,
LANL, BNL

Simulation Vanderbilt, Tennessee, LLNL, Columbia,
Yale, BNL, ORNL, SUNY-Stony Brook,
PNPI, INS-Tokyo......

Off.line BNL

_U---pgrade High Resol. Crystal SUNY-Stony Brook, IttEP-Beijing, BNL
Hadron Blind Detector MIT, IIEP-Mosco v, IHEP-Protvino
TRD BNL, Yale
Additional Muon Arms LANL, ORNL

......

PHENIX-SPIN Kyoto, BNL=,. .....

16.4 International Participation

An important feature of the PHENIX Collaboration is its wide international participation.
Nine countries other than the US are participating in the experiment, as shown in Table 16.4.
Many formal agreements between BNL and institutiows in China and Russia have already
been made. A Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) is in place covering the 10,000 blocks
of lead-glass from the Kurchatov/Mfinster group for the EMCal subsystem; this lead-glass
array is currently used in experiment WA98 at CERN. The array will be brought to RHIC in
time for Day-1 operation of PHENIX. Agreements with IHEP-Protvino and PNPI-St. Peters-
burg cover construction of the lead-scintillator sampling calorimeter modules for the EMCal
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Table 16.4: International Participation in the PHENIX Experiment

Country _ of Institutions Contributions Comments
Inst.

Brasil 1 U. Sao Paolo (TBA)
Canada 1 McGill U. PC

.....

China CIAE. IHEP, #ID, TOF. Agreements with
Inst..Xlod. Phys.. '{I}('} ('I.\1:2 all,l IIIKP

t}{'kiIlo,;U si,,i,,.,l• ° ._ •

Germany 1 1..XIii n:ster Pt)(;I Nl(}l"

India i BARC (Xl,l{)ll}
Japan 7 Hiroshima U., INS, BB, TOI;', i, I/S-.Jaf)an (.'ollab.

KEK, Kyoto U., NIRS, RICH, CM coils I Agreement
U. Tokyo, U. Tsukuba I

Korea 4 Chung-ang U., Korea U., (TBA)
Seoul U., Soong-sil U.,

Russia 7 JINR, IHEP, INR, PNPI, EMCal, PbGI, Agreement with
Kurchatov, Efremov, DC, IHEP, PNPI,
ITEP CM, (CsI), JINR done.

(HBD) MOU with
Kurchatov.

,.,

Sweden I 1 Lund U. PC electronics Applied for
Ii funding.

and the drift chambers for the Tracking subsystem, respectively. Other agreements liar{,
been signed and the technical addenda are being worked on.

The Japanese institutions collaborating in PHENIX expect to make major contributions
to the detector construction. The final amount is not yet fixed, but the Japanese team has
decided to take responsibility for construction of Beam-beam, RICH, TOF, and the CM
Coils. This arrangement was agreed to by the collaborators in Japan as well as the funding
agency in Japan.

A budget request of approximately SlM was submitted in Sweden, and a budget request
is under consideration in Canada. We are in frequent contact with institutions in Korea and
India. Explicit contributions from these institutions will be solicited within the next year.

In regard to the organization of the individual institutions, both domestic and foreign
institutions are connected directly to the PHENIX Project Management. However, due to tile
needs of coordination inside their own country, the Japanese team created an organization_..
structure, called PHENIX-J (PHENIX-Japan). This organization makes decisions al}out
funding allocations inside .Japan for the Japanese funds, as well as tile coordination of tile
.Japanese institutions within PHENIX.
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Acronyms and Abbreviations

A.1 Physics and Simulations

Table A.I: Acronyms and Abbreviations for Physics and Simulations

Item Description
BCD Basic Collision Dynamics
ES Early Stages (thermodynamics)
FRITIOF a Swedish Monte Carlo event generator (a Norse god)
GEANT standard CERN simulation program (French for "giant")
HBT Hanbury-Brown-Twiss (Bose-Einstein correlation)
HGMC High Gain Monte Carlo code used at U. Tennessee and ORNL
HIJET Heavy Ion simulation program (derived from ISAJET)
ID Identification

LAHET Los Alamos High Energy Transport code
PID Particle Identification

PISA Phenix Integrated Simulation Application
PISORP PISA Output Readback Program
QCD Quantum Chromodynamics
QGP Quark-Gluon Plasma
ET transverse energy
PT transverse momentum
r radial dimension from beam axis

Tc critical temperature (for the transition)
y rapidity
z dimension along beam axis
Aft solid angle
77 pseudorapidity
¢ azimuthal angle
0 polar angle

,,,
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A.2 Detectors and Hardware

Table A.2: Acronyms and Abbreviations for Detectors and Hardware

Item Description
AB Analog Buffer
ADC Analog to Digital Converter
AMU Analog Memory Unit
AP Analog Processing

' ASIC Apt>iicarioll Sl>eCiSCIntegraT.ed (i'ircuit
B Buffer

BB Beanl-Beam Collnter (Inner l)eI_-clors Svst_ru)
BC Beam Clock

CM Central Magnet
CFD Constant Fraction Discriminator

CMOS Complimentary Metal Oxide Semiconductor
COB Chip On Board
CTR1 em Fictitious Central-Arm Tracker

DAI Data Acquisition Interface
DAQ Data Acquisition System
DC Drift Chamber (Tracking System)
DX Name of a RHIC magnet closest to the collision point
DCM Data Collection Module

DMU Digital Memory Unit
DSP Digital Signal Processor
EB Event Builder

EMCal Electromagnetic Calorimeter System
ENC Equivalent Noise Charge
FADC Flash Analog-to-Digital Converter
FEE Front-End Electronics

FEUnnn Russian PMT #nnn
FIFO First In First Out

FOL Fiber Optic Link
FOXFET Field Oxide Field Effect Transistor

FPGA Field-Programmable Gate Array
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Table A.2: Acronyms and Abbreviations for Detectors and Hardware
(Continued)

Item Description
GARFIELD Drift-chamber simulation program
GLn Global Level-n (trigger)
G-10 Fiber-glass-resin composite insulating board
HBD Hadron-Blind Detector

HDI High l)ensitv lntercont_ects ,
! ,,/?HI'iX High Resolution (.r_stal

t-IX' High Voltage
H\':\C Heating, ventilation and air conditi,)t_ing
IC Integrated Circuit
LLn Local Level-n (trigger)
LSB Least Significant Bit
LTS Local Trigger Supervisor
LVL-n Level-n for trigger
MB Mega Bytes
MCM Multichip Module
MCS Monitor and Calibration Supervisor
MIMD Multiple Instruction, Multiple Data
MM Muon Magnet
MSB Most Significant Bit
MVD Multiplicity Vertex Detector (Inner Detectors System)
MUX Multiplexer
#ID Muon Identification (Muon Arm)
_P Microprocessor
#T Muon Tracking (Muon Arm)
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Table A.2: _,. ronyms and Abbreviations for Detectors and Hardware
(Continued)

Item Description
NIM Nuclear Instrument Module

PbG1 Lead-Glass (EMCal System)
PbSc Lead-Scintillator (EMCal System)
PCn Pad Chamber #n (n = 1,2,3) (Tracking System)
PGA Programmable Gate Array
PLA Programmable Logic Array
PMT Photomultiplier Tube
PPAC Parallel Plate Avalanche Counter

PPMD Programmable Prescalable Multilevel Discriminator
POPOP organic compound (scintillator and wavelength shifter)
QVC Charge-to-Voltage Converter
RICH Ring Imaging Cherenkov Detector
RISC Reduced Instruction Set Computer
ROC Readout Controllerss

TAC Time-to-Amplitude Converter
TDC Time-to-Digital Converter
TEC Time Expansion Chamber (Tracking System)
TOF Time-of-Flight System
TR Transition Radiation
TRD Transition Radiation Detector

TVC Time-to-Voltage Converter
TTS Transit Time Spread
UV Ultra-Violet
VME Versabus Module for Eurocard

VWVR Voltage Write and Voltage Read
WLS WaveLength Shifting
68K Motorola 68nnn Series Microprocessor
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A.3 Organizations and Facilities

Table A.3: Acronyms and Abbreviations for Organizations and Facilities

Item Description
AGS Alternating Gradient Synchrotron
BARC Bhabha Atomic Research Center, India
BNL Brookhaven National Laboratory
CDF Collider Detector Facility (an experiment at, FNAL)
CERN Centre European pour la Recherche Nucleaire (Switzerlancl)
CIAE China Institute of Atomic Energy
DESY Deutches Electronen Synchrotron (Itamburg, Germany)
DOE Department of Energy
ESB Experimental Support Building
Ennn Experiment #nnn at the AGS. Also, Experiment #nnn at FNAL.
FNAL Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory
GAMS a Russian lead-glass array at CERN
GSI Gesselschaft ffir Schwerionen Forschung (Darmstadt, Germany)
IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers
IHEP-Beijing Institute of High Energy Physics, Beijing, China
IHEP-Protvino Institute of High Energy Physics, Protvino, Russia
IMP-Landzou Institute of Modern Physics, Landzou, China
INR-Moscow Institute for Nuclear Research, Moscow, Russia
INS Institute for Nuclear Study, University of Tokyo, Japan
ISR Intersecting Storage Ring (at CERN)
ITEP-Moscow Institute of Theoretical and Experimental Physics, Moscow, Russia
Idaho NEL Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
JACEE Japanese-American Collaborative Emulsion Experiment
JINR Joint Institute for Nuclear Study, Russia
KEK Institute for High Energy Physics (Koh Energy Ken), Japan
KEK-PS Proton Synchrotron at KEK
LANL Los Alamos National Laboratory
LEP Large Electron-Positron collider at CERN
LBL Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
LLNL Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
MFH Major Facility Hall
MIT Massachusetts Institute of Technology
NAnn North-area experiment #nn at CERN
ORNL Oak Ridge National Laboratory
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Table A.3: Acronyms and Abbreviations for Organizations and Facilities
(Continued)

Item Description
PHENIX Pioneering High Energy Nuclear Ion eXperiment
PHENIX-J PHENIX-Japan
PNPI St. Petersburg Nuclear Physics Institute, Russia
RHIC Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider
SDC Solenoidal Detector Collaboration at SSC

SUNY State University of New York
SSC Superconducting Super Collider
SSC,L Superconducting Super Collider Laboratory
UAn Underground-area experiment #n at SNSS at CERN
UC University of California
US United States

WAnn West-area experiment #nn at CERN

ZEUS detector (named for a Greek god) at HERA e-p collider at DESY,,

A.4 Management and Miscellaneous

Table A.4: Acronyms and Abbreviations for Management and Miscellaneous

Item Description
CDR Conceptual Design Report
DC Detector Council
EC Executive Council

EDIA Engineering, Design, Inspection, Administration
ES&H Environment, Safety and Health
MOU Memorandum of Understanding
PAC Program Advisory Committee
PM Project Management
PO Project Office
R&D Research and Development

SEAPPM Safety and Environmental Administrative Policy and Procedure Manual
TAC Technical Advisory Committee
TBA To be Assigned
WBS Work Breakdown Structure

pCDR Preliminary Conceptual Design Report
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Beam-beam Counter Test Results

B.1 Prototype Counter for Beam Test

A prototype beam-beam counter element was made using a Quartz radiator block and a
mesh-dynode photomultiplier of one inch diameter. A hexagonal shaped cylinder 15 mm
long and 30 mm thick was fabricated of fused Quartz (Suprasif P-20). The radiator is glued
on the window of the photomultiplier of Hamamatsu H5082 with optical cement as depicted
in Fig. 5.17. The photomultiplier H5082 has a sensitive cathode area 16 mm in diameter and

current amplification of 2 × 106 at 2500 V with 15 stages of mesh-dynode. The characteristics
of the photomultiplier tube are summarized in Table B.1.

B.2 Test Results

A test was carried out in December 1992 at KEK, Japan. Figure B.1 shows a schematic
view of the experimental setup. Two identical scintillators with good timing resolution,
labeled REF1 and REF2, were placed in a beam. They provided the reference time (start

Table B.I: Characteristics of the Hamamatsu H5082 Photomutiplier Tube

Parameter Value
Tube diameter 26 mm
Cathode diameter 16 mm

Window UV glass
Number of dynodes 15

Dynode structure proximity mesh
Current gain @ 2500 V 2 x 106
Maximum supply voltage 2500 V
Transit time spread 0.33 ns
Anode pulse rise time 1.5 ns

B-1
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Figure B.I: Schematic view of the prototype counter test arrangement at KEK in Dec. i992.

time or stop time) in time-of-flight measurements with the prototype counter. Just behind
the reference counters, the prototype (labeled TEST) was installed in the beam, such that
the beam traversed the prototype counter from front to back. The whole sensitive area of
the detectors was irradiated with a 1.6 GeV/c pion beam at the beam intensity of about
60/cm2/s. Six sets of beam-defining counters (DEFs) were used, and signals from these in
the trigger limited the size of the beam on the prototype counter to typically 30 x 30 mm 2.

Standard NIM leading edge discriminators (Philips 710), and CAMAC TDCs (25 ps/ch)
and ADCs (LeCroy 2249W) were used in the test. Large signals (approximately 700-1500
mV of amplitude at the high voltage setting 2500 V) were produced by the pions, and were
clearly separated from the 50 mV noise level.

Figure B.2 shows time-of-flight spectra between the prototype counter and one of the
reference counters (REF1), before and after offiine slewing corrections. The algorithm for
the slewing corrections applied in this analysis is described in [1]. Three sets of time-of-flight
measurements, between TEST and REF1, TEST and REF2, REF1 and REF2, enabled us to
evaluate the intrinsic timing resolution of each detector. The intrinsic rms timing resolution
of the prototype counter, before and after slewing corrections, was found to be 88 ps and 44
ps.

The dependences of the intrinsic timing resolution and the current gain of the prototype
counter on the high voltage value are shown in Fig. B.3. A higher operating voltage produces
better timing resolution and a higher current gain. The dependence of the time-of-flight peak
value and current gain of the prototype counter was also studied as a function of the radial
hit position on the radiator.

Figure B.4 shows that there are variations in the time-of-flight peak value and the current
gain with the position. This kind of variation will certainly be even stronger in the timing
resolution. In order to study the extent of this effect, data were taken with a trigger restrict-
ing the size of the beam on the prototype counter to 10 × l0 mm 2 at the center. The same
analysis was applied to the data, and the intrinsic timing resolution, before and after the
corrections, improved to 41 ps and 29 ps, respectively. This implies that it may be possible
to improve the timing resolution beyond 44 ps by optimizing the size of the radiator.

Two models of constant fraction discriminators (CFD) were examined in the test: One
is a commercially available CFD (model 934) made by ORTEC EG&G, and another is a
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Figure B.2: Time-of-flight spectra between the prototype counter and one of the reference
counters, before and after offiine slewing corrections. The time-of-flight resolutions are 94 ps
and 52 ps rms. The intrinsic timing resolution of the prototype counter was found to be
88 ps and 44 ps rms, before and after corrections, respectively.
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Figure B.3: High voltage dependence of the timing resolution and the current gain of the
prototype counter.
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Figure B.4: Dependence of the time-of-flight peak value and current gain of the prototype
counter as a function of the radial hit position on the radiator. A tiny trigger counter was
used to define the beam size and its position.

prototype circuit fabricated at Los Alamos National Laboratory. The CFD replaced the
leading edge discriminator on the prototype counter, but leading edge discriminators were
kept for the reference counters. Knowing the time slewing parameters for both reference
counters from the previous analysis, we can extract the contribution of the time slewing from
the prototype counter. This was accomplished by examining the ADC value of the prototype
counter versus the time-of-flight using the raw TDC data from the prototype counter and the
fully corrected TDC data from the reference counters. The scatter plots shown in Fig. B.5(a)
and (b) are useful to illustrate the function of constant fraction discriminators.

Comparing Fig. B.5(a) and (b) with (c) and (d), which were taken with a leading edge
discriminator, it is clear that both CFDs correct for time slewing to some degree, but can not
provide a better correction than the offiine numerical method. The time-of-flight resolution
with either CFD is approximately 90-110 ps.

The conclusions from the prototype test are:

• The prototype counter has an intrinsic timing resolution of 50 ps rms for a single
minimum ionizing particle.

• The timing resolution of the counter, before slewing correction, is approximately 100 ps.

• A smaller radiator size may improve the timing resolution.

• The background light yield from the tube material is 10 times smaller than the light
yield from the Quartz radiator.
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Figure B.5: The pulse height in the prototype counter versus the time-of-flight between
prototype and reference counters, corrected for time slewing in the reference counter. (a) with
the ORTEC CFD, (b) with the LANL CFD, (c) with the Philips leading-edge discriminator.
(d) same as (c) after offiine slewing correction.
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Appendix C

RICH Prototype Test Results

Test beam experiments were performed at KEK in October 1992. using an unseparata(i
negative beam of 1 Ge\"/c. At this momentum, about 25% of the beam particles w_.re
electrons, and the remainder were negative pions and muons. The electron to pion separation
was achieved by using two gas Cherenkov counters placed upstream of the RICH prototype
and a lead-glass shower counter placed downstream. A schematic view of prototype RICH
detector tested is shown in Fig. C.1. The test setup mimicked as close as possible a section
of the PHENIX RICH detector in terms of radiator length, mirror optics, position of the
focal plane detector, and gas handling system. Standard "off the shelf" electronics were used
to digitize the data, instead of using the proposed FEE readout chain. Both the PMT and
UV-sensitive wire chamber versions were tested.

In Fig.C.2, hit patterns from the 25 PMTs of a 1.2-m ethane radiator run are shown for
25 consecutive electron-trigger events. Clear ring patterns are found in all the 25 events,
demonstrating the high efficiency and pattern recognition capability of the prototype RICH.

The timing characteristics of the PMTs for single photons were estimated by plotting
a time distribution of one of the 25 P MTs with respect to the average timing of the other
PMTs that recorded photon hits. The result is shown in Fig.C.3. This clearly shows that
the intrinsic time resolution of the H3171S PMT for single photons is better than 250 ps.

Figures C.4 and C.5 demonstrate the e/rr separation capability of the prototype device.
Figure C.4 is the pulse height sum of the ADCs (pedestal subtracted) for the electron trigger
(dotted) and the pion trigger (solid) at 1 GeV/c. Figure C.5 is the number of PMT hits for
electron (dotted) and pion (solid) events.

Figures C.4 and C.5 demonstrate the e/rr separation capability of the prototype device.
Figure C.4 is the pulse height sum of the ADCs (pedestal subtracted) for the electron trigger
(dotted) and the pion trigger (solid) at 1 GeV/c. Figure C.5 is the number of PMT hits for
electron (dotted) and pion (solid) events.

In the ethane radiator tests (length 1.2 m), 69K events were selected as "pion" by beam
line detectors. Among these 69K events, only three events registered more than four PMT
hits in the RICH array. The same cut retained better than 99% of electron tracks. This
means that for a single, isolated track, the prototype RICH detector has an e/Tr separation
of 2.3 x 104, or better than a 104 (90%CL) with almost no loss of electrons. These three
events, however, are very likely genuine electron tracks misidentified by beam line detectors.

C-1
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Figure C.I" A schematic drawing of the prototype RICH detector tested at KEK.

At present the particle identification power of the two gas Cherenkov counters and the lead- ,
glass detector used for the test run is not quanitified.
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Figure C.2" A typical PMT hit pattern observed in the prototype RICH detector with a
1.2-m ethane radiator, and from events with 25 consecutive c_ctron triggers.
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Figure C.3: Timing distribution of one of the 25 PMTs with respect to the average time of
the other PMTs that recorded photon hits. The time resolution obtained is a ,,_ 250 ps.
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Figure C.4: Sum of the ADC pulse height for electron trigger (dotted) and pion trigger
(solid).
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